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ow ‘new chemistry’ is modernizing adhesives 
Our cl rv’ research has successfully cross-linked our unmatched knowledge of starch 

rties with our advanced knowledge of vinyl resins. The results have been exciting 

Bee iS have eliminated many of the limitine characteristics of starch based adhesives 

Vp 1 to pack n this ‘new chemistry’ has produced adhesives that grip instantan ously to 

! ly increase machine speeds. Soft sealed cases now ship tightly closed vet open easily 

S ping cases with glued corner laps withstand blistering summer heat in boxcars 

Phonograph record jackets are wrinkle-free and warp-resistant. To mention a few 

l ese modern adhesive d evelopments are improving case and carton sealing, lap gluing, bag 

making, tube winding and the many other packaging and converting operations. We'd like to 

demonstrate their effectiveness in your own plant 

Foo, we'd like to keep you informed of things to come. As a major producer of starch specialties 

ind a pioneer producer of vinyl resins—National is leading the way through 

new chemistry’ to great advances in the field of adhesives 

. 
RESYNS ADHESIVES 



Naturally, you’d never dunk mashed 

potatoes this way, but it proves this 

point: McCormick’s dehydrated mashed 
potatoes stay bone dry anywhere, till 
opened . . . airtight Alcoa® Wrap alu- 

minum foil envelopes prevent caking, 
spoilage and flavor-loss. : 

McCorMICk — THE HOUSE OF 

FLAVOR, Dobeckmun, and Alcoa pro- 

duced this handy portion-controlled 

packaging. It has greater kitchen con- 

venience. It ships easier . takes up 
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ALCOA WRAP PACKAGING WATERPROOFS INSTANT MASHED PO TATOES 

less shelf space . . . promotes pick-me- 

up sales 

Does your package need improving? 

Call your Alcoa salesman. He teams 
with America’s top converters to assure 
you the best facilities, know-how and 
service—all along the line. For full in- 

formation, write: ALUMINUM CoM- 

PANY OF AMERICA, 1649-K Alcoa 

Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. 

You're always ahead with Alcoa 
... greatest name in aluminum 
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Showdown in the supermarket 
Big-chain buying committees wield power, but the art of creating winning packages still rests with manufacturers. 

A new plastic bottle 
Produced for Maggi sauce, using non-toxic PVC, it suggests great opportunity in foods for blow-molded plastics. 

Pushbutton vitamins 
Nutritive syrup that tastes like lemon candy gains added appeal for youngsters in Abbott’s pressurized can. 

Corrugated containers 
Supplier-Industry Survey. The commonest shipping package now fills the double role of conveying and selling. 

Disappearing dye pouch 
Water-soluble PVA film, with new stability, debuts commercially as a heat-seal pouch package. 

Design Histories 

A touch of Paris ; 
Design that suggests the high quality of French cosmetics sparks sales success for an English toothpaste. 

Packaging Pageant 

Apples in a sling 
] Consisting of molded-pulp trays, polyester film and glued-on handle, new carry pack solves a marketing problem. 

Display Gallery 

New approach to plastic platforms 
J & J baby-gift sets demonstrate the packaging possibilities of smooth, inert, molded expanded polystyrene. 

How to tell a film 
You can identify basic types with simple tearing, burning and smell tests right at your desk. By C. L. Blair. 

Production methods 

Two-piece box from one 
For International Harvester small parts, folding carton splits to form, without glue or locks, two telescoping halves. 

1,000-per-minute thermoforms 
The story behind Morton Salt’s new single-use blister packs is a high-speed rotary former, filler, sealer. 

Luxury look at low cost 
Loose-wrapped set-up boxes, produced autematically, give Barricini candies elegant look with tight-wrap economy. 

Technical 

Wax crystal structure vs. WVTR 
Study of wax coatings reveals water vapor doesn’t permeate crystals, but seeks paths between them. By R. C. Fox. 

Questions and Answers 

Departments 

Editorial 93 Featured in this isue 

Background for packaging. Notes, quotes and comments. 

Equipment and materials 176 U.S. patents digest 

Plants and people 199 Manufacturers’ literature 

For your information 214 Index to advertisers 

Modern Packaging Executive and Editorial Offices, 575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 
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42-Page illustrated 

catalog of complete 

REDINGTON line. 

4-Page folder with 

full details on new 

low-budget Automax 

Cycle Cartoner. 

SEND FOR 

» oR te Seon ok fk a 

PACKAGING COSTS LESS with 
REDINGTON Automatic Cartoning Machines 

REDINGTON machines are designed with one primary idea in mind — to 

help you reduce operating costs while getting better packaging. Their basic 

principles — and many ingenious special modifications — have been proved 

out during more than six decades of experience in solving packaging problems 

in almost every field. Many smaller operations — as well as “‘big name’”’ plants 

—are profiting with REDINGTON Automatic Packaging. Why not inves- 

tigate — now — what REDINGTONS can do for you? 

% CARTONING MACHINES for: Bottles, Tubes, Soap, Facial Tissues, Macaroni, Razor 

Blades, Playing Cards, Ampoules, Pen Points, Margarine, Candy Coated Gum, Candy, 

Crackers, and practically any solid article. 

% VERTICAL CARTONER ... now called Type 9N, with new and added features, and lower 

priced... for: Small production plants or for stand-by use in larger operations . . . wher- 

ever there are many package sizes, considerable variation in sizes, and short runs. 

% WRAPPING & CARTONING in combination... for: Bandage Rolls, Macaroni, Bars of 

Soap, Mince Meat, Photographic Film, Margarine, and a wide variety of products. 

% SPECIAL PACKAGING MACHINES for: Fruit Drop Tablets in Rolls, Mints, Soap, Bottles, 

Tin-packing Aspirin, Envelope Filling, and many other special-problem adaptations. 

Aine &%, 4997 

F.B. REDINGTON CO. REDINGT ON 
3010 ST. CHARLES ROAD, BELLWOOD, ILL. 
Chicago Phone: AUstin 7-4200 AUTOMATIC MACHINES fer 
Verona, N. J.: CEnter 9 -4608 CARTONING 
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Report from Europe 

B ack from a two-months’ study-tour of the packaging centers of Europe, 

our Editor reports that the degree to which we Americans underestimate 

European packaging capabilities is exceeded only by the degree to which 

Europeans underestimate themselves. 

In Germany, Switzerland, France, Belgium, Holland, England and Italy, 

a word of praise for a packaging achievement almost invariably brings the 

response: “Oh, but of course we have nothing compared with what you have 

in the United States!” 

Discount part of that to Old World courtesy and tact; consider the fact 

that no one European country has the volume of production or the consumer 

buying power that we have here—and there still remains a basic feeling of 

inferiority, packagingwise, that just isn’t justified. 

The best of European packaging design and printing, generally speaking. 

is better than what we consider first rate. The worst, on the other hand—the 

package which has stubbornly resisted modern tendencies—is pretty bad. 

Unfortunately, there is almost no middle ground. But the capability is there. 

And there is so much that is inspiring. 

European packaging machines are beautifully engineered and beautifully 

finished. They have refinements we haven't thought of or haven't bothered 

with. Apologies about lower speeds and capacities are pointless, because they 

exactly fit the market for which they were designed. 

Materials? It’s true that we are generally more fortunate in the abundance 

and economy—and therefore in the quality—of our paper and paperboard. 

But in plastics, Europe is far ahead in its use of unplasticized PVC, nylon 

and polypropylene. And it is giving us lessons in the use of aluminum for 

cans. Siftproof and liquid-tight cartons are superior to ours. 

Education? Each European country has its own Packaging Institute, organ- 

ized on a basis of personal professional pride and interest, rather than a 

vendor-customer relationship. And all of the institutes are linked in the Con- 

tinent-wide European Packaging Federation. You will be hearing more about 

“EPF” in days to come. 

Enough for general impressions. In this issue (see “A New Plastic Bottle,” 

p. 100) you will find a first-hand report on one specific European development 

that has implications of importance to American packagers. In coming months 

you will find many more such reports. 

It is not the Editor’s intention to present a travelogue on Europe, but rather 

to report in specific terms—as has always been our policy—the individual 

developments as they achieve the proof of commercial acceptance. The im- 

plications of some of these developments may be as surprising to our modest 

European friends as they are to us. 

1958 by Modern Packaging Corp. All rights re Contents copyrighted 

/ served, including the right to reproduce this book or portion thereof in 

any form. The name Modern Packaging is registered in the U.S. Patent 

Office. Printed in U.S.A. by Hildreth Press, Inc., Bristol, Conn. Member, 

Audit Bureau of Circulations. Member, Associated Business Publications. 

Modern Packaging is regularly indexed in the Industrial Arts Index. 



Dobeckmun Metalseal 

is as good as 

it looks 

when it 

comes to keeping 

cookies, candies, 

crackers and 

frozen foods perfectly 

fresh! This is 

saying a lot because 

Metalseal 

can’t be matched 

for instant eye appeal. 

There’s a bright, 

alert look about 

Metalseal packages 

that comes directly from 

Dobeckmun’s long 

experience with special 

laminations. And 

the strong, lively quality of 

Dobeckmun printing on 

this combination of 

aluminum foil and paper is a 

tremendous selling asset. 

To make the customer reach 

for your product and open 

it in perfect condition, 

consult Dobeckmun about 

box overwraps of Metalseal. 

The Dobeckmun Company, 
A Division of The Dow Chemical Company, 

Cleveland 1, Ohio « Berkeley 10, California 

Offices in most principal cities 



FOR BETTER DISPLAY MERCHANDISING 

ROUND = OUT 
oz 6) ; 

WITH Deep 

A well-rounded source 

for a well-rounded 

program... 

¢ Display Specialist 

e 35 Years’ Experience 

¢ Designs for Selling 

¢ Knows Display Objectives 

e Versatile Engineering 

¢ Quality Construction 

e Quantity Production ecvexvens printers 

* Any Size Display “ex A. M. DEECO designs and builds the 
e Integrated Facilities | displays that round out the successful 

sales programs of merchandisers who 

know the importance of being on 

target and on time. 

All the facilities of this fully integrated 

organization are concentrated on 

custom-designed quality displays... 

all types and all sizes. 

Call A.M. Deeco to round out your 

program... 

ADVERTISING METAL 
S DISPLAY CO 

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF MERCHANDISING UNITS 

e Represented Nationally 3 | 

| 
‘ i 

Wembley Revolving Bow Display 
dae Caantes os Well CHICAGO 50 @ 4622 W. Nineteenth Street/Bishop 2-1242 

NEW YORK 10 . 2 East 23rd Street/Algonquin 4-1295 
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You are looking at the right answer 
to another C.T. cap liner 

problem... 

y NEWSBOARD 
- ADHESIVE ———» 

,— ae ALUMINUM —~, 
FOIL io 
PLASTIC 

" PROTECTIVE 
LAYER 

NTT Ae, IEW ERIE i ba EI ai 

EE ee Se se 
To provide users of C.T. caps with the right liner at the 
right price—whatever the problems presented by the 
product or the closure—Crown has developed a range of 
versatile liner materials not available from any other 

“single source. 

Over a long périod.of years, Crown has helped packers 
solve the toughest kind of liner problems by coming up 
with practical, economical materials that really pay off in 
terms of production economies and product sales. 

Today, Crown offers you a choice of literally hundreds of 
liner systems based on formulation of all normally used 
materials and on many that are exclusive with Crown. 

Why not take advantage of the unique experience, re- 
search skill and production facilities available at Crown 
to give you C.T. liners that enhance the quality of your 
products . . . offer you real economies? We welcome the 
opportunity to discuss your liner requirements. 

CROWN CORK & SEAL COMPANY, INC. 

9300 Ashton Road, Philadelphia 36, Pa. 
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| 
The attractive new Ritz box contains three individual round 

recloseable packets . .. formed with a special laminated glassine. All 

the freshness, crispness and flavor of Ritz is tightly sealed in... 

and the chance of breakage, common to loose cracker packaging, has 3 

been eliminated. It’s just one more proof that protected by Riegel 

means extra benefits ... product protection always, plus flexible 

- packaging materials that are: 

Ri tz ... tailored to run at high speeds on automatic machines ; 

. .. made to your own specifications; printed, waxed, coated 

and laminated combinations of all types 

has a reason eee ... packaging materials that are made right, run right 

and are priced right. 

Hundreds of today’s best-sellers benefit from uniformly 

effective system of product protection. You can too. 

Write Riegel Paper Corporation, 260 Madison Avenue, New York 16. 

“Riegel 
PROTECTIVE PACKAGING MATERIALS 

beatae heer. 

New packaging for Ritz 

uses individual circular 
packets formed with a 
special laminated and 

over-waxed glassine. 
Packaged at high speed on 

Nabisco custom built 
machines. 

8 MODERN PACKAGING 



ONE OF THE MANY RA SO S FOR DOING | 
‘ ‘ 

2 
s 

has q 

16. 

dimension 

quality 

value 

service 

dependability 

b and INTEGRITY 

=? 

CHICAGO 

NEW YORK 

SAN FRANCISCO NATIONAL CAN 

COR POR ATION 
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Product personality —expressed in a package 

The personality of your product can be apparent 

in the package itself, as demonstrated by these 

famous shampoo products. 

Some gain beauty through a handsome Arm- 

strong molded cap, others a complete Armstrong 

package . . . graceful container and sleek plastic 

closure. The abilities that helped produce these 

packages can be at your service, too. See your 

Armstrong man for creative packaging ideas. 

Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster, Penna. 

Armstrong PACKAGING 

WATCH ARMSTRONG CIRCLE THEATRE EVERY OTHER WEDNESDAY EVENING ON C®O8S-TV 



(o promote 

your products’ personality 

at the 

point-of-purchase 

Hypnotique is a product of Max Factor & Co. 

NIEMAND BROS., INC. 
‘ Uscnnfaclaners f Paper Tobe Bacduils # 

37-01 Thirty-Fifth Avenue, Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

i 
% ae 

Bis oe ee 
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REYNOLDS ALUMINUM FOIL 
FOLDING CARTONS 

QUALITY 
PROTECTED WITH 

REYNOLDS WRAP, 
ALUMINUM 
PACKAGING 

With its sparkling new aluminum foil folding carton, FAB 

demonstrates one of the most economical ways of obtaining the 

protective and display advantages of Reynolds Wrap 

Aluminum Packaging. So evident is the success of this new 

package that the Colgate-Palmolive Company is using it 

for all four FAB sizes... King, Giant, Regular and Medium! 

Glued with waterproof adhesive, this carton has ample moisture 

protection to prevent caking even in the wet surroundings 

of home laundries. The laminated material also provides extra Get 

solidity to withstand handling. The aluminum surface has BRAND POWER PLUS 

lasting brilliance...an attractive fixture on the home shelf, just with the Seal of 

as it attracts the buyer in the store. And standard equipment 

needs only minor adjustment for these cartons. 
REYNOLDS WRAP 

ALUMINUM PACKAGING 
Reynolds offers nation-wide service in aluminum foil folding Surveys show that 8 out of 10 house- 

cartons, as in every other type of aluminum foil packaging. wives know this Seal...that 7 out of 
‘ , aias 10 of them prefer products display- 

And in all forme, Reynolds unequalled facilities fer sotagnevure ing it. That’s a big Plus for the Power 

printing on foil—together with the longest experience in the of any Brand. Add it to your brand 
with the Reynolds Wrap Aluminum field—assure the utmost benefit of aluminum’s brilliant 
Packaging Seal. 

eye-appeal. Call your nearest Reynolds representative or write to 

Reynolds Metals Company, Richmond 18, Va. 

REYNOLDS 3% ALUMINUM 
Watch Reynolds New TV Shows “Walt Disney Presents” and “All Star Golf” Every Week on ABC-TV. 

12 MODERN PACKAGING 



Shown here on aluminum foil is 

new FAB...sure to clean up in its bright 
new carton of 

REYNOLDS WRAP 
ALUMINUM PACKAGING 





ORIGINAL 
WAX-COATED 

PAPER 

The test on sugar-coated cereal shown above proves it: 

Coatings like this one based on PLIOLITE S-7 clearly 

provide glassine and other papers with excellent resist- 

ance to the passage of moisture—as much as four times 

that offered by some other resins. 

But there’s much more to the PLIOLITE S-7 story. It also 

provides tearing heat-seals, excellent crease-resistance, 

unusual anchorage, good slip, superior aging, high 

S-7 
ne copolymer 
ting resin 

- £. 

OCTOBER 1958 

CHEMIGUM « PLIOFLEX « 

Here's super moisture-resistance—clear and simple! 

GOODY YEAR 
CHEMICAL DIVISION 

PLIOLITE «© PLIOVIC * WING-CHEMICALS 

om Tae io ¥ — 

WITH “1; DLITE S-7 

gloss and exceptional clarity—simply and economically. 

PLIOLITE S-7 is supplied as a 30% solution in an aro- 

matic solvent, specifically designed for high quality 

paper coatings. It is readily modified with waxes, resins 

or liquid plasticizers to meet particular requirements. 

And it is easily applied on standard equipment. For 

full details, including the latest Tech Book Bulletins, 

write to Goodyear, Chemical Division, Akron 16, Ohio. 

0" th 
if “ 'e, 

“vee” 

Chemigum, Pliofiex, Pliolite, Pliovic-T. M.'s The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio 

is 



your product belongs 
€ 

in glass 
by 

Brockway 

| § YOUR product in evidence when culinary “experts” don the chef’s hat to prepare a feast that is fit for a King? 

The first requirement is consumer acceptance ... acceptance of the fine taste and special goodness of your product 

and acceptance for the container in which it is presented for sale. @ Nothing will make a good product more 

readily acceptable than a quality glass container by Brockway ... a container that presents the product with all 

its appetite appeal . 

container. @ A product that is worthy of consumer acceptance deserves a quality glass container by Brockway. 

* tr , 

<% a a4 
: >) = 

: JOROCKWAY GLASS 
- Ny COMPANY, INC., Brockway, Pennsylvania 

Soles Offices in Principal Cities 

* 

Sonray®® 

MODERN PACKACING 16 

a container with unique clarity to provide sales appeal unmatched by any other type of 

THE 



iWWHE CHOICE IS EASY...WITH CHAMPION PAPERS 

Dp, soup or saltines? The display is enough to CHAMPION 

izzle even the most experienced shopper With 

er-widening use of self-service. one good wav to 

ike your distinctive brand label the shoppers’ 

hoice is by putting it on Champion quality papers. 

CETADUPION? IPAIPERS 
BTHE CHAMPION PAPER AND FIBRE COMPANY ¢ HAMILTON, OHIO 

View York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, 
i/lanta, D and San Frar Dis- 

jality coated and uncoated papers for books, magazines, 
-nvelopes, labels, boxwraps, greeting cards, business 
orms, tags, tablets, food packaging, and many other uses. 
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Fine Equipment for the Packaging Industry ~ SS . 
four pouches each. Individual units as described 
below are available for specific operations. Bartelt 
packaging equipment is built to machine tool pre- 
cision of the finest materials. Let us help you with 
your packaging problems. Write today for our latest 

literature. 

Bartelt makes a complete automatic packaging line 

which can be purchased complete . . . or in 
individual components for specific operations. The 

automatic line can produce a variety of pouches 
including fin seal, gusseted bottom, or multiple com- 

partment to mention a few . . . also cartons that can 

vary widely in size and set to contain from one to 

AUTOMATIC 
STAND FILLER 

The Bartelt Automatic 
Stand Filler is complete 
with infeed and exit 
conveyor. Can be 
equipped with Bartelt 
or Volumetric fillers. 
Compression or “‘bot- 
tom-up" fill unit op- 

FILLER 

The Bartelt 
Fillerisa 
device for 

accurately tional. Hand! q jes cans, 
———- bottles or cartons and 

| —e i, can be set up to fill one, 
ing © pr two or four containers 
termined 
volume of 
powder, 
granulated 
solids, vis- 
cous materi- 

Per filling cycle. 

als, semi- 

CHECK WEIGHER ao gg or 
Bortelt Electronic Checkweigher can accurately clas- a. 
sify by weight up to 180 packages a minute, to & ms 
tolerances to ‘4s of an ounce. A Polyester Film Belt 
smoothly moves packages of a variety of sizes, 
shapes, and weights in constant motion through the 

weighing operation. 

f7 2. =i 4 Bey a ed ahd ENGINEERING CO Cocalo Fh i to 
1900 HARRISON AVENUE 

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 

New York Office, 310 Lexingt 
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This page is protected by 

a PLIOFILM lamination 

get the 

imside 
StOLy. 

on why 

LAMINATING 

by GOODFSYEAR 

IS THE 

GREATEST for 

¢ Flexible Packaging 

¢ Better Product Protection 

¢ Fewer Package Rejects 
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NATION with PLIOFILM by GOODYEAR 
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THE STORY ON 

Superior Lamimatio 
with PLIOFILM 

» to FOIL 

~~. 

+to 

OTHER FILMS 

\ 

‘ 
eat 

PRODUCTS 

«to SELF VA 

Excellent Machinability Excellent Transparency e Freedom from pinholes 

Dimensional Stability for window and trans- © Greaseproofness 

Moistureproofness parent pouch applications e Fewer package rejects 

Puncture-Resistance Heat-sealability at real savings! 

featuring: 

Good things are better jn 

Packaging Institute's 
20th Annual 

National Packaging Forum 

Oct. 13, 14, 15, 1958 
Edgewater Beach Hotel 

Chicago, III. 

CLIP HERE AND MAIL FOR FULL INFORMATION 

FROM YOUR GOODYEAR PACKAGING ENGINEER 

MAIL TO GOODYEAR, PACKAGING FILMS DEPT. V-6418, Pliofilm, a rubber hydrochloride —T. M. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio 

AKRON 16, OHIO 

ee ESE A ER A SE SN ES A as a Ge a ae 

Address 

Types of Products Involved 



Your Label Specialist 
Can Tell You... ; 

WHEN you SHOULD USE 
A PRESSURE-SENSITIVE LABEL 

ON HARD-TO-LABEL SURFACES 

—such as metals, plastics, wood, ceramics 

. curved or irregular shapes .. . you need 

the instant, all-over adhesion of Kleen-Stik 

ON ALL PACKAGING FILMS 
. . « Kleen-Stik’s flexible adhesive bonds it- 

self firmly — won't pop off or ‘pucker’ 

TO CHANGE PRICE OR OTHER 

PRINTED INFORMATION 
f ) . . . handy peel-ond-press application of 

& Ws 4 Kleen-Stik makes it easy to revise packages 

ry a or displays — in the plant or in the field 

©... ALL REMOVABLE LABEL 
APPLICATIONS ; ; 

.. . special Kleen-Stik adhesive lets the cus- 

tomer peel off brand name or price labels, | a a E E eg, ra STi ae 

5 etc. — clean and easy 

AS COMBINATION LABEL AND CLOSURE 

. extra-tight adhesion and flexibility 

make Kleen-Stik a “natural” for combining 

these two important functions 

AND HERE’S FHY you sHouip 

STICK TIGHT 

ta cl ECONOMICAL VOLUME SIMPLE TO APPLY 

. use the world’s fastest hand labeling 

method — Kleen-Stik Roll Labels in auto- 

matic dispensers — to speed production and 

cut labeling costs 

EASY TO PRINT 

ANY SIZE 
WE DO NO PRINTING 

See your regular Label Printer for a 
Kleen-Stik Label that will make 

your selling message ‘‘stick’”’ 

PLANTS IN: nRLE EFAN-STi an Products, Inc. 

CHICAGO « NEWARK ¢ LOS ANGELES 7300 West Wilson Ave., Chicago 31, Ill. 
AND TORONTO, CANADA 

Pioneers in pressure-sensitives for advertising and labeling 
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PolePan 200 ETTFT 200 FE 
PolePon YPE 42 PelePen 200 TYPE 42 

BUNDLE WITH 
% 

Manufacturers save as much as 25% on total packaging costs by bundling Bw 
with AVISCO cellophane. It eliminates the need for printed cartons re 

or printed wraps for fractional units; operates faster and more efficiently t on 

on packaging lines; seals easily and securely with heat, thus ending the p  OFor 
glueing operation. New packaging flexibility over cartons is also offered shel 

: 2 or te é spar 
because bundle sizes can be changed simply by adjusting the machines. 

Even more, cellophane bundling reduces shipping carton sizes, shipping Call 

weights and the amount of warehouse space needed for packaging materials. ee 

AMEE 

OcT¢ 
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AVISCO CELLOPHANE 
For your wholesales—Making up an order becomes easy because cellophane’s 
transparency permits instant identification—faster count. Cellophane also 

gives complete protection against dust and moisture—and seals in freshness. INVA Lede) 

() For your retailers— Identification and handling are easier. Bundles can be used as 

shelf displays without unwrapping, thus assuring fresh, clean stock—while 

sparkling AVISCO cellophane adds dramatic appeal to increase product sales. 

Call your AVISCO salesman. He’ll supply you with 300 MS-1 cellophane for 

small units and 450 MS-1 for larger, heavier units. ; 

AMERICAN VISCOSE CORPORATION, FILM DIVISION, 1617 PENNSYLVANIA BOULEVARD, PHILADELPHIA 3, PENNSYLVANIA 
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NEW PINE BLUFF MILL 

MEANS EVEN BETTER SERVICE FOR YOU... 
The newest, most modern bleached kraft board mill 

in the country has just opened at Pine Bluff, Arkansas ! 

Pine Bluff makes its own pulp and converts it into board on the largest machine 

of its kind. Two stories high, 625 feet long, this machine is capable of producing an endless 

sheet of food board 300 inches wide at the rate of 2000 feet per minute! 

Capacity in excess of 450 tons daily ! 

RADLEY CO 
Pine Bluff’s capacity ... added to that of Moss Point, Springhill and Louisiana . .. means faster, 

more flexible production and service for bleached board users. Another reason why International is... 

your most dependable source of supply... 

INTERNATIONAL = | PAPER 
FINE PAPER & BLEACHED BOARD DIVISION NEW YORK 17. N.Y 

MODERN PACKAGING 



“= Bracon packaging 
moves products in the Cosmetic Field 
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There’s growing excitement among 
merchandisers of Health and Beauty 
Aids in polyethylene packaging... 
particularly for products packaged 
in BRACON tubes, bottles, and squeeze 
cans. 

Colors are brighter... printing is 
livelier ...and displays for self- 
service more practical. New manu- 
facturing techniques now make poly- 

ethylene containers more useful for 

more products. Consumers find them 
easier to use... manufacturers fill, 

pack, and ship at lower costs. What 
more can you ask to gain an edge on 
competition ? 

For packaging that has charm 

with convenience .. . economy with 
efficiency ... look into — 

Squeeze-to-use packaging by Fe} EP AC © N 
BRADLEY CONTAINER CORPORATION 4 subsidiary of American Can Company MAYNARD, MASS. © New York © Chicago * Los Angeles © Toronto 
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World’s 

Easiest 

Dispenser! 

Nothing to open! 

Nothing to pour! 

Nothing to discard! 

Mono-Sol's 100% wa 

for Powders, Liquids and Solids Nay 
If you package any of these products— 

Soaps Detergents 
Bleaches Naphthalene 
Insecticides Dyes 

Sodium Bicarbonate Oils 
Medicinals Greases 
Sodium Hyposulphate Trisodium Phosphate 

. and you’re still not utilizing the unparal- 
leled benefits of Mono-Sol’s new 100% 
soluble Polyvinyl Alcohol Film—then you’re 
missing out on a tremendous opportunity to 
increase your sales volume. 

Why .do we say this? Just examine ; 
natural sales features that Mono-Sol’s 
Film gives you and see for yourself: 

World’s Easiest Dispenser. No opening. N 
messy handling. No weighing or measuring— 
gives user correct amount every time. } 

ing to throw away afterward. 

100% Water Soluble. User just drops package 
into ‘het or cool water and stirs. Film com- 
pletely dissolves, releasing contents into the 
solution. 

Completely Transparent. User sees contents 
clearly. 

Unusually Strong. 

Remarkably Stable. Will not crack in low 
humidities. Will not melt in high humidities. 

Safe As Can Be. User never has to touch con- 
tents—such as chemicals, dyes, insecticides. 

Impervious to Oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, 
helium, carbon tetrachloride, gasoline, oils, 
fats, greases, waxes, etc. Resistant to oil, 
aromatic and petroleum solvents. Keeps them 
in or out of the package. 

Heat-Sealable on a Production Basis. Film 
can be used on most standard package filling 
and heat-sealing machines with only slight 
modification. 

SAMPLES FOR YOU. For evaluation or market 
testing, Mono-Sol will make limited runs of filled 
water-soluble PVA pouches using your own product. 
To determine whether we can help you, please indi- 
cate the nature of your product and how many units 
you will need. Write today. 

MONO-SOL CORPORATION 
407 COUNTY LINE ROAD /GARY, INDIANA 

MODERN PACKAGING 



For the Food, Bakery, Pharmaceutical, 

Confectionery, Tobacco, Liquor, and 

Other Automation-Minded Industries 

HERE’S THE ANSWER 
FOR | 

PACKAGING | 
MACHINERY 

to 

WEIGH & FILL 

CHECK-WEIGH 

WRAP & SEAL 

CONVEY 

APPLY STAMPS 

CLEAN RESIDUE 

Ae COMPANY 
' DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 

DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA ~~ 
wn) 
er 



FOR BETTER 

WAXED CARTONS 

for unprecedented 

gloss stability... 
particularly at | 
elevated temperatures... | 
under all storage and 

handling conditions 

WRITE FOR TECHNICAL DATA 

MOORE & MUNGER 
33 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 
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yapes and Forms 

PICTURE \uilding 
Ages 3 to S 

Ages 4 to 6 

Qs ster 10 tcaRninc 

Ages 6 to 9 

VISIBILITY 
witH SPARKLE apreac” 

says James J. Shea, president 

Milton Bradiey Company 

«,.. that’s why we package our ‘Steps to Learning’ with 

transparent CELANESE AC ETATE” 

. 

iil sindieis 

Milton Bradiey Company's “First Step To Learning,” an education in Basic Forms 
and Shapes, is one of six lessons graduated for children up to nine years old. 
Celanese Acetate window boxes by Robertson Paper Box, Incorporated. 

Smart merchandising of fine games and educational materials . . . like these six “Steps to Learning” 

for children three to nine . . . has given the Milton Bradley Company deserved leadership in its 

field. And Milton Bradley considers smart packaging an important part of smart merchandising. 

With windows of transparent Celanese Acetate, they accent the appeal of the merchandise inside... 

complement the full visibility with a gleam that has a sales impact all its own. 

If you are using, or can use, window boxes, make sure the windows between your product and 

customer are of crystal-clear, sales-impelling Celanese Acetate. Non-aging Celanese Acetate 

withstands heat, humidity, dryness . . . resists cockling, wrinkling, brittleness . . . retains its 

sparkling transparency, eye-appeal, and selling impact even under adverse conditions of shipping, 

long storage, or display. And—it’s particularly economical. 

Send for your free copy of the interesting booklet that describes the selling success . . . with acetate 

window boxes .. . of some of America’s top companies. Just use the coupon. Camel 

. Celanese Corporation of America, Plastics Division, 
CLAe Dept. 108-J, 744 Broad Street, Newark 2, N. J 

Please send me free brochure containing 
pac ka 9 in g films acetate window box case histories. 

Name es 
Celanese Corporation of America, Plastics Div., 
744 Broad Street, Newark 2, N. J. ieiiions ae 

Canadian Affiliate: Canadian Chemical Company Limited 
Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver Addvese 

Export Sales: Amcel Co., Inc., and Pan Amcel Co, Inc 
180 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y City 



CARTON 

Printable, Gluable Polyethylene 

3S-in-1 Coated Carton Stocks 
ANNOUNCING .. . new polyethylene-coated folding boxboards that can combine the func- 

tions of inner wrap, carton, and outer wrap! PG Polyeon is a giant-step development by 

Lowe Paper Company that opens myriad opportunities for improvement, simplification, and 

economy in protective barrier packaging. Printable by all standard processes, gluable with 

ordinary equipment and adhesives, PG Polyeon is uniquely valuable for keeping in or keep- 

ing out moisture, oils, fats, etc. You can profit—handsomely—by prompt investigation. 

Phone or write our Polyeon Division—now! 

LOWE PAPER COMPANY 
An Independent Mill—Serving Industry Since 1906 

RIDGEFIELD - NEW JERSEY 

KRopresentatives * Detroit—Joseph P. Giroux « Los Angeles—Norman A. Buist e« Philadelphia—Philip Rudolph & Son, Inc. e« St. Lowis—A. E. Kellogg 

that 



FOR PROFIT-MINDED PAPER, FILM AND FOIL CONVERTERS 

TWO NEW 
SLITTER-REWINDERS 

420 For paper and other materials. Shear-cut or 
score-cut. Panelboard control station. Power transmission through 
positive toothed belts. Electric riding roll lift available. Speeds to 
3500 fpm*. Widths 42” to 82”. Rewind diameter 42” maximum. 

620 For off-caliper materials including paper, 

film, foil and laminates. Score-cut, shear-cut, or razor-cut slitting, 
singly or in combination. Speeds to 1000 fpm*. Trim widths 32” 
to 72”. Rewind diameter to 20” maximum. 

Built with the 
INWARD EXCELLENCE 

that makes Cameron famous 
for dependability 

Just when you need them most, we are proud of the newest papers, films, foils and laminates 

to announce two great new Cameron machines, A Cameron specialist will be happy to call at your 
designed by our team of specialists to put you way plant to show how the 420 or the 620 can be custom- 

F out front in roll production. They give you new fitted to your needs. It will pay you to write, wire 

labor-saving automatic and semi-automatic pro- or telephone for an early appointment. 

; duction features, and new, superior web controls 

to improve the quality and reduce the cost of your Cameron Machine Company, Franklin Road, Dover, N. J. 

pic prvi atin ase oer Canada: Cameron Machine Co. of Canada, Ltd., 15 Hatt St., Dundas, Ontario 

siti _ . i France: Batignolles-Chatillon, 5 Rue De Monttessuy, Paris (7e) France 

Speed depends on width, number of cuts, and characteristics of material 

Built by Cameron's Fe am of specialists 
AA-358 50 years devoted exclusively to the design and manufacture of slitting and roll winding cqui> 
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Cans made of Youngstown high-quality tin plate have 

brought us thousands of products to make living better 

and more enjoyable. Packaging manufacturers, using Aeeet een. ts oan 
variety of sizes, are adding 

pushbutton consumer con- 
p . P - venience to dozens of prod- 

improved containers that will, each year, offer us more ucts from spray paints to 
mothproofing. 

Youngstown tin plate, are continually developing new and 

and more of the good things of life in cans. 

THE 

YOUNGSTOWN 
SHEET AND TUBE COMPANY 

Easy-to-fill, compact, 
, . lightweight dripless 

Manufacturers of Carbon, Alloy and Yoloy Steel, Youngstown, Ohio cans boost sales of 
heavy-duty detergents 
and other liquid prod- 
ucts for the home. 
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The surest way to get satisfied customers 

and heavy repeat orders is by using DYNASET on every 

offset job! DYNASET always gives you the finest results possible 

because it was engineered by S&V to run with trouble-free dependability. 

Press-ready DYNASET is an extremely stable, high strength ink that 

prints with maximum surface retention. This means exceptionally effective half-tone 

and highlight reproduction. A smooth consistency and perfect pigment dispersion assure 

you of proper feeding and distribution without stripping or scumming. 

DYNASET is non-bleeding, has a high finish and fights water continuously. 

This is what makes DYNASET the premium-quality offset ink—far superior to both 

conventional and competitive offset inks. For your customers, 

it means complete satisfaction; and for you, it is repeat sales insurance! 

Sinclair and Valentine Co. 
MAIN OFFICE: 611 WEST 129th STREET, NEW YORK 27, N.Y. 

Canadian Affiliate: Sinclair and Valentine Company of Canada, Ltd. 
240 Madison Avenve, Toronto 7, Canada 
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Our wide range 

of containers—metal and 

plastic—provide fort 

every type of product 

as the many 

famous firms that use 

alr them uly know, 

OHN> 
DALE 
LID 

36 

{ 

: . Three hundred and fifty years ago 

King James 1 of England is said to have 

. , used this beautiful country mansion 

ae A ro miles from London as a hunting-lodcze. 
— . ‘ g 

: szscsescsct 
-==- “a $25 252595982 

I L | 3 SUT iy 4 T) M C Though now part of London it still stands, 
we S a iF “TTI perfectly preserved and in daily use as a 
NN | | } a ¢ - . 

. Dias i ha J a] . ° 

pal | i ze local museum. Its situation is the centre of 
4: se % 2 x. , . ; 
Co et laa es ia te) a 54 acre park that bears its name, not far 

j , * a ; . 
: f="? itt hy’: Fi as from John Dale's faciory where quality 

containers of all kinds are manufactured 

9737373) 
/ ; 2343 
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idea sharpening: taking a basically sound idea and 

honing it to a fine point for maximum penetration. 

In packaging, Lassiter idea sharpening includes experienced L yaN SS mS ha iso Fe 
c OR PORATION 

recommendations on package design and material, store display, 
350 FIFTH AVENUE * NEW Y RK 1 

packaging machinery. Another good reason to call Lassiter. EXECUTIVE OFFICES: Charlotte, N.C 
DIVISIONS: Chicago, Iii * Cheltenham, Pa 

Atlanta, Ga. « Greensboro, N. C. « Danville. Va 

MANUFACTURERS OF PRINTED PACKAGING IN PAPER, PAPERBOARD, TRANSPARENT FILM, FOIL 
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Sinai; metal 
PACKAGING... IS important to the 

young modern 

woman who does 

today’s buying 

T° sell today’s modern young women, your metal 

packages must have eye appeal . . . Heekin’s market 

research engineers have kept pace with modern tastes 

and needs to provide smart metal packaging that sells. 

Heekin Cans have that eye appeal that sells. Benefit 

from Heekin's fifty-seven years of packaging experience. C 

. re ee 

Product Planned THE HEEKIN CAN CO. 
CA N S PLANTS IN OHIO, TENNESSEE & ARKANSAS—SALES OFFICES; CINCINNATI, OHIO; SPRINGDALE, ARKANSAS 
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Look at the market developing in the increased number of women in 

the heavy-buying age group of 15 to 35. Census figures show a big in- 

crease in this group starting shortly after 1960, coming from the postwar 

birth wave. While total population is projected to rise 27°) between 

1957 and 1975, the number of women in the 15-to-35 age bracket will 

increase 47%, to a total of 34.100.000. Not only are women in this 

age group the heaviest buyers of most packaged products, they account 

for more than 90°. of all births, creating another wave of consumers. 

Bets are down that polypropylene plastic will become an important 

packaging material—although its packaging qualities have not yet been 

proved in use. Eastman’s announcement of pilot-plant production of a 

“new type” of polypropylene follows news that Humble Oil will build a 

10-million-pound plant and distribute through Enjay Co., Inc., which has 

a sales agreement with Spencer Chemical. Hercules is already in produe- 

tion and polypropylene from Montecatini in Italy is being distributed 

here. Price cut of 7 cents, down to 49 cents a pound, became general last 

month and Chemical Week quotes predictions that within two years there 

will be five U. S. producers with eventual capacity of 300 to 350 million 

pounds at a price level of 35 cents. 

Expansive plans for polypropylene could hardly be made without ex- 

pectation that it will find a major use in packaging. Evaluations so far 

support this expectation. More than a dozen packagers are now testing 

samples of a clear, cast polypropylene film which could go into volume 

production quickly. It may match or exceed polyethylene in strength, 

clarity, yield and resistance to water vapor, oxygen, oils and greases. 

Most important of all: It could be cheaper than polyethylene. 

Another plastic to watch is unplasticized PVC (polyvinyl chloride). 

Basically, PVC is the common “vinyl” plastic, which has made little im- 

pression in U. S. packaging because its plasticizer content made it un- 

suitable for most big-volume uses and without plasticizer it was weak and 

unmanageable. Now, with the first successful bottle blow molded of PVC 

without plasticizer (see “A New Plastic Bottle.” p. 100, this issue). 

Nestlé in Europe has dramatically demonstrated desirable packaging 

qualities of this improved low-cost material, which will also be seen 

shortly in the form of film and coatings as well as in such standard blow- 

mold shapes as cylindrical bottles, jars and beverage “steinies.” 

A handicap for aerosols in their rapidly widening market is the 

content-identity problem. One aerosol can necessarily look very much 

like another, This is brought to attention again by reports that aerosol 

toothpastes and shaving creams, often marketed under the same brand 

name, are being confused by consumers, with unpleasant results. Also. 

woman’s-page editors are calling attention to the hazard of mistaking an 

aerosol can of insecticide or aluminum paint for the popular hair spray. 

No-decanter policy of National Distillers is broken after one year of 

trial. Survey of consumers and retailers following last year’s holiday 

season convinced National Distillers that a decanter was necessary for 

gift purposes in premium bond items. Hence, the company’s 1958 holiday 

line will include a single new (and beautiful) decanter for bottled-in- 

hond Old Grand-Dad, plus a gift pre-wrap. All other products (including 

the new 86-proof Old Grand-Dad) will have only pre-wraps. 

Check the weight of your packaging films. With improved protective 

coatings now available, it may be possible to use a lighter, more eco- 

nomical base film to get the same, or equivalent, protection. Tests on 

hosiery envelopes, for example, show that 300-weight polymer-coated 

cellophane is more durable than 450 weight [Continued on page 40 
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of conventional moistureproof type. Although the polymer-coated film is 

premium priced on a per-pound basis, greater yield of the 300 weight per- 

mits a converter’s price for envelopes which is the same as the old 450 
weight. And reduced weight of the 300 grade results in worthwhile 

savings in shipping costs and warehouse space. 

New triumph for tear tape is a German invention which permits wrap- 

ping each individual piece of hard candy with cellophane containing an 

integral tear strip, thus permitting heat sealing of each piece. There is 

said to be a 30° saving in material over the twist wrap. with improved 

product protection, First user may be in the U.S. 

Trouble again jn the meat-packers’ determined campaign to carry their 

brand identification through to the consumer package. Armour is re- 

ported to have dropped its line of frozen, cartoned red meats, while 

Swift is cutting back. Excellent packaging and topnotch illustration 

have failed to overcome the consumer's resistance to unseen steaks and 

chops. New approach: Armour is now supplying retailers with free foil 

“Armour” emblems, shaped like prize ribbons. to insert under the film 

wrapper of in-store pre-packaged Armour beef cuts (see p. 193). Other 

packers watch, but are dubious that this pregram can be properly 

controlled. 

Woolworth denies plans to move into the food-supermarket field in 

this country. But competitors watch an “experimental” self-service food 

store which the world’s largest variety-store chain has opened in Salis- 

bury, England. Laid out and equipped like the most modern American 

supermarket, it sells food only. 

Keep an eye on the economy factor in the new expandable polystyrene 

resin that foams in the mold. Success of this material in disposable drink- 

ing cups (they are not only cheap as paper, but highly heat insulating) 

has brought Champion Paper into the plastics field for the first time. Same 

material in sheet form makes economical. lightweight, thermoformed plat- 

forms for boxes. With the foaming action. it takes only one-sixth as much 

resin to fill the same volume and weight is correspondingly reduced. 

Food aerosols are held back by the need for testing to establish opti- 

mum shelf life and for education of retailers to handle them as semi- 

perishable products. Results so far show wide variations in shelf life 

among the numerous products suitable for aerosols, running from a low 

of three weeks under refrigeration, up to one year non-refrigerated. 

Iluminating news on the housewife’s preferences in packaging comes 

from a new Mott Super Market at Wilton, Conn., which was planned 

according to the ideas of a Customers Relations Board, made up of women 

of the community. One lesson: The customers’ definition of “non-foods” 

means all non-edibles; thus, soaps. cleansers, polishes and other tra- 

ditional supermarket items now get the same non-foods treatment as do 

soft goods, hardware and health-and-beauty items. Secondly, it was found 

that some women resisted pre-packaged produce because they wanted 

to break open the package to inspect quality. Result: Signs in the 

produce department now invite shoppers to break up the packages. either 

to assure themselves of quality or to take a smaller quantity than the 

pre-packs offer. An attended scale is provided for weighing broken-down 

produce packages. 

Individual servings o{ frozen foods—separately wrapped. then over- 

wrapped to sell as large-size packages—are being urged on the industry 

by a Midwest supermarket executive. Writing in MeCall’s Supermarket 

Buyers’ Pocket Letter, Marty Meyer, manager of the frozen-foods de- 

partment for the Godfrey Co., Milwaukee. operator or franchiser of 180 

supermarkets, says such packages “make it possible for us to sell more 

and for the homemaker to buy larger units at a saving and use only 

what she requires to meet the needs of her family’s size and appetite.” 

Background 

packaging 

[Continued from page 39 
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I now pronounce thee... P.O.M.!* 

Creating a film marriage is a delicate undertaking. Just as in real life, 
each partner brings to the union certain qualities that give character and 
purpose to the whole. Our function as matchmaker requires an intimate 
knowledge of the personalities involved and the ability to join their best 
capabilities successfully. 

*POLY-ON-MYLAR is such a wedding. The groom—Mylar—a/sturdy 
member of a well known Delaware family. The clinging bride—Polyethy- 
lene—famous in her own right for her many versatile accomplishments. 
The result—P.0.M.—a tough heat-sealing film for vacuum-packaged meats, 
boilable foods, sterilizable instruments and sharp-cornered products. 

Other characteristics of this merger include puncture-resistance, sparkling 
clarity and long shelf life. Also high seal-strength, moisture-vapor protec- 
tion, grease resistance, and gas protection qualities. P.O.M. is readily 
handled by almost all automatic packaging equipment. Available in rolls, 
pouches or bags, printed or plain. 

Write for our comprehensive Machinery Manual on Poly-Coated Films. 

falenll 

—print-a-tube 
114 Essex Street, Rochelle Park, N. J. 

SPECIALISTS IN MODERN FILM MARRIAGES FOR THE AUTOMATED PACKAGING OF POWDERS 

POLY/CELLOPHANE; POLY/FOIL; POLY/POUCH; POLY-ON-MYLAR** VACUUMIZED; CELLO/POLY/CELLO. 

"Du Pont Reg. Trademark 



CLEVELAND —) NEW 

A 
C-THRU 

| CONTAINERS 

SPIRALLY WOUND TRANSPARENT CONTAINERS 
with or without band 

PROVIDE YOU WITH A NEW SELLING FORCE! 

Today's competitive market requires a container that displays your product to the best advantage 
a container that literally sells its product! For candy, toys, powders .. . almost everything with an 
attractive appearance . . . these C-THRU containers are ideal. 

Furnished with metal bottom and plastic closure fitted in metal top . . . metal bottom and new all- 
plastic closure top . . . plastic plug bottom and top . . . or with other combinations using plastic plugs 
and the new sift-and-pour plastic closures. 

Spiral bands of bright color can be printed for product identification. Tops and bottoms furnished 

colors to match or contrast the bands. 

cer 
Made in diameters from 3g” to 6” (large container in middle is 4”) .. . their tough construction 
fully protects contents. Let us design a transparent container for your product. 

Write for packaging brochure showing complete line. 

Why pay more? For quality products . . . call CLEVELAND! 

/ PLANTS & THE SALES 

===" GLEVELAND CONTAINER. 2:-| 
DETROIT WASHINGTON, D.C 

CHICAGO Oo. ROCHESTER, N.Y. A Big Improvement 
A — MEMPHIS west By spraying the inside of our grease 9p 6201 BARBERTON AVE. - CLEVELAND 2, OHIO — 

cartridges with a special resin, they puymourn, wis,  ALLFIBRE CANS + COMBINATION METAL AND PAPER CANS pan 
+ SPIRALLY WOUND TUBES AND CORES FOR ALL PURPOSES DIVISION ... | JAMESBURG, ND 

<\i, [OGDENSBURG. N.Y CLEVELAND CONTAINER CANADA, LTD. 

Plants end Seles Offices: TORONTO AND PRESCOTT, ONT. Seles Office: MONTREAL 

are made leakproof for ordinary 
se. Write for details at 

CLEVELAND 
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Rap-IN-Wax Paper Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, relies on 

Shell products to produce billions of wrappers every year. 

20 Billion wrappers cant be wrong! 

In the highly competitive packaging field, the right 

wrapper can spell the difference between healthy and 

lagging sales. Rap-In-Wax helps give many of today’s 

best-known brands a sales personality all their own... 

hanks to their complete and flexible packaging serv- 

ice with a direct assist from Shell products. 

RAP-IN-WAX relies on SHELL WAXES 

SHELLWAX 200, a fully refined paraffin wax, pro- 

vides coatings with high gloss and excellent resistance to 
water vapor transmission. 

SHELLMAX 500, a refined microcrystalline wax, 

t 

gives outstanding adhesive qualities in laminating and 

heat sealing. 

RAP-IN-WAX relies on SHELL SOLVENTS 

SHELL TOLU-SOL*" is used for tight seals in the 
laminating process of foil to paper and for printing certain 

high-grade papers and foil. 

SHELL TOLUENE is part of the basic formulation 
in their printing inks. 

Rap-In-Wax is another example of how American indus- 
try capitalizes on the top quality of Shell Products. 

For complete information .. . call or write. 

SHELL OIL COMPANY 
50 WEST SOTH STREET, NEW YORK 20, N.Y. 

100 BUSH SIREET, SAN FRANCISCO 6, CALIFORNIA 



RISDON’S “Mini-Mist” is the only purse-size aerosol perfume package > 

Neu, Saleo- : 
Aeron, berfume Dispenser 

“Mini-Mist™ 

Refillable Container 
Holds 250 to 300 Metered Sprays 

Lipstick-size (27%” long x 34” diam.) luxury container >< 

refilled by changing fragrance cartridge. 

Glamorous outer cases available in gold, silver & black > 

finishes with a wide variety of opulent, machine-engraved patterns or 

in the elegant simplicity of smooth polished metal. 

Inner cartridge holds about 2!4 drams in a seamless > 

tube of aluminum or stainless steel topped by the Risdon patented 

metering valve and actuator. 

with all components manufactured and finished by one company. 

Metered Spray, Convenient Size and Corrosion-Proof features make > 

the RISDON “Mini-Mist” ideal for aerosol PHARMACEUTICALS, too. 

Write or phone for further information, samples and prices. 

THE RISDON MANUFACTURING CO. * Naugatuck, Conn. 

Quality Lipstick and Perfume Containers 
and Aerosol Valves 



DIAMOND Gen==7) 
in the development of Roller Chain 

FIRST TO PRE-LOAD 
PRODUCTION ROLLER CHAIN 

Pre-loading seats 
pins, bushings and 
linkplates; takes out 
initial stretch. 

First to make design 
changes in roller chain 
parts for improved 
fatigue resistance. 

FIRST TO BALL DRIFT 

Pitch holes in 
DIAMOND chain 
sideplates are ball 
drifted for greater 
fatigue resistance— 
(DIAMOND patent). 

FIRST TO EMPLOY 
SEAM RELIEF BUSHINGS 

Seam relief bushings in 
roller chain reduce run-in 
time and provide better 
lubrication—(DIAMOND 

on reservoir °Figinal patent). 

FIRST TO PROPERLY 
PLACE BUSHINGS 

Bushing seams on 
DIAMOND roller chain 
are always placed away 
from load-bearing area 
for improved resistance 
to wear and fatigue. 

FIRST TO SHOT PEEN 

> DIAMOND Roller Chains are the a DIAMOND chain 
= parts ... rollers, 

product of more than sixty-eight years of ; y bushings, linkplates 
specialization in the manufacture of high e and pins ... are shot 

endurance roller chain. Some of the quality ot peed. wns 
features developed and pioneered by 

DIAMOND are considered “‘extra’”’ or “pre- 

mium”’ features in other chains. These are 

standard in D1iAmMonpD Roller Chains... 
and have been for years. DIAMOND will 

continue to improve the capabilities of its 

product, assuring you always of a thor- 

oughly dependable chain with superior 

operating characteristics. 

DIAMOND CHAIN COMPANY, INC. 

A Subsidiary of American Steel Foundries 

Dept. 621, 402 Kentucky Avenue, Indianapolis 7, Indiana 

Offices and Distributors in All Principal Cities 
Look for the < on the Links 

eeeeveeveeee eee ee ee 
DiaMoOND Distributors have all types and sizes of 

Roller Chain in stock, ready for instant delivery. 

Look under ‘‘Chains, Roller’’ in the Yellow Pages Dl MOND SS —. ROLLER 

of your Telephone Directory . . . or write to factory A Se “4 

for catalog and name of your nearest distributor. =. of CHAI NS 
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APPETITE-APPEAL PACKAGING...with thd a 
Nothing whets appetites so well as the sight of appealing foods. — 

clear cellophane provides a “showcase” look...plus freshness protectio” 

People like to see what they buy. That’s 

why it’s smart to start with transparency 

in package Crystal-clear 

Du Pont cellophane lets your product’s 

color, shape and texture sell for itself... 

takes on flattering 

planning. 

colors for package de 

signs gives you excellent vapor and 

moisture protection, efficient high-speed 

production, 

New, extra-protective 

“*K”’ cellophanes are the culmination of 34 

years of transparent packaging experi- 

extra-brilliant, 

ence at Du Pont. Let this experience 

you toa better package. See your Du! 

Representative or, for printed filn 

bags, a Du Pont Authorized Conver 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. I! 

Film Dept., Wilmington 98, Del. : 



hibasic sales power of pure transparency 

x | )uPont Dul 

. } REG. U.S, paT. OFF cellophane 
nvel 

. (Et § BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

- THROUGH CHEMISTRY 



Y Me mproved 

Mw ‘Seume 

ILCO-TUF 
brings you a wonderful new 

way to save wrapping dollars... 

provides the “most wanted” 

functional features you asked for! 

FULL PROTECTION — and these 

important use advantages 

Exclusive blond, elasticized 
laminant 

Does not wick, stain or offset 

Oil, grease, water resistant 

Pliable .. . easy to handle 

Low temperature flexibility 

Eliminates needs for double 

wraps 

Saves materials and labor 

10 ft. widths without seam 

Available trade-mark identified 

Meets freight classification 
approval 

Type: LMB-34 
Flat Kraft, Med. Fibre Reinforced 

: ‘ =~ Type 30/30/30 i 
Single wrap THILCO-TUF eliminates BEES 30% Croped Stretch 

need for costly double wraps ne. et 

; : For protecting such products as: 
If stain-thru from duplex asphalted* grades is your problem, - - 

* Steel plate coils + Polished or finished 
switch to Tuitco-Tur for complete protection and save © Stee! wire & cables wood products 
thousands of dollars annually! You save on materials and labor * Coiled hose & rubber « Baling paper & textiles 

with this exclusive, duplex-type single wrap because you 

wrap only once to get all the protection required. THILco-TuF 

features two sturdy kraft outer sheets bonded together with 

a new and improved blond laminant which does not bleed, 

stain or delaminate and has inherent “elasticity’’ which 

contributes to this wrapper's superior strength and puncture 

resistance. TuH1Lco-TuF is oil, grease and moisture 

resistant, can be Poly-coated if desired and is 

available in widths up to 120” — Plain or 

trade-mark decorated for identity and sales value. 

’ — Tells you all about this 

exclusive Thileco wrap. Contains samples of all 4 : ae NEW YORK © CHICAGO ¢© DETROIT © BOSTON 

grades, plain and Trade-mark Print Decorated. CLEVELAND © CINCINNATI © CHARLOTTE 

“We make asphalted grades, too — but see how THILCO-TUF differs. 

MODERN PACKAGING 48 



“Label coding expert 
... that’s me—with a Tickometer”’ 

‘Every package that goes out of here has to be coded. We used 

to pre-print codes, and got stuck with piles of labels and small 

cartons that couldn’t be used. We rubber-stamped codes by hand 

—too slow and messy. Now with the Tickometer I can code 

in an afternoon all the packages and labels needed by all our 

production units the next day. We’re never out of the right 

carton, and have cut our inventories to a fraction of what 

they used to be. We save on printing and avoid waste on 

pre-printed cartons and labels that are out of date.”’ 

—From an actual case study. 

e With a Tickometer you can code labels and small flat 

folded cartons at speeds up to 1,000 a minute—imprint only 

enough for current production. And avoid big inventories, 

carton waste, and reduce printing bills. 

e The Tickometer gives close register, and with an 

impression surface 2° by % inches, prints on most paper 

weights and finishes, light card stocks, foils, cellophanes and 

plastics. Handles sheets from 1 by 2 up to 15 by 15 inches, 

depending on the model. Feeds and stacks automatically, is 

easy to run, doesn’t need a skilled operator. 

e It can also be used to mark, date, endorse, cancel forms, 

tickets, tags, checks, sales slips, etc.—at considerable saving 

in time and work. And can be equipped for consecutive 

numbering. 

e It also counts—so accurately—banks use it to count 

currency! Can be set for a predetermined amount, 

gives partial amounts or totals, provides figures 

faster, and earlier records. 

e You can buy or rent a Tickometer. 

= Coast-to-coast PB service is available from 

302 points. Ask the nearest Pitney-Bowes 

office for a demonstration. Or send coupon 

for free illustrated booklet and case studies. 

PItTNEY-BowEs, INc. 
Pitney-Bowes 4844 Walnut Street 

Stamford, Conn. 

> OOOO Send free Tickometer booklet and case studies 

Imprinting & Counting Machine Name 
Made by the originator of the postage meter . .. 

offices in 107 cities in U.S. and Canada. Address 

OCTOBER 1958 





Outstanding examples of achievement are always a combination of many talents, skills, 

and natural resources. At Gair, it’s integration that really pays off. Gair's tremendous 

selection of boxboard comes from a million acres of company-owned timber; processed 

in a vast network of board mills and fabricating plants. And Gair's folding 

cartons get their finished touch of functional and graphic beauty 

from expert teams of carton engineers and graphic designers. 

To carry out the final step, Gair's gravure and color printing 

equipment is the most modern in the industry. Quality controls, 

and extensive research and development facilities, maintain and 

establish rigid standards of excellence for every carton. And perhaps 

most important of all, the strategic location of Gair plants assures you 

of dependable, nationwide service. 

: GAT R creative engineering in packaging 

}OXBOARD & FOLDING CARTON Division OF CONTINENTAL (€ can COMPANY 530 FirtH avENUE, NEW YORK 36, N.Y 



Packaging Problem? 

Use your Encyclopedia Issue! 

It's a fact-crammed workbook 

for day-to-day problem solving. 

EXAMPLE: How to plan your package? 

l. 

y 

. Check 

EXAMPLE: 

. Then turn to the 

See section “Planning and Developing the Pack- 
age” for sound approaches to the many-faceted 
problem. 

Next, consult the Advertisers’ Index on the first 
page of this section for advertising of packaging 

consultants, contract packagers and materials 

suppliers. 

Then turn to Buyers’ Directory for state-by-state 
listings of: packaging designers, contract pack- 
agers, engineering consultants, custom embossers 

and laminators, paper lithographers, independent 
research and testing laboratories, and sample 

and package distributors. 

the “Review of Free Literature” insert, 
select all possible helpful publications and send 
for them with enclosed post cards. 

How to improve packaging line 
efficiency? 

Read the section “Efficiency on the Packaging 
Line” for a complete picture of the factors in- 
volved. 

Advertisers’ Index on the first 
page of this section and select ads whose con- 
tents bear on your problem. 

Get further information in the Buyers’ Directory: 
names and addresses of engineering consultants, 
machinery manufacturers and service organiza- 
tions. 

Look through the Encyclopedia insert “Review 
of Free Product Literature”, select pertinent free 

publications and write for them on the con- 
veniently enclosed post cards. 

EXAMPLE: Which packaging machinery to buy? 

l. 

ws) 

Read section “The Machinery of Packaging” for 
all the fundamentals. 

. Then check the Advertisers’ Index—on the first 
page of the section—for adjoining ads on filling 
equipment, cartoning machinery, un'scramblers, 
etc. 

Secure additional names and addresses of sup- 
pliers from Buyers’ Directory rosters: capping 
machine manufacturers, makers of conveyors, 
labelers, bundlers, ete. 

Examine insert “Review of Free Product Litera- 
ture”, pick out publications you want and send 
for them with enclosed post cards. 

EXAMPLE: Where and how to use aerosols? 

1. 

wy) 

Get detailed application information in the 
“Aerosols, Valves and Propellents” section. 

. Then, for ads by aerosol component suppliers, 
see the Advertisers’ Index on the section’s first 
page. 

. Next, examine the Buyers’ Directory for names 
and addresses of supp iers of aerosol containers, 
propellents, valves, loading machines, etc. 

. Check through “Review of Free Product Litera- 
ture” insert. Select desired brochures and leaflets 
and write away for them on the enclosed post 
cards. 

The Encyclopedia is expressly designed to help you 
solve your problems. Reach for it next time you 
need help and see how valuable it can really be! 

MODERN PACKAGING ENCYCLOPEDIA ISSUE 

.. . for fast, accurate answers to packaging problems 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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printing makes the difference 
and makes the sale! 

Advanced Printing and Decorating Techniques 

Most Complete Line of Rigid Plastic Containers 
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LERMER plastic rigid containers are: 

@ Beautiful—printed or decorated up to four colors on 
crystal clear or transparent and opaque colors 

@ Economical—with customer re-use value 

@ Lightweight, shatterproof—with rigid wall 
for protection 

@ 1/5 the weight of glass— greatly reducing 
shipping and packing costs 

Write for full color FR PLASTICS INC 502 South Avenue 

catalog and San pli Ss. LERM ‘ . Garwood. New Jersey 

PIONEERS AND SPECIALISTS IN PLASTIC CONTAINERS SINCE 1919 

‘CTOBER 1958 



DYLENE polystyrene and SUPER DYLAN polyethylene used 

Packaging Institute's 
20th Annual 

National Packaging Forum | 

Oct. 13, 14, 15, 1958 
Edgewater Beach Hotel 

Chicago, III. 

a 
KOPPERS 

vWv 

in new-type screw-feed container 

This screw-feed deodorant is a 

brand-new approach in the deodor- 

ant market. So new, that a different 

method of packaging had to be 

developed—and two Koppers plas- 

tics were picked for the job. 

Here’s why: 

(1) Mennen research chemists 

needed a relatively impermeable 

r DYLENE ¢ 

material that would keep the de- 

odorant fragrance sealed in the 

container. Answer—DyYLENE! 

(2) The functional design of the 

interior base, its wearability and 

toughness demanded a chemically 

inert plastic of dimensional sta- 

bility. Answer—SuPER DyLAN! 

Thus, not one, but two Koppers 

plastics, DYLENE and SUPER 

DyLAN, have been used to excellent 

advantage in the new Mennen 

“SPEED STICK” deodorant. Try 

one of these fine Koppers plas- 

tics in your next packaging oper- 

ation: DyLITE expandable poly- 

styrene, DYLENE polystyrene, 

SupPpER DYLAN polyethylene and 

DyLAN polyethylene. 

Wire or write Koppers Com- 

pany, Inc., Plastics Division, Dept. 

MP-108, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. TWX 

Call Number . . . PG533 

PYLITE, DYLENE, SUPER DYLAN and 

DYLAN are registered trademarks of Kuppers 

Company, Inc. 

a. gs 

Pe) fre niiaes 

be 

mi (i 

Screw-te 

i SUPER DYLAN fg 

MOLDER: Owens-Illinois 

Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio 

Offices in Principal Cities - In Canada: Dominion Anilines and Chemicals Ltd., Toronto, Ontar 

KOPPERS PLASTICS 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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‘SPRAY ON - WIPE OFF 99 
“eee 

f 

WHY STACK-CAPS? The present merchandising trend requires stacking of 

products for mass display and conservation of valuable shelf space. 

GILBERT PLASTICS’ stack-caps are durable ... protect the spray nozzle... are 

easy to stack, display and ship. 

ALL SIZES & COLORS. There's a GILBERT PLASTICS’ closure for standard 

size aerosol cans in standard, matching, or contrasting colors which are molded 

into the plastic stack-caps ... won't peel or chip. 

YOU ARE INVITED to join America’s leading aerosol brand manufacturers 

and fillers who look to GILBERT PLASTICS for their plastic stack-cap requirements. 

Write for samples and prices today. 

GILBERT PLASTICS, INC. 
1415 CHESTNUT AVENUE, HILLSIDE 5, NEW JERSEY e Waverly 6-4003 

Canadian Distributor: Twinpak, Ltd., 6525 Somerled Ave., Montreal, Quebec 

/CTOBER 1958 



“Cellophane” is the registered trade mark of British Cellophane Limited in the following countries: The United Kingdom, Jersey and Guernsey, 

Commonwealth of Australia, Ceylon, Cyprus, Denmark, Eire, Federation of Malaya, Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Ice! nd, 

56 

HERE, THERE AND EVERYWHERE 

Through world-wide connections 

we keep our finger firmly on the 

pulse of packaging: on merchandis- 

ing trends and techniques, on wrap- 

ping methods and machinery. This 

continuous stream of information, 

coupled with our wide experience, 

enables our scientists to anticipate 

packaging needs 

MXXT cellulose film—the most 

moistureproof packaging film in the 

world—is one result of our extensive 

research and development pro- 

Wel 

gramme. Another is our range of 

polythene-coated cellulose films, 

ideal for the “visible” packaging of 

liquids, powders and other 

“awkward” products, and for 

vacuum- and gas-packaging. We also 

make a wide variety of polythene 

films, and are able to supply non- 

moistureproof cellulose film up to 81 

inches wide. 

We invite you to get to know the 

many types of transparent films we 

produce. Write to us today. 

BRITISH CELLOPHANE LIMITED 
Henrietta House, 9 Henrietta Place, London, W.1, England. 

India, Jamaica, New Zealand, Pakistan, Singapore, Trinidad and Tobago, Union of South Alirica. 

MODERN PACKAGIN 
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Wraps single or multiple products per unit 
at amazing delivery speeds of up to 

300 packages per minute! 

Requires no skilled operators. When equipped 
with automatic feeds, one person often 

tends several Campbell Wrappers 

Me 

PUPIL II 0G 

Save up to 60%, on materials — eliminate trays 

or stiffeners unless desired for merchan- 

dising value — or product stability. 

La Oren, 
a 

Tail Py, 

i Wrappers give you all! 
Examine this wide variety of products and their 

distinctively different shapes and you'll readily 
discover how versatile the Automatic CAMPBELL Wrapper 

really is. Then investigate and learn how much more it 

provides in efficient, time and money saving operations and 

why it’s the outstanding choice of leading manufacturers 

everywhere. You won't be satisfied with anything less. 

WRAPS WITHOUT BREAKAGE — Whether your products 

be hard, soft, crisp, delicate or fragile, the Campbell Wrap- 

per tightly “float” wraps the material around your product 

with the greatest of ease ... without crush, breakage or 

othe v damage ! 

WRAPS WITH ALL MATERIALS — Paper, cellophane, poly- 

ethylene, Mylar, foils and all types of new, modern plastic 

film packaging materials which are so popular today. 

POSITIVE WRAPPER SEALING — By gluing, heat sealing or 

crimping combinations with ends flared, turned under or 

diamond folded. The Campbell Wrapper is also available in 

VACUUM-PAK models for food and other perishable prod- 

uct packaging with positive air-tight sealing guaranteed. 

AUTOMATIC FEEDS—and Deliveries provide continu- 

ous flow packaging geared to coincide with in-line 

manufacturing production or separate packaging 

operations. Write for complete information and 

send us a sample of the product you plan on wrap- 

ping better — af lower cost! 

MC 
pre eq owe: 

iy 

FM C 

Campbell 
WRAPPER 

HUDSON-SHARP MACHINE CO. « GREEN BAY, WIS. 

Manufacturers, of Aniline and Gravure Presses, folders, interfolders 

Lominetors, Waxers, Embossers, Slitters, Sheeters, Roll Winders, Pock 

aging Machines, Crepers and Tissue Converting Units 
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SINCE 1933 

A Symbol of fine 

CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Simplified 
Rotogravure 
maa labalate 
and Cutting 

ms MERCURY MACHINES —PACE SETTERS FOR THE FOLDING CARTON Non 

...with the NEW J-2 

ROTOGRAVURE FOLDING 

CARTON MACHINE 

Designed and manufactured for folding boxmaker 

PROVEN SUPERIOR FEATURES: 

Printing press completely isolated from 

adverse effects of stock roll, cutter- 

creaser or rewinder action 

Walk-in accessibility no web between 

operator and printing cylinder— provides 

for ease of operational and quality 

control 

Scientifically engineered reverse doc 

toring of printing cylinders — not one 

streak in three weeks of operation 

Profit Producing Machinery 
far Paper Converters 

Constant web tension at any desired 

level into first color and out of last color 

sche) bosip mire) MM olstelitele meen gitele(amB beheld) 

sion cylinder and doctor blade mounting 

permits job changes in approximately 15 

minutes per color 

Compensator register control, together 

with integral assembly of printing cylin 

der, cylinder drive and selector switch, 

FEt-t00¢-1-6-J00 o1-) ale) a d-teft-11-) a el -180 4-1-3 0 Mae) (0) 6-1 

structurally, operationally and economically 

Fluid power drive results in lowe 

stallation cost, lower waste due to s 

and stops, less floor space and sit 

fied maintenance 

Phone, write or wire MERC 

now for full information. 

Available with either right or left > 

web flow, in 28, 36 or 44 inch webw 

ENGINEERING CORPORATION 

2100 N. Farwell Avenue * Milwaukee 2, Wis., U. SA 



Our customers demand proof 

Our customers are the most careful buyers in the 

world—they don’t swallow unsupported claims. 

They want proof. They know you can’t be too care- 

ful when you’re buying a commodity like pack- 

aging that’s a combination of product, service and 

imagination. 

They became, and remain, our customers because 

we prove by day-in and year-out performance that 

we can design flexible packaging that sells, manu- 

facture a product that will stand up to the hardest 

—and get it! 

kind of handling, and, most important, that we 

can keep the supply rolling into the plant con- 

sistently without holdups. Four modern Oneida 

plants across the country equipped with modern 

machines, including 6 color flexographic and roto- 

gravure presses, turn out imaginative, hard- 

selling packaging in all flexible materials. 

When can we sit down with you and talk about 

your packaging? 

PAPER PRODUCTS, INC. 

10 Clifton Blvd., Clifton, N. J. 
Los Angeles, Cal. © Baltimore, Md. @ Centralia, Ili. ¢ Sales Offices In Principal Cities 

CONVERTERS AND COLOR PRINTERS OF QUALITY PACKAGING from: Glassine. Cellophane 

Polyethylene, Vinyls, Parchment, Sulphite, Foil, Kraft, Waxed, Coated and Laminated Materials 

CTOBER 1958 
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High in quality... Bonny E 

production it : 

to meet your need 

Set-up boxes in a wide range, 

made for Cosmetic & Drug Trade 

throughout the United States. 

Inquiries also invited from 

box users in other lines. 

MODERN PACKAGINE 
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Successor to paper cartons? Bottlers all over America 
have shown interest in this revolutionary new polyethylene 

soft drink carrier made by Dura-Pak 

Renda thew 

Handle withstands 

up to 100 Ibs. of 

pull without damage. 

Can be automatically 

loaded and unloaded 

for big savings in 

time and labor. 

After 300 “trip 

cycles” still grips 

bottles firmly— 

still usable. 

Unharmed by 
equivalent of several 
years exposure to 

heat, salt, dust, 
sterilization. 

What do you sell that could be handled better and easier 
at less cost—by this indestructible, waterproof Dura-Pak 

soft drink carrier, or an adaptation of it? 

Dura-Pak and Spencer Chemical Company announce a 

revolutionary new kind of bottle carrier that is 

Ten Times More Economical Than Paper! 
Dura-Pak, made from “Poly-Eth,” is another example of Spencer's 

policy of working WITH packagers to create packages that are 
more attractive, longer lasting, and more protective . . . 

Spencer's policy toward the packag 
ing industry has again and again fol- 
lowed a pattern: (1) Find the pack 
agers need. (2) Work with him in 
solving it. (3) Help him launch his 
package when it’s developed. 

Typical of this policy is the story of 
Dura-Pak, the remarkable new bottle 
carrier made of “Poly-Eth’* Poly 
ethylene. Because it outlasts dozens 
of paper cartons, it is ten times cheaper 
to use. 

Invented by Dallas businessman 
Irving Glazer and produced and sold 
by Dura-Pak, Inc., in Dallas, this 
handsome new bottle carrier has many 
idvantages: 

Indestructible for all practical pur- 
poses. Dura-Paks are still usable after 
(00 complete cycles from bottling plant 

store to home and back again! 

The fabulous durability of Dura 
Paks plus the ease with which they 
can be handled in automatic loading 
ind unloading makes them ten times 

spencer Chemical Company manufactures 
Poly-Eth’’ Polyethylene, the resin from which 

Dura-Paks are made. ‘‘Poly-Eth’’ is a reg- 
tered trademark of Spencer Chemical Co 

CTOBER 1958 

more economical for the bottler’s use 

than paper cartons. 

Waterproof. While paper cartons dis 
integrate when wet, Dura-Paks are un 
damaged when the bottles they carry 
are water-cooled or iced down. 

Far more sanitary. An_ insecticide 
manufacturer writes: “Paper cartons 
now being used get covered with spill- 
overs from drinks. They form a breed- 
ing ground for roaches, ants, and water 
bugs. But Dura-Paks are re-sterilized 
every time they’re used.” 

Greater brand identity is possible 
with Dura-Paks, because they can be 
stacked so as to display the bottle 
itself. This makes them a powerful 
point-of-purchase force. And with 
Dura-Paks, the bottler can make his 
displays on a cheaper, more sanitary 
basis, using his present racks. 

Other examples of Spencer assistance 
in solving packaging problems of their 
customers include the polyethylene 
bread wrap, worked out in conjunction 
with Crown Zellerbach; and the new 
low-cost boilable food bag, the result 
of collaboration with East Coast Mar 

keters. Perhaps Spencer can help with 
your packaging problems, also. For 
more details, just mail the coupon 
below 

Poly-Eth 
SPENCER sy, 

CHEMICAL CO. 
KANSAS CITY 5, MO. YJ 

[ = a 
| MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! 

; Spencer Chemical Company 
| 429 Dwight Building 
| Kansas City 5, Mo. | 

Please rush me information about the l 

materials checked below: | 

‘] Dura-Pak Bottle Carriers 

| () Polyethylene Bread Wrap 

| Low-cost Boilable Food Bags 

Name 

Firm 

Address 

State City 

63 



*Your Gaylord Man—of course. 

Cr AY LORD 
CONTAINER CORPORATION 

Division oF Crown Zellerbach Corporation 

HEADQUARTERS, ST. Louis 

PLANTS COAST TO COAST 
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‘Say... this color ig 
ally strong !" 

And look at the 

low viscosity !" 

BBD S 
eteeeee eeeeeeeeeereeeeeeeee, 

sj, Sompeneens | High-Gloss Flexograp| 
with NATURAL or 

BUNA “‘N’’ RUBBER 

pty bape tt : There’s never been a flexographic ink like BBD’s SPEED-E-BRITE. 
. with etther natura ° 

or synthetic (Buna “N”) Here's why: SPEED-E-BRITE is the result of an entirely new solvent 
rubber plates and rollers system, formulated to combine the important qualities film and foil con- 
t printing speeds to 350 ot printing specds to S80 verters want. Now ... BBD has mated low viscosity, high color strength 

fpm. No need to switch : ; — ssemaliedn ae sales: 
inks for different rubbers and high gloss in a co-solvent flexographic ink. SPEED-E-BRITE’s vis- 

é : wots 9 . Ty 1s ; ep bai 
; - nor to —— plates “s ; cosity is uniformly low in all colors and held within very narrow limits 
i » re-runs. At printing speeds . . . : 2 : . — . — P 
: > over 350 fs the Sane for consistently good press performance. And SPEED-E-BRITE retains 

- solvent mixture requires : both its remarkable color strength and low viscosity regardless of how 

) pe call wpe fast you run your press. 
ers only. ; _— 

SPEED-E-BRITE dries to an extremely glossy block-resistant finish 
:RECO : ay gposs! ck- 

MMENSED STOCKS : that is exceptionally water-resistant too. Furthermore, it is very stable— 
1 - Polyethylene treated : 

‘Mylar’ and other ; resists souring and foaming under humid conditions. And its unique 
polyester films Cellophanes—piain, semi- multi-speed feature means vou can use SPEED-E-BRITE at high, medium 
moistureproof, moisture- : r low speed (by using recommended solvents) without loss of color 
proof, polymer-coated ; 

PR ya. - pala : au or press perform: ince. Why not ask vour nearest BBD office for 

“Saran”* ° more information about SPEED-E-BRITE tod: iv. Well be happy to sup- 
Polystyrene ° 
Acetate* : ply sample prints and free SPEED-E-BRIT E Technical Data Sheet. 

*Depending on end use . ; 
Contact your nearest BBD office or write Bensing Bros. and Deeney, 

3301 Hunting Park Ave., Philadelphia 29, Pa. 

Flexographic Ink Bensing Bros.and Deeney Speers 
A subsidiary of Sun Chemical Corporation 

PHILADELPHIA + CHICAGO + SAN LEANDRO, CAL. » CAMBRIDGE, MASS. » MONROE, LA. « TORONTO 

Sun Chemical’s Graphic Arts Group: GENERAL PRINTING INK ieaauae, Letterpress, Offaet Inks and Supplies GEO H. MORRILL Newspaper Inks 

BENSING BROS. AND DEENEY Flexographic Inks RUTHERFORD MACHINERY JLithographic Equipment 



Tommy aale) g-) 

production line tie-ups 

fo] mmo) a -t-1.¢-(ei-) 

igelaa) 

skidding cartons... 

when you specify non-skid corrugated containers treated with : 

Syton- 
(ANTI-SLIP AGENT) 

because of its LARGER PARTICLE MONSANTO 
cost ant -s] pagent on t} em irket CHEMICAL 

COMPANY 

Inorganic Chemicals Division 
Lindbergh & Olive St. Road t lets vou stack cor ners higher to save floor space 

j 
— k ituiners hig ) St. Louis 24, Missouri 

1 brea ie 

ers treated with Svton-P are ideally suited for 

rf equipment which demands skid-resistant surfaces 

non how YOU can benefit from non-skid 
h SYTON-P write to Monsanto. 
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It’s more than tradition that keeps the trains 

running On time. Out on thé main line, where local 

Ihe Importance of freights and speeding expresses are only minutes apart, 

strict adherence to schedule is absolutely essential. 

Al NJ Y ‘Al Ni | NJ > Metro, too, knows the importance of maintaining schedules 

. of gearing deliveries to meet the production require- 

ments of its customers. Packers of soluble coffee, jams and 

ExXxXAC ‘ jellies . . . brewers, vintners and distillers . . . bottlers of 

household chemicals and other diversified products .. . all 

€ >C be E DU | ee have discovered that flexible METROmatic service assures 

_ ee them a quality glass container, shipped according to 

specifications. 

METRO GLASS COMPANY, INC. 
MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY GLASS CONTAINERS 



M 

M 

( 

oyal Container of Distinction 

any way you look at it. 
Products packaged in Royal containers are assured of enhanced sales appeal by 

Royal’s know-how in plastics. Made exclusively for Allen B. Wrisley ey. New 

York and Chicago, these containers for Mr. Bear Bubble Bath are examples of the 

high quality production enjoyed by an ever-growing number of Royal customers. 

Roval designs and produces Containers of Dis 

tinction for leading manufacturers throughout 
LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO 

Berri-Ecklund, Inc Marketing Agents, Ltd the nation and has complete facilities to produce 
17% elros y 07 Px > M e Ave } 07 Powell St private mold designs at surprisingly low cost 

PATERSON, N. J CHICAGO 

n Decorating ¢ Berman Bros., Inc 
SS Oxford St 1501 S. Laflin St 

MIAMI, FLA MONTREAL 

Botile & Supply Co Browns Bottle & Supplies, Inc 
80 N. W. 23rd St 1655 Des Carrieres St 

am, Royal containers are made under U.S. Patent No. 2,750,624 
fs Pls> 

ep) Kot _— MANUFACTURING COMPANY, PRESCOTT, ARIZONA 
4, ‘ 

& & ay 
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Sold —and Still Selling 

Increased Sales : 
ysigelegns and produce packages that will se//. . 

.. by Design! 

This colorful ice cream bar wrap catches shoppers by the eye and makes them buy. 

The foil/paper/poly package keeps right on selling by protecting the bars so that they 

are sanitary. freezer-firm and flavor-fresh when served 

Western-Waxide’s research, laboratory, design and production facilities can develop 

and keep on selling for you. To find out how, 

call your Western-Waxide representative. 

CROWN ZELLERBACH WESTERN-WAXIDE DIVISION 
Headquarters Office: 2101 Williams St., San Leandro, Calif. * Plants and Sales Service Offices in Principal Cities of the United States 

Manufacturers and converters of plain and printed waxed paper « foil ¢ foil laminates * polyethylene coated paper and poly 

film laminates « films * bags * pouches and other specialized flexible packaging materials 



A NEW ENGINEERING BREAKTHROUGH in glass-making has 

been achieved by Knox engineers and scientists in the design and 

development of this new JK Machine. Another example of planned 

progress at Knox, the new JK is now furnishing Knox customers with 

more precise, more even-walled containers. It can also produce high- 

strength light-weighted glass. Its new standard in flexibility allows it to 

efficiently furnish wide-mouth containers in almost any size, in any 

quantity, to any specification. For more information, contact: 

KNOX GLASS INCORPORATED - KNOX, PENNSYLVANIA 

MODERN PACKAGIN¢ 



Now even your bulky meats get superior protection 

with new vacuum packages made with Du Pont Mylar” 
STORED 40°F-85% RH 

Superior Oxygen impermeability. Chart 
shows the low gas permeability of 
vacuum packages made with “ Mylar’’, 
even at high humidities. 

REG. Us. Pat OFF 

Better Things for Better Living . . » through Chemistry 

DU PONT 

YLAR 
a @) 4 8 

TOBER 1958 

Now, your franks and bulky luncheon 

meats can have the protective and sell- 

ing advantages of vacuum packaging. 

A combination of Du Pont ‘‘Mylar’’* 

polyester film and polyethylene makes 

it possible. Vacuum packages made with 

‘‘Mylar’’ are extra-strong and durable, 

hold a vacuum and virtually eliminate 

frank greening, luncheon meat fading. 

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) 

Production is improved with ‘‘Mylar,”’ 
too High-speed machines operate effi- 

ciently .. money because 

durable ‘“‘Mylar’’ makes tight seals, re- 

duces package failures. Ask your vacu- 

um packaging supplier or Du Pont Rep- 

resentative for full information. Or mail 

coupon to: E. 1. du Pont de Nemours & 
Co. (Inc.), Wilmington 98, Delaware. 

save you 

MP-10 

Film Dept., Room 9420N, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del. 

Please send additional information on applications and 

Application __ 

Name = _ 7 

ae 

Address___ 

City 

types of “Mylar” polyester film available. 



MOSSTYPE 

STOCK- 

DESIGN 

RUBBER 

PLATES _ LAA / 

~-\~n\_-- -eetetetete 
. \ » > : ¢ Cx x a ft s s S 4 Money-saving, time-saving 

AN 4 B5050505 aa s 8 ~; Way to print decorative 
. -\~! . 0% + ot uh AS backgrounds on wrappings, 

——_ ' <><) CS S SS \°: bags, cartons, case liners, 

" ‘ Pi envelopes, etc. 
‘ 

yy Pat4l H - 

‘ Af te HH 70 attractive ready-made \ 

Cn Duta designs to choose from = 

ME No charge for art and 

engravings ass: seran 
Se 7 

woul TT TH 
7 Any size from 8”x10” to ses eas Sa 

17”x22”...any construction TTT ®eae ast 

(plain-back, sticky-back, ae HT a 
pre-curved, brass-back) a 

zn-* 

* Also available... 

continuous DESIGN ROLLERS, 

made to order with MOSSTYPE 

designs or your own 

WY t 
, . SS = \ 

Dh me teeeeeees YY fH ‘. 

Handy Sample Book showing 70 different Stock Designs. : ' geet 
, , q . ae 

For a copy write on your business letterhead. a... {A ) j sie ye 

M oO Ss yg = VY e Ee 150 Franklin Turnpike, Waldwick, N. 

x 

IR PRINTING PLATES * CONTINUOUS DESIGN ROLLERS +RUBBE 
[-PROOFER MACHINES ¢“"D-MOUNT" RUBBER PLATE C DE 

P 
§ 
\ fe 

MOSSTYP
E 

and "'D-MOUN
T"’ 

[age 

ore registe
red 

'raodem
orks. 

f +e 
% * 
é ail i 

Pacific Coast: BOJANOWER MACHINERY SERVICE CO., Los Angeles « Canada: MANTON BROS., LTD., Toro 
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Ss oleate 

CCA 

Folding Cartons 

Corrugated 

and Solid Fibre 

Shipping Containers 

Fibre Cans 

ATTENTION TO DESIGN 

One of nature’s perfect 

packages — designed for ease 

of delivery and protection 

of contents from reasonable 

abuses of nature. 

Requires constant temperature 

elalo me) el-lallaloamicelsamiar-yiel= 

(by inexperienced help). 

Man’s packaging — less 

perfect, but engineered to 

protect its contents from 

unreasonable abuses of man. 

Attention to design is 

a primary requirement...in 

iie)aeammaelaleidielame-laleme(=iee)¢-)alelar 

CONTAINER 

CORPORATION 

OF 

AMERICA 



Hamilton new 

bodymakers are in 

service at many 

well-known plants 

Installations pictured above, Hershey Chocolate, Hershey, Pa. (top); Sherwin-Williams, Oakland, Calif. (lower left); and Dole 

Pineapple, Honolulu, indicate how leading packers have chosen Hamilton's new Bodymaker to meet can requirements efficiently. 

The main feature of Hamilton’s new No. 502 Bodymaker is its central 

drive shaft. This unusual design results in fewer wearing parts and 

gears and improved accessibility. 

Write today for descriptive bulletin 13K giving details of the 

world’s most complete line of can making machinery. 

ELAMI1tON Division. tamiiton, onic FRR | 
BALDWIN -LIMA:-HAMILTON yell . 

y, Y 
“HAM Diese! engines * Mechanical and hydraulic presses * Can making machinery * Machine tools 



7ecomplete 
FLEXO INK SERVICE 

Trl > LINE OF FLEXO INKS 
IPI continues to pace the package printing ink field with such great new 
flexo inks as Flexogem and Flexotuf multi-purpose flexo inks, special 
heat-resistant inks and fast-drying water-base inks such as Aqualox. We 
invite you to try them. 

complete NATION-WIDE DISTRIBUTION 
New IPI flexo inks are available in printing centers from coast to coast— 
wherever you find an IPI branch office and service station. Wherever you 
are located, you will always find IPI flexo inks readily available. 

yy ts) > TESTING FACILITIES 
IPI flexo inks are always thorougtily tested on the press before they are 

released—in Interchemical’s central laboratory headquarters, in IPI labs 
and factories. Tests for color uniformity, performance standards, tough- 
ness and durability assure uniform quality in every batch. 

Ge SERVICE FACILITIES 
IPI branches and service stations are staffed by local technicians who have 

grown up in your vicinity and who know local printing problems. When 
you need flexo inks, turn to the people who know packaging inks best—IPI 
ink men. Priced competitively, IPI inks give best results. Try them today. 

IPI, IC, Flexogem, Flexotuf and Aqualox are trademarks of Interchemical Corporation 

INTERCHEMICAL @ PRINTING INK 
CORPORATION DIVISION 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 67 W. 44th ST., NEW YORK S6G, N. Y. 

OCTOBER 1958 



Don't miss our closed-circuit TV 
presentation on Kraftsman 
Clupok® paper at the Packag- 

ing Institute Forum—Oct. 13 in 

the Edgewater Beach Hotel, 
Chicago. 

Kraft Division, Containerboard Sales WEST VIRGINIA PULP AND 4 PA 

KRAFTSMAN LINER - SUPERLINER - WHITELINER - DURA-CORR q WE 

MODERN PACKAGING 



KRAFTSMAN DURA-BEND LINER 

sure protection 

no scoreline cracking 

Like the armadillo’s armor plating, DURA-BEND liner won’t crack, even when folded to 180°, 

yet it has all the toughness and rigidity of a regular liner. DURA-BEND meets all the specifications 

for test corrugated boxes—it has even been used successfully in boxes up to 1,000# test! And it 

costs no more than ordinary liner! These remarkable and money-saving results are achieved by 

laminating Kraftsman liner to the new Kraftsman Clupak* paper with its built-in “stretch” and 

built-in toughness. For samples and more information, call or write: 

*Clupak, Inc.’s trademark for stretchable paper 

PAPER COMPANY 230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. 
VEATHER-TITE LINER WEATHER-TITE DURA-CORR 

OCTOBER 1958 



SHOWS THE WAY 

MLE DRY SHERRY 
(COCKTAN SHERRY 

*PNEUMATI 
r _— ry = . 

| ‘ee : 5 a7 Gey CE 44-9 

eee eee Ee LL 
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FOR THE ULTIMATE IN 

AUTOMATIC BOTTLING 

When the Santa Fe wine people set up their new bottling room, they 

looked for equipment that would be modern, efficient and most 

economical to operate. They found the answer with an “all Pneu- 
matic”? bottling line. 

The Pneumatic close-coupled combination of air cleaning, filling 

and capping units offers many advantages over conventional equipment. One 

compact machine performs three operations with positive handling of glass- 

ware to eliminate jams entirely. 

Jottles are filled with a very minimum agitation of wine and an exclusive 

principle permits accurate control of filling heights with absolutely no drip or 

sputter. Caps are gently sorted and fed, then applied by means of the remark- 

able Pneumacap air chuck. Labeling is done on McDonald Duplex machine 

which spot-registers the labels to line up with neck band message 

Net result is a silky smooth passage of containers through all four completely 

automatic operations cleaning, filling, capping and labeling at a smooth, 

steady 120 per minute without stress or strain. We will gladly furnish details on 

such an installation for you. Write today. 

Pneumatic ScALE Corp., Lrp., 82 Newport Ave., Quincy 71, Mass. Adlsé 
Neu York Ch icago Dallas Seattle : San iy iT Los Angeles: Leeds Englan a 

Canadian Division: Delamere & Williams Company, Ltd., Toronto. 

Packaging and Bottling Equipment 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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“The new look in 

BRECK shampoo packaging! 

Beautiful, lightweight, unbreakable, 

plastic jars, molded from 

MARLEX” 
Designed and blow-molded by PLAX, this attractive 6-oz. 

widemouth contour jar has strong, thin walls that are shat- 

terproof and chip-proof . . . safe in the bathroom . . . perfect 

for travel. The new tapered contour design is easy to hold, 

and the surface is gentle to the touch. 

In addition to being first in the cosmetics field with this 

revolutionary new package, Breck saves more than 5 pounds 

per case in shipping weight, since the new jar has 1/10th the 

weight of a comparable opal glass jar! 

This is just one of the many profitable new packaging possi- 

bilities with MARLEX .. . others include transparent film, 

squeeze bottles and tubes. No other type of packaging ma- 

terial is so versatile and economical. 

*MARLEX is a trademark for Phillips 

family of olefin polymers. 

OANDRUFF TREATMENT 
Catan ‘Snaucee 

éf ( ; Moalth, 

‘ sutilel
 lair 18 

B REC H 
BAN 
DANDRUFE 

MARLEX 
PHILLIPS CHEMICAL COMPANY, Bartlesville, Oklahoma 

A subsidiary of Phillips Petroleum Company 

PLASTICS SALES OFFICES 
NEW ENGLAND NEW YORK and EXPORT AKRON CHICAGO WESTERN SOUTHERN 

2 Waterman Avenue, 80 Broadway, Suite 4300 318 Water Street 111 S. York Street, 317 WN. Lake Ave., 6010 Sherry Lane 

! Providence 14, R. I. New York 5, W. Y. Akron 8, Ohio Elmhurst, lL Pasadena, Calif. Dallas, Texas 

eva 4-7600 Digby 4-3480 FRanklin 6-4126 TErrace 4-6600 RYan 1-0557 EMerson 8-1358 



containers 

NOW...MEAD PACKAGING FOR SELLING 

MEAD CONTAINERS, INC. | MEAD-ATLANTA PAPER COMPANY 

SALES OFFICES: 230 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK 

6124 North Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago 46, Illinois and principal cities 

Subsidiaries of THE MEAD CORPORATION, Dayton 2, Ohio packaging : 

MODERN PACKAGING : CTOBI 
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She sees hundreds on the 

shelves but... 

The brands she 

buys are usually 

packaged in 

lower-cost 

WAXED 

PAPER 

It’s a fact. ev 

Waxed Paper packaging gives a lady confidence in the brand she buys. 

She prefers it. Depends on it to keep crackers fresher, tastier, crispier far longer. 

Appreciates the new double protection of Waxed Paper or Waxed Glassine inner 

wraps, too. Likes the clean, always inviting look... and the way Waxed Paper makes 
her favorites so easy to identify on crowded shelves. 

To these proved packaging advantages, add lower initial costs, con- we 
ee a - = : a Seles Rod PROTECTS 

stant av ailability of supply, and superior reproduction. The man who FRESHNESS AND 

packages his product in pre-sold Waxed Paper has already taken the FLAVOR 

first step to the sale. oa 

WAXED PAPER MERCHANDISING COUNCIL, INC 

38 South Dearborn Street ¢ Chicago 3, Illinois © Telephone STate 2-8115 

TOBER 1958 
81 



WHEN YOU SEE EFFICIENT PACKAGING 

YOU SEE STANDARD-KNAPP EQUIPMENT 

STANDARD-KNAPP 
DUPLEX PACKER 
HELPS {07 DOUBLE 
THEIR LINE OUTPUT 
Ability of the Standard-Knapp Duplex Bottle Packer to 

keep up with highest line speeds is convincingly demon- 

strated at the Cott Beverage Corporation, New Haven, 

Conn. There, on a new line which hits peaks of 8,000 to 

10,000 cases daily, the Duplex loads quart bottles of club 

soda and flavors at rates of 220 and 230 per minute re- 

spectively. It can go faster. 

For speed (with something in reserve) and depend- 

ability, specify Standard-Knapp packaging equipment. You 

will be certain, then, of reduced production costs. 

EMHART 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

STANDARD-KNAPP DIVISION 

PORTLAND, CONNECTICUT 

82 MODERN PACKAGING 
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FIBREBOARD packaging 

for sea foods 

y 
Your sea foods (fresh, canned, smoked, or frozen) i 

travel better, economically, in Fibreboard containers i 
A 

rrugated and solid fibre shipping cases. Folding 1 

artons of every size and style. Frozen food packages : 

Advantages? You get many when you re served 

by the West's largest manufacturer of paperboard ; 

packaging. Your cartons and cases are faultlessly printed 

on the newest modern presses. You receive market 

and package research structural and graphic 

design equipment development and counsel ... q 

dependable supply and service. And people ; 

experienced people near you to work with you. 

SERVICE OFFICES: Billings, Boise, Chicago, Denver, Fresno, 

Los Angeles, New York, Oakland, Omaha, Phoenix, 

Portiand, Sacramento, Salt Lake City, San Diego, 3 

San Francisco, San Jose, Seattle, Stockton, Yakima. 

FIBREBOARD 
j 

; 

E Paper Products Corporation 

Head Office: San Francisco 
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masters 

CO 

The rich flesh 
of a tunic 

nt to « a is, it was the 

ster hand 

y. 

tones he’s justly famous for or,the vivid réd i 
. whenever *Peter Paul Rubens* applied pic- 

WESTCHESTER 

PLASTICS 

TOBER 1958 

in the field of 

LOR” 

‘just right” color, mixed by a The Fox Hunt” (detail) 

For over ten years, WESTCHESTER PLASTICS has been following in the spirit of the old 

masters. For every purpose, for every product, there’s a “just right” color and Westchester 
prepares it with a master’s touch. Take our pre-matched color concentrate for linear poly- 

ethylenes, for example. It’s custom-tailored for this dramatic development of the plastics 
industry . . . eliminates degrading, migrating and leaching, gives improved temperature 
and chemical resistance. 

Every product in the WESTCHESTER line is the result of our years of pioneering experi- 
ence, exclusively in the field of color for polyethylene and other thermoplastic materials. 

Write today for more information on our master-compounded concentrates. Find out how 

Westchester’s complete color service can help you give your product masterpiece quality. 

“WESTCHESTER PLASTICS, Inc. 
326 WAVERLY AVENUE, MAMARONECK, N. Y. @ Mamaroneck 9-5980 
Custom Compounders of Polyethylene Molding Powder and other Thermoplastic Materials 
Manufacturers and Developers of Unicolor and Formacolor *Pliothene, Formacolor, Unicolor® T.M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off 



mer BS. a 

rporation plant in Providence — certified 6 hour 20 minute run was 35 rolls of MSD-53 cellophane in 284” width, 3100 Ibs., three colors 

A finished roll every 11 minutes! 

A Kidder Filmprinter prints, slits, splices in one con- 
tinuous operation ... while producing the highest quality 

of printing in excellent register and accurate sheet length, 

and with the very minimum of waste! 

And Kidder, through their Performance Engineers, 
guarantees that you get these results. They set up your 
Filmprinter in your plant, check it for maximum operat- 
ing efficiency, stay with your pressmen until they are fully 
educated to get this production from the press. 

Who else does this? Nobody but Kidder! 

Kidder Press Company, Inc., Dover, N. H. Eastern 

Sales Office: Empire State Bidg., New York 1, N. Y. 

Mid-West Sales Office: 400 Washington Bldg., Madison 

3, Wis. West Coast Representative: Bojanower Ma- 

chinery Service Corp., 5270 E. Washington Blvd., Los 

Angeles 22, California. 

Make Good Impressions Faster with 

Flexoprinter,® Letterpress, and Gravure Presses, Slitters and Rewinders 
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Le Coral bibee Fast Drloveria 
Help Reduce Your Packaging Inventory Expense 

Central Fibre’s fast dependable deliveries—over- 

night to mid-American manufacturing centers—is 

bringing plus profits to many firms. Packaging in- 

ventory expense is being reduced, handling and 

storage costs are being cut. Let the Central Fibre 

representative show you how Central Fibre plus 

service can mean plus profits for you. 

CENTRAL FIBRE SERVES AMERICA 

FROM 22 CONVENIENT CITIES 

Paperboard and Specialties * Assembled Partitions 

Corrugated Shipping Containers * Folding Cartons and Set-Up Boxes 

Egg Packing Materials * Poultry House Supplies 

Mapes Molded Pulp Products 

Mone Than §0 Years of Contenuous Sermuce and Progress 

CENTRAL FIBRE PRODUCTS COMPANY 
General Office. Quincy. Mlinois 

TOBER 1958 87 



SEE FIRST 

..-boost quality and profits 

on heat seal bags and automatic packaging 

VERSATILE MULTI-DUTY BAG MACHINES 

Five models of Simplex Cellophane heat seal bag machines with a wide 

selection of attachments produce single or duplex-wall bags, flat or gusset 

from plain or printed stock in bag sizes up to 17” wide by 28” long. Speeds 

up to 6,000 bags per hour on certain sizes. 

HI-SPEED AUTOMATIC CELLOPHANE BAG MACHINE 

The new Simplex “300” provides heat and glue sift-tight bottom and 

corners with speeds up to 18,000 bags per hour; infinite adjustment for 

bag lengths from 4” to 18”, and widths from 2” to 12”; precision two- 

way registration with ease of operation and changeover. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN — SPM-300 

SIDE-WELD AND CONVENTIONAL 
POLYETHYLENE BAG MACHINES 

Simplex Side-Weld polyethylene bag production provides finest fin- 

ished bag appearance; clean edges—no skirts; easy opening —faster 

filling; variable lip or fold for countless bag types: maximum film 

saving economy. Bag sizes up to 20” wide by 2414” long. Flat or gus- 

set bottom bags from flat stock or tubing. weite FoR BULLETIN—SPM-9 

For data on conventional polyethylene bag machines 
WRITE FOR BULLETIN—SPM-8R 

pipe ceecece ce eceececcceecececsccececeee ete, 

AUTOMATIC POUCH MAKING MACHINES 

For economical pouch making with scrim coated 

paper, scrim-backed foils, aluminum foils, Poly-Cello 

laminates, Poly-Vinyl films and coated filter paper. 

Pouch sizes range from 114” by 314” to 24” by 

30”, and additional lengths with skip-cut. Features 

include Electric eye, Pressure Control, and various 

attachments. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN — SPM-4 

FULLY AUTOMATIC PACKAGING MACHINES 

Combining bag making, weighing or measuring, filling, sealing and check- 

ing in one continuous Automatic operation, Simplex-O-Matic packaging 

machines are adaptable for single or duplex wall, flat or gusset bags with 

net-weight or volumetric fillers. 
sa WRITE FOR BULLETIN—SOM-1 

Putting ldeas to Work 

FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

We FMC Packaging Machinery Division 

534-23rd AVENUE, OAKLAND 6, CALIFORNIA 
FOOD MACHINERY 
AND CHEMICAL Foreign Sales: FMC International Corp., P.O. Box 1178, San Jose, Calif., U.S.A, 

ae ee (Cable Address: FOODMACHIN) 

MODERN PACKAGIN 



_ This striking full-color 

postcard was printed on 

10 pt. Texcard... 

coated both sides. 

Overvarnishing added 

extra color snap and 

surface protection. 

Results in New Economy! 
New economy has been introduced into the production of postcards 

hrough the use of Eastex solid bleached sulfate coated two sides board 
lexcard. 
Printing tests have proved that this new Eastex product serves as an 

‘xcellent replacement for more expensive grades traditionally used 
with no sacrifice in quality! 

Texcard has the brightness, cleanliness, the firm smooth surface to 
ke it a true performer on the press. 
Whether it’s postcards, folding cartons whatever your quality 

perboard requirements . . . you'll appreciate what an Eastex board can 
for the job: Texcote for folding cartons and Texcard for specialized 
nting. Results as pretty as a picture postcard . . . every time! 

TI AST TEXAS Fijud Pape Cmpand 

New Use of Eastex Paperboard 

General Sales Office 

P.O. Box 8if 

Telephone—EVergreer 

Eastern Sales Office Midwest Sales Office 

22 East 42r 1003 Builders Bidg 
New Y City hicago, fll 

Telephone—OXford 7:2980  Telephone—RAndolph 6-1068 
, 

Western Sales Offices 

115] South Broadway 210 California Street, 

Los Angeles, Calif San Francisco, Calif 
Telephone—Richmond 7-6126 Telephone—SUtter 1-6123 



CINCINNATI 27, O. 
Stolimaier & Son, Inc. 
Mariemont Center Bldg. 20157 Greeley Ave. 319 Jefferson St. 
Bramble 1-0222 

Better labeling...less work 
_..the HEAT SEAL way! 

Steigerwald 

Heat Seal requires no glue, no water, 

no clean-up. Ideal for bag headers and 

containers of practically all shapes 

and materials. Instantaneous or de- 

layed action. Made to exact specifica- 

tions, for use with high speed equip- 

ment. Continuous rolls or individual. 

DETROIT 3, MICH. 
Harry W. Hogg 

LOUISVILLE, KY. 

Diamond 1-3848 Juniper 7-1257 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
J. E. & J. L. Moor 
3329 Dupont Ave., So. 630 Cedar St. 
Taylor 4-5309 . 

ROCKFORD, ILL. 

Practical Products Co. A. C. Foster 
1747 Chester Ave. 905 Jefferson St. 
Cherry 1-2468 

Blackhawk Paper & Cordage John H. McLaren 
500 West 111th St. 
Monument 2-0237 

Send your present labels for 

redesign, without charge or 

obligation, or for estimate 

on printing in present form. 

A. M. Steigerwald Company, 

910 West Van Buren Street, 

Chicago7. Taylor 9-5400. 

CLEVELAND 14, 0. KANSAS CITY 5, MO. MILWAUKEE, 
H. C. Lackowski 
8849 So. 76th 5 
Garden 5-5850 

A. B. Mason 

Victor 2-6580 

NEW YORK 25, N. Y. ST. LOUIS 5, MO. 
Marvin Yates Co. 
111 So. Bemiston Ave. 
Parkview 6-0296 

GOLD OR SILVER EMBOSSED + DIE-CUT OR SQUARE + FOIL SEALS AND TAGS « FLAT OR CONTINUOUS ROLLS + FOR HAND OR AUTOMATIC USE + HEAT SEAL + PRESSURE SENSITIVE + SPEC/AL Mi 



Tomorrow 

Here’s an idea for tomorrow’s plastics 
packaging as conceived by Sundberg- 
Ferar. This set of stacking cosmetic con- 
tainers is designed to house a complete 
line of feminine 
beauty accessories 

qd in paste, powder, 

liquid, and cream 

form. Hi-fax high- 

density polyethyl- 
ene provides’ the 

MN @ @ mM needed combination 
of properties for 
such visionary de- 

signs as this—it is 
virtually unbreak- 
able, lightweight, 

Dac age and rigid, even in 
thin-walled sections. 

Tough, feather-light, colorful, low-cost 
—those are the words for plastic con- 
tainers molded from Hi-fax. With Hi-fax 
you get a container that is resistant to 

Y heat and chemicals, can actually be 
sterilized, and has been considered ac- 

‘i ceptable by the Food and Drug Admin- 

| istration. In fact, now blown containers 
2 made from Hi-fax high-density poly- 2 f 

ethylene are actually competitive with sontifal Heit 
L. glass and metal containers on the basis B R Cc 

of economy as well as function. i 
/, Here’s what you save when containers B A N I S H ; 

4 ' are made from Hi-fax: weight, cubage, DANDRUFF 

freight, breakage, carton costs, handling TREATMENT 
), costs, warehouse space. No wonder lead- SHAMPOO 

ing packagers everywhere are looking to 
Hi-fax for increased profits and better 
products. 

For technical information on Hi-fax, 
write to Hercules. 

‘8 @ eneee se © 

IKEE, Banish container molded for John H. Breck, Tne., "ROPESSIONAL USE 

ackowski by Plax ¢ or poration, Hartford, Conn. 

>. 76th ¥ 
5-5850 Cellulose Products Department 

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY 

900 Market Street, Wilmington 99, Del. 
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Paper Needs the Touch of Talent’ 

German papers of the Renaissance 
period were handmade ‘‘rag,”’ often with 

one surface primed to give special 
qualities of finish and beauty. 

2 John Guidsabye %: 1 ae But it was still mere paper until the 
a ' ee touch of a Holbein converted it into a 

} é masterpiece such as this, now 
in a royal collection. 

The skill of the maker is the one ingredient that 

converts paper into a product of value...whether a 

museum rarity, or a profitable iterm of mass production. 

“(faa 
NASHUA TALENTS AVAILABLE TO YOU . . . Creative Design + Paper Chemistry - Package Engineering Q 

Coordinated Packaging + Quality Production + Procurement Versatility ... Nashua Corporation, Nashua, N. H. 
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Featured in this issue .. . 

The ‘moment of truth’ in supermarket packaging 
In a matter of minutes, one small group of men can launch a new package on a multi- 
million-dollar career—or can doom it to oblivion. These men make up a typical buying 
committee for one of the big supermarket chains and it is their job to pass judgment on 
the thousands of new items submitted to them for consideration every year. From an 
endless parade of packages, they select only a handful for inclusion on store shelves. In 
this article, based on MODERN PACKAGING’s Own study of buying practices in six major 
supermarket chains, you'll learn the likes and dislikes of a buying committee whose 
appraisals are ruthless and often superficial, but are always based on logic that reflects 
the credo: “The package that wins is the package with lots of appeal and no handling 
problems.” So, despite the power wielded by the buying committee, this fact remains: The 
art of creating a winning package is the responsibility of the packager. 

Don’t miss ‘‘Showdown in the Supermarket,” p. 

Unplasticized PVC makes economical, sturdy bottle for seasoning 

From Europe comes word of a packaging breakthrough, with spectacular economies, 
that suggests a great new opportunity for foods in blow-molded plastics. The Nestle com- 
pany is introducing in Holland its Maggi seasoning in a bottle blow molded of non-toxic, 
unplasticized polyvinyl chloride, made by a Swiss plastics firm. The virtually unbreak- 
able bottle is produced on a special machine. Slightly smaller than the previous 
amber glass bottle (because of the thinner plastic), the PVC container holds the same 
content and is almost its replica in color, transparency and shape. The economies are 
impressive. The PVC bottle weighs about 90% less, for big savings in shipping weight. 
Its sturdiness means less cushioning is needed in the shipper. And because of its smaller 
size, shipping-container dimensions are reduced. Nestlé estimates the saving on shipping 
and packing materials alone to be 23%. Turn to ‘‘A New Plastic Bottle,’’ p. 

Corrugated containers play dual role in a thriving industry 

Four times as big as it was before World War II, the corrugated-container industry today 

ranks second only to cans in yearly sales. And all indications point to bigger boom times 
ahead. Chiefly responsible for the industry’s recent rapid development is its extension of 
the role of the shipping box from that of a drab, utilitarian container into a beautifully 
designed, colorful aid to modern merchandising. This has been done through improved 
printing surfaces, improved printing processes and a campaign to make packagers con- 
scious of the sales power of the shipping container at point of purchase. And technical 
improvements are steadily widening corrugated’s range of application. These include 
polyethylene coatings for liquid-tightness, impregnants to make the board itself a bar- 
rier and protective material, and built-in non-skid properties for safer handling. For the 

full story of an industry on the move, 
See this month's Supplier-Industry Survey, ‘‘Corrugated Containers,”’ p. 

High speeds, low costs for elegant loose-wrapped boxes 

lo packagers of quality chocolates or any other product that requires sophistication in 
the package, there is no substitute for the elegant, soft look of loose-wrapped boxes 
But until recently they were slow in the production (about 800 an hour) and cost up to 
25% more than tight-wrapped boxes. Now Barricini Candy Co. has introduced a loose 
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wrapped set-up box produced on a new type of automatic lid-wrap machine at the rate of 
2,000 per hour. What’s more, cost is reported to be the same as that for the semi-auto- 
matically produced tight-wrap box. The machine feeds pre-cut flat wrappers to glue ap- 
plicators that apply adhesive to all four edges of the sheet. Tensioning segments then 
deliver the wrap squarely to a suction conveyor, where it is held in place to prevent 
curling. Finally, the wrap is applied to the lid shell and indexed in precise register by 
an electric-eye control Get the details in ‘‘Luxury Look at Low Cost,”’ p. 

Aerosols move solidly into the pharmaceuticai field 

It’s obvious now that nitrogen propellants and “solid-stream” dispensing techniques will 
widen the acceptance of aerosols as safe, convenient containers in the food and phar- 
maceutical fields. Latest entry is “Pressure-Pak” Vi-Daylin, Abbott Laboratories’ vis- 
cous vitamin formula for children. At the touch of a button, the lemon-flavored syrup 
flows into a spoon, much as aerosol toothpaste is dispensed on a brush. (At least one 
other major pharmaceutical house is reported ready to market aerosol-packaged vitamins 
for youngsters.) Not least important among the merchandising aspects of Abbott’s new 
aerosol can is its “fun-to-use” appeal to kids. See ‘‘Pushbutton Vitamins,’’ p. 102 

Production triumph: thermoformed packages at 1,000 a minute 

In another victory of machine over material, Morton Salt Co. is reeling off unit-portion 
paper-and-polystyrene blister packages of salt and pepper at speeds of 1,000 per minute— 
and hopes soon to step up that output. This suggests that major production obstacles to 
high-speed thermoformed packaging have now been conquered, opening the way to wide- 
spread applications in many product fields. Significant, too, is the fact that the form- 
ability inherent in thermoforming and the rigidity and strength of the paper-backed 
blister pack have been wedded successfully, to the obvious sales appeal of transparent, 
flexible packaging. Secret of Morton’s high-volume output is a new, continuous, rotary 
thermoforming machine that fashions, fills and seals unit containers from separate webs 
of polystyrene and paper. Read about it in ‘‘1,000-Per-Minute Thermoforms,”’ p. 

Expanded polystyrene debuts as high-volume packaging material 

Johnson & Johnson’s use of molded expanded-polystyrene trays as platform inserts in 

baby-gift-set boxes focuses the packaging spotlight on a plastic material heretofore known 
primarily for its insulating properties. Suggesting application possibilities in many other 
fields—such as hardware, china, toys and confectionery—expanded polystyrene pro- 
vides J & J with protective and form-fitting containers that are pleasing in appearance 
and smooth to the touch. Because of their smooth surface, plus the resistance of the 
material to chemicals and moisture, the trays also are re-usable in the nursery. Accord- 
ing to the company, the bonuses of quality appearance and greater product protection 

- were achieved at costs only slightly higher than for the former packaging. 
See ‘‘New Approach to Plastic Platforms,’’ p. 

Reduction of WVTR through wax coatings 

A study of the basic factors of wax coatings for packaging materials indicates that water 
vapor does not penetrate individual crystals of wax, but passes between them. The rate of 
vapor transfer depends on the nature, size and number of paths between the crystals. 
Large wax-plate crystals, oriented parallel to the base sheet, provide a low WVTR. 
Formation of such crystals is aided by air cooling the wax film or by recrystallization 
and re-orientation of water-cooled wax film during storage. By increasing storage tem- 
perature, the rate of recrystallization is accelerated and WVTR is reduced. A technical 
report by R. C. Fox. Read ‘‘Wax Crystal Structure vs. WVTR,’’ p. 

How to identify transparent films right at your own desk 

Did you ever wonder, when examining an unfamiliar film sample or package, “What 
film is this?” There’s really no need to wonder at length or to call in your technical man. 
All you need is a pair of scissors, a match and a sense of smell to be able—at your 
own desk—to pinpoint the chemical classification of any transparent film. This article 
by C. L. Blair is a handy guide to simple but accurate tearing, burning and smelling 
tests you can perform in minutes. Read ‘‘How to Tell a Film,"’ p. 135 
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IN THE SUPERMARKE 

The buying committee of the big chain 

is the dictatorship that wields the power, 

but the art of creating the winners 

still rests with the manufacturer of packaged goods 

Y he crucial test of a new package may not be, as the rulebooks say. 

the simple question of whether the supermarket shopper will lay her 

money on the line. She may never have the chance. Unless the super- 

market buying committee gives its nod, the package will never reach the 

store shelf. 

Since the supermarket is the dominant channel of merchandising 

today. without which few consumer products can hope for real mass- 

market volume, it would be well for every packager to consider the all- 



powerful buying committee of the typical large 

supermarket chain and how it works. 

> In a matter of minutes, this group of five or six 

men can doom a package to oblivion or launch it on 

a multi-million-dollar career. Out of 6,000 new items 

they may see in a year, they may take only 250. The 

package shape, size and appearance is, more often 

than not, the decisive factor. According to This 

Week's grocery studies, only 5° of the new pack- 

aged products that are offered ever get into the 

supermarket. 

> Their aim is to pick winners. And the winner, in 

the opinion of these hard-headed men, is the package 

with lots of appeal and no handling problems. The 
ability of the buying committee to pick winners 

(contrary to the opinions of salesmen cooling their 

heels in buying-office reception rooms) is reflected 

in the grocery chains’ enviable current sales records 

gains for individual companies as high as 20% 

over a year ago, while sales of other businesses have 

dipped. 

> Their abrupt appraisals are ruthless and often 

superficial. Sometimes one item is accepted or re- 

jected every two or three minutes during weekly 

meetings at which more than 150 items may be con- 

sidered, 

If the buyers didn’t say “No” to more items than 

they accept, the supermarket would have more new 

items in stock than it now can count on its shelves, 

says Food Merchandising. For every two items that 

get to store shelves. two have to move out. 

This article is based on MODERN PACKAGING’s own 

study of buying practices in six of the major super- 

market chains. 

Quite generally it is conceded that the initiative 

for successful new packaging ideas must be taken 

by the manufacturers of packaged goods. Retailers 

are not the creators. Supermarkets are today’s giants 

of merchandising because of the ingenuity of the 

packagers who have given them such self-selling 

ideas as the mouth-watering illustrations on break- 

fast-food and cake-mix cartons, the convenient multi- 

packs for beverages, the protective films for pack- 

aged produce and meats, the rack-hanging packages 

that have helped them branch out into profitable 

non-food lines. 

And the supermarkets are quite willing to ac- 

knowledge that their future depends on the continued 

ingenuity of American industry to supply them with 

a wide variety of new and better packaged goods. 

But, as the supermarket comes of age, operational 

problems have arisen that greatly affect the con- 

structions, labeling, sizes and handling of packages. 

In making decisions, the buying committee must 

evaluate every package in light of these problems. 

In the big operations today, the buying committee 

Repackaging that 

SWimalating (stringent 

|avor's 

Vee tharvanh «med wrrgbe 

[Av 

t 
Cartoned bottles are easy to stack and price. 

Full-sized product illustration on front panel in 

traditional Lavoris yellow and red, together with 

well-identified side panels, give instant recogni 

tion. Design, Lippincott & Margulies, Inc. 

is composed of the chain’s merchandising manager, 

the sales manager, the advertising manager and two 

or three buyers. Like a high court, it meets usually 

once a week to pass judgment on the products sub- 

mitted to it. To make the right decisions, it relies 

on the recommendations of buyers for its various 

departments and on a corps of district supervisors. 

acting as a reconnaissance force to find out what is 

wanted in the individual stores. To become a super- 

visor entrusted with this responsibility, a man must 

previously have served as a store manager. 

If the buying committee seemingly has no set of 

rules specifically governing packaging, it is simply 

that at this top level of supermarket operation. 

evaluation of the package is of necessity an integral 

part of the over-all product appraisal. 

This appraisal is based on fundamental princi- 

ples of what constitutes a successful supermarket 

product. Producers of all packaged goods will do 

well to review these principles frequently. 

The list is not hard to get. The principles are 

quite obvious by study of the information requested 

on printed forms by buying committees when a new 

product is submitted. In some buying-office waiting 

rooms, the printed forms with requested information 

are freely available at the reception desk. 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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succeeds in pleasing supermarket buying committees 

Tea.-saip smipper is easy to open without 

tools that cause damage to shelf packages inside. 

Contents are clearly identified on all six sides of 

the container to facilitate inventory. 

Die-cut holes on inner split-case packs are for easy price stamping. 

This new idea is a big time saver for supermarkets, where it is es 

timated that two-thirds of the time spent on price marking is in th 

preparation of cases impractically packed for this operation. 

From the data thereon, it is possible to prepare 

the questions every packager is sure to be asked: 

>» Does the package lend itself to self-service selling 

and display? 
> Will it have fast turnover and repeat purchase? 

* Is it small enough to be carried out of the store 

easily ? 

> Is it planned to discourage pilferage? 

>» In what case lots is it offered (quantity, weight. 

length, width, height) ? 

> Is it offered in a minimum of colors, flavors. sizes 

and styles? 

> What profit margin will it yield? 

>» What is the suggested retail price? 

> Is it fair traded? 

>» Does it meet food and drug requirements? 

> Does its labeling tell an honest story? 

> What discount arrangements, promotion and ad- 

vertising allowances are offered ? 

> What advertising support is offered (when. where 

ind for how long) ? 

> Where has it been market tested ? 

> What other chains are handling it? On a regular 

r test basis? 

> What are freight-charge arrangements? 

> What is normal delivery time? 
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> Is it being offered on equal terms with competing 

chains? 

> What is the credit rating of the vendor? 

Beyond these questions. the best guides, perhaps. 

to the kind of packaging decisions supermarkets 

make are the comments of buying committees about 
specific packaging practices they don’t like. These 

dislikes fall logically into the following categories. 

Shelf hogging. Buying committees don’t like pack- 

ages that take up too much shelf space because of 

too wide facings. And they have no patience with 

packagers still trying to usurp space by unfair di- 

mensional tactics. One supermarket man mentioned 

a redesigned lotion bottle. The former package got 

two facings abreast. The new bottle was so wide it 

took more space to face two of them than three of 

the old. Result: the product in the new package has 

been reduced to one facing on the shelf, six deep. 

Deceptive packages. They don’t like deceptive 

packaging or ambiguous information, especially 

about deals. They don’t want “large economy sizes” 

that actually offer fewer ounces per dollar than 

smaller sizes. They don’t like slack-filled cartons. 

even though weight is printed on the box. Such pack- 

ages take up valuable shelf space. create unfavorable 

customer reaction. They don’t like cans of “watered- 



pilferage complaints of its Ban deodorant package. it took four redesigns ):efore Bristol-Myers overcame 

Shoplifters just took the little roll-on container out of first boot (A). Another boot (B) was made bigger with 

1 tighter fit; they still took it out. Finally a die-cut window carton with cellophane overwrap (C) was adopted. 

\n expensive package, but not so easy to swipe. Now, since the roll-on principle is known and the company feels 

it is not necessary to show the container, the die-cut carton and cellophane have been replaced with more eco- 

nomical carton (D) with printed illustration of present container and gold-colored cap. Design, Egment Arens 

down” fruit juices to give the impression of a better 

buy. They don’t like candies in transparent bags 

that look half empty. 

lhey abhor misleading premium offers. An exam- 

ple cited several times was a “10 cents off” offer in 

big letters, accompanied by “on the next purchase” 

in type so small it is almost missed. They want the 

package to state clearly. 10 cents off what? Am- 

biguity confuses not only the customer, but the 

check-out counter. which doesn’t know whether to 

charge the store’s marked price of 98 cents—or 88 

cents. Too many packages checked out at 88 cents 

soon would wipe out the profit margin on a food 

item purchased to sell at 98 cents. 

Too many colors and sizes. They are going crazy 

with the variety of colors in bar soaps and paper 

goods, the different sizes and types of detergent 

packages and the different choices in cake mixes. 

(General Foods boasts that its new Golden Pound 

Cake mix is selection No. 84 among the multiple 

choices of nine major brands and 27 flavors from 

which the shopper may select! ) 

Said one supermarket merchandise manager: “We 

stock most leading brands of shampoos. But that’s 

not enough. Now we have to take some brands in 

three different packages—for oily. dry and normal 

hair. And it looks like the same thing is happening 

to hair sprays.” 

Pilferage. Shoplifting is a No. | problem. esti- 

mated by Time magazine at $250 million a year in 

supermarkets. Recommendations for packages that 

discourage pilferage are perennial—yet there is still 

plenty of room for improvement. 

98 

\n amusing example was the mention of a deal 

package consisting of a string of pearl beads offered 

“free” with the purchase of a certain toiletry item. 

“It was ‘free’ all right.” said one store man. “They 

just took the pearls out of the paperboard boot and 

left the package on the shelf. But the pearls were 

not free to us. We paid for them in the price of the 

deal!” 

Buying committees are resisting the use of bags 

for multiple-unit packs of the same item, such as 

canned fruit juices, dog food, beer. etc. Bags are 

too tempting as a means of concealing small pilfered 

items such as lipstick and thread. 

Store-recommended package changes for small 

items have helped reduce pilferage in a number of 

instances. A carton of Bristol-Myers Ban deodorant 

now replaces an easily pilferable boot. Carded blistet 

packs are helping to cut down shoplifting of lip- 

sticks, razor blades and ball-point pens. 

“Cap switching” could be overcome, it is believed. 

if manufacturers would just use caps that are not 

interchangeable on the threads of various-sized 

packages. As it is now, the practice of price spots 

on the tops of caps makes it too easy for a dishonest 

shopper to switch a cap from a small bottle to a 

larger-sized one, yet pay for the smaller size, since 

that’s the price seen by the check-out clerk. 

Price marking. When they get on the subject of 

price marking and case opening, the buyers reall) 

go to town, An eloquent crusader is Irving Feldman 

chairman of the trade relations committee of the 

Toiletry Merchandisers Assn. and president of Zelat 

Drug Co., which services hundreds of supermarkets 
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In a rapid-fire presentation at the Merchandising 

xecutives Club recently, he pointed out that of the 

otal time spent by supermarkets in the price-mark- 

ng operation, two thirds is in preparation of cases 

mpractical for price marking and one third in actual 

pricing. 

He exhibited a number of big-brand-name pack- 

ages in shipping cases with inside fits so tight it 

was next to impossible to slide out the contents. He 

criticized cases with no outside designation as to 

where they should be opened so that opening knives 

ruin hundreds of packages that are unsalable with- 

out repackaging. And on opening. he said, too few 

cases reveal arrangements with immediately avail- 

able price-marking surfaces without dumping the 

shelf packs out of the case. 

Manufacturers generally, it seems, are not adopt- 

ing the methods available to remedy these condi- 

tions, such as easy-opening, tear-strip containers. 

inside slip sheets that prevent cutting into the shelf 

packages, or die-cut holes in the case packs above 

blank price-marking spots to permit easy price 

stamping. 

Failure to do this, seemingly. is not a matter of 

cost, according to Mr. Feldman. who pointed out 

that some of the most efficient packs were for items 

selling at 29 cents. whereas many higher-priced items 

were the worst offenders. 

\nother complaint on price marking is the prac- 

tice among toilet-goods manufacturers of excluding 

excise tax from the price printed on fair-traded 

items. Putting the burden of adding the tax at the 

check-out counter is too much to expect. he said, 

vives an unfair price impression to the shopper and 

leaves too much chance of the supermarket not col- 

lecting the excise tax. which has already been paid 

to the manufacturer. 

Buying committees. apparently. are still seeing 

too many combination-deal packages that are flimsy 

and hard to handle. Specifically mentioned were 

taped deals that come apart. 

Test marketing 

One question buying committees always want 

answered: Where has the package been test mar- 

keted? Manufacturers counter with. “But how do 

we get it market tested?” 

So far, buying committees seem to have no clearly 

defined policy on test procedures. Opportunity for 

esting depends on “contact relationship, mutual 

espect, reputation of the manufacturer and a good 

sales pitch.” according to a spokesman for one of 

ie biggest chains. In other words, “friendship,” 

xcept that he did not want to admit this. Once a 

iccessful test is conducted, winning the buying 

mmittee’s approval is not so difficult. But it would 
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appear there is an important need for a better pro- 

gram of cooperation in market testing that would 

simplify the packaging decisions all around. 

Getting a new package accepted 

An illuminating example of how to do it is that 

of Modernage Hosiery Mills. a division of Phoenix 

Hosiery Co., which, reportedly, has just won accept- 

ance for its radically new “canned” nylons in super- 

market chains with some 600 outlets. The package 

is simply a paper-labeled, key-opening can in which 

have been packed two pairs of nylon stockings. 

The story told by Charles V. Eaton. Modernage 

sales manager, of how the package was introduced 

provides an inspiring ex- | Continued on page 184] 
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Canned nylons thai can be stocked, price marked, put on the 

shelf and sold just like canned peas, beans or corn provide an il 

luminating example of how supermarket buyers may be induced to 

say “Yes” to a revolutionary packaging idea. Sales pitch of lower 

handling costs, higher profits, simplified inventory and shelf stock 

ing helped put over idea. Ke v-ope ning can holds two pairs of hose 

in polyethylene purse pack, plus envelope of rinse for first washing 

asi) 



A world first of considerable packaging signifi- 

cance has been scored by the Nestlé company with 

the introduction in Holland of its famed “Maggi” 

seasoning in a bottle blow molded of unplasticized 

PVC (polyvinyl chloride). The achievement is the 

result of close cooperation between the laboratories 

of the Nestlé headquarters in Switzerland and a 

Swiss plastics molder. 

lhe unplasticized form of PVC is relatively new 

to European packagers and scarcely known in pack- 

aging in the United States, where attention has been 

concentrated on polyethylene. Europeans believe 

that its potential importance—not only for use in 

bottles, but in film, in sheet for thermoforming and 

in coatings for paper and paperboard—is great, be- 

cause it incorporates many of the advantages of 

polyethylene, including a low cost level, and avoids 

some of polyethylene’s disadvantages—notably in 

permeability. 

Until recently, however, unplasticized formula- 

tions of PVC produced materials too brittle to be 

of practical use, and with toxic plasticizers the ma- 

terial could not be used in food applications. 

Whether plasticized or not, PVC proved a difficult 

material to blow mold. The molder of the new Maggi 

bottles has been the first to accomplish it on a com- 

mercial scale. 

The Maggi bottle was particularly challenging. 

A new plastic 

because, for reasons of brand recognition, it was 

Nestlé’s desire to reproduce exactly the shape of the 

long-necked, amber-glass shaker bottle which for 

years has identified this seasoning sauce on tables 

all around Europe. The blow molder has accom- 

plished just that. The square-shaped body tapers 

outward from base to shoulder and is topped by a 

straight round neck—almost as long as the body 

itself 

finished to accommodate a tightly snap-fitted yellow 

which is integral in the molding. The lip is 

polyethylene cap, ending in a nipple which is cut 

off by the user to produce a shaker opening. 

The traditional red-on-yellow Maggi label applied 

to one panel of the body completes the package, 
which is practically indistinguishable from the pre- 

vious amber-glass bottle except for its slightly 

smaller size, due to the thinner section of the plas- 

0.1 liter. 

and this is emphasized on 

tic material. Content is exactly the same 

or about 4 fluid ounces 

the label. 

The molded bottle has a glassy feel and appear- 

ance, unlike polyethylene, although it flexes slightly 

under finger pressure on the thin-walled body sec- 

tion. The neck is rigid. It has color and transpar- 

ency almost exactly duplicating that of the dark 

amber glass. 

The reason for turning to plastic was obviously 

not for novelty. since the new bottle so closely imi- 

Shatter-resistant quality is exceptional! 
Extensive testing preceded Nestlé’s acceptance of the 

plastic bottle. Previously, non-plasticized PV¢ 

in molded form had been handicapped by its brittleness. 

Details of finish of plastic bottle and 

snap-fit polyethylene shaker cap. Non-plasticized PV¢ 

had never before been successfully blow molded 

ind this bottle was a particular challenge because of 

its extended neck design and its precision finish. 

Bottle is molded is one plece 



Produced in Europe for Nestlé’s Maggi seasoning. 

bottle using non-plasticized, non-toxic polyvinyl chloride. 

it suggests a great new opportunity 

in foods for blow-molded plastics 

Same content in both bottles 
but new PVC plastic bottle saves almost 

90% of package weight and 23% on 

shipping packaging. Glossy, hard-surface 

transparent plastic closely duplicates 

appearance of previous amber glass 

bottle, successfully contains 

oils and aromatics of seasoning sauce. 

tates its predecessor, and squeeze function was not 

a consideration. The primary objective was economy 

and the results are rather spectacular. 

The glass bottle which it replaces weighs 190 gms. 

and the PVC bottle weighs exactly 20 gms.—a re- 

duction of almost 90%. There is, therefore, an im- 

portant saving in shipping weight. Even so, 40° of 

the weight is in the neck of the bottle and should 

it be possible to reduce this to more conventional 

shape, the saving would be greater. 

Because the plastic bottle is virtually unbreakable, 

less cushioning material is required in the shipping 
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PLASTIC 

190 GRAMS 

20 GRAMS 

AGGI 
veut sind 

jeaeenly OPO sas wot a 
SEASONING 

package and, finally, because of the over-all smallet 

size of the plastic bottle the dimensions of the ship- 

ping container are reduced. The saving on shipping 

and packing materials alone is estimated at 23‘. 

Months of testing in its extensive packaging labo- 

ratories at Vevey, Swizerland, satisfied Nestlé as to 

the performance of the plastic bottle. 

Physically, the bottle was subjected to impact and 

drop tests. Some shatter- [Continued on page 189 | 

Suppiies AND Services: Unplasticized PVC bottles for 
Maggi blow molded by Schweizerische Sprengstoff 

Fabrik AG, Cheddite, Liestal BL, Switzerland. 



PUSHBUTTON 

Vutritive syrup that tastes like lemon candy 

gains added appeal for youngsters in Abbott's pressurized can: 

more nitrogen-propelled pharmaceuticals are coming 
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VITAMINS 
™ itrogen propellants and new “solid-stream” dis- 

pensing techniques have pushed aerosols into an- 

other product field with the national introduction 

of “Pressure-Pak” Vi-Daylin. a viscous vitamin 

formula for children made by Abbott Laboratories. 

North Chicago. The pleasant-tasting, lemon-flavored 

syrup flows into a spoon at the touch of a button, 

much as aerosol toothpaste is dispensed on a brush. 

It’s fun for the children. 

This debut demonstrates the growing acceptance 

of the new aerosols as safe containers in the food 

and pharmaceutical fields and it serves to empha- 

size that many other liquid and semi-liquid foods 

and pharmaceuticals are just a pushbutton away 

from similar convenience packaging. At least one 

other major pharmaceutical house is reported ready 

to follow Abbott’s lead in marketing aerosol-pack- 

aged vitamins for youngsters. 

Until test 

Abbott had sold Vi-Daylin in amber-colored bottles 

marketing of the aerosol in June. 

only, Although this is a non-prescription, over-the- 

counter product, promotion had been concentrated 

on doctors and pharmacists. 

With good acceptance by the medical profession 

and parents. Abbott reasoned that an aerosol pack- 

age could offer convenience advantages to increase 

Vi-Daylin’s share of the market. At the same time it 

was thought that a new package design with a clean 

look would appeal to children and would be attrac- 

tive enough to stand anywhere in the house. since the 

product requires no refrigeration. 

The company wanted to make sure that doctors 

and pharmacists would hold Pressure-Pak Vi-Daylin 

in the same high regard as the company’s bottled 

product and its many other ethical pharmaceuticals. 

Test-market data show this is so. 

In the aerosol can, 12 fluid ounces of Vi-Daylin 

are packed under pressure of the non-mixing nitro- 

gen. With an easy press on the valve button. the vis- 

cous product is released through a spout into a 

teaspoon in a controlled, no-drip flow. 

The polyethylene dip tube inside the can reaches 

the lowest point of the concave bottom so that the 

last of the solution flows to this point and is used. 

Abbott is putting a simple diagram of this action 

on the back of its six-can display carton so that 

druggists may easily answer the question mothers 

often ask, ““How does it work?” 

The package is brightly colored to increase its 

merchandising impact. 
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The basically white wrap-around label and white 

polyethylene cap suggest purity. Four-color artwork 

displays the Vi-Daylin brand name in large red- 

orange letters that run above drawings of three 

active children. Magenta. orange. bright blue and 

yellow are combined to produce purples and greens 

for a lively and dramatic effect that is the antithesis 

of the usual drab bottle designs for vitamins. Copy 

on the label now emphasizes the “lemon candy” taste. 

In the test market, 

questionnaire which offered a free 3-0z. bottle as an 

Abbott enclosed in the cap a 

incentive for a reply. The survey was designed to 

draw out any negative consumer reaction to the 

aerosol. But the answers indicated overwhelming 

approval of the Pressure-Pak can and this has been 

reflected in a high percentage of new business for 

Vi-Daylin. 

Some drawbacks. such as a very tight fit of the 

cap, have been corrected. The company is seriously) 

considering one suggestion which has been made: 

that the polyethylene cap be designed for re-use as 

a convenient drinking or measuring cup. 

Abbott's survey showed that a high percentage 

of the Vi-Daylin ‘“Pressure-Pak” customers first 

learned about the product in the drug store, thus 

justifying the promotional package design. A sig- 

nificant number of customers, the survey disclosed. 

had never purchased the brand before. 

They say they like the “Pressure-Pak” because it 

is less messy. more convenient. easier to measure. 

leaves no sticky cap. is unbreakable. can’t spill and 

has no waste. 

Along with these advantages. parents say that 

children find the aerosol fun to use or to watch in 

use, and they like its taste. 

Even some old customers said that “*Pressure-Pak™ 

Vi-Daylin tastes better “than the old Vi-Daylin.” 

even though both are the same product and both 

aerosol and bottle are being marketed. Abbott be- 

lieves that the new container and the copy emphasis 

on lemon-candy flavor account for this reaction. 

SupPLIES AND SERVICES: Aerosol can by American Can 

Co., 100 Park Ave., New York 17. Spout and valve by 

Precision Valve Corp., 700 Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers, 

V. Y. Polyethylene cover cap by Redmer Sons Co., 

Franklin Park, Ill. Label design by Bert Ray Studios, 

230 E. Ohio St., Chicago 11. Labels printed by Magill- 

Weinsheimer Co., 4545 Touhy Ave., Lincolnwood, Chi- 

cago, and National Office Supply Co., Waukegan, Ill. 

Display by Ace Carton Corp., 5800 W.51 St., Chicago 38. 



SURVEY OF A SUPPLYING INDUSTRY 

CORRUGATED 

CORRUGATED SHIPMENTS 1923-1957 
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Thanks to an alert producing industry, the commonest shipping package 

now fills a double role: it not only conveys 

most American products to market, but helps to advertise and sell them 

CONTAINERS 

I, would be difficult to think of any American prod 

uct that does not depend upon the services of the 

corrugated-container industry—for shipping con- | 

tainers, for display cartons and. in an increasing | 

number of instances, for the primary package. | 

Simply because its product is as familiar as the | 

morning newspaper and the daily milk. this great H 

and growing industry tends to be taken for granted. | 

Yet. so dependent is all industry on the corrugated | 

container, it is no exaggeration to sav that if by | 

some great castastrophe the supply were cut off to- 

morrow morning. the wheels of production would 

stop, factories would go dark and business would 

come to a standstill. 

What is the nature of this indispensable giant of 

packaging supply? What is its true size and place 

in the packaging field? Is it keeping pace with 

changing marketing requirements? What are the 

trends and the fruits of its research ? 

As for size. consider these facts: 

Dollar-volume shipments of corrugated. now run- 

ning more than $1.5 billion a year. account for the 

second largest single segment of packaging’s sales 

total, surpassed only by the $2-billion sales of the 

can industry—-and practically all canned products 

Advanced printing techniques and use o! 

white bleached kraft linerboard turn corrugated 

shipping containers into dramatic display pieces 

Decorated with the continental scenes appearing 

on Heublein Cocktail gift cartons, these blue and 

black printed cases are eve catchers in the liquor 

store. Design by Harry Lapow Associates 

=<*ys~ 
— —= 

HEUBLEIN COCKTAILS 

On football-field-length equipment, hug 

rolls of corrugated board are cut and scored fo1 

the making of containers, dimensions of whic] 

ire limited only by the size of the equipment 
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PHOTO HINDE 

Careful planning assures successful perform- 

ince. Supplier's package engineers in photo above 

make preliminary sketches to meet the customer's 

requirements prior to drawing up detailed final 

specifications and cutting of a pilot model. 

are, of course, shipped in corrugated containers. 

In numbers, it can be estimated that the corru- 

vated-container industry shipped more than 11 

billion boxes last year. This figure is topped only 

by the most common unit packages—glass con- 

tainers (20 billion produced per year), cans (40 

billion) and §olding cartons (115 billion). The total 

volume of goods which the corrugated container con- 

veys to market is the more impressive when it is 

realized that these billions of unit packages are 

nearly always shipped in multiples of six, 12 or 24 

in a corrugated container. 

\s for progress, the most brilliant achievement 

of the corrugated-container industry in recent years 

has been its transformation of the shipping box from 

a drab. utilitarian container into a colorful, well- 

designed aid to modern merchandising and adver- 

tising. This has been done through improved print- 

ing surfaces. improved printing processes and a 

general campaign to make packagers conscious of 

the merchandising power of the shipping container. 

loday, the corrugated container plays a dual role. 

The industry 

There are no less than 382 firms in the United 

States producing corrugated containers. The 10 

largest do 45°% of the business, according to the 

Fibre Box Assn. And it is interesting to note that 

100 firms out of the total 382 are responsible for 

91° of all shipments, indicating that 282 are still 

small, local operating units serving local needs. 

106 

Headquarters of the Fibre Box Assn. are in Chi- 

cago, but the organization maintains a Washington 

office to represent the industry on questions of 

mutual interest to members and to conduct the 

Fibre Box Competition'—an activity which is held 

every two or three years to stimulate further growth 

of the corrugated industry by giving recognition to 

individual member companies for new developments 

and improvements, and providing the opportunity 

for all to observe and inspect the industry’s latest 

advances, 

The growth of the industry—which is four times 

as big now as it was before World War Il——can be 

credited to the ingenuity and engineering skill of 

corrugated-box manufacturers in developing tech- 

nological improvements which are continually 

broadening the applications of this rigid. low-cost. 

self-cushioning shipper. 

Trends and developments 

Historically, the corrugated container, for obvious 

reasons of economy and lighter weight, has replaced 

the wood box and wood crate wherever it could be 

See “Prize Winning Fibre Boxes,” Mopern Packacine, Noy., 1957, 
54 ilso announcement of 1959 competition, June 1958. p. 166 

be set for summer fun! 

PHOTO STONE CONTAINER COR? 

The corrugated floor stand has become one 
of the most popular display tools in self-service 

merchandising. This hair-care-center display is re 

ported to have increased summer sales of bobby 

pins, hair rollers, pincurl clips, ete., as much as 

100% in food and drug stores. 

MODERN PACKAGING 



applied and this trend has been accelerated in recent 

years, with: 

» The shift of big household appliances and furni- 

ture from wirebound crates to enclosed, trademarked 

corrugated containers. 

> The movement of fruits and produce from the 

traditional veneer crates and baskets to special 

corrugated boxes. 

> The swing of beer and soft drinks to one-way 

bottles and cans. eliminating the necessity for a re- 

turnable wooden case. 

>» The wartime development of weatherproof boxes 

capable of handling the bulk of military supplies. 

On the other hand, the corrugated-container in- 

dustry has been taking business away from such 

competitors as drums and multiwall bags through 

the development of huge bin-like containers which 

will move as much as a half-ton of flour from mill 

to baker in a single package. 

Industrial interplant shipments are being revo- 

lutionized by the use of simple. telescoping cor- 

rugated containers with interior racks or cells in 

which small parts can be arranged for high-speed 

feeding to assembly lines—instead of the bins o1 

tote boxes in which they formerly were piled. 

Of great importance to packagers using glass con- 

tainers is the now almost universal practice of having 

the corrugated container serve double duty. Made 

up and printed by the box maker to the packager’s 

own specifications, it picks up the empty containers 

at the glass factory and carries them to the packag- 

ing plant, then picks up the filled packages at the end 

of the packaging line and carries them on to market. 

This practice is now being extended in many cases 

to decorated cans—particularly aerosols—-and plas- 

tic bottles and tubes. 

On the merchandising side. the growing im- 

portance of floor and island displays in self-service 

stores. combined with the fine and colorful printing 

new possible on corrugated board. has led to a pro- 

nounced trend to making the shipping container 

itself the foundation of help-yourself displays. with 

header pieces provided either separately or as a 

fold-out part of the box. 

Technically. the corrugated box is teaming up 

with polyethylene in a new concept of low-cost 

shippers for liquids—-corrugated providing — the 

rigidity and economical thin polyethylene (in bot- 

tles, carboys, drums, bags or special constructions) 

providing liquid-tightness for products as diverse as 

battery acid and milk. 

Brand new, and full of exciting possibilities, is the 

idea of making corrugated board itself a barrier 

and protective material. Polyethylene coatings have 

wide application and there are various impregnants 

for the board which will impart resistance to water 

OCTOBER 

PHOTO GAYLORD CONTAINER CORP. 

90 seconds from shipper to shelf is the time 

saving story of Kraft Dinner carton with pull-tab 

opening tape. Tear-strip shippers have provided 

effortless opening, easier price marking. Tray con 

struction simplifies shelf stocking 

Bulk packaging of electrical and power 

equipment in corrugated boxes is a new idea 

simplifying materials handling. Fractional-horse 

powel motors are shipped 72 in one two-tier pal 

letized unit by O. A. Sutton Corp. Manufactures 

simply places them directly from production line 

into shipping container. User receives them in a 

way that requires no unwrapping on assembly line 
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and grease, or protect the product against the possi- 

bility of oxidation and corrosion. 

Boxes made of a new board which is wax impreg- 

nated through and through have just been intro- 

duced for shipping fresh fruits which must undergo 

water-spray hydrocooling.* Their success in stand- 

ing up in shipment after the most thorough water 

drenching suggests new possibilities wherever wet- 

ting is a problem. 

\s part of a trend to safer handling in palletizing 

and loading, non-skid properties are being imparted 

to corrugated containers not only with special sur- 

face coatings, but by building controlled friction 

into liner paper at the mill. 

Still to be fully explored is the potentiality of the 

new extensible kraft paper as a liner for corrugated. 

With the unique ability to stretch before it bursts, 

this paper has so far been largely devoted to the 

multiwall-bag field, but is aimed also at corrugated 

containers where it should permit use of either (1) 

a lighter liner with the same strength. or (2) the 

same liner with improved burst strength. 

\long with these major trends and developments, 

there is continual progress in the corrugated-box 

industry in the simplification and improvement of 

interior packing pads and partitions, and in the 

perfection of labor-saving machinery for assembly. 

closing and strapping of large industrial containers. 

In the consumer field, corrugated-box men have 

worked closely in the development of automatic un- 

PACKAGING, Sept 

s \ Linerboard Ends Seor Cracki Movern Pack acine 

Polyester film laminated to surface of new 

returnable beer cases adds strength, provides dirt, 

scuff and water resistance. Grime picked up in 

normal use can be hosed off high-gloss corrugated. 
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rugated 

casing, casing and palletizing machinery which is 

in many cases providing the final step to LOO 

mechanization of packaging lines. 

The growth of color 

Certainly the most noticeable change in the cor- 

rugated container since its inception more than 50 

years ago, is its new visual appeal through profes- 

sional design and fine multicolor printing on im- 

proved surfaces.‘ Bleached kraft liners are providing 

the whiter surfaces, while improved techniques in 

printing offer decorative and detailed tonal effects 

even halftones—which only five years ago would 

have been considered impossible. 

Box makers have made great strides in printing 

with rubber plates, giving bold and massive color 

effects which are particularly effective on the large 

scale of shipping-container surface. Where fine de- 

tail and full-color process are desired, it is possible 

to pre-print the liner paper by any standard process, 

including lithography, then form the board and 

finally register the design in the make-up of the 

container. 

With corrugated going beautiful, the container is. 

of course, actually taking on new duties far beyond 

the mere function of a shipping unit. Colorful dis- 

play surfaces serve as billboards to emphasize the 

brand image wherever they go. Entire promotions 

can be built around the design of the shipping con- 

tainer as has been done by Maytag. which developed 

a whole sales campaign for | Continued on page 187 | 

4 Seg Corrugated Goes Beautiful Mopern Packacinc, Marcel 195 
It 147, and Fine Printing On Corrugated Moperkn Packacine July 

1957, p. 116 

Low-cost shippers for liquids are pro- 

vided by teaming up polyethylene liners with cor- 

polyethylene film for liquid-tightness and 

corrugated board for rigidity. 



Water-soluble polyvinyl alcohol film, 

with improved stability, 

makes its commercial splash 

as a heat-sealed pouch package 

that need never be opened by the user 

™ a laboratory curiosity, occasionally tried 

commercially, but never really practical, water- 

soluble polyvinyl alcohol film (PVA) appears ready 

for high-production packaging, thanks to improved 

stability over a wide humidity range. Proof that 

the film can be counted on for acceptable package 

performance is its adoption by Monroe Chemical 

Co., Quincey, Ill., for Putnam brand fabric dyes in 

pouches that dissolve with the dye. 

PVA film is made by casting a resin out of a 

water solution. It is exceptionally clear and brilliant. 

resistant to oils and greases and has unusual strength 

properties in normal temperature and humidity. 

However, because of hypersensitivity to humidity 

extremes, prototype pouches became too soggy or too 

brittle. 

Credit for the commercial breakthrough. accord- 

ing to the film manufacturer, goes to a new “inter- 

nally plasticized” polyvinyl alcohol that results in 

PVA film which disintegrates in cold water. but is 

relatively stable at high or low humidity. 

This application is significant to packagers of 

foods and non-foods. The heat-sealable film lami- 
nates well, is printable and machinable. and can con- 

tain chemicals requiring gas resistance. 

Disappearing dye pouch 

Small soluble pouch (middle) hold 
ing dye is protected prior to use in foil 

polyethylene -cellophane outer pout h. Bot 

tom of the printed package is color keyed 

to help identify the 23 different shades of 

dye available. Package contents also in 

clude a printed instruction sheet. 

The company is marketing 23 shades of home dyes 

in sealed PVA pouches with 2-mil walls. Each pouch 

is packaged in a printed foil pouch with an inner and 

an outer coating of polyethylene and an outer lami- 

nation of cellophane. Such protection is necessary. 

Monroe says, because the package is handled near 

wet areas before dyeing begins. 

The 214-by-4-in. PVA pouch itself is dropped into 

a container of cold water (or into the washing ma- 

chine) where it dissolves « ompletely after a few sec- 

onds of mechanical agitation. releasing the product 

to mix with the water. 

Pouches used by Monroe are automatically 

formed, filled and sealed. Sealing follows the general 

precedure used for low-density polyethylene. 

Polyvinyl alcohol film by 

Vono-Sol Corp., Gary, Ind. Foil pouches by Continental 

Can Co., Flexible Packaging Div., Mt. Vernon, O. 

SUPPLIES AND SERVICES: 

Complete solubility of PVA pouch is indicated by 

these two photographs, which were taken only seconds apart. 

At left, pouch containing dye is immersed in beaker of cold 

water. After brief stirring, package dissolved, releasing con 

tents (and film components) to mix with the water. 



in middle 

for hand packaging of small parts 

i o package the small hardware items produced at 

one of its plants. International Harvester is using a 

single folding box that is ingenious on two counts: 

(1) it parts in the middle to form two telescoping 

box halves and (2) it is formed instantly by hand 

without glue or locks. 

This patented box is in use at International’s West 

Pullman Works in Chicago, where a varied product 

line and frequent changes in production schedules 

make hand packaging preferable. The result is the 

saving of many dollars in the packaging of nuts, 

bolts, cotter pins, rivets and washers, 

(nd all this despite the huge size of the company 

and the availability of automatic filling and boxing 

Telescope box can be instantly formed by hand from a single, 

seals the flaps just by finger pressure. Packaging-line operator splits it into two halves along a die-cut and perforated line 

more than 150 different kinds of small hardware items in 

glue-jointed carton flat. Pre-applied cohesive adhesive 

By in-plant imprinting of product data in the white panel, International Harvester is economically packaging 

just four basic carton sizes. 

Two-piece box from one 

Ingenious folding carton adopted by International Harvester i I : 

splits in the middle to form, without glue or locks, two telescoping halves 

equipment. Obviously. even the smallest company 

can profit by watching big IH. For example. a 

thorough study of just one application at IH shows 

an annual cost reduction of $3,300 achieved through 

the use of this more efficient—though more expen- 

sive-—folding carton with cohesive flaps which comes 

as a one-piece blank and is split in half to form a 

two-piece telescope box. This novel container should 

have wide interest. 

Three important economic advantages of the new 

package are: 

1. Great flexibility. Just four carton sizes are used 

to package more than 150 different varieties of 

the company’s hardware items, 

MODERN PACKAGING 



2. Equipment savings. Seven gluing machines re- 

quired for glue-end cartons formerly used have been 

eliminated. 

3. Dealer and customer convenience. The re- 

closure feature of the new telescope carton makes it 

an excellent box in which to merchandise a carton- 

ful of bolts or from which to sell just one or two 

bolts. depending on customer needs. 

Before adopting the new carton for much of its 

fastener packaging, the company used a glue-end 

folding carton that had to be formed, filled, stacked 

in trays and then toted to a gluer and sealed. 

With the backing of Works Manager P. C. Booty, 

\. J. Schrader, the West Pullman plant’s materials- 

handling engineer, sought better ways to package 

multifarious production of small parts. 

Carton flat with manufacturer's 

corner torn apart shows how scores 

and die cuts for top half (upper) 

of box are spaced wider apart than 

those of bottom half, which must 

fit inside top of finished package. 

\fter surveying other packages used for fastener 

packagipz and experimenting with intermediate im- 

provements, the company adopted the novel idea 

of 2 one-piece carton that could be formed into a 

two-piece telescope box. with economical use of 

board. 

The secret is in the patented construction of a new 

three-color carton of black. gray and red on white 

hoard, made in four sizes. 

The storage-saving knocked-down flats arrive at 

the plant with an unprinted product-information 

panel. For high-volume items, this panel is pre- 

printed by the carton supplier. For each of 150 

lower-volume products. |Continued on page 168 | 

SUPPLIES AND ServICES: “TERaPAK™ carton by Lindle) 

Box & Paper Co., Div. Morris Paper Mills, Marion, Ind. 

Production speed of manual operations on the packaging line 

Operator forms carton by 

hand, then places top half in tem- a_ weight-control 

plac ed ona roller conveyor, porary storage bin above the line. 

OCTOBER 195% 

Bottom is filled with the aid of 

—— 
a 
ent ete oO 

scale, then it is 

Top section is taken from the re- 

serve supply and is fitted over the 

product-filled bottom half of box 



Powerful brand image on corrugated board 

\ powerful new trademark design, calculated to give extra 

appeal and instant brand recognition in a competitive mar- 

ket, has been adopted by Schlage Lock Co., San Francisco, 

on the corrugated boxes for a new line of light-duty door 

locks. This type of lock, the company says, is being used 

increasingly in low-cost housing projects. 

The corrugated box, which has a white outer liner, is 

printed with a contrasting color that forms a stylized letter 

“S” (for Schlage} occupying the entire top panel. The only 

copy is the company logo, reverse printed to stand out 

against the surrounding color. For identification ease, color- 

printed sections of the box differ among various types of 

locks in the line. All necessary product data are contained 

in a printed end panel for dealer convenience when the 

packages are stacked on store shelves. For protection during 

shipment, die-cut corrugated flaps inside the box keep the 

lock parts separated and hold them in place until needed. 

Design by Walter Landor & Associates, Design Bldg., Pier 

5 North, San Francisco 11. Boxes by Schmidt Lithograph 

Co., 461 Second St., San Francisco 7. 

DESIGN 
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Why scrap a 50-year-old package trademark? 

Indicating that longevity alone is no accurate measure of 

package-design effectiveness, International Milling Co., Min- 

neapolis, has made the first major design change in nearly 

50 years on the paper bags for its Robin Hood brand flour. 

According to the company, its decision to redesign was made 

after several years of research, during which consumer re- 

action was tested for recognition qualities, sales appeal and 

color preferences. 

The new design is an uncluttered, poster-style treatment, 

featuring a profile of the Robin Hood trade-character’s head. 

Gaily colored for added visibility and appeal, hair and mou- 

stache are printed red and the plumed hat is black and 

green. Brand and product data are in bold type, with less 

vital information played down or shifted to side panels. This 

treatment leaves ample white space on the face of the bag, 

which, the company believes, contributes to shelf appeal. 

Former design featured Robin Hood in a full-length pose 

and gave prominence to a money-back guarantee. Design by 

Jim Nash Associates, 527 Madison Ave., New York 22. Bag 

by Bemis Bro. Bag Co., 408 Pine St., St. Louis 2. 

MODERN PACKAGING 



Armour canned meats go to colorful foil labels 

Armour & Co., Chicago, is sending its entire line of canned 

food products to market in colorful, family-identified 

aluminum-foil labels. This big packager’s switch to foil also 

marks its first label change in some 15 vears. 

Three different-color label backgrounds—aimed at achievy- 

ing stand-out shelf appeal in self-selection stores—are being 

used to divide the products into related family groups. The 

gleaming colors adopted by Armour are red. blue and gold. 

Lithographed cans for Treet, chopped ham and chopped 

beef, which do not use outer labels. match foil labels in 

design. Family resemblance throughout the line is promoted 

by a large white panel on each can that serves as the back- 

ground for product vignettes, label copy and the “Armour 

Star” logo. Design by Raymond Loewy Associates, 425 

Park Ave., New York. Foil labels by Continental Can Co.., 

Flexible Packaging Div., Mt. Vernon, O.; Milprint, Inc., 

1200 N. Holton St., Milwaukee 1: Reynolds Metals Co.. 

Richmond, Va., and U. S. Printing & Lithograph Co., Cin- 

cinnati 12. Design testing by Container Corp. of America 

and Color Research Institute, Chicago 

Skew e) -11 =>) 

New captive lid on key-opening metal can 

Secure reclosure for full product protection after first use is 

one of the advantages claimed for the specially constructed 

key-opening metal vacuum can with “loss-proof” lid adopted 

for Royal Scotch Golden Syrup and Table Treacle. The 

packager is John Walker & Co., Greenock, Scotland. 

An internal bead, which runs the full circumference of 

the upper part of the can body, serves as a seat for tight. 

friction-fit reseal of the recessed, plug-type lid. The closure 

itself is securely hinged to the can body by a strip of metal 

that remains after key opening of the container. This “loss- 

proof” lid feature and the effective reclosure afforded by 

the can’s construction are designed to prevent the liquid 

product from crystallizing or becoming contaminated after 

first opening, the company says. 

[he cans, which are filled and sealed at high speeds on 

iutomatic packaging machinery, are printed with a colorful 

tartan design. Brand and product data appear in bold copy 

igainst a solid-color background on the front of the can. 

ilong with trademark. Cans by The Metal Box Co., Ltd., 

The Langham, Portland Pl., London W. 1. England. 
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Flexible bag that ‘protects like a metal can’ 

\ paper-toil-polyethylene bag. claimed to offer many of the 

protective properties of a metal can, has been adopted by 

Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J., as the new 

package for Zoroc brand resin-plaster bandages. Made of 

bleached pouch paper, polyethylene laminated to 0.00035 

aluminum foil with an inner coating of polyethylene, the 

flexible bag reportedly has a high degree of moistureproof- 

ness, which is a critical requirement in packaging for sterile 

bandages. For greater strength and product protection, its 

overlapping side seam and end flaps are both heat sealed 

and adhesive sealed. This type of construction, the company 

points out, reduces the possibility of bag breakage even 

during rough handling. since all mechanical stresses are 

borne by the strong adhesive seal. In addition to its pro- 

tective function, the interior coating of polyethylene also 

facilitates heat sealing. 

The lightweight, tear-open bag, which offers obvious ship- 

ping economies. is color printed for display appeal. Brand 

name is reverse printed against a colored oval. “Canvelope” 

by Kehr Products Co., 401 N. Broad St.. Philadelphia 8. 

DESIGN 
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RICE aice RICE 

Individual-portion bags give new appeal to rice 

How the convenience of fractional packaging can add a new 

merchandising dimension to even the oldest, most staple of 

products is suggested by the new. one-cup-portion individual 

cellophane bags for Chinito rice. The packager is Edmund- 

son-Duhe Rice Mill, Rayne. La. 

Four portion-controlled bags. made of 300-gauge cello- 

phane, are overwrapped in 450-gauge cellophane to form 

one sales unit. A paperboard stiffener placed under the bags 

before overwrapping gives rigidity to the package. 

[he colorful individual bags are printed over their entire 

surface. The “Chinito” brand name appears in Chinese- 

style script at both the top and the bottom of each bag. The 

Chinese motif is continued by a large cartoon illustration 

and by Chinese-language symbols printed adjacent to the 

word “rice.” Under the cartoon is the slogan, “No finer 

rice at any price.” The words “one cup,” printed in large 

type on a white panel at the top of the bag. call attention 

to the portion-packaging feature. Printed bags by The Do- 

beckmun Co., 3301 Monroe Ave., Cleveland 13. Cellophane 

by E. 1. du Pent de Nemours & Co.. Inc., Wilmington, Del. 
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Family design for diverse line of industrial products 

Packagers of industrial products—like their counterparts 

in the consumer field—are becoming increasingly aware of 

the sales-promotion and brand-recognition values of modern, 

integrated packaging programs. A case in point is the 

recent redesign that has converted Nichols Wire & Aluminum 

Co.’s diverse line of nails, building material and other 

aluminum products from “a hodgepodge of dull disorganiza- 

tion” to a single, easily recognizable family. This Davenport. 

la.. company also credits its design program for the rapid 

sales growth of a new line of consumer garden products. 

The basic red-white-and-blue design on the folding cartons S ? 

and other unit packages for all Nichols packages is carried 

over to the company’s corrugated shipping cartons and 

paperboard shipping sleeves. To give them stand-out display - 

value and design effectiveness, the colorfully printed corru- 

gated shippers have white outer liners. Design by Gerald 

Stahl Associates, 12 E. 46 St.. New York 17. Corrugated 

cartons by Container Corp. of America, 38 S. Dearborn St.. 

Chicago 3. Folding cartons and paperboard sleeves by 

Sutherland Paper Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. 

is f@)- 11st 

Switch to vertical design saves shelf space 

\ 25°.-per-package saving in retail shelf space is the aim 

of a design alteration in which the cartons for two of 

Quaker Oats Co.’s Aunt Jemima brand convenience foods 

now read and stack vertically rather than horizontally. One 

of these cartons—for Corn Bread Easy Mix—two years ago 

was named the “Outstanding Flexible Package of 1956.” 

(See Mopern Pacxacine, Novy.. 1956, p. 119.) The company 

decided to redesign despite this proof of packaging success 

which is indicative of the efforts being made by packagers 

today to meet demands of space-crowded retail stores. 

Design elements in the new Corn Bread Easy Mix and 

Coffee Cake Easy Mix cartons are the same as they were 

in the former horizontal packages. However. they have been 

shifted slightly for full compatibility with the new vertical 

format. Note, for example, the change in position of the 

“coffee cup and slice of cake” illustration on the new carton 

for coffee-cake mix. Other than design alterations. the foil- 

laminated cartons (containing aluminum baking pan and 

polyethylene mixing bag) are unchanged. Redesign by 

125, Park New York. Associates. {ve., Raymond Loewy 
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W... the Morton Salt Co.’s current introduction 

of individual-portion blister packages of salt and 

pepper, it is apparent that some major production 

obstacles to high-speed thermoformed packaging 

have been conquered, opening the way to wide- 

spread applications in many product fields. 

The secret of high-volume output for this type of 

packaging lies in a new continuous rotary thermo- 

forming machine that fashions, fills and seals 1,000 

complete salt or pepper containers per minute from 

separate webs of paper and polystyrene. With experi- 

ence, Morton expects to boost output even higher. 

Earlier this year, thermoformed packaging of flash- 

light bulbs at 300 units per minute was considered 

exceptional.’ 

The marketing significance of the Morton devel- 

opment is evident in the fact that to the sales appeal 

of flexible-film packaging, with its transparency for 

product display, are added the formability inherent 

in thermoforming and the rigidity and strength of 

both the blister pack and its paper backing—plus 

the speed of Morton’s new process. 

- Thermoforme Plast Mopern Packacine, Feb 1958, } 108 

Portion packs of salt and pepper are made 

of thermoformed polystyrene sheet on a paper 

backing with a scored corner that the user 

bends back to open the integral flow-control 

spout. Salt package is blue and yellow, while 

the one for pepper is yellow and brown. 

1,000-PER-MINUTE 

THERMOFORMS 

Here’s the story behind Morton Salt’s new single-use blister packs: 

a specially developed rotary machine 

that forms, fills and seals them at breathtaking speed 

Here is the production story behind this latest 

triumph of machine over material. 

Morton Midgets are rectangular paper-backed 

polystyrene blisters with rounded corners and an 

integral pouring spout that enables the user to con- 

trol the flow of salt and pepper.” But Morton’s eager- 

ness to get this package on the market was frus- 

trated by the lack of a machine to form, fill and seal 

such blisters at a speed to satisfy sales expectations. 

The company’s ability to capitalize on its package 

concept with a practical production line that meets 

all its demands for quality and speed demonstrates 

how packaging engineers, working independently, 
often arrive at a single solution to a vexing problem. 

Three years ago, at the AMA National Packaging 

Show in Chicago, Morton’s packaging engineer, 

Donal J. O'Connor, and a salesman, Paul Mattson, 

observed several new blister packages and asked 

themselves, Why not one for salt? 

O’Connor and Mattson proceeded to develop ex- 

perimental models that orginally were designed to 

look like blisters of Morton Miniatures, the familiar 

2See Mopern Pacxacinc, Julv 1958, p. 98 
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High-speed rotary thermoforming machine is compact and simple. Oriented polystyrene sheet feeds 

from the right (obscured by operator), is heated and vacuum formed as it moves upward on the drum 

rotating at 9.4 ft. per minute. Salt or pepper is filled into cavities at the top cycle. Printed paper web, feed 

ing in from left through tension rolls, is heat sealed to plastic as package moves down near side of drum 

small, individual-service canisters. Research soon 

showed that a rigid bubble on a paper backing 

offered the best chance to compete in price with all- 

paper packets. 

As package design progressed, production prob- 

lems soon became apparent. At first Morton hoped 

to produce several hundred packets at a time from a 

24-by-36-in. sheet on a conventional vacuum-form- 

ing press. The limiting factor of heat-sealing pres- 

sure soon proved that only a 101¢-by-1114-in. sheet 

would work satisfactorily. This was much too small 

for Morton’s high-volume needs. 

O'Connor next considered a rotary-motion ma- 

chine, although few machinery manufacturers of- 

fered designs for such thermoformed packages. 

However, a preliminary sketch of what Morton 

vanted closely resembled a patented machine the 

ompany uncovered in the course of a search of 

patent records. As a result. Morton and the equip- 
nent manufacturer joined forces to evolve the pres- 

nt equipment. 

Morton leases the machine from the manufacturer, 

ith exclusive rights covering only the packaging 
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Rotary principle weds formed and filled plastic to pa 

per in a fast whirl precisely controlled by an electric eye 



of salt and pepper products. It is operated for Mor- 

ton in a contract-packager’s plant. 

\lthough the machine will take any thermoplastic 

Morton 

bubble packet a sheet that would be both rigid and 

film or sheet. wanted for its individual 

transparent. After evaluating acetate, butyrate and 

polyester, the « ompany selected oriented polystyrene 

because of low cost, water-vapor-barrier properties. 

clarity and rigidity. 

As for backing 

types were found unsuitable because of cost or the 

paper, conventional heat-seal 

tendency of salt and pepper to cling to the seal sur- 

face. So an adhesives manufacturer developed a 

special heat-seal lacquer that is applied to the pape 

during printing. 

This integrated operation avoids a costly, separ- 

ate coating process. During a single pass through 

the press, 70-lb. offset paper stock is printed both 

front and back in two colors and lacquered. This is 

accomplished by printing and coating on a gravure 

press with two reversible stations. Salt packets run 

in blue and yellow and pepper packages run in 

brown and yellow. 

Experimental molds to form an integral pour 

Completed packages dic cut 10 at a time are 
conveyed from machine for bulk filling of cartons, 

1,000 per container, which is one minute’s output. 

Above die 

four longitudinal heat lamps, the 

polystyrene, then 

filler (note 10 

and, on top, the hopper. 

cutter are roll of 

segmented units) 

spout soon showed that a straight tear on poly- 

styrene was not possible and that a completely new 

opening orifice would have to be designed. This has 

been neatly solved with an oblique-angle score 

across a corner of the plastic which the user merely 
bends back. 

The line in operation 

On the packaging line, the machine is compact 

and simple in operation. The two webs—printed 

paper and oriented polystyrene—feed from oppo- 

site sides to a drum in the center of the machine 

that moves the webbing 9.4 ft. per minute in one 

revolution of the drum to produce 1,000 packages. 

The 100 

blister-forming vacuum molds, each 10 wide, cut 

3-ft.-diameter drum carries rows of 

into plates of aluminum and closely fitted around 

the drum. The drum is externally heated and 

equipped with a 25-in. vacuum-draw system on the 

molds. 

\ 20!4-in. web of 5-mil oriented polystyrene is 

fed under a tension roller to one side of the drum. 

With heat of more than 300 deg. F. applied to the 

plastic from a series of quartz lamps mounted 

above the drum, the polystyrene web is vacuum 

drawn into blisters in a 6-sec. dwell. Even though 

the temperature of the polystyrene passes its re- 

orientation point by well over 100 deg.. the shape is 

retained. The formed web is held under tension by 

the vacuum and remains heated as it moves to the 

top of the drum where the filler is located. 

\ special filler has been designed to deposit salt 

or pepper in 10 equal portions simultaneously as 

each row of cavities passes under the filler. Salt 

or pepper is directed into the cavities only, leaving 

the remaining surfaces free of granules. 

Feeding in from the opposite side below the filler 

is the lacquer-coated, 2014-in. web of printed paper. 

By passing under other quartz-lamp pre-heaters, it 

is heated to at least 225 deg. F., the point at which 

its coating is activated. The paper web is threaded 

under a tension roller that presses it against the 

product-filled polystyrene to effect the heat seal. 

The paper-feed roll is held under about 15 Ibs. 

of tension to assure per- [Continued on page 203 | 

Services: Rotary thermoforming and SUPPLIES AND 

machine by Cloud-Curtiss Development 

402 E. North Water St., Chicago 11. Paper 

sheet printed by The Schenker Co., 2301 Wabansia 

fve., Chicago 47, on presses made by Precise Engineer- 

ing Co., 430 W. Grant Pl., Chicago 14, and using ad 

hesive coating developed by Pyroxylin Products, Inc.. 

1851 S. St. Louis Ave., Chicago 32. “Trycite” oriented 

polystyrene sheet by Dow Midland. 

Vich. Contract packaging by Kolar Laboratories, 1125 

W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7 

packaging 

Cor p.. 

Chemical Co., 
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Sales-making display unit for 
Moulin Rouge toothpaste is achieved 

economically by arranging six of the 

three-sided folding cartons into a hex- 

igonal form, held securely by a cel- 

ophane band. Collapsible aluminum 

product tube, internally coated for 

protection, repeats carton design. 

associated with French cosmetics 

H.... another example of fine package design 

from abroad—one that makes effective use of an 

established image of high quality to promote con- 

sumer acceptance for a new product and also in- 

tegrates the packages themselves into a thrifty. ap- 

pealing counter display. 

The packager is Cranbux, Ltd... Norwich. England. 

The product is Moulin Rouge Cosmeti Poothpaste 

in a collapsible aluminum tube. packed in a three- 

sided folding carton. Before introducing its new 

product, Cranbux had to face a problem all too 

familiar to packagers on this side of the Atlantic: 

how to generate sales appeal for a brand-new item 

in a hotly competitive field? This company’s solu- 

tion to its problem—as documented by the “re- 

markable success” of the toothpaste in retail sales 

indicates again how design ingenuity allied with 

standard packaging forms can add up to a sales- 

making payoff. 

Because Cranbux is promoting its new product as 

a “cosmetic” toothpaste, the company decided on a 

Parisian motif for the product name and for pack- 

age design—thereby subtly capitalizing on the age- 

old reputation for outstanding quality which is en- 

joyed by French cosmetics. On the high-gloss white 

background of the aluminum tube. the Moulin Rouge 

name is printed in distinctive black script against a 
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Design that subtly suggests the high quality 

sparks introductory sales success for an English toothpaste 

red-colored band. Above the band is the easily trans- 

latable French phrase, “Le dentifrice cosmétique.” 

Below it is a vignette suggesting a typical Parisian 

sidewalk cafe. 

Tube design is carried over intact to two of the 

three side panels on the product’s folding carton. 

On the third side, the Moulin Rouge brand name 

runs the length of the panel in an alternating red- 

and-white “neon-sign” effect against a black back 

ground, 

To create an eye-catching and economical point- 

of-purchase display. six of the wedge-shaped cartons 

are arranged into a hexagonal unit, overwrapped 

with a transparent, unprinted band of cellophane. 

The two different end-panel designs face outward 

alternately with each other for added appeal and for 

product identity from any viewing angle. 

Full product protection is a vital, though invisible. 

factor in the company’s packaging program. To 

prevent undesirable chemical action, the aluminum 

tubes for Moulin Rouge are internally coated with 

an epoxy-resin lacquer. 

Suppiies AND Services: Collapsible aluminum tubes 

by Venesta, Ltd., Vintry House, Queen St. Pl., London 

E.C. 4. Cartons by Norbury Printers, Ltd., Africa 

House, Kingsway, London. Cellophane by British 

Cellophane, Ltd.. 6-13 Henrietta Pl., London W. 1. 
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upped sales for the Sinton Dairy Co. 

Regular 14-gal. ice-cream pails are 

printed to resemble circus wagons, 

complete with wheels. Copy tells how 

to convert the pail into a toy. Three 

different designs, including a lion, a 

tiger and a leopard, give added 

1 appeal. Cartons, Fibreboard Paper 

Products Corp., San Francisco. 

2 New Vogal. clear glass jars for 

Speas Co.’s Apple Cider Vinegar 

bad Kk = have a wide mouth, which permits 

ac agi ne fast pouring of contents. Jar, Anchor 

Hocking Glass Corp., Lancaster, 

Ohio. Metal screw cap, Bernardin 

Bottle Cap Co., Evansville, Ind. 

Paper label, Graphic Arts Label Co.., 

Fort Worth, Tex. 

fe t 3 Eye appeal and product protection 

agean are provided for the Cracker Jack 

Co.’s Caramel Coated Popcorn by 

this striking new wrap, constructed 

of foil, a wax bond and two inne 

tissues. Outer layer of foil is copper 

tinted. Harlequin pattern and repro- 

duction of the product are designed 

to stand-out on supermarket shelves. 

Wrap, Flexible Packaging Div.. 

Continental Can Co., New York. 

4 Display advantage for General 

Electric's heating pads is achieved 

through use of a sturdy, 100-gauge 

polyester film window in this two- 

piece folding box. Cover is letter- 

press printed in black, metallic gold 

and red, plus varnish on quality clay- 

coated patent white news sheet. The 

bottom is fitted with a glued tube 

insert. Carton, The Ohio Boxboard 

Co., Rittman, O., using DuPont's 

Mylar polyester film. 

§ Glamour instead of labor is the 

design pitch for Mac’s It Cleaner 

and Glaze car-polish cartons, which 

carry full-color illustrations of Miss 

California and a sports-model car. 

he packages, when lined up four 

4 abreast, provide a continuous, eve- 

catching illustration that creates an 

effective display. Cartons, H. § 

Crocker Co., Inc., San Bruno, Calif. 

6 National Distillers has a solution 

worth watching for maintaining the 
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Circus-wagon ice-cream cartons, 

carrying out the company’s “fun- 

food” promotional theme, have 
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identity of its famous Old Grand-Dad 

label, yet distinguishing its new 86- 

proof straight bourbon from its 100- 

prool bonded straight. Both label 

designs are identical except for the 

“86 proof” and “100 proof” designa- 

tions on each side of the center 

medallion and the “bottled in bond” 

statement on the 100-proof bottle, 

but a cellulose neck band designates 

the “86-proof” new product. 

Purity Baking Co. has adapted its 

new package family design motif to 

single-ply glassine envelopes for 

individual-portion pies. Glassine. 

selected for protection and economy. 

keeps shortening oils from penetrat- 

ing the package, always presents a 

fresh, clean look. Glassine envelopes. 

Columbia Paper Products Co., Balti- 

more. Design, Frank Gianninoto & 

Associates, Inc., New York. 

Capitalizing on little girls’ liking 

for pocketbooks, Dorothy Gray pack- 

ages two children’s items—a com- 

pact and a lipstick with jingle bell 

in a re-usable, stock-mold junior 

carry-all with handle made of pink 

polystyrene and a transparent poly- 

styrene top section. Die-cut paper- 

board insert holds the items. Idea 

suggests many possibilities — for 

other children’s items. Case, Harkin 

Affiliates, Inc., New York. 

These aluminum foil bread bags can 

actually be used to heat bread on a 

barbecue grill or in the oven. Made 

of a foil-paper lamination, they carry 

recipes for garlic and cheese bread 

and instructions for heating—merely 

fold the open end over to close 

Setzer’s Bakery claims the bags 

retain freshness and flavor of bread 

longer and are popular for their re 

use value. Bags, Columbia Paper 

Products Co., Baltimore, using Rey- 

nolds Metals aluminum foil. 

Re-usable, 9-0z. handled mugs and 

four-sided jars in 2 lb., 8 oz. sizes 

comprise Colonial Provision Co.’s 

new line of glass packages for its 

five cured and cooked meat products. 

Paper labels are four-color printed 

Jars have gold-finished screw caps: 

mugs have red vacuum caps. Glass. 

Hazel-Atlas Glass Div., Continental 

Can Co., New York. Caps, Continen 
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tal Can’s White Cap & Bond Crown 

Div.. Chicago. Labels, Wheeler-Van 

Label Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Sales of Lucky Stores’ private-brand 

bacon in new “wrap-carton” pack- 

ages (see MoperRN PACKAGING, 

March, 1946, p. 138) featuring 

transparent polystyrene windows are 

reported to have reached more than 

60,000 Ibs. in 10 days at the com- 

pany’s 46 Northern California stores. 

“Mullinix” package, Western- 

Waxide Div.. Crown Zellerbach 

Corp., San Leandro, Calif. 

A convenient, flip-open box for easy 

dispensing has been selected by Scott 

Paper Co. for its new eight-fold 

Scotkins dinner-size napkins. Top of 

the carton is perforated around the 

front and sides, then folded along a 

score line at the back. The extra 

fold in the napkins enables use of 

a convenient carton size—9 by 96 

by 8%6 in. Carton, Diamond-Gard- 

ner Corp.. Middletown, O. 

More evidence of the trend toward 

use of waxed, printed cartons for 

frozen foods (see “Wrapless Waxed 

Cartons for Birds Eye Foods.” 

Mopern Packacinc, Aug., 1958, 

p. 90) is their use by Texas 

Meat & Provision Co. for Red-T 

Kwik fresh frozen meats. Full-color 

lithographed, they need no overwrap. 

Carton, Sutherland Paper Co.. Kala- 

mazoo. Mich. 

\ shallow-draw aluminum can with 

stamped slip-cover lid that reportedly 

extends shelf life and reduces han- 

dling costs has been adopted by 

Kraft Foods for 1%4-lb. packages of 

MacLaren’s Imperial Cheddar Club 

Cheese. Interior food-grade coating 

eliminates need of foil _ liner. 

Foil overseal gives added protection. 

Cans, Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical 

Corp., Oakland, Calif. Lids, J. L. 

Clark Mfg. Co., Rockford, IIL. 

Lever Bros. Co.'s Pepsodent Div. 

has introduced a new, rigid trans- 

parent polystyrene case for tooth- 

brush and sample tube of tooth- 

paste. A specially designed baffle 

holds brush and tube in place. A 

precision-molded inner lip in the 

upper half and the edge of the lower 
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half of the case secure the baffle 

firmly. Case, Dillon-Beck Mfg. Co.. 

Hillside, N. J. Design consultant. 

E. C. Tickner. Short Hills. N. J. 

{ new technique that provides for 

easy removal of mail-in coupons on 

foil-labeled. metal-end fibre cans has 

been devised for packages of Odor- 

Aire, Inc.’s Para Nuggets. A release 

spot formed by coating the portion 

of the label under the printed cou- 

pon area prevents glue from adher- 

ing to it in the labeling operation. 

The coupon is on an opaque. un- | 

lacquered area easy to write on. | 

Label, Milprint. Inc., Milwaukee hel 

Can, Sefton Fibre Can Co., St. Louis ac aZgi ne '] 

17 Davison Chemical Co.’s new single- 

gusset, sewn-valve multiwall bag for 

Daveo granulated fertilizer _ re- 

portedly is difficult to distinguish 

from two-gusset bags. stacks uni 

formly, is easily palletized and saves Pageant 

packaging time and labor. Bag. 

Bemis Bro. Bag Co.. St. Louis. 

Dried. concentrated dog food com- 

pressed into a four-segmented bar by 

the British firm of F. C. Lowe & Son. 

Ltd., is merchandised in a convenient 

bar pack overwrapped in moisture- 

proof cellophane. The new “Allmeat 

Bar” package has a card backing 

Printed wrap. Edward Saunders & 

Son, Ltd., London. Cellophane. Brit- 

ish Cellophane. Ltd... London. 
Savanian | Y Bere Saw Yan CHICKEN 

19 Functional as well as attractive on a ee DRESSING 3 meetAZE 
ay ge 

. : shelf and table are these semi-wide- 

mouth, 8-o0z. containers for 14 varie- 

ties of Hoffman House salad dress 

’ ing. Jar, Armstrong Cork Co.. 

Lancaster, Pa. Cap. Crown Cork & 

Seal Co., Inc., Crown & Closure Div. 

Baltimore. Label. U. S. Printing & 

Lithograph Co.. Cincinnati. 

Foods 

met Foods for holiday merchandising 

General introduces its Gour- 

a in nine different gift boxes of 

specially selected assortments. priced 

to sell from $4.50 to $25. Die-cut 

corrugated boxes with bleached kraft 

liners are silk-screen printed. Typi 

cal is a “Gourmet Dinner for 4.” 

containing a full-course meal. Gift 

box, Gibraltar Corrugated Paper Co.. 

Inc.. North Bergen. N. J. 
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Elegant, soft look of the loose wrap and 

striking three-dimensional gold embossing against 

solid blue are preserved in these set-up boxes d 

-pite 2.000-per-hour automatic production. 

U ntil recently. you could have the luxury look of 

loose-wrapped set-up boxes. but you couldn’t have 

them fast and you paid 20 to 25‘¢ more for them 

than for a tight-wrapped box. The reason was that 

loose-wrapped boxes had to be made semi-manually 

at a rate of only 800 an hour. 

Now the Barricini Candy Co., Long Island City. 

\. Y., is using a loose-wrapped set-up box produced 

on a new type of automatic machine at the rate of 

2.000 boxes an hour. According to officials of the 

Wrapping machine is fed by parallel lines of stayed lids and flat wrappers moving from the 

LUXURY LOOK 

Barricini Co., this luxury-type box is obtained at a 

cost no greater than that of the semi-automatically 

produced tight-wrapped box previously used. Its 

appearance is considered so superior and customer 

reactions are so encouraging that it is being adapted 

for the company’s entire line of candies. 

From the viewpoint of every packager using set-up 

boxes. a significant marketing gain has been made. 

For many products—candy, jewelry, stationery and 

cosmetics—there is no substitute for the rigidity, 

strength and luxury appearance of the set-up box. 

This is especially true if the product—for reasons 

of quality, type of merchandising distribution or gift 

appeal—requires any degree of sophistication in the 

package. However, the very qualities that make set- 

up boxes desirable have created obstacles for loose 

wrapping because necessary hand methods and pre- 

cision operations slowed production. 

It was a little more than two years ago that equip- 

ment was developed that would automatically pro- 

duce a tight wrap. The tight wrap is applied to the 

shell with an over-all coating of adhesive, producing 

a flat, skin-tight surface.* 

The loose wrap, on the other hand, is adhered to 

the set-up box shell only at the edges. The effect of 

its loose fit is soft and pleasing. 

Why is any wrapper necessary? The answer is 

simply that the full repertoire of fancy papers and 

Movern Packacine, Marel 1956 

rear. The arched conveyor carries set-up lids from a quad stayer (far right), while the level suc- 

tion belt moves the wrappers from glue applicators (behind the operator). 



AT LOW COST 

For the first time, loose-wrapped set-up boxes are produced automatically. 

giving Barricini candies distinguished appearance 

with economy matching that of the conventional tight-wrap box 

decorative laminations can be employed and beau- 

tiful printing and embossing effects achieved that 

are not practical on paperboard. In the case of 

loose wraps, the luxury appearance is preserved. 

For example, embossed on the blue Barricini wrap 

are a design of golden rings, the company name and 

a vignette of a chocolate miniature. Tight applica- 

tion of the wrap to the box by an over-all coating of 

adhesive tends to pull the embossing down flat. A 

loose wrap preserves the three-dimensional value of 

the embossing. Also, there is greater freedom in the 

use of materials, for an over-all application of glue 

to certain types of wrappers, especially laminations. 

makes them curl and become more difficult to handle. 

There is some economy because less adhesive is used. 

Machine application, reportedly, is even more pre- 

cise than manual positioning of the loose wrap and 

there is said to be less problem with wrinkling. 

The new machine can produce tight wraps for 

bottom trays of the full telescoping boxes as well 

as loose wraps for the lids, In Barricini’s case, how- 

ever, it is used only for loose wrapping box lids. 

Direction change at this point moves lids (foreground) across the path of |} 

Installed in the boxmaker’s plant. the new ma- 

chine feeds pre-cut flat wrappers—70-lb. sulphite, 

one-side litho-coated—to glue applicators that apply 

a frame or stencil pattern of animal glue to all four 

edges of the sheet. Then tensioning segments pull the 

wrap from the pick-offs and deliver it squarely to 

the suction conveyor. This was the first problem that 

had to be overcome in successfully developing the 

machine. 

Second, to prevent curling, the glued wrapper is 

held in place by the suction belt. An 11-ft. travel on 

the belt allows for “seasoning.” which is the box- 

maker’s term for tacking up the adhesive and giving 

it time to penetrate the fibres of the wrap. 

The third, and probably the most important, fea- 

ture contributing to the machine’s successful opera- 

tion is an electric-eye control that helps index the 

wrap in precise register for application to the lid. 

In operation, the electric-eye control transmits a 

signal to an electric clutch. The clutch disengages 

and an electric brake snaps on, thus halting the 

travel of the suction belt and holding the wrappet 

belt-conveyed Wrappers so thev can be posi 

tioned together and assembled automatically. Wrapper plunger (middle) is in raised position after completing one box and 

awaiting the next. Operator in background puts completed lids on bottom trays assembled on another machine. 



in position until a lid is positioned accurately in 

front of it. 

\s each wrapper stops in this registered position, 

the stayed lid, moving in at a right angle to the flow 

of wrappers. is brought into precise register above 

the glued wrap. 

Metal grippers grasp the walls of the lid and 

suction grips hold the non-printed side of the wrap 

and move both components independently, but in 

register, to a position under a wrapper plunger. 

Centering pins at the level of a lower form provide 

the final positioning of the wrap. An upper form 

controls the final positioning of the lid as the 

wrapper plunger makes its stroke, pushing the lid 

against the wrapper and causing the edges of the 

wrapper to fold over and be adhered to the inside. 

Preceding this operation, lids are set up from 

blanks of specially treated and coated 0.035-pt. 

chocolate board and are stayed with gummed tape 

at four corners by an automatic quad stayer. Their 

conveyor line parallels the automatic machine that 

feeds. glues and controls the flow of the loose w rap. 

Each time the electric eye cycles the positioning of 

a loose wrap for application to the stayed box, it 

also signals the quad staver. through the latter’s 

electric clutch, to form and feed another stayed lid. 

Wrap and lid come together when the latter changes 

its direction of flow and moves at a right angle in 

a path directly across the wrap’s line of travel. 

( ompleted loose-wrapped lids travel by conveyor 

to a work table where operators apply them to the 

tight-wrapped bottom trays. ready for shipment to 

Barricini, At the present time. these tight-wrapped 

trays are stayed automatically and proceed by con- 

veyor to an overhead chute. The trays are picked 

out of the chute by hand and are placed on a table. 

The operator picks up a wrap fed by belt from a 

gluer that has applied an over-all coating of adhesive 

to the wrap, which has no decoration. The wrap is 

positioned by hand on the box, and the box and 

wrap are transferred by hand to a forming unit that 

plunges the box against the wrapper. 

The forming of the tight-wrapped bottom trays. 

of course. could be done automatically. At present, 

it takes two lines of equipment and two operators 

forming tight-wrap bottom trays just to keep up with 

the single automatic line supplying loose-wrapped 

lids. 

The loose-wrap line can be converted, if desired. 

to the production of tight-wrap boxes. Change-over 

time is said to be about 11% hrs. Loose-wrap boxes 

up to 17 in. long, 12 in. wide and 21% in. deep can 

be produced. Tight-wrap boxes can be handled in 

the same range of length and width, but can be up 

to 314 in. deep. 

According to Ira Barricini, president of Barricini, 

Inc.. the loose wrapper fills a long-felt need pre- 

viously unsatisfied because of high cost. He reports 

that customers “like the more elegant. softer look of 

the loose wrap.” They say that the new wrapper has 

more of a decorator look and that the box now is 

“nicer to serve from and to have in view.” 

Suppties AND Services: Boxes by Shoup-Owens, Inc.. 

1100 Adams St., Hoboken, N.J., 

loose-wrap machine and automatic quad stayer by Neu 

Jersey Machine Corp., 16 St. & Willow Ave., Hoboken, 

V.J. Wraps lithographed and embossed by Consolidated 

using au‘omatic 

Lithographing Corp., Carle Place, N.Y. 

Key to wrapping-machine’s precise 

operation is electric-eye control (black 

box, middle) that stops wrapper and 

suction belt until a lid is placed in 

exact register above wrap. By means of 

metal grippers on the lid and suction 

grips on the wrap, they then move in 

unison to a point under the plunger 

where the wrap is applied to shell. 
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WASHINGTON STATE 
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Durable and versatile, carry pack for bulky, large-size Washington State apples can be mad 
up in three or two tiers, each holding eight apples in a convenient package with complete visibility 

Apples in a sling 

Break-apart molded-pulp shipping tray and 

tough polyester film with glued-on 

corrugated handle solve marketing problem 

A...«: integration of three standard packaging 

molded-pulp tray; tough, transparent poly- 

is the Washing- 

ton State Apple Commission’s solution to the puz- 

forms 

ester film, and handled carry pack 

zling problem of how to package large-size apples 

for consumer sales. Called the “Family-Pak,” this 

economical new package combines the protective 

and merchandising advantages of holding strength, 

handling convenience, product visibility and display 

appeal. It also illustrates again that the versatility 

of today’s packaging materials, combined with 

imaginative thinking by the packager, is steadily 

thinning the ranks of “problem products.” 

Smaller-size apples have for a number of years 

been packaged in polyethylene bags of up to 4-lb. 

capacity. However, because of their bulk, large 

Washington State apples could not be packed suc- 

cessfully by the same method. In a cooperative re- 

search program with Washington State College and 

the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, the State Apple Com- 

mission began some months ago to explore ways to 

overcome the problem. 

OCTOBER 195 

\ new type of molded-pulp tray designed by the 

researchers provided the genesis of the package that 

was finally accepted. It is similar to the standard 

pulp trays used in case packing apples. except that 

it is divided into three equal sections. each with 

two parallel rows of four flat-bottom cups or nests. 

\t shipping points in Washington State, 24 apples 

are packed into each of the three-section trays, which 

are then loaded into standard apple-shipping car- 

tons. The retailer cuts the trays along clearly 

defined score lines to form three small trays con- 

taining eight apples each. Two (or three) of these 

convenient-size units then are stacked to form the 

basis of the “Family-Pak.” After stacking, the trays 

are wrapped sling style in a sheet of sparkling-clear. 

tough, polyester film. Die-cut, printed corrugated 

carry-handle halves, pre-attached by gluing to both 

ends of the film sheet. are joined at the top of the 

package and stapled together to complete the pack. 

The result is a strong, compact and eye-appealing 

consumer package that holds either 16 apples in two 

layers or 24 in three layers, with good protection and 

visibility for each apple. To form a retail package of 

only eight apples. the polyester-film sling can be heat 

sealed to the flat bottom of a single tray, with the 

handle halves stapled in the regular manner. 

The Washington State Apple Commission’s new 

package, on which a patent is pending, reportedly 

saves retailers up to 20 cents per shipping carton of 

apples in packaging costs compared with the apple 

packages formerly used. 

“Triplett Tray” molded-pulp 

Corp., Wash. 

1. du Pont de Nemours 

SUPPLIES AND SERVICES: 

trays by Friday Pach 

“Mylar” polyester film by E. 

Co., Inc., Wilmington, Del 

Wenatchee, 



Owens-ILLINoIS ASSURES 

You A COMPLETE 

PACKAGING APPROACH 

Continuing Research 
Pure research into fabrication of glass, 

packaging research into processing and 

handling methods in customer plants, 

market research into consumer attitudes, 

All add up to finer packaging. 

—@e@ i) — ee ee 

The Right Container 
There's an O-I container to meet your 

special needs: Duraglas containers; 
Libbey Safedge packing tumblers or 
premiums; Kimble Ampuls and Vials; 
and a variety of plastic containers. 

f\ 

Needed Fitments 
O-I specialists are keenly aware of sales 
benefits derived from plastic shaker and 
pour-out fitments which are not “gadg- 
ets” but which increase consumer satis- 
faction with your product. 
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Engineered Design 
At Owens-Illinois, your package’s three 
needs are taken into account: 1) Con- 
siderations of its function in the retail 
store, 2) its operating efficiency, and 
3) its consumer utility. 

The Right Closure 
Through long and continuing research 
O-I has developed the most advanced 
metal and plastic closures. Helping you 
choose the right closure is another func- 
tion of O-I’s packaging service. 

Merchandising Cartons 
Modern cartons are developed only 
through systematic consideration of 
their opportunity to serve you in the 
retail store and warehouse . . . as well as 
on your own filling line and in transit. 

- 

Tn 

your 

stan 

Dur: 

glass 

conte 

Fr 

you | 

O-I Vapak closures imprinted 
with your selling message and 
brand name will help sell your 
product from lower shelf po- 
sitions. 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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These popular Duraglas Containers... 
15-ounce, and 25-ounce... 

f o 
SS re PUNCH e fe a 

———EE 

immediately available for your marketing needs. 

Packed in Duraglas Containers, fruit attracts 

the shopper’s eye .. . and tastes so good 
‘ 

‘Tes COLOR, TASTE, AND AROMA of 

your carefully packed fruits are con- 

stantly protected when packed in 

Duraglas Containers, because inert 

glass containers never affect their 

contents. 

Fruits taste and smell exactly as 

you packed them . . . their color stays 

DURAGLAS CONTAINERS 

AN @) PRODUCT 

IBER 1958 

nature-bright, shows through the 
glass to make each container a sales- 

building display on the shelf. Shop- 

pers know that partially used glass 

containers can be quickly and safely 

resealed for later use, with no effect 

on their contents. 

Duraglas Containers are part of 

the Owens-Illinois Complete Packag- 
ing Approach, to give you the best 
container for your product, in the 

sizes you need. You get packaging at 
its finest, from the right container, 

closure, and label design to merchan- 

dising cartons imprinted with your 

sales message. 

Owens-ILLINOIS 
GENERAL OFFICES » TOLEDO 1, OHIO 

8-ounce, 
are among those 

129 



Customer participation 

\ colorful paperboard counter merchandise: that invites 

shoppers to try the product themselves before buying it is 

being used by HearEver Corp. to stimulate sales of its new 

‘\-46 Space Missile” portable radio. 

Che four-color unit (printed to give the effect of 16 differ- 

ent colors) has a die-cut riser featuring a cartoon of a man 

“listening” to the radio. Attached securely to the riser by a 

series of tabs is an actual sample of the product’s antenna 

ind earphones, which are connected by wires to one of the 

radios. Prospective purchasers can test the radio for per- 

formance simply by lifting the earphones from around the 

die-cut riser carrying the cartoon illustration and placing 

them over their own ears. 

rhe compact counter-display piece contains s.X complete 

radios in individual folding cartons. Copy on the mer- 

chandiser is confined to brief brand and product data and, 

on the front panel, the information: “No tubes, batteries. 

electricity, transistors.” Directions for use are printed on 

the backs of the individual cartons. Display by H. S. 

Crocker Co., Inc., San Bruno, Calif. 

Display Gallery 

It’s all done with cones 

A display that should be a stand-out for $1 gift packages of 

Lucien Lelong Cologne is an amusing Santa Claus con- 

structed almost entirely of paperboard cones, designed by 

Norman Sinclair, the firm’s package designer. The indi- 

vidual packages for 14-0z. glass bottles resting on a disk 

base are two cones which are held together with an elastic 

cord. The display piece itself is comprised of two larger 

cones fitted together and secured to a paperboard base disk 

for stand-up ease. 

A bead attached to the elastic-cord loop of each of the 

individual packages permits them to be hung in die-cut slots 

provided around the edge of the lower cone on the display 

piece. The unit, completely held together by specially de- y . 
*rey SAintT mIeK eo oe** 

LUCIEN LELONG. 
signed slots, is partially assembled in Lucien Lelong’s own 

plant, ready for easy set-up on retail counters. The colorful 

Santa Claus design printed on cast-coated paperboard gives 

a quality gloss appearance. 

Copy on the display emphasizes the Lucien Lelong name 

gives price and lists the four fragrances that are available 

Display and packages printed and die cut by Package & 

Display Corp., 185 Wythe Ave., Brooklyn. 

MODERN PACKAGIN 
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TUGES TESTED FREE 

te 

SERVE you 

RADIO ang Ty 

MERE Protective self selection 

To promote self-selection sales of radio and television tubes, 

U-Test-M Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, has adopted a sturdy metal 

floor merchandiser with a built-in tube-testing station. Since 

one of the factors that have deterred self-selection selling of 

these products is the opportunity for pilferage by unscrupu- 

lous shoppers who bring in suspect tubes for testing, the 

tubes are packaged in “pilferproof” lithographed metal cans. 

Each sealed can—one-third longer and twice as wide as the 

average carton—contains a pre-tested tube in its original 

carton. The identifying top flap of the carton is held se- 

curely for reading by a metal tab punched down from the 

end of the can. The bottom of the tube carton is supported 

inside the can by a folded piece of paperboard. 

Lithographed in red, black and white, the display contains 

canned tubes in eight open-front bins and in racks that flank 

the testing station. The shopper selects replacements for 

faulty tubes from the stock in front of him. Copy on the dis- 

play unit points up the “do-it-yourself” theme. Can design by 

Richard Max Franz, Waukesha, Wis. Cans by Wisconsin 

Can Co., 5437 S. Massasoit Ave., Chicago. 

TL fae Centennial appeal 

n200000%. 15 | | | 
eC = As part of its 100th-anniversary observance, Hiram Walker. 

Inc., Detroit. is offering liquor retailers a display for floor 
Pee : ; ; 

or window use. for its Canadian Club whiskey, that is an 

TELI TE ETE. exact replica of the horse-drawn delivery wagons used by the 
100 YEARS [i [ nage company’s founder in 1858 

TIE Wok SV neppee Prive a, corrugated, bin-type display stands 3372 in. 

sendy igh and is 30 in. wide. It holds 18 bottles of whiskey in a 

$42498i -_ ett + tray attached to the top of the unit. Lithographed in full 

color, the side panel of the wagon display features the words 

: a4 “fine whiskies and wines,” printed in the poster script that 

was popular in the 19th century. A white. printed banner of 

the style used by merchants of the day calls attention to the 

company’s centennial. A die-cut circular spot at the top of 

the “wagon” further identifies it as the type of delivery 

vehicle used “the year Hiram Walker dealers began dis- 

tributing their quality products.” 

A decorative header board, printed with promotional copy 

that combines modern and antique type styles, is fastened 

to a pole attached to the back of the display. Lithographed 

display by Einson-Freeman Co., Inc., Starr & Borden Aves., 

Long Island City, N.Y. 

OCTOBER 1958 



- molded of expanded polystyrene pellets, 

used as platform inserts in Johnson & Johnson's 1958 

baby-gift-set boxes, direct interest to a plastic ma- 

terial which, while known as an insulating material, 

has up to now been given little serious attention for 

consumer packaging purposes. 

The J & J gift sets demonstrate that this material 

can provide—apparently at satisfactory cost—a 

protective, form-fitting box platform that is not only 

pleasing in appearance but smooth to the touch—a 

feature lacking in the porous surfaces of fabricated 

foamed plastics. And due to the smooth surface, plus 

the resistance of the material to chemicals and mois- 

ture, the trays also are suitable for re-use in the 

nursery. The recessed plastic tray is considered a 

big improvement over the die-cut paperboard plat- 

form previously used. And the sturdiness and rigid 

bulk of the molded plastic offer a re-use advantage 

New approach 
In the nursery, the molded plastic tray becomes a handy re-usable receptacle for the baby products, Recesses are de 

| signed so that the various items may stand upright for convenient use. Cavities contoured to the shapes of each of the J & J 

packages in the set encourage the user to make repeat purchases of J & J products. 

more difficult to achieve with thermoformed sheet- 

plastic material. 

\s far as is known, the J & J application of ex- 

panded polystyrene is the first of its kind for a 

widely marketed line of packaged toiletries. It sug- 

gests possibilities in many unrelated fields, such as 

hardware, toys, china and glass, in addition to con- 

fectionery, where it is already making headway. The 

earliest reported packaging use for expanded poly- 

styrene was as a decorative display package for an 

expensive glass figurine marketed by the Fostoria 

Glass Co.’ 

The new baby-gift-set line involves three set-up 

boxes—de luxe, medium and small—each contain- 

ing an assortment of baby products: baby powder. 

baby oil, baby lotion, soap, cream, cotton swabs, 



Subtle sales strategy is calculated by illustrated 
cover treatments for each set: nostalgic appeal for the large 

Open for display, the three redesigned gift sets, with 
their pleasing light-blue expanded polystyrene inserts, give 

sreater quality appeal to this famous baby-product line 

de luxe box, young-mother-and-child theme for the medium 

size and bunny decoration for the small size. 

to plastic platforms 
J & J baby gift sets demonstrate the possibilities 

of smooth, inert molded expanded polystyrene for attractive. 

pleasant-to-touch protective inserts in set-up boxes 

etc. The individual items in each box are arranged 

in the specially molded trays of expanded polysty- 

rene, colored a shade of light blue by a process de- 

veloped by the molder. (The material in its raw state 

is white and, reportedly, had not been used previ- 

ously with color.) The integral pattern of the ex- 

panded polystyrene pellets when molded gives a 

pleasing over-all design effect. 

The tray in the small-sized set is intended to be 

thrown away once the package is opened. Those in 

the medium and de luxe boxes, however. are fe- 

movable and designed for use as permanent recep- 

tacles in the nursery for the items they contain. And 

there is strong marketing strategy in this: Since the 

recesses in the trays are molded to the size and shape 

of J & J products, with additional provisions in the 

avities for conveniently standing the containers up- 

right when the tray is in use in the home, mothers 

ire apt to make repeat purchases of J & J products 

o fit the tray. 

The company sums up the chief advantages of the 

ray as (1) attractive appearance, (2) impervious- 

ess and chemical inertness to product ingredients, 

>) adequate protection to the products due to the 

pliable and resilient properties and firm support of 

the material, (4) re-use as permanent baby-products 

holder when removed from set-up box and (5) the 

opportunity offered for encouraging repeat pur- 

chases of J & J products. 

The expanded polystyrene used is 2! »-lb, density. 

determined by laboratory and shipping tests to offer 

adequate protection for the purpose. Matched molds 

were designed to accommodate the various bottles. 

cans and other containers included, but the molds 

are cored underneath to save material. 

Considerable research was necessary in container- 

size standardization to assure a secure fit in each 

case. J & J uses three glass and two can suppliers 

for the products included in the sets. And while bot- 

tles and cans are basically of standard tolerances. 

certain variations do occur. The molds had to be 

developed to compensate for these differences. yet 

they had to provide a snug fit for containers from all 

sources. Allowances also had to be made for the pre- 

determined four-to-six-week shrinking stage which 

the plastic goes through. 

The new molded plastic trays, of course, were 

only a part of the over-all redesign program to give 



the three gift sets in the J & J line a new look. 

Artwork, carried out in delicate pink and blue 

coloring, has been changed on all three packages, 

with different motifs for each of the set sizes. The 

cover design of the de luxe box offers the ornate and 

nostalgic appeal of an old-fashioned baby carriage. 

The medium-sized set has a photographic cover de- 

sign of a happy young mother and her baby. A 

whimsical. stylized bunny decorates the small set. 

Cover paper on the de luxe and medium-sized 

boxes is lacquered to give a quality high-gloss effect. 

Certain structural refinements were also made. A 

pin hinge replaces a former cloth hinge and is, 

reportedly, less expensive. It eliminates the need of 

a ribbon to control the cover action and permits the 

cover to stand upright, resulting in a more attractive 

package for display. The pin hinge also permits the 

use of a full-telescoping cover which is lined with 

a printed paperboard lid-collar, inside the cover. 

his collar fits snugly over the plastic platform and 

provides a stronger, double-walled box. 

For the small-sized set, a hinged box similar in 

construction to a paperboard cigar box was selected. 

\lthough slightly more costly than its predecessor, 

the company believes this box adds to quality ap- 

pearance and offers re-use appeal for storage of 

small items, if desired. The box covering is not lac- 

quer coated, but it is printed with scuffproof inks. 

The baby-gift sets are shipped in their respective 

cases as follows: 6 de luxe, 12 medium, 24 small. 

Inside the cases for each, the packages are, in turn, 

enclosed three to a chipboard sleeve, thereby facili- 

tating the handling of less-than-case lots. Dealers. 

of course, are encouraged to display all three sizes. 

J & J has not disclosed figures but says that, 

within reason, costs are not the determining factor 

in this packaging. The objective is a quality appear- 

ance and protection that will maintain the prestige 

of the line. A company spokesman does say. how- 

ever, that the new packages were produced at a cost 

only slightly higher than former packaging. 

SuppLies AND Services: Trays for de luxe and medium 

sets molded by Sullifoam, Inc., Willow Grove, Pa.; 

tray for small set molded by Foam-Pak, Inc., 400 N. 

12 St., Philadelphia 23—both using Koppers’ expanded 

polystyrene (Dylite). Boxes by George H. Snyder, Inc., 

3645 N. Smedley St., Philadelphia 40. Box wraps 

printed by Heidingsfeld Printing Co., Ford Ave., Neu 

Brunswick, N. J. Surface art by Container Corp. of 

{merica, 38 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 3. Lithographi« 

printing on lid-collars by Einson-Freeman Co., Inc., 

Starr & Borden Aves., Long Island City 1, N. Y. Chip- 

board sleeves by Brown & Bailey Co., 417 Eighth Ave., 

Philadelphia. 

Handy week-end carrier promotes beer sales 

A new approach to multiple-unit packaging of 

beer with appealing aspects for consumer promo- 

tions and advertising is F. & M. Schaefer Brewing 

Co.’s new “Week Ender” package. 

Instead of a regular shipping carton, Schaefer 

offers 24 cans in a handsome corrugated case com- 

plete with convenient handles for carrying. The con- 

tainer is colorfully printed to look like a suitcase 

with simulated leather straps and stitching. Brand 

name, contents information and promotional copy 

are arranged in the printed design to give the effect 

of gay travel stickers scattered over the surface, sug- 

gesting use for a week end on the move. 

The case is constructed for easy opening by pull- 

ing the two top flaps as indicated by copy and arrows 

printed on the top, near the carrying handles. 

The new package was introduced in Long Island 

test markets during the late summer, supported by 

full-page advertisements in Long Island newspapers. 

featuring an illustration of the convenient case. 

The headline reading, “New! Schaefer Week- 

Ender,” suggested buying Schaefer the new way, 

easy to carry for week-end trips, picnics and the 

beach. The new case was offered at the same price 

as the regular case of 24 cans. 

Based on enthusiastic consumer acceptance in test 

markets this year, Schaefer expects to introduce the 

Week-Ender in additional markets next summer. 

SUPPLIES AND Services: Corrugated container by Con- 

tainer Corp. of America, 38 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 3. 
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Tear test is made by slitting 

with scissors ¥% in. in from one 

edge and determining whether 

it is easy or difficult to continue 

the tear from that point. This 

simple test will place the film in 

either one of two groups—hard 

to tear or easy to tear 

There’s no need to wonder what it is: 

right at vour office desk 

E..., packaging man has had occasion to won- 

der, when examining an unfamiliar film sample or 

package, ‘““What film is this?” 

There’s really no need to wonder, because there 

are a few simple tests—most of which can be per- 

formed right at an office desk—which will pretty 

definitely peg the chemical classification of any 

transparent film. Although they sound like “kitchen 

chemistry,” these tests are valid, so far as they go, 

and are commonly used by laboratory men for quick 

identification of unknown samples. 

All you need for the basic tests is a pair of scis- 

sors, a match and a sense of smell. 

If you want to go further, you can keep a few 

inexpensive test tubes handy for solubility tests 

that will help to identify films and coatings within 

their basic categories. If you don’t have a Bunsen 

How to tell a film 

simple tearing, burning and smell tests will identify basic types 

= 
a 7 

By C. L. Blair 

burner, a can of Sterno will do. You may also want 

a small piece of coppel wire. 

It is wise to ascertain before making any tests 

whether the sample you are checking is a singl 

sheet or a lamination. Laminations can sometimes 

be detected by burning the edge of the material and 

watching to see if the edges peel back like the 

petals of a flower. Another method is to heat the 

sample on a hot radiator and quickly skid the top 

surface with the eraser on your lead pencil. Plies 

of a film adhered with thermoplastic adhesives gen 

erally separate under this treatment. 

\ tear test is made first. by cutting with scissors 

approximately 1%-in. from an edge into the film. 

then extending this tear by hand. Classify the sam 

ple you are testing as either “easy to tear” (from 4 

to 20 gms.) or as “hard to tear” (could be more 

than 200 ems.). In your classification, make allow 

ance for film thicknesses. If the film is exceptionally 
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hin and still offers tear resistance, it is undoubtedly 

n the classification of a hard-to-tear film. 

Films which are easy to tear—that is, those that 

require very little force to extend the tear you have 

nitially put into the sample film—are cellophane, 

cellulose acetate, ethyl cellulose. cellulose acetate 

butyrate or polystyrene. 

Those films which are hard to tear are polyethyl- 

ene, polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinylidene chloride. rub- 

her hydrochloride or vinyl films. 

Polyester films fall in a class in between the easy- 

to-tear and hard-to-tear categories. 

Let us assume the film you have been examining 

is easy to tear. Then ignite a small piece. For safety. 

it's best to hold it with tongs or tweezers. Observe 

the rate of burning and whether burning continues 

after removing the sample from the flame. 

Blow out the flame and then smell the burned 

sample. Note this caution: Be sure the flame is out 

before you attempt to smell the sample. 

By reference to the chart reproduced herewith. 

you should be able to catalogue the film type. or at 

least to narrow it down to a few possibilities. 

Let us assume that the sample you have been ex 

amining was easy to tear and burned like paper, 

and you decided it was cellophane. A few quick tests 

will help to obtain its general classification: < 

1. Touch film to lips. (Be sure to check both 
Touching to lips differentiates coated from sides. as there are one-sided-coated films.) If film 

incoated cellophane. Both sides of film should be 
does not stick to lips, you have a coated film. 

checked, since it might be one-side coated. U1 
) en at.ce; 1¢ ; ste ine 2. A qualitative heat-seal test will determine ested cliuiuns Wilh dhih: to dee tet, rcied l 

whether the film possesses this property. Warm not. as the author of this article demonstrates here 

Burn test helps determine type of film. Rate of burning and characteristic after 

iell of the sample being tested help to determine the general classification of the film 

letails of how various materials react to tests are outlined in Table I on facing pag 



Copper-wire flame test helps identify the kind of cellophane coating. A red-hot copper wire is wiped across 

the film surface (left), then put back in the flame of a Bunsen burner or canned heat (right). If the flame is a 

pronounced green in color, then the cellophane which is being tested is polymer coated. 

an old knife blade with canned heat or a gas flame. 

Press the warm blade against two pieces of super- 

imposed film. After 1 or 2 sec. under medium hand 

pressure, pull the pieces apart. Resistance to this 

peeling action indicates heat-sealing film. 

3. On soaking the film in hot water (2 to 3 min. 

in boiling water) , coatings will slough from the non- 

anchored or non-bonded types of film. Cellophanes 

containing firmly adhered or bonded coatings de- 

velop blisters and feel rough immediately upon re- 

moval from boiling water. 

1. Polyvinylidene-type coatings can be ascer- 

tained quickly by using the copper-wire flame test. 

Heat a copper wire red hot with canned heat in a 

draft-free area. Wipe the hot-wire loop across the 

film surface. Then put it back in the flame. A pro- 

nounced green flame indicates a polymer coating. 

It is necessary, however, that you are sure the film 

is cellophane and that you are using this method 

for coating identification only. 

The difference between moistureproof and less- 

moistureproof types of cellophane cannot be quickly 

detected. But you can buy a loaf of sliced bread at 

the corner grocery and conduct an experiment in 

your desk drawer. By wrapping individual slices of 

bread in the unknown film, in known moistureproof 

and in known less-moistureproof films and then 

comparing the samples after several days, you will 

be able to detect by the hardness of the bread 

whether your sample is moistureproof or whether 

it is only semi-moistureproof. 

In the hard-to-tear films the same general pro- 

cedure is followed in igniting a small piece of the 

material and observing the rate of burning and 

whether the burning continues after removal of the 

sample from the flame. By checking the table, the 

characteristic odor should help classify the film. 

There is, unfortunately, no positive non-chemical 

test which will differentiate between vinyl and poly- 

vinylidene chloride films. 

It is well to use the copper-wire test on all so- 

called hard-to-tear films, because, as can be seen 

from the chart, it helps to classify them. 

When solvents or controlled-temperature hotplates 

are available, solubility and melting-point tests will 

help confirm the film types. Solvent tests are best 

done away from your desk, as spilled solvent can 

mar wood surfaces or remove paint. Drop a 1% sq. 

in. piece of film into an ounce of solvent in a cup o1 

glass. Stir it. Thin films will disappear completely 
in those solvents in which they are soluble (see 

chart). Thicker films soften and slowly dissolve. 

For melting-point tests, such equipment as Fisher- 

Johns melting-point apparatus is essential. The 

thermometer is embedded in a small electric hot- 

plate. As temperature of the hotplate is slowly in- 

creased, slivers of film are dropped on the hotplate 

and the temperature of the thermometer noted the 

instant the film melts. Melting-point tests are not 

necessary for many films (as indicated on the accom- 

panying chart). These tests are helpful in distin- 

guishing vinyls from polyvinylidene chloride ot 

nylon from polyester film. 

But don’t let these more advanced tests blind you 

to the fact that the simple “desk-top chemistry” de- 

scribed earlier in this report can lead you to easy 

identification of various film samples that you want 

to know something about in a hurry. 
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Tri-Sure 
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Methods 

Engineering 

Testing 

Technical 

Figure 1. Laboratory waxing equipment used for applying waxes to cellophane, showing } & equi PI e 

paper wound as for air cooling. Cold calender roll located above the waxer is not shown. 

Wax crystal structure vs. WVTR 

Study of the basic factors of wax coatings 

indicates that water vapor does not penetrate individual crystals 

of wax, but seeks paths between them 

O.. of the most important properties that many 

packaging materials must have is that of being a 

good water barrier. The wrapper must resist water 

transmission either in the form of vapor or liquid. 

\ most efficient coating in this respect is paraffin 

wax. A study of the basic factors of wax films that 

affect the water-vapor transmission rate (WVTR) in- 

dicates that water vapor does not penetrate indi- 

vidual crystals, but must pass between them. Hence. 

*California Research Corp., Richmond, Calif F 
the Tapr1-ASTM Technical Committee on Petro 

LAPPI magazine 

rom a paper 

OCTOBER 1958 

Wax. ¢ rtesy 

By R.C 

any condition that produces larger and closer-packed 

plate crystals. oriented parallel to the plane of the 

base sheet. will reduce WVTR. 

The shock cooling of molten-wax films in cold 

water gives small, unoriented wax crystals. Such a 

film also may possess numerous small cracks or fis- 

sures and microscopic defects through which vapor 

can pass. In this shock-cooled condition the WVTR 

is relatively high. During storage the wax tends to 

recrystallize and grow into large plates, oriented 

parallel to the base sheet. Also in the process, small 



55°F. WATER-COOLED 

35°F. WATER-COOLED 

(Photomicrographs 950X, underneath lighting, crossed polarizers) 
73 deg. F. storage 95 deg. F. storage 
’ 5 “ 4 —- oy eS 

ee = 

FIGURE 4 FIGURE 5 

cracks are healed. The crystallization is accelerated 

by an increase in storage temperature. The crystal 

growth and reorientation, together with the tendency 

for cracks to heal, effectively reduce the WVTR. 

\ great deal of material has been published on 

test methods for WVTR, but only a little on the 

WVTR of waxed papers as such (1, 2). However, 

there is a rather extensive background on studies of 

permeability (8, 9, 10, 11, 12,13) and WVT (3, 4, 

5, 6, 7) of polymer films. 

The usual theory for most permeability problems 

follows (3, 8, 9): 

through a film in the absence of imperfections, such 

is as Transmission of a gas 

as cracks or holes, is an activated diffusion process 

(9). Under steady-state conditions and assuming the 

diffusion constant to be independent of concentra- 

tion, it can be shown (9) that 

be, 6) 
q j - 

where: q = amount of gas diffusing through unit 

area of the film in unit time 

‘D = diffusion constant 

C, = concentration of gas at the high- 

pressure side 

C, = concentration of gas at the low- 

pressure side 

| = thickness of the film 

Since C, = Sp, and C, = Sp, (according to Henry’s 

law ) 

where: S = the Henry’s solubility coefficient for the 

gas and film involved 

p, and p, =the pressures of the gas in- 

volved at the respective sides of the film. 

#Numbers in parentheses identify References appended. 

Water-cooled Wax ‘A’ on cellophane 

(Photomicrographs 110-X, overhead lighting) 
T2A-n © tam FE -taomme 

FIGURE 6 FIGURE 7 

FIGURE 8 FIGURE 9 

DS (p, — p») 

l 
Therefore: q 

The permeability constant P is usually assigned 

to the product DS. Both D and S are temperature 

dependent (9). 

S = 5S, exp (—AH/RT) 

D = D, exp (—E,/RT) 

where: AH = the heat of solution 

E, = the activation energy for the diffusion 

process 

S, and D, - 

stants irrespective of temperature 

solubility and diffusion con- 

Unfortunately, the theory in this form does not 

seem to fit quantitatively the WVTR data for the 

waxed papers we studied, especially in view of the 

fact that the WVTRs of these wax films change with 

time after waxing. Hence, we were led to suspect 

that one of the fundamental assumptions of the 

above theory is not applicable and that imperfec- 

tions, such as cracks or holes, are the main sources 

for WVT through wax films. This belief is bolstered 

by the very reasonable assumption that hydrocarbon 

crystals are not permeated by water vapor (3, 13). 

Proposed mechanism 

Transfer of water vapor through a barrier de- 

pends upon the nature of the atoms or molecules in 

the barrier and upon how they are joined together. 

Gross cracks or film defects, should they exist, would 

increase the passage of water vapor. It is reasonable 

to believe that an ideal barrier for water vapor 

would be a crystalline solid rather than a liquid or 

amorphous material. Molecular mobility that might 

occur in the latter substances could assist the migra- 

tion of water molecules through the barrier. The 

MODERN PACKAGING 



atoms or molecules in a perfect barrier should have 

a low affinity for water. Polar groups permit the 

barrier to absorb water vapor and thus assist its 

transfer through the film. Naturally, bulky sub- 

stituents in the center of the molecules would inter- 

fere with the close packing necessary for the forma- 

tion of a crystal lattice. 

Macroscopically speaking, an excellent barrier 

would be composed of large, uniform crystals with 

a minimum amount of void spaces between crystals 

through which water could pass. Ideally, the barrier 

should be a single crystal; however, practically, 

large-plate crystals oriented perpendicular to the 

direction of vapor flow would enable the crystals to 

block efficiently the passage of water vapor. 

Many organic films do not meet one or more of 

the above requirements and, consequently, have 

relatively high WVTRs. Films in this group include 

cellulose acetate, ethyl cellulose, polyvinyl alcohol, 

acrylonitrile polymer and plain cellophane. Most of 

these polymers contain hydrophilic groups which 

tend to attract water molecules. 

Paraffin wax, a familiar and effective water bar- 

rier, almost meets the above ideal requirements. The 

close-packing and hydrophobic properties of crys- 

talline wax prevent water or water vapor from pene- 

trating the individual crystals. Consequently, the 

WVTR should depend upon the number, size and 

nature of the paths around the crystals. Moreover. 

any conditions which produce larger and closer- 

packed plate crystals perpendicular to the flow of 

water vapor will reduce the WVTR of the wax film. 

With respect to waxed paper, the effect of the per- 

meability constant of the paper (i.e., its resistance 

to water vapor) is negligible as far as the total 

WVTR is concerned (12). We believe that the visual 

observations with the microscope, the X-ray in- 

formation and the WVTR results of this study agree 

with this proposed mechanism of water-vapor trans- 

mission through waxed papers. 

Experimental techniques 

Optical microscopy and X-ray diffraction were 

used to study the crystalline structure of wax films. 

These studies gave information on the internal crys- 

tal structure; on the orientation, size and packing of 

the crystals; and on any gross defects in the wax 

film. Details of wax crystal structure are obscured 

by the cellulose fibres in any base paper. For this 

reason plain transparent cellophane, which offers 

little resistance to water-vapor transfer, was used as 

the base for wax films. Photomicrographs were 

taken using both reflected and transmitted light. 

Phase-contrast and polarized-light methods were also 

used in some cases. 

The WVTRs were determined by Tapr1 Method 

OCTOBER 1958 

T-448m-49, with one minor revision. The Tapp! 

method specifies that the test cups be placed in an 

inverted position during the test period. Preliminary 

work showed that with good water-vapor barriers 

the WVTR is the same for upright or inverted test 

cups. Use of the upright position eliminates any 

abrasive action of the desiccant on the wax film. A 

room controlled at 73 deg. F. (+ 0.5 deg. F.) and 

50% | 

tests. 

Preliminary WVTR studies were made using glas- 

2%) relative humidity was used for the 

sine paper as the base stock. Inasmuch as a cello- 

phane base was necessary for microscope studies, its 

use in WVTR determinations also was desirable. 

Comparison of WVTR results showed that the 

waxed-cellophane values were only slightly lower 

than those obtained with waxed glassine paper. All 

changes in WVTR followed the same trends with 

both base materials. Therefore, it is believed that 

most results and theories derived for cellophane- 

based films can be applied to waxed glassine paper. 

Three waxes having melting points of 161.4 deg. 

F. AMP (“A”), 143.7 deg. F. AMP (“B”) and 136.3 

deg. F. AMP (“C” 

waxes were applied to the cellophane using the labo- 

) were selected for study. The 

ratory waxing equipment shown in Figure 1. Water- 

cooled films were applied at 125 ft./min. and cooled 

Wax ‘B’ on cellophane 

65 deg. F. water cooled 

(Photomicrographs 110-X, under- (Photomicrographs 110-X, 

neath lighting, crossed polarizers) overhead lighting) 

DUN 
JUST WAXED 

73°F. STORAGE 

FIGURE 12 

95°F. STORAGE 

FIGURE 14 FIGURE 15 



Table f: \ ater-vapor transmission rates 

of waxes on plain transparent cellophane. 

73 deg. F., 50% relative humidity 

WVTR, gms, per 

square meter per day . 

Stored 

W ater 

cooling 

temper Wax Stored 

ature weight, 

> lb.'/ream at73° F 1-5 days 38 days 

4” 85 7.5 0.03 

(161.4° FL. AMP) ; : BS 0.02 

55 0.03 

65 5 0.03 

\ir 

cooling = 7.7 0.06 

0.15 0.08 

0.12 0.03 

0.05 0.03 

0.07 0.02 

0.09 0.02 

0.10 0.18 

0.02 0.07 

0.08 0.05 

0.11 0.05 

cooling — 5. 0.04 0.03 

WINTR 

in water at 35, 45, 55 and 65 deg. F. The wax films 

had fewer gross mechanical defects than normally 

are present in commercial waxed surfaces. Air- 

cooled specimens were obtained by allowing the 

wax film to cool at room temperature, necessitating 

lower waxing speeds (approximately 10 ft./min.). 

Wax weights varied from 5.7 to 7.7 Ibs. per ream, 

but for each wax varied no more than 0.6 Ib. per 

ream. The wax bath was controlled at 175 to 180 

Water-cooled Wax ‘B’ on cellophane 

storage at 95 deg. F. for 96 hrs. 

(Photomicrographs 450X, crossed polarizers 
at the extinction point of the cellophane) 

FIGURE 16 - 35°F 

FIGURE 19 - 65°F. 

(POLARIZERS NOT CROSSED) 
FIGURE 18 - 55°F 

Stored at95° F. at 95° F. 

deg. F. 

smoother rolls was adjusted to give a uniform, 

The temperature of the counter-rotating, 

smooth-appearing wax film. The last of the three 

smoother rolls was 4 in. above the surface of the 

cooling water. Storaze conditions for all samples 

were at 73 deg. F. (+ 0.5 deg. F.), 50° (42%) 

relative humidity unless otherwise indicated. Ele- 

vated storage conditions used were 95 deg. F. and 

roughly 25‘¢ relative humidity. 

WVTR observations 

The WVTRs of the waxed cellophanes are shown 

in Table I. At 73 deg. F. storage the WVTRs of 

water-cooled film of Wax “A” (161.4 deg. F. AMP) 

are much higher than those of the other waxes. How- 

ever, after storage at 95 deg. F. the WVTRs of all 

wax films are extremely low. With water-cooled 

films, storage at 95 deg. F. reduced the WVTR of 

Wax “A” by about 98%. The WVTRs of Wax “B” 

(143.7 deg. F. AMP) and Wax “C” (136.3 deg. F. 

\MP) in most cases were reduced more than 50%. 

It is apparent that these marked changes in WVTR 

must have been caused by significant changes in the 

nature of the wax film. 

Microscopic study 

The photomicrographs of water-cooled Wax “A” 

films shown in Figures 2 and 4 do not reveal a differ- 

ence in crystal size that could account for the varia- 

tion in WVTR with different water-cooling tempera- 
tures. However, in Figures 6 and 8 the photomicro- 

zraphs of the wax surface show an unusual array of 

cracks or fissures in the films that do correlate with 

WVTR. (The large grooves at the edges of the 

photomicrographs are scratches put in the film for 

locating the same field of view on subsequent ex- 

amination.) The film cooled in 35 deg. F. water has 

much less cracking than those cooled in warmer 

water. The WVTR of the film cooled at 35 deg. F. 

is almost 50% lower than those quenched at higher 

temperatures. This indicates that the large cracks 

or any small submicroscopic cracks may account 

for the differences in the high initial WVTRs of Wax 

“A” films. The relatively (when compared to Waxes 

“B” and “C”) high initial WVTR of the film of 

Wax “A” is probably due to 

the small grain or crystal size. 

cooled at 35 deg. F. 

The long direction of the cracks always is located 

perpendicular to the direction in which the cello- 

phane is moving during waxing. These cracks origi- 

nate in the water bath and increase in size and 

number as the water-bath temperature is elevated. 

One possible explanation for this is as follows: As 

the wax film is quenched, the surface cools faster 

than the wax near the cellophane. In very cold water 

the entire film may effectively freeze “instantane- 

MODERN PACKAGING 



ously.” As the water temperature is raised, the heat- 

withdrawal rate may drop below the critical level 

for “instantaneous” freezing. A surface crust could 

form before the inside of the film has solidified. Im- 

pact and shear due to the rapid movement of the 

film through the water could create the cracks shown 

in Figures 6 and 8. 

Storage at 95 deg. F. causes a definite change. 

Figures 7 and 9 show that the large cracks have 

healed and now remain as scars rather than open 

cracks. As shown in Figures 3 and 5, the grain size 

of the crystals also has increased significantly, A 

probable explanation of the effect of storage at 95 
deg. F. 

the large cracks and perhaps any submicroscopic 

now is evident. Recrystallization has caused 

ones to heal, The crystal size perpendicular to the 

flow of water vapor also has increased. In light of 

the proposed mechanism of water-vapor transfer. 

both of the changes should decrease the WVTR of 

the wax film. (The possibility of cold flow causing 

this healing process is belied by the photomicro- 

graphs, i. e., lack of change in the scratch marks and 

the fact that grain size increased. ) 

With Wax “A” 

changes in the wax film occur at 73 deg. F. 

there was no evidence that these 

storage. 

However, as shown in Figures 10 and 12, films of 

Wax “B” (143.7 deg. F. AMP), the cracks start to 

heal soon after waxing. Photomicrographs taken 

nine to 10 days after waxing showed that further 
change had occurred by the time the WVTR of these 

films was determined. If one could measure the 

WVTR of Wax “B” films immediately after waxing. 

it is probable that the rate would be nearly as high 

as that of Wax “A.” 

The increase in crystal size and the healing of 

cracks at both 73 and 95 deg. F. storage are shown 

in Figures 10 through 15. If storage at 95 deg. F. 

is continued long enough, the crystals become so 

large and compacted that the wax film begins to 

resemble one large crystal. The film in Figure 15 is 

approaching this stage. After 38 days at 95 deg. F.. 

all samples of water-cooled Wax “B” were nearly 

converted to this form. It is believed that the 

peculiar-looking zones and lines visible with over- 

head lighting, such as in Figures 12 and 14, are very 

thin layers of recrystallized wax on the top surface 

of the film. These recrystallized films were. strik- 

ingly transparent and had lost the translucent ap- 

pearance of water-cooled waxed cellophane. It is not 

surprising that the WVTRs of such sheets were ex- 

tremely low. We now assume that essentially all 

vapor probably then passed through unknown and 

widely scattered imperfections or damaged areas. 

The effect of cooling-water temperature on the 

rate of crystal change at 95 deg. is shown in Figures 

16 through 19. The 35 deg. F. cooled film has a 
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Water-cooled Wax ‘C’ on cellophane 

(Photomicrographs, 110-X, overhead lighted) 
65 deg. F. water cooled 

FIGURE 20 

73°F. STORAGE 

FIGURE 21 

95°F.—96 HOURS 

FIGURE 22 

definite large-grained crystal structure, but not so 

large as the 45 deg. F. cooled film. The 55 deg. F. 

cooled film has begun the transformation into the 

final stage as evidenced by the black area at the top 

of the photomicrograph. The 65 deg. F. cooled film 

has totally converted into the last stage and appears 

totally black if viewed through crossed polarizers. 

As with Wax “ 

temperature transform most rapidly. It is likely that 

A.” the films quenched at the higher 

a higher cooling-water temperature yields more suit- 

able environment, such as nucleations which later 

serve as centers for the recrystallization process. One 

can now see why, in the usual tests at 73 deg. F.. 

Wax “B” is a better water-vapor barrier than Wax 

‘A.” Both crystal growth and healing of cracks 

occur more rapidly and at lower temperatures. 

The films of Wax “C” (136.3 deg. F. AMP) 

differed from the others in that they contained many 

small cracks even if quenched in 35 deg. F. water. 

The previous discussion on the possible relationship 

between rate of cooling and crack formation can 

he applied here. Just below its melting point, the 

lower-melting wax would cool more slowly than the 

higher-melting waxes in a water bath at the same 

temperature. This could cause more cracks, i.e., no 

“instantaneous” freezing may be in effect with a 

lower-melting wax. 

Although Wax “C” developed cracks easily when 



Table Il: X-ray diffraction measurements of 

Wax 

W ater cooling temperature, 

“A” (161.4° F. AMP) on cellophane 

I (200) IT (110) ire, 

g spac ings 

Storage temperat Vumber of orders of ion Intensity of Intensity of 1 (002) Intensity ratio I (110) Intensity ratio Intensity ratio I (002) 

90 

33 
33 

>90 
24 
62 

water cooled, these cracks were able to heal more 

easily than those observed with the higher-melting- 

point waxes. The small cracks formed in 35 deg. F. 

water healed in a few days at 73 deg. F. The larger 

cracks formed in 65 deg. F. water healed to some 

extent at 73 deg. F. and healed completely at 95 deg. 

F., as seen in Figures 20, 21 and 22. With Wax “C” 

partial recrystallization was rapid. However, during 

storage at 95 deg. F., the crystals in these films did 

not grow as large or re-orient as completely as the 

Wax “B” crystals. 

X-ray diffraction measurements 

X-ray diffraction measurements on crystalline 

solids may be used to determine the manner in which 

molecules or atoms are arranged in crystals. In a 

solid containing many crystals, X-ray diffraction 

may be used to determine the degree of orientation 

of these crystals. 

Figures 23 and 24 portray the interplanar spac- 

ings in the wax crystals and show the relationship 

of the spacings to the positions of the hydrocarbon 

molecules. The (001) and (002) spacings are re- 

lated to the c axis of the crystal, i.e., to the average 

chain length of the wax molecules; hence, they are 

long spacings. The (200) and (110) spacings are 

related to the a axis and a combination of the a and 

b axes, respectively, or the distance between the wax 

molecules in the same crystal unit; therefore, they 

are called short spacings. As regards the macro- 

scopic shape of wax crystals, in the plate crystals the 

ce axis is perpendicular to the large, flat planes of 

the plate; whereas, the a and b axes lie in the large 

planes of the plate. 

The X-ray measurements were done in such a 

manner that the crystals with interplanar spacings 
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Figure 23. Schematic representation of a par- 

affin wax crystal viewed perpendicular to the C 

p 
w 

axis, showing crystal spacings. 

i J 

A AXIS 

Figure 24. Schematic representation of a par- 
affin crystal viewed perpendicular to plane formed 

by A and B axes, showing crystal spacings. 

oriented perpendicular to the plane of the paper were 

the only ones observed. However, by noting the 

changes in these spacings one can speculate about 

the configurations of the remainder of the crystals. 

If the wax film possesses a preferred orientation of 

certain spacings perpendicular to the paper, both the 

intensity and number of orders of the long spacings 

observed are high. So if the intensity ratios, 1( 001) 

1(110) or (002) /1(110), are near zero, the c axes 

are not predominantly oriented perpendicular to the 

paper. They are either randomly oriented or pref- 

erably oriented in another direction. If these ratios 

are high and if three or four orders of the (001) 

and (002) spacings are observed, the c axes (long- 

chain axes) are predominantly oriented perpendicu- 

lar to the paper. The (001) and (002) long spacings 

have weaker X-ray diffraction intensities than the 

(110) or (200) short spacings. Consequently, with 

a random orientation the (110) and (200) spacings 

should predominate; and it might be impossible to 

detect the (001) and (002) diffractions. The X-ray 

diffraction intensities reported here are only ap- 
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This packaging expert puts products in motion... 
Olin Cellophane Specialists help speed 

Distribution, Sales and Production 

Executives are sometimes surprised by 

hipping, warehousing, storage and 

re advantages produced by im- 
-d packaging. Olin Cellophane 
sentatives, backed by a team of 

technical, research and merchandising 

specialists can often bring these advan 

tages to firms like your own. Because 

this unique team is in a position to know 

the newest innovations in packaging 
materials, machinery, laminations and 

coultings, box and tray constructions, 

Olin 
‘ 

and merchandising techniques, it can 
bring added success to either new or! 

established products. 
Ask in an Olin Cellophane represen 

tative, today. Or write: Film Division 

655 Madison Ave., New York 21, N. ¥ 

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation 



Planned Packaging 

...increases sales through 

tempting product display 

Whether you need containers, cartons or displays, you save time 

and money by dealing with Ohio Boxboard—your single source 

of supply for all packaging. 21 sales offices, strategically located 

and staffed by packaging experts assure fast design, develop- 

ment and testing. The result— you get packages that give more 

protection and bigger sales. 

You further benefit from our 7 container plants and 4 carton 

plants that assure fast, dependable deliveries . . . maximum 

economy. 

Let one of our representatives show you how Planned 

Packaging can work for you. Write or phone today. 

Planned Packaging moves merchandise moves 

PLANTS 

The Ohio Boxboard Company, Rittman, Ohio 

Empire Box Corporation, South Bend, Indiana 

The General Carton Company, Cleveland, Ohio 

The Norwalk Paper Box Company, Norwalk, Ohio 

The Ohio Boxboard Company The Ohio Boxboard Co., Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Western Containers, Inc., Lockport, N. Y. 

Rittman, Ohio Fairbanks Containers, Inc., Middletown, Ohio 

P Champion Containers, Inc., Plymouth, Michigan 

Containers ‘ Cartons Displays The Ohio Boxboard Company, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 

The Ohio Boxboard Company, Youngstown, Ohio 



proximate values, but show a qualitative pattern 

of the changes in crystal orientation. 

The X-ray diffraction data on water-cooled films 

of Wax “A” are given in Table II. At 73 deg. F. 

storage no preferential orientation of the c axes 

(long-chain axes) is evident. However, after storage 

at 95 deg F. the situation has changed so that many 

crystals are oriented with their c axes perpendicular 

to the base sheet. Plate crystals oriented in this 

manner would have their long macroscopic dimen- 

sions parallel to the cellophane (perpendicular to the 

direction of vapor flow). In order for the change in 

orientation to occur, recrystallization of the wax 

film would be necessary. Why do these crystals tend 

to recrystallize? Solids and liquids tend to decrease 

their surface area in relation to volume. This tend- 

ency produces growth of large crystals at the ex- 

pense of small crystals or ones that for some reason 

cannot grow easily. As the temperature increases, the 

mobility of the molecules increases and the recrys- 

tallization process becomes more rapid. 

X-ray diffraction measurements on Wax “B” and 

Wax “C” 

so that their c axes are predominantly perpendicular 

indicate that these waxes also recrystallize 

to the base sheet. These waxes recrystallize and re- 

and the effect of 

storage at higher temperatures was less apparent. 

orient to some extent at 73 deg. 

This behavior correlates with the microscopic ob- 

servations and the WVTR results. 

Behavior of air-cooled wax films 

Air-cooled wax films were included to study the 

effect of slow cooling rates. It is probable that the 

results can be applied to the behavior of calender- 

cooled waxed paper. Examination of air-cooled films 

of Wax “A” in Figures 25 through 27 shows a 

marked contrast with the water-cooled films. Cracks 

shown in Figure 25 are larger, but are fewer in 

number than with the water-cooled waxes. The exact 

depth of the cracks is not known, but the WVTRs 

may indicate that they do not go completely through 

the film. X-ray diffraction studies show that the air- 

cooled films contain crystals which are predomi- 

nantly oriented with their ¢ axes perpendicular to 

the base sheet. 

The large cracks which also occur with air-cooled 

Waxes “B” and “C” 

95 deg. F. X-ray diffraction showed some re-orienta- 

tion at 95 deg. F.., 

with water-cooled films. With all air-cooled wax 

were not healed by storage at 

but less than that which occurs 

films, the intensity of the white clusters like those 

in Figure 27 decreased during storage at 95 deg. F. 

These clusters may be crystals on edge, needle 

crystals. or at least an indication of some discon- 

tinuity between crystals. The presence of any crystal 

boundary might affect WVTR. The decrease in these 
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boundaries may be the main factor which reduces 

the WVTR of air-cooled films during storage at 

95 deg. F. 

From our observations, the air-cooled wax films 

have cracks in them, but the crystal or grain size is 

large, with the plates being oriented parallel to the 

plane of the paper. The large grain size is probably 

responsible for the lower WVTR of air-cooled films 

as opposed to water-cooled films which have not 
been recrystallized. Completely recrystallized water- 

cooled films have no cracks and a large crystal size. 

so one expects their WVTRs to be at least equal to 

or lower than the WVTRs of air-cooled films. This 

is observed as seen in Table I. 

Conclusions 

1. Water vapor does not penetrate wax crystals, 

but passes between them. The rate of vapor transfer 

depends on the nature, size and number of paths 

between the wax crystals. 

2. Large, wax plate crystals, oriented parallel to 

the base sheet, give a low water-vapor transmission 

rate. Formation of these large, oriented plate crystals 

is aided by air cooling the wax film or by recrystal- 

lization and re-orientation of the water-cooled wax 

film during storage. An increase in storage tem- 

perature accelerates the rate of recrystallization 

and reduces WVTR. 
3. Defects in the wax [Continued on page 196| 

Air-cooled Wax ‘A’ on cellophane 

95°F. STORAGE 

110-X OVERHEAD 

LIGHTING 

110-X UNDERNEATH 
LIGHTING PHASE 

CONTRAST 

110-X UNDERNEATH LIGHTING CROSSED 
POLARIZERS AT 

EXTINCTION POINT 
OF THE CELLOPHANE 

FIGURE 27 
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Chis consultation service on packaging subjects is at your com 

mand, Simply address your questions to Technical Editor, Modern 

Packaging, 575 Madison Ave.. New York 22, N. Y. Your name or 
other identification will not appear with any published answer. 

Variations in gas transmission 

Q: He notice that data on the trans- 

mission of plastic films to £ases and 

moisture can vary widely between 

different films. However, we do not 

understand why a given film can 

show large differences in transmis- 

sion values between oxygen, carbon 

dioxide, 

Wee consider each of these gases to 

nitrogen and water vapor. 

be quite similar in many ways and 

also that water vapor acts like a true 

gas. ls there a basic explanation for 

these differences and are these dif- 

ferences predictable for a given film 

formulation? 

A: The 

through a plastic film is a complex 

transmission of gases 

function that depends upon the com- 

position of the film and the gas. 

Since the transmission of gases is 

not a purely mechanical phenome- 

non, the result can be large dif- 

ferences in permeation values be- 

tween various gases for a given film. 

Some of the film properties that 

can affect gas permeation values are 

the molecular structure, the ratio 

between the erystalline and amor- 

phous phases, the size of the erystal- 

lites and the solubility of the gas in 

the resin. Also an important factor 

can be the effect of the moisture 

content of the film and the humidity 

of the gas. Some types of very thin 

films can show high permeation 

values for all gases, but this is 

caused by mechanical porosity re- 

sulting from the process of making 

the film. 

There are too many factors that 

can affect the gas permeation values 

to attempt to predict the results for 

films of various composition or films 

of various laminations and with vari- 

ous coatings. There are many re- 

liable 

permeabilities for all types of gases, 

methods of measuring the 

either alone or as mixtures. and 

under controlled conditions. Since 

gas permeability is dependent upon 

temperature and humidity, these two 
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factors should be controlled and re- 

ported for precise measurements. 

The measurement of water-vapor 

transmission only is a much simpler 

process, since water vapor is easilv 

adsorbed by a desiccant. 

Vacuumizing as a rust inhibitor 

Q: We use polyethylene bags for 

packaging metal parts. We would 

like to vacuumize these bags as a 

means of reducing further the dan- 

ger of rusting from moisture. Can 

you suggest a low-cost machine thai 

would vacuumize and heat seal poly- 

ethylene bags in one operation? 

A: The vacuumizing of plastic film 

bags will not reduce the danger of 

rusting or in any way extend the 

shelf life of the packaged parts. 

Vacuumizing bags of this type will 

only help by conforming the bag to 

the shape of the product during 

handling, packing and sealing. A 

thin-gauge polyethylene bag, how- 

ever, will lose its vacuum in a short 

period of time. To extend shelf life 

of ferrous-metal parts packaged in a 

plastic bag, the simplest method is 

to use a vapor-phase inhibitor with- 

in the bag. 

Vacuum packing is most effective 

for products that oxidize easily, such 

as many types of food products. To 

hold a vacuum in a flexible package 

iequires the use of special materials 

of low air permeability capable of 

making weld-type fin seals, as well 

as special equipment for vacuum- 

izing and sealing. Polyethylene has 

too high a value of air permeation 

for this use. Moisture is the factor 

that induces rusting of metal parts 

and the moisture imperviousness of 

polyethylene film would not be 

changed by vacuumizing. 

It is suggested that you use vac- 

uumizing only as a means of con- 

forming the bags to the parts before 

sealing and that you use a vapor- 

phase inhibitor to extend your prod- 
uct’s shelf life. 

Cellulose pad in sterile pack 

Q: One of our products is a cellulose 

pad that we would like to put up as 

an individual unit in a sterile pack- 

age. We are now packaging the 

product without sterilization. What 

kind of paper and package should 

we use to make an individual unit 

pack that will keep its sterility up to 

the time the package is opened? 

A: The general criteria for making 

a sterile package are easily defined, 

but not quite so easy to follow in 

practice. 

Sterilization of this class of prod- 

ucts is done mostly by a combination 

of heat and moisture. The paper 

should readily allow the penetra- 

tion of moist heat without severe 

distortion or color change. This 

means the use of a paper having a 

high rate of diffusion for air and 

without holes that would allow con- 

taminants to enter. The package can 

be formed with adhesives that re- 

sist softening under the heat and 

moist conditions of sterilization. The 

package seams and seals must be 

well overlapped or double folded, 

then glued to maintain their integ- 

rity during processing and shipping. 

There are a number of paper 

manufacturers that specialize in 

making various types, grades and 

weights of paper that are used for 

sterile packaging. It is also import- 

ant that you test the inks used to 

print the packages to be sure that 

the colors are not seriously altered 

by exposure to the heat and moisture 

of the sterilization process. 

Sterilization can be effected by 

heat alone, but if dry heat is used 

the temperatures required are so 

high that any paper is excessively 

degraded and also your cellulosic- 

pad product can be discolored. 

[There are many combinations of 

paper. ink and adhesive that will 

make attractive and durable pack- 

ages that will deliver a_ sterilized 

product to the point of use. 
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T'S TRUE! 
.you can save many ways with 

AVERY LABELS 
Whether you identify anything from abalone 

steaks to zithers, these Avery pressure-sensitive 

Labels contribute uncommon efficiency. Here a 

very few of Avery’s case histories reveal how 

IN THE CHIPS — Meadow Gold 
Products Co. finds Avery Labels 

fine for indicating ice cream 
flavors. By using these time- 
saving labels to identify every- 
thing from chocolate chip to rum 
raisin, the Brooklyn firm mini- 
mizes the need for big inventories 
of preprinted boxes... and aids 
handling operations by providing 
identification at a glance. 

diverse firms economize with these versatile self- 

adhesive labels. In the office, on the assembly 

line or at point-of-purchase — it’s always true — 

you can save many ways with Avery Labels! 

FITS THE PATTERN—Fine 
Melamine dinnerware produced by 

the Boonton Molding Company is 
distinguished by self-adhesive 
Avery labels bearing the Boonton- 
ware trademark. Applied at the 
rate of 3000 to 5000 per hour, 
these labels also carry the pattern 
name to aid selection at the con- 
sumer level. Easily applied, these 
distinctive, tight-gripping labels 
play a neat role in Boontonware’'s 
overall sales appeal. 
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COOKING WITH GAS—Relying on 
decals to identify a new Propane 
Cook Stove and Lantern required 
four full-time operators . . . and 
created a bottleneck for the Otto 
Bernz Company of Rochester. 
When an experiment revealed the 
unusual gripping ability of Avery 
labels, they were adopted readily. 
Following the changeover, one 
eperator was able to handle the 
entire process .. . smoothly. 

ALWAYS ASK FOR 

AVERY LABELS 
a different they make / 

Avery Labels are manufactured and distributed throughout the worid 
Write Foreign Operations, Avery Adhesive Label Corp., Monrovia, California, for addresses 
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EFFICIENCY PLUS—Avery’s brand- 
new Model 100 Labeler represents 
a seven league stride in packag- 

ing. Designed to handle 12,000 
adhesive labels without reload, 
it can dispense and apply Avery 
labels in exact register at a rate 
of 40 to 300 units per minute. 
Adaptable for a wide range of ap- 
plications, this unusually efficient 
automatic labeler is in production 
and available for delivery. 

AVERY ADHESIVE LABEL CORP., Div. 127 

117 Liberty St., New York 6 ¢ 608 S. Dearborn St 
Chicago 5 © 1616 S. California Ave., Monrovia, Calif 

Please send me further details on how Avery Labels 
can save me time and money 

Please have your sales representative call soon 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City Zone State 



Equipment and materials 

Vial filler and capper 

Arenco has introduced a fully automatic machine that feeds, 

fills, caps and seals small bottles or vials at reported production 

speeds of up to 3,600 completed containers per hour. The 

Capsolut Cartrix, 

as it is called, 

feeds vials from 
the magazine to 

a rotary carrier 

at synchronized 

speeds. Filling is 

accomplished in 

two steps: the 

first fills contain- 
ers to about 50% 

of volume, after 

which the main 

fill unit com- 

8 pletes the opera- 

tion, then forces the remaining air and superfluous liquid out 

of the container. This two-stage fill operation insures filling 

without air bubbles, the supplier claims. Caps are sorted, fed 

from a vibrator through a feed slide and positioned on con- 

tainers. A spinning mechanism effects a secure seal, after 

which vials are fed through an outlet tube for packing or 

delivery to a conveyor. Patented attachments prevent filling 

or sealing operations when no container is placed under the 
mechanism of the machine. This feature, according to the com- 

pany, prevents the possibility of accidental spilling. Arenco 

Machine Co., Inc., 25 W. 43 St., New York 36 

Unit makes seamless aluminum cans 

S & S Machinery Co. has been named exclusive distributor 

in North America for a Swiss machine that automatically 

produces seamless, rigid-wall aluminum cans economically and 
at high speed. Developed by Kellver, Ltd., Zurich, the equip- 

ment deep draws flat aluminum-alloy disks, ejecting them at 

high speed as finished, one-piece, seamless cans. By using 

aluminum alloy rather than pure aluminum, a stronger, more 

dent-resistant lightweight container is achieved, the supplier 

points out. Claimed to occupy only a fraction of the floor space 

required by standard tinplate production lines, the unit can 

produce aluminum or other metal cans ranging in diameter 

from 2 to 4% in. in a variety of lengths. S & S Machinery 
Co., 140 53 St., Brooklyn 32. 

New sources for polypropylene 

Enjay Co., a marketer of petrochemicals, has entered the 

plastics-supplying field. The company has just concluded a 

four-year sales agreement with Spencer Chemical Co., under 

which it will supply Spencer with polypropylene from a plant 

now under construction. Initial output of the plant, according 
to Enjay officials, will be 40,000,000 Ibs. per year. Commercial 

quantities of polypropylene will be available early in 1960, 

with market-development quantities to be offered shortly from 

Enjay’s pilot plant. Spencer will market its polypropylene 

under the trade name “Poly-Pro.” Enjay Co., Inc., 15 W. 51 

St., New York 19, and Spencer Chemical Co., Dwight Bldg., 

Kansas City 5, Mo. 

Foamed polystyrene containers 

Champion Paper & Fibre Co. moves into the disposable plastic 

cup and container field with the announcement that it has been 
granted sole licensing rights (except in Texas, Oklahoma and 

Louisiana) for making and selling Crown Machine & Tool Co.’s 

“Thermokups.” Economical and lightweight, the foamed-poly- 

styrene containers possess impressive insulation properties, de- 

spite their thin walls: a cup can be held in the hand without 
discomfort even when containing boiling water. In the manu- 
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facturing process, according to Champion Paper, the poly- 

styrene beads developed for foaming are fed into a ma- 

chine containing low-cost molds. Mid-West Pak Corp., Belvi- 

dere, Ill., a Champion subsidiary, will make the containers, 

which will be available in a variety of colors and sizes. The 

Champion Paper & Fibre Co., Hamilton, O. 

Laminated film for cook-in pouches 

Another entry in the field of boilable thermoplastic films for 

“cook-in-pouch” packaging applications is Continental Can’s 
“Thermolam.” Claimed to have exceptional resistance to heat, 

grease and gas, the new material is composed of medium- 

density polyethylene laminated to polyester by what is de- 
scribed as a special bonding method. Laboratory tests prove 

that the transparent film combination stands up under boiling 
without any signs of delamination, the supplier reports. Conti- 
nental Can Co., Flexible Packaging Div., Mt. Vernon, O. 

Wrapper for soft, flimsy products 

An automatic wrapping machine for packaging soft, flimsy 

products is available from Laukhuff-Pratt. No package stiffener 

is required, because the unit automatically folds and _ seals 

the product in roll-fed glassine or foil. Available with or 
without printing register, the machine also counts and stacks 

finished packages. Speed of operation varies with the product 

to be packaged. The company also is offering an automatic 

wrapping machine for packaging soft products in film which 

is glue sealed to a paperboard backing. Laukhuff-Pratt Mfg. 
Co., 3097 W. Mill Rd., Milwaukee. 

16-head rotary pressure filler 

Mojonnier Associates reports that it can now offer a complete 

line of rotary equipment to meet the increasing demand for 

high-speed _ pro- 

duction required 

by the 

industry. Shown 

is the company’s 
Model 916 A 16 

head rotary flu- 

hydro- 

carbon filler 

which is claimed 
to fill up to 300 

gm. of propellant 

per container at 

aerosol 

orinated 

speeds of up to 120 containers per minute. By the addition 

of more horsepower, the company says, the same unit can be 

made to deliver up to 300 containers per minute. Other units 
in the supplier’s new rotary-equipment line are a 16-head 

rotary product filler, 12-head rotary purger (utilizing fluorin- 

ated hydrocarbons in liquid form), 12-head rotary can crimper 

and a 16-head rotary nitrogen gasser (for food applications), 

Vojonnier Associates, Inc., Franklin Park, Ill. 

Improved metal screw cap 

Among the cited improvements in Armstrong Cork’s newly de- 

signed metal cap are: tightly rolled, kink-free bead; deep, 

smooth thread that provides snug thread-to-glass contact; 

knurl with improved appearance and greater resistance to 

chipping in hoppering, and smooth, gentle fade-out. The caps 

are now available in 22-, 24-, 28-, 30- and 33-mm. sizes. Sizes 

up to 38 mm. will be marketed in the near future. The 
metal caps are made on specially designed equipment featur- 

ing a beading process that rolls the bead tighter and tucks 

the raw-metal edge in more securely, providing a stronger bead 

and freedom from rusting, the supplier says. Reported bene- 

fits of the stronger bead are that caps will not bend during 
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WEAREVER 

VERSATILE 

PACKAGING 

and refill cartridge serves two WEAREVER* package purposes. 

WITH MASS SALES APPEAL 

Mass Produced by 

PLASTIC ARTISANS, INC. 
—— Transparent display packaging is being used by 

WEAREVER warsyayy=me DOMEPAK® serves two dif- WEAREVER’ to write another sales success story. These pen 
—— a — s, Dome projects packages were designed by WEAREVER* around plastic pack- 

‘f die cut card. Back aging components custom developed and mass produced by 
os tana ey PLASTIC ARTISANS. This modern packaging technique com- 

bines sales stimulating self-selection display with product pro- 
tection and pilferproofing. 

The photos show the dual-use versatility of PA’s sales- 
exciting packaging. In two cases, WEAREVER* applied the 
same product-fitting dome, (mass-produced from the same die) 

, to two different packages. These double-duty performances help 
ay ce oneal to reduce costs and simplify inventory. 

ides gleaming show case sail cae , , , : , 
mith pil yorect aavan advantage. a Use Plastic Artisans’ experienced packaging knowledge 

to help improve your sales. Send for PA’s guide to formed plastic 
“Display Packaging” or ask to have a representative call. 

ee PLASTIC ARTISANS. INC. 

toed for rel Dock Street & Martin Place \ AN 

Port Chester, New York @) ie) 

Compote Slide Cover plastic box with roto- i Custom-designed, mass produced packages, package compo- 
gravured identification on cover was pro- 
duced by PA for WEAREVER*. nents, sampling devices, etc. In clear, opaque and colored plastics. 

117 *DAVID KAHN, INC.—Mfr's of WEAREVER® Pens & Mech. Pencils. 
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capping or shipping and will take greater torque on_high- 

speed lines without jamming or distorting. Armstrong Cork Co., 

Glass & Closure Div., Lancaster, Pa. 

Resistant barrier material 

Minnesota Mining is offering a new barrier material that is 

claimed to feature easier fabrication, stronger heat seals, 

greater flexibility and improved oil and grease resistance. The 

company’s Scotchpak brand barrier material is made of a 

tough, heat-sealable polyester film which has been vacuum 

metalized and bonded to a scrim backing. Designed for use 

in bag fabrication, it reportedly has great flex strength at low 

temperatures, does not pinhole easily and has excellent re- 

sistance to delamination by preservative oils, greases or vola 

tile corrosion inhibitors when subjected to environmental 

changes during handling or storage. The material is available 

in rolls 36 in. wide by 200 yds, long. Minnesota Mining & Mfg. 

Co., 900 Bush Ave., St. Paul 6. 

Machine forms unit-portion plastic packs 

Idex Corp. has been named North American distributor for 

the German-made G-1138 Pillo-Pak, a self-contained machine 

that fills, forms and seals individual single-portion packs from 

extruded tubing. The material used—vinyl or other thermo- 

plastic tubing—can be filled with such liquid products as floor 
wax, lighter fluid, shampoo, lotions, paints, oils or condiments. 

The machine is adjustable to provide a wide variety of package 

sizes up to 6% in, long and can produce up to 7,000 units per 
hour, depending on the contents and size of pack. Its high- 

frequency sealing component can form straight-line or nozzle- 

type screw closures. Fully automatic feeding, sealing and 

cutting assure complete uniformity from pack to pack, the 

company says. The machine occupies 4 by 6 ft. of floor space, 

exclusive of conveyors or other accessory equipment. As the 
first production step, up to four rows of preprinted tubing 

(wound on spools at the head of the conveyor) are back 

filled and sealed. The filled tubes then are guided automati- 

cally through the machine to the clamping and sealing elec- 

trode, which forms unit packages of a predetermined size. The 

continuous strips of plastic packages thereby formed then 

travel to a synchronized guillotine cut-off (shown), which 

separates the strips into individual packs. The packs then slide 

into a bulk container. Idex Corp., Summit, N.J. 

Hot-melt, spot-label glue 

A hot-melt, spot-label glue for labeling machines that re 

portedly can be applied with equal facility to hot (160 deg. F.) 

or cold (40 deg. F.) cans and bottles has been introduced 

by Morningstar-Paisley. The adhesive, called M-P 144, is 

claimed to machine at more than 500 cans per minute on 

standard labeling units, applying a permanent bond. Offering 

excellent strength, flexibility and water resistance, the fast- 

setting adhesive—because of its performance over a wide tem- 
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perature range—eliminates the need to clean and refill the gum 

pot when can temperatures are changed, the supplier claims. 
Available in 5-gal. pails, it has a melting point of 225 deg. F. 

Vorningstar-Paisley, Inc., 630 W. 51 St., New York 19. 

Pressure-sensitive sealing tape 
Mid-States Gummed Paper has added a _pressure-sensitive 
sealing tape to its “Green Core” line of packaging materials. 
In addition to the fact that it does not require a moistening 

agent, cited advantages of the tape include: instant sealing, 
permanent bond, waterproofness and resistance to climatic or 

humidity changes, The tape is available in widths of 1, 2 or 

3 in., on 360-ft. rolls. Minnesota Mining & Mig. Co., Mid- 

States Gummed Paper Div., Bedford Park, Ill. 

Gravity-flow weigher and filler 

Designed for small-scale weighing operations, Richardson 

Scale’s Holm GF bench-model weighing and filling machine 

for free-flowing materials is reported to deliver up to 20 ac- 
curate weighings per minute. It is intended for use in con- 

nection with bird seed, gravel, tapioca and similar products 

where accurate weighings into small containers are required. 

Operating by gravity flow, the unit has no motor, agitator or 

other driving mechanism, which assures long, maintenance- 

free service life, the supplier says. As material to be weighed 

and filled is placed into the feed hopper, a discharge gate at 

the bottom of the hopper is opened and the product begins to 

flow down into the uppermost compartment of a_ three-com- 

partment weigh hopper. When the weigh beam comes to bal- 

ance, a retaining latch is automatically released, allowing the 

weigh hopper to rotate one-third of a cycle. The weighed 

material then drops through a discharge spout into a waiting 

container. As the weigh hopper rotates, it automatically turns 
up an empty compartment for the next weighing. The process 

is repeated as long as there is material in the feed hopper. 

Richardson Scale Co., Clifton, N.J. 

Automatic packaging machine and scale 

Jemis’s new automatic packaging machine and scale is re- 

ported to feed and fill flour, cereal and similar free-flowing 

products at more than forty 5-lb. bags per minute, at an ac- 

curacy of plus or minus 0.2 ounce. The twin unit—a feeding 

and filling machine and trim-weigh scale—can accommodate 

bag sizes of 2,5 and 10 lbs. and also can adjust to tube widths 

of 6 to 10% inches. Necessary height adjustments can be 
made simply and quickly, and positive mechanical action as- 

sures constantly accurate alignment and filling without misses 

or stops, the company says. Bemis Bro. Bag Co., Packaging 
Service Dept., 408 Pine St., St. Louis 2 

Glueable polyethylene coatings 

Polyethylene-coated bags and cartons can be run on standard 
glue-sealing machinery at high speeds by a new process that 

makes it possible for packagers to glue paper and carton- 
board coated with the plastic using low-cost dextrin and starch 

adhesives, says Lowe Paper. (See “The First Glueable Poly- 

ethylene Coating,” Mopern Packacine, Aug., 1958, p. 92.) 

The significance of its process, says the company, is that the 

use of packaging materials coated with polyethylene may be 

sharply increased. Possible applications include boxes for 
chlorinated powdered detergents, cereals, cake mixes and other 

products requiring siftproof containers and that now employ 

a loose inner liner. Use of polyethylene-coated cartonboard for 

frozen-food packages is economic, the company says, since it 

eliminates use of overwraps. Lowe Paper Co., Ridgefield, N.J. 

Positioned-design bread wrappers 

Fabricon Products reports the availability of “Positioned De- 
sign” bread wrappers. According to the company, the wrap- 

pers feature one complete design, uniformly positioned on 

each package so that shoppers can instantly identify the 
brand—whether they view the package from the side or the 

top. In continuously printed wrappers, the company points 

out, brand identity often is lost due to poor mechanical posi- 

tioning of the brand name during high-speed production opera- 
tions. Installation of a multicolor, interchangeable-cylinder 
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ANY-DIRECTION VENT—even sprays up- 

ward, for under side of foliage. Preformed 

in just the right size; no danger of user 

punching hole too large or too small for 

proper use. 

ha ep Sake Cy 

a ee 

Ur ge 

CLOG-PROOF FEED — ‘Scientifically per- 
forated underside of plug permits powder 

to pass through... prevents lumps from 

f clogging discharge vent. 

EASY-FILL TOP—Large 1%” friction plug. 

* WAX- COATED INNER TUBE— Special wax 
gives moisture protection and smoother pump- 

ing action. 

SPECIAL FELT INNER VALVE — Allows 

easy passage of air during pumping action, 

yet effectively seals in powder. 

PATENTED BELLOWS VALVE — Positive 
operation—opens on back stroke to admit 

air into pumping chamber; closes on forward 

stroke, for efficient pumping action. 

For refill, or for related use, R. C. Cans offer many 

extra features: paraffin coating, special moisture proof 

laminations, and a wide variety of tops (with or without 

identations for sifting). 

CAN COMPANY 
MAIN OFFICE 
and Factory 9430 Page Ave., St. Louis 14, Mo. 

Branch Factories: 

Arlington, Texas; Rittman, Ohio; Turner, Kansas; Hawthorne, Calif.; Milwaukee, Wisc. 

ANTA 6, GA.—L. C. Morris Co., P.O. Box 8042 Station F., 1156 Dalon Drive, N.£E. @ BOSTON 10, MASS.—Robbins Paper Company, 263 Summer 

et @ CARNEGIE, PA.—Allied Can & Container Co., 9 Sandsbury Ave. @ CHICAGO 51, ILL.—Joe Rovin, R. C. Can Company, 4806 W. Chicago Ave 

CINNATI 2, OH!|O—Harris Containers, A. J. Harris, 307 E. Fourth St., Room 426 @ HAWTHORNE, CALIF.—R. C. Can Company, 12530 Yukon @ IN 

NAPOLIS 20, IND.—John C. Heim, 1500 E. 77th St., (Mail Address, P.O. Box 6043) @ LOS ANGELES 15, CALIF.—Can Supply Company, 1006 W. Wash 

ton Blvd. @ MEMPHIS 3, TENN.—S. W. Scott & Son, 608 McCall Bldg. @ MILWAUKEE, WISC.—National Paper Can & Tube Company, 401 South 7th 

e @ MINNEAPOLIS 1, MINN.—W. L. Bennett, 126 S. Third St. @ NEW ORLEANS 12, LA.—C. E. Dobson, 1003 Carondelet Bldg. @ NEW YORK CITY 

Y.—R. C. Can Company, 225 W. 34th Street @ ORLANDO, FLA.—Palmer Supplies Co., of Florida, Palmer Bldg., 209-211 E. Robinson @ ST. PETERS 
8G, FLA.—J. H. Mackensen, Bay Pines Trailer Park, 10005 Bay Pines Blvd. @ SAN ANTONIO, TEX.—Larkin C. Smith, Jr., 614 West Kingshighway 
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letterpress makes it possible to position one complete design 

on waxed paper according to the paper cut-off, the supplier 

says. Mechanical registration is accomplished by spaced holes 

ilong the edge of the wrapper, punched as the paper is printed. 

Electronic registration is provided by electric-eye marks printed 

along edge of paper. Fabricon Products, River Rouge, Mich. 

Top or bottom can coder 

J. M. Lehmann Co. is U. S. distributor for the Bowers Auto- 
matic Can Coder, a Canadian machine. The coding unit, which 

is reported to fit 

on all types of 

can-closing ma 

chines, prints on 
either tops or 

bottoms of cans. 

Cans of slightly 

different height 
can be printed 

in the same se- 

ries without the 

need for adjust- 

ment of the at- 

tachment, which 

is claimed to op- 

erate at speeds of 60 containers per minute. It accommodates 

cans ranging in capacity from 1/32 to 1 gal., printing up to 

three lines of 12 characters each. Available in either pneu- 
matic-operation or electric models, the coder uses a special 

opaque, quick-drying ink that penetrates the palm oil in which 

cans are usually immersed, leaving a permanent code marking, 
the supplier says. J. M. Lehmann Co., Lyndhurst, NJ. 

Stock-mold polystyrene packages 

From its injection-molding facilities, Standard Pyroxoloid is 

offering packagers a new line of stock-mold polystyrene pack- 

ages designed for re-use after the product itself has been con- 

sumed. These items include a carry case, a mirror-and-tray 

combination and a vanity jar, The carry case is suggested for 

use in packaging such nonperishables as hard candy, small 

items of wearing apparel and toys. The mirror and tray, ac- 

cording to the supplier, can be used for cologne, bath soap 

and other cosmetics. The vanity jar is designed as a container 

for cosmetic powders and similar products. Available in a 

variety of colors or color combinations, the polystyrene pack 

aging items can be custom labeled or imprinted by the com- 

pany. Standard Pyroxoloid Corp., Leominster, Mass. 

‘Spinning-reel’ rewind slitter 

Designed for use by converters of paper, vinyl, polyethylene, 

acetate, cellophane and other packaging materials in which 

excessive tension created by the pull of the rewind shaft may 
cause tearing ts 

Doven’s new BD 

S-24 duplex re 

wind slitter. 

Equipped with 

score-cut or raz 

or-blade slitting & 
stations, this new 

“spinning - reel” 

type of unit re- & 

portedly — elimi- 

nates the tearing 

problem with a al ~ 

pair of felt-driven overriding slip clutches located on the re- 

wind shaft (left, on side of machine). Packaging material is 

fed through the unit by a pair of nip rolls whose pressure is 

controlled manually. The rewind shafts, the supplier points 
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out, therefore have only to take up the slit material with 

enough tension to insure a uniform roll. Operating at speeds 

of up to 750 ft. per minute, the machine is self-adjusting to 

compensate for differences in material thickness, the supplier 

says. Appleton Machine Co., Doven Div., Appleton, Wis. 

Versatile pressure-sensitive label applier 

\{ machine that automatically dispenses and applies pressure- 

sensitive labe!s directly to products or packages has been in- 

troduced by Kleen-Stik of California. Called the Dispens-A- 

Ply, it affixes labels of any shape to almost any surface—flat, 

concave, convex, recessed or irregular the company says. 

Kleen-Stik Products, lnc., 8626 S. San Pedro, Los Angeles. 

Skid-resistant corrugated container 

“Skid-Master” is the name given to its new, skid-resistant 

corrugated shipping container by Olin Mathieson’s Packaging 

Div. Designed to decrease product damage caused by container 

slippage on production lines or in other handling operations, 

controlled friction is built into the container linerboard at 

the mill, the supplier says. In addition to reduced product 

damage, the no-skid container offers personnel safety because 

it stacks more securely, the supplier points out. Other cited 

advantages of the container are that it is easily printable and 
sealable, and it is resistant to scuffing. Olin Vathieson Chem 

ical Corp., 460 Park Ave., New York 22. 

Protective, one-piece asphalt carton 

\ one-piece, sewn-bottom carton designed to speed up filling 
operations, reduce leaks, resist moisture and cut handling 

costs for asphalt producers is offered by Gaylord. With a 

capacity of 100 lbs. of asphalt, the carton is made of 0.030 

kraft containerboard. A glued-overlap manufacturer’s joint re 

portedly eliminates the possibility of leakage caused by holes 

from wire stitches in the carton sides, while bottom leakage 

is prevented by folding over the string-sewn joint at a 90-deg. 

angle before stitching. A silicone release coating applied to 

the inside of the carton is claimed to release cleanly and 

easily over a wide temperature range. Crown Zellerbach Corp., 
Gaylord Container Corp. Div., 111 N. Fourth St., St. Louis 2. 

Applicator for disk labels 

An automatic machine that will apply paper cut-out disks 
over the neck of any container having a pour spout is avail- 

able from Gisholt. Called the Top Label Applicator, it re- 

portedly can accommodate bottles or cans of any size or shape, 
operating at speeds up to 750 containers per minute. The self- 
contained, self-powered unit is designed for mounting on any 

existing conveyor line or over a pocket wheel. A suction device 

removes the cut-out labels singly from a reservoir stack and 

holds them in position at a slight angle to catch the spout as 

the container moves forward on the conveyor or through the 
pocket wheel. Gisholt Machine Co., Packaging Machinery Div., 

Vadison, Wis. 

Electronic predetermining counter 

Standard Instrument’s new Tally-Count electronic predetermi- 

ning counter reportedly controls packaging, unit flow, sorting, 

batching, machine cycling or materials-handling operations at 

speeds of more than 100 per second. Counting capacity of a 

four-decade unit, used as a predetermining counter, is 10,000. 

Used as a totalizing counter, counting capacity is 1,000,000. 

When the unit is used as a predetermining counter, the de- 

sired number is set by turning selector knobs, After the pre- 

set count is reached, relay contacts close to operate any ex- 

ternal device and/or a mechanical register. The unit simul- 

taneously resets to zero and repeats its counting function. 
Standard Instrument Corp., 657 Broadway, New York 12. 

Dust-resistant polystyrene 

Development of “low-static” polystyrenes that can be injec 

tion molded into specialty packages, closures and other prod 

ucts having virtually no attraction for dust particles is an 

nounced by Monsanto’s Plastics Division. Designated as Lus- 
trex Lo-Stat 22, Lustrex Lo-Stat 29, Lustrex RLD-1 and Lus- 
trex RLD-2, the materials practically eliminate the electro- 

static fields which draw dust and arrange it in unsightly pat- 
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on the surfaces of molded pieces, the company claims. 

of the materials, therefore, will reduce the necessity for 
cleaning up packages or products that have been standing 

on shelves for long periods, the supplier points out. Molding 

ind physical properties of the new formulations are reported 
to be comparable with conventional general-purpose —poly- 

styrenes. The materials come in both clear and colored formu 
las. Monsanto Chemical Co.. Plastics Div.. Spring fue ld. Mass 

Automatic closure-molding press 

An automatic closure-molding press equipped with an un 

screwing device that permits the molding of decorative re- 

verse-taper closures as well as straight-wall designs is avail- 

able from Stokes. The 50-ton-capacity press, Model 742, can 

mold caps of any size, shape or form—with internal or external 

in large quantities at low operating cost, the company 

claims. It can accommodate molds with as many as 90 cavities 

threads 

and has a maximum press stroke of 10 inches. Total dry cycle 

time, exclusive of curing time, is 13 seconds, based on an 8-in. 

stroke. The unit is fitted with a rack-type unscrewing device 

ittached to the moving platen on the front of the press, ac- 

Unscrewing of the thread- 

forming force plugs from inside the closures is synchronized 

tuated by a hydraulic cylinder. 

with the opening of the press, so that plugs are withdrawn 

without stripping the threads. After the caps are removed 

delivered down an ejection chute. 

Standard equipment on the press is a powder feeder for the 

molding of closures 20 mm. in diameter or larger. F. J. Stokes 

Corp., 5500 Tabor Rd., Philadelphia 20. 

automatically, they are 

One-piece polyethylene pill viai 

Olympic Plastics has introduced pocket-size pill vials, molded 
in one piece from Bakelite polyethylene. The cap, body and 
flexible hinge all are molded simultaneously. For commercial 

applications, the vials can be printed, silk screened or hot 

stamped, or gummed paper labels can be applied, the company 
says. The vials are available in four sizes, ranging from %4 to 

10 drams. Cited advantages of the vials, in addition to con- 

venience, are low cost and resistance to breakage. Olympic 

Plastics Co., 3471 S. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 16. 

Wire stitcher for carton bottoms 

Use of its new OG wire-stitching mechanism can _ reduce 

claims Pioneer Wire Stitcher. The de 

vice automatically makes its own staples from a 25-lb. spool 

staple costs by 50°, 

of wire while sealing carton bottoms. According to the sup 

plier, one 25-lb. spool is sufficient to bottom 2,000 cartons 

without reloading or down time for maintenance. The resultant 

savings in down-time loss, plus the economies realized by the 

unit making its own staples, offer substantial cost reductions, 

the company says. The portable, pedestal-construction wire 

stitcher is foot-pedal operated. Ordnance Gauge Co., Pioneer 

Wire Stitcher Div., Amber & Hagert Sts., Philadelphia 25. 
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Color-printed steel strapping 

Printed steel strapping that displays the user-company’s name 
or product message every 2 ft. of its length is offered by 

Allegheny Steel Band. Called Printon Strapping, it is available 

printed in any of seven different colors. The printed strapping 

also discourages pilferers, who obviously cannot remove the 
strap and replace it with an identical one, the company says. 

Allegheny Steel Band Co., P.O. Box 716, Pittsburgh 30. 

Lightweight corrugator tapes 

Economy, fewer roll changes and superior working qualities 

on automatic equipment are among the advantages claimed by 

Nashua for its two new lightweight corrugator tapes. The com- 

pany’s “55 Hi-Speed Rhino,” a non-asphaltic, glass-reinforced 

tape, derives increased stiffness from the addition of 5 Ibs. 

of paper in the gumming sheet, the supplier says. This factor 

is reported to eliminate buckling on automatic equipment. In 

addition, the new tape is claimed to be stronger both in cross 

direction and machine direction, yet unusually pliable so that 

it can be applied successfully to irregularly shaped cartons o1 

board as well as to smooth, flat surfaces. The characteristic 

of pliability, the supplier points out, permits the tape to absorb 

shock without rupturing. The tape is available in 3,000-ft. rolls. 

Nashua’s “K-21 Hi-Speed Rhino” is an asphaltic-grade tape 

with a heavier weight of paper in the gumming sheet, which 
is reported to offer trouble-free operation on high-speed taping 

equipment. Nashua Corp., Nashua, N.H 

Bulk shipping containers 

Corrugated bulk shipping containers that hold up to 1 ton 

each of dry, free-flowing materials are being produced by 

Ohio Boxboard. Called “Pillar-Pac,” the containers are con- 

structed of double-wall corrugated board and have body burst 

strength of up to 500 lbs. per sq. in., the company says. They 

are self-palletized (with three skids each) to facilitate handling 

by fork-lift trucks. The supplier points out that the broad, 

smooth sides of the square-shaped, non-returnable containers 

can be imprinted with promotional copy or product informa- 

tion. The Ohio Boxboard Co., Rittman, O 

Positive-action bottle sorter 

A bottle-sorting machine that handles glass or plastic con- 
tainers and vials has been introduced by Chase Mfg. Co. As 

bottles are delivered in a line from a vibratory hopper, an 

air-operated device receives them—neck or bottom first 

and re-adjusts to deposit them all bottom down for filling. 
Claimed to be foolproof, the air unit delivers one bottle per 

stroke, with production speeds of more than 60 per minute. 
An electrically operated valve that controls the air cylinder 

permits the bottle sorter to be tied directly into filling or other 

packaging-machine operation, says the supplier. The Chase 
Mig. Co., 47 E. 19 St., New York 3. 

Fast end-loading can caser 
R. A. Jones & Co. reports that its new constant-motion packer 
(CMP) for end-loaded cases can operate at speeds of 1,200 
cans (50 cases of 24 cans) per minute. In a completely auto- 

matic operation, the machine (now in operation in various 

breweries) receives cans directly from the line, separates them 

into six lanes (at right in accompanying photo) and indexes 

the cans from each lane in groups of four directly into con- 
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Aerosol 

Product Ideas 
for You! 

Are you interested in aerosol pharmaceuticals, 

cosmetics and toiletries? Cosmetics are the leading sales 

producers right now and pharmaceuticals will 

probably make the next big break-through in aerosol 

marketing. Or are you interested in aerosol 

household products, whose sales continue to boom? 

If so, you’ll want the helpful Product Information 

Bulletins prepared by our “‘Genetron” Aerosol 

Technical Service Laboratory on many new as well as 

established products. 

They’re free. They contain such basic information as: 

typical aerosol formulations . . . application methods 

... advantages offered by the proposed aerosol 

product ... packaging suggestions . . . data on stability, 

flammability, pressures, etc. .. . competitive products. 

The bulletins presently available are listed for your 

convenience in the coupon at right. Others are 

continually being prepared, and we will be glad to send 

them to you if you would like to be put on our 

mailing list. 

One of these product suggestions may be just what 

you’ve been looking for to help you tap the dynamic 

aerosol market! So check the coupon for the bulletins 

you want and mail it now! 

genetron 
AEROSOL PROPELLANTS 

Putting the ‘‘push” in America’s finest aerosols 

llied 

hemical GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION 
40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 
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“Genetron” Department 

GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION 
ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y. 

Please send copy of Product Information Bulletins 

checked. 

( Athlete’s Foot Medication (1 Neomycin Foam 

( Burn Remedy (0 Neomycin Spray 

() External Analgesics C) New Hair Spray 
C External Personal (C) Poison Ivy, Oak and Sumac 

Deodorants Remedy 
: ‘ ( Run Stopper 

C0 Hair Dressing for Men [) Sarcoptic Mange Spray 

C) Hair Shampoo (C Spray-on Pretective Film 
C) Hand Lotions, Creams (C) Suntan Lotions 
( Ice Tray Desticker () Wall Cleaner 

(0 Nasal Relief Spray ( White Shoe Polish 
(1) Household Aerosol Products (includes such popular prod- 

ucts as room deodorants, oven cleaner, glass cleaner, disin- 
fectant, mildew proofer, wax polish, water repellent, etc.) 

(0 Please add my name to your Product Bulletin 

mailing list. 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City Zone___ State 
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stantly moving conveyor buckets. As the cans travel through, 

the unit automatically feeds cases from a magazine in the 

center, opens the cases and deposits each opened case into 

a constantly moving case transport. As the groups of 24 cans 

in the conveyor buckets and the corresponding cases in the 

carton transport move parallel to each other through the ma- 

chine, a constant-motion loading mechanism pushes the cans 

into the ease. Loaded-case flaps then are spread, glued and 

closed, after which the case passes into a drying conveyor. 

The CMP is adjustable to accommodate 12-can as well as 

24-can cases and can handle 12- or 16-0z. cans. Loading speed 

for 12-can cases is 85 cases per minute, the supplier claims. 

R {. Jones & Co.. Covington. Ky 

Pour fitting for pails and drums 

\ fully assembled clinch-on pour fitting for pails and drums is 

ivailable from Upressit Metal Cap. Called Uni-Grip, it consists 

vented pouring spout, snap-type cap 

with _ polyethyl- 

ene-faced liner 

and a_ shipping 

band. The fitting 

is designed for 

of a gasketed nozzle, 

use with pails of 

standard 2%<-in 
opening. Accord- 

ing to the sup- 

plier, full, even 

liquid flow is 

assured by the 

vented, “push- 

pull” pour spout. 
lhe cap-and-liner combination is designed to protect against 

product leakage and evaporation. The cap, made of spring 

steel for long service life, has 10 lug fingers to provide secure, 

uniform gripping of the nozzle when the pail or drum is not 

in use. It opens easily by applying thumb pressure at the center, 

the company points out. Brand or product data can be litho- 

graphed on the cap in up to three colors by the supplier. To 

prevent product pilferage in shipment, the fitment has a tam- 

perproof metal band that must be broken and taken off to re- 

move the closure, Upressit Metal Cap Corp., Danbury, Conn. 

Adjustable vibratory feeders 

\ new line of adjustable vibrating feeders, offered by Arthur 

G. Russell Co., is claimed to orient and deliver standard or 

odd-shaped parts at high production speeds. Called VibroBlock 

Feeders, they are energized by three or more magnetic motors 

whose mounting angle can be adjusted so that the horizontal 

and vertical components of vibration may be varied to suit 

the parts being fed. A variety of bowls and transportation 

rails is available to handle such parts as headless set screws, 

stampings, wire forms, powdered metal parts and 

{rthur G. Russell Co., Forestville, Conn. 

metallic 

cylindrical parts. 

Filler for fragile products 

Stuyvesant Engineering’s Fillmaster Uniflow  package-filling 

machine is designed for packing fragile products into bags or 

other containers of up to 2-lb. capacity. The product passes 

from a large, rectangular hopper onto a vibratory feeder and 

then to a circular reservoir over a rear measuring unit in the 

top dial plate of the machine. As the dial plate rotates, one 

of the measuring units stops automatically under the reservoir 

to receive the product. Because of the proximity of the dial 

plate to the breaking and marring of 

product is minimized, the company says. The electrically oper 

reservoir, chipping, 

ited unit, which reportedly can be changed over quickly to 

handle other products or packages, can produce up to 60 filled 

packages per minute, depending on product and package size. 

Stuyvesant Engineering Co.., Lyndhurst, NJ. 
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Colorful foil ham wrapper 

Available in three background colors 

a gleaming aluminum-foil ham wrapper with stock design is 

offered by Continental Can. The wrapper is 0.00175 foil, slip 
sheeted with wet-strength absorbent paper. In addition to its 
visual appeal, the wrapper also provides a consumer bonus, 

according to the supplier. After removing the inner paper 

sheet, the foil wrapper is replaced around the ham prior to 
placing it in the oven. This reduces shrinkage during roasting 

and helps keep the meat moist, the company says. Continental 

Can Co., Flexible Packaging Div., Mt. Vernon, O. 

gold, green and violet 

Temperature-resistant tapes 

Two new pressure-sensitive paper tapes that are reported to 

possess excellent heat and cold resistance are available from 

Permacel. Designated EM 3979 and EM 4082 in the com- 

pany’s line, the tapes are claimed to be strain resistant. permit- 

ting their application on enameled or lacquered surfaces. Other 

cited advantages of the tapes, which reportedly can be used 

with automatic dispensing machinery in high-speed production 

operations, include positive holding and odorlessness. Per- 

macel Tape Corp., New Brunswick, N.J. 

High-speed dry-product filler 

Speeds of up to 300 accurate fillings per minute are claimed 
by Frazier for its Model P Rotary Whiz Packer, an 18-pocket, 

fully automatic volumetric filling machine. The unit is designed 

to accommodate a wide range of dry products, including nut 

meats, crystals, powders, pellets and seeds. Constructed with 

aluminum and stainless-steel product-contact parts, the device 

automatically settles the product during filling to assure con- 

sistently accurate high-speed filling, the supplier says. It is 
also equipped with a variable-speed drive mechanism that per- 

mits synchronization with other packaging-line machinery. 

Frazier & Son, Clifton, NJ. 

New slitter and surface rewinder 

Dusenbery’s Model 840 two-drum slitter and surface rewinder 

with top-riding roll is designed as a general-purpose slitter 

and for use in shear or score-cut slitting. Operating at speeds 

of up to 2,000 ft. per minute, the unit features easy threading 
and quick knife set-ups for rewinding with or without cores, 

the supplier says. Minimum maintenance is another cited ad- 

vantage of the device. John Dusenbery Co... Inc.. V erona, N.J. 

Lightweight vinyl film available 

H. B. Strauss Co. reports that it is now making available its 
new line of lightweight vinyl film. The 2- and 3-mil film (in 

54-in. widths) is being offered in a wide range of colors and 

in flat and taffeta finish, the supplier says. H. B. Strauss Co., 

131 Water St., New York 3. 

Shipping carton with pre-sealed bottom 

\ corrugated shipping carton with pre-sealed bottom, designed 

to speed up packing and shipping operations, is available from 

Metro Corrugated. Called “Jiffy Box,” the container is shipped 

flat (to conserve storage space) and reportedly can be opened 

with one simple hand motion. Metro Corrugated Container 

Corp., 62-69 Fresh Pond Rd., Ridgewood 27, N.Y. 

Portabie shipping-carton stapler 

Its new Model E electric shipping-carton stapler can drive up 

to 420 large, wide-crown staples per minute, says Container 

Stapling Corp. An adjustable anvil on the unit (a new addition 

to the company’s “Clip-Top Packer” line) reportedly offers 

automatic control of the staple for any corrugated flute thick- 

ness, According to the supplier, the portable stapler is designed 

for high-speed automatic closure of filled shipping containers. 

Container Stapling Corp., Herrin, Ill. 

New distributor for pail printer 

Bennett Industries has been named national distributor for 

Chapman Chemical Co.’s Chapco Print-A-Can Printer, a port- 

able device for printing labels, instructions and other data on 

5-gal. metal pails (see MoperNn Pacxacine, Dec., 1957, p. 167). 

Bennett Industries, Inc., Peotone, Ill. 
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For new high gloss at 

new high press speeds on: 

e 

MYLAR 

TREATED POLYETHYLENE 
a 

SARAN 

COATED CELLOPHANES 
e 

TREATED 

ALUMINUM FOIL 
oe 

MOST GRADES OF 

MOISTURE PROOF 

CELLOPHANES 
= 

ACETATE 
ea 

POLYSTYRENE 
@ 

OCTOBER 

New higher press speeds ¢ Extra high gloss 

Excellent printability «+ High block resistance 

Superior moisture resistance « Resists foaming 

Over 2 full years of commercial testing have gone into the 

proving of remarkably versatile Flexotuf. These new inks 

combine features never before present in the ordinary run 

of Flexo inks. They offer almost unbelievable block and 

moisture resistance, as well as exceptional gloss: rich 

colors never before possible give a new dimension to ‘eye 

appeal.” Many of our customers report that with these 

new inks they turned out the finest jobs ever produced in 

their plants. What’s more, Flexotuf replaces the several 

inks previously needed for this type of package printing, 

hence. tie up less money in inventories. See for yourself 

why Flexotuf is revolutionary! Call IPI now! 

IPI, IC and Flexotuf are trademarks of Interchemical Corporation 

INTERCHEMICAL @® PRINTING 
CORPORATION 

INK 
DIVISION 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 67 W. 44th ST., NEW YORK S36, N. Y. 
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& od Fea ed 

Robert L. Appling has 

been appointed director of 

sales for the W estern- 

Waxide Div. of Crown 

Zellerbach 

Leandro, 

Corp., San 

Calif. He had 

been asst. director since 

early this year. Mr. Ap 

pling, who joined the 

Western-Waxide 

tion in 1949, succeeds 

George W. Donald, who died in July. 

Appling organiza 

Reynolds Metals Co. is holding open 

house this month for a number of in 

terested business and press groups to 

see its new $11.5 million general office 

building in Richmond, an “aluminum 

showcase in a Virginia garden setting.” 

The building contains 1,235,000 Ibs. of 

iluminum used for automat louvers, 

movable office partitions, acoustical and 

light-diffusing ceilings, office furniture, 

hardware, aluminum-yarn draperies and 

carpeting. The structure, is capable of 

housing 1,000 employees, contains 293,- 

673 sq. ft. of usable floor space and 

dominates 160 acres of lands« aped Vir- 

Through glass walls 
tinted gray to resist glare 

ginia countryside. 

employees 

can look out on a 253-ft. pool, gardens 

ind fountains. The cafeteria and sand 

wich bar can accommodate up to 2,000 

persons per day. A meeting room seat 

ing 100 is equipped with CinemaScope 

ind Stereophonic sound facilitie s, 

Kevin Hepp is new sales 
mgr. of beverage industries 

at Owens-IIlinois Glass 

Co., Toledo, O He was 

O-l's 
processed-foods div. and 

formerly mer of 

has been with the com 

pany since 1939. In his 

new position, succeeding 

R. E. Delaplane, resigned, 

Mr. Hepp is 
for the sales of glass to the liquor, wine, 

Hepp 
responsible 

beer and soft-drink industries. 

rhe Chisholm-Ryder Co. 
vania, Hanover,, Pa., has acquired Inter- 

national Filling Machine Corp., Peters- 

of Pennsyl- 

burg, Va. International’s complete set-up 
will be moved to Hanover and integrated 

with Chisholm-Ryder’s facilities, 

ley S. 

Stan- 

Dennison, exec. v.p. of Interna 

tional, is being retained by the parent 

Chisholm 

labeling 
machinery, can casers, case sealers and 

company as a consultant. 
> 
Ryder produces wrap-around 

container-handling equipment. 

Chase Bag Co.. New York, re ports that 

it will manufacture polyethylene tubing 

ind sheeting in a complete range ot 

widths and gauges with the added fa 

cilities from Plax 

Corp. of Hartford, Conn. Plax will con 

tinue to bottles and 

oriented polystyrene sheet and film. 

purchased recently 

produce squeeze 
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United States Packaging Corp., Pat- 
erson, N. J., has been acquired by 

Rap-In-Wax Paper Co., Minneapolis, 
manufacturer of polyethylene-coated cel- 

lophane, polyester and other pouch ma- 
terials. The acquisition, according to the 

parent company, will greatly increase 

its activities in flexographic film print- 

ing and polyethylene extrusion-coated 

products and will provide a base for 

more comprehe nsive operations on the 

East Coast. Both companies will com- 

bine research facilities. A. R. Cozzo- 

lino will continue as pres. of U. S. 

Packaging. G. C. Riekelmann will 
retain his position as v.p. and plant 

mgr. A new board of directors has been 

created to include representatives from 

both companies. 

Irwin M. Glass has joined 

Milprint, Inec., Milwaukee, 

as mktg. 

newly created post. He was 

research mgr., a 

formerly a mktg. consult- 

Allen & 

management 

ant with Booz, 

Hamilton, 

firm. Mr. Glass will pro- 

vide management and the 

planning and mktg. depts. 

with basic data and ana 

lytical studies needed for building Mil 

print’s sales development program. 

Glass 

Carl F. Schneider has been appointed 

director of the package-development 

dept., Rexall Div., Rexall Drug Co., 

Los Angeles. He was formerly packag- 

ing engineer in charge of package de- 

velopment and package control at White 

Laboratories, Inc. 

Whitmore R. Washburn has been ap- 

pointed mgr. of sales for converting and 

specification kraft paper in the Con- 
tainerboard & Kraft Paper Div. of Con- 

tinental Can Co., New York. He will 
supervise development and sale of con- 

verting paper for containers, coatings 

and other combination products. 

P. C. Brownell, M. L. Herzog and M. 

H. Collet have been named to the post 

of corporate v.p. by Olin Mathieson 

Chemical Corp., New York. Mr. Brow- 

nell and Mr. Herzog will continue to 

manage the Ecusta paper and film oper- 

Pisgah Forest, 

becomes mgr. of the 

ations, respectively, in 

N.C. Mr. Collet 
forest-products div. in West Monroe, La. 
\ll three activities have 

porated into OM’s newly created Pack 

aging Div., headed by Robert H. Evans, 

corporate v.p. and gen. mgr. Walker 
Hamilton becomes v.p. for mktg. in the 

division, which manufactures and sells 

cellophane, polyethylene, fine papers and 

“Frostkraft” packaging materials. 

been incor- 

Edward L. Kuhn is now pres. and gen. 

mgr. of Consolidated Packaging Ma- 

chinery Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., following 

the retirement of Edward G. Kuhn. 

He had been v.p. in charge of sales 

since 1955, previous to which he was 

company sales mgr. The elder Mr. Kuhn 

will continue as a member of the board 

of directors. 

Hewitt S. Welsh, technical 

director of Clupak, Ine., 

New York, becomes also 

recently to 

patented 

v.p. Formed 

license a new, 

process for the manufac- 

stretchable kraft 

Clupak 

West Virginia 

Pulp & Paper Co. and 
Cluett, Peabody & Co. 

Mr. Welsh was the author of a recent 

article dealing with the 

stretchable paper. (See “Toughness: 

New Index For Paper,” Mopern Pack- 

acinc, May, 1958, p. 221.) 

ture of 

paper, is owned 

jointly by 

W elsh 

technical 

Stanley and Jerry Warshaw, each a 

former v.p. of Atlantic Gummed Pa- 
per Corp., have formed a new _ poly- 

ethylene-coating firm. Plastic Coated 

Paper Corp. will occupy exec. and mfg. 

quarters at 210 Miller Rd., Hicksville, 

N. Y. Stanley Warshaw is pres., Jerry 

Warshaw, exec. v.p., and Ken Rawson, 

gen. sales mgr. The company’s tempo- 

rary headquarters are at 550 Fifth Ave., 

New York. 

Ceremonies held at its Philadelphia 
mill last month marked the handling of 

100,000 railroad cars without 

rage by the Eastern Div. of Container 

Corp. of America, Chicago. The cere- 

monies were attended by executives of 

Reading 

demur 

Container Corp. as well as 

Railroad Co. officials. 

E. Lee Turley has been 

named v.p. and gen. mgr. 

of the fine-paper div. of 

Ludlow Papers, _ Ine., 

Needham Heights, Mass. 

Mr. Turley was with the 

MecLaurin-Jones Co. before 

its merger with Stocker 

Mfg. and Angier Corp. to 

form Ludlow 

that time, he became v.p. 

of sales for the fine-paper div. Mr. Tur- 

ley also has been elected a member of 

Turley Papers. At 

Ludlow’s board of directors. 

The polypropylene process recently de 

veloped at the research laboratories of 

Tennessee Eastman Co. is now in pilot 

plant operation at the Longview, Tex., 

location of Texas Eastman Co. Both 

companies are subsidiaries of Eastman 

Kodak Co. 

G. J. Williams has succeeded Donald 

L. Gibb as sales mgr. of the Plastics 

Dept. of the Dow Chemical Co., Mid- 

land, Mich. Mr. Williams has been asst. 

to Mr. Gibb since 1956. Mr. Gibb now 
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No sooner seen 

than sold.. 

Boontonware makes 

self-selection easy; increases 

unit of sale with this colorful 

H&D Prepak®. Your 

product displayed in a Hinde 

& Dauch corrugated box helps 

customers sell themselves, too. 

Better see H & D. 

> INDE & DAUCH 
, Division of West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company 

AUTHORITY ON PACKAGING * SANDUSKY, OHIO 

15 FACTORIES * 42 SALES OFFICES 
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will assume the duties of special con 

sultant on plastics in the sales dept. He 

has been with Dow since 1923. Mr. 

Williams joined the company in 1948. 

S. Paul Boochever has organized his 

own display company Interstate Boo- 

chever Corp., with head 

: juarters at 18-09 Pollitt 

' Dr. in Fairlawn, N. J. The 

new firm will handle all 

types of point-of-purchase 

display material, with spe 

cial emphasis on corru- 

gated. Mr 

formerly v.p. in charge of 

the Display Div. at Gibral- 

tar Corrugated Paper Co. 

Boochever was 

Boor he ver 

ind previously had been associated with 

Einson-Freeman Co. Last year, he was 

chairman of the exec. committee of the 

Point-of-Purchase Advertising  Insti- 

tute. Interstate Boochever, with Mr. 

Boochever as pres., is affiliated with 

Interstate Container ( orp. 

Richard H. Burham has succeeded 
William H. Squire as sales-promotion 

mgr. for The Cryovae Co., div. W. R. 

Grace & Co., Cambridge, Mass. Mr. 

Squire has been promoted to the newly 

created post of sales-development mer. 

ind is now directing technical sales and 

sales promotion as well as product de 

located at 

Eastern Div. headquarters in Simpson 

ville, S. ¢ 

velopment. Both men are 

The Marvellum Co., Holyoke, Mass.. 

has purchased the machinery and equip 

ment of the Government specification 

paper div. of Nyleo Products, Ine., 

Clinton, Mass. The facilities will be 

transferred to Holyoke after inventory. 

Marvellum reports it can now offer a 

complete line of Government-specifica 

tion papers, including greaseproof and 

rust-preventive packaging materials. 

\ modern corrugated-con 

tainer research laboratory 

is now being operated at 

Van Wert, O.. by the 

Fibre Drum & Corrugated 

Box Div. of Continental 
Can Co. New York. Di 

recting the new facility is 

C. H. Root, who recently 

joined Conecan as mgr. of 

research, He 

associated with the In 

of Paper Chemistry. 

Root 
corrugated 

was formerly 

stitute 

W. Phalti Lawrence has been promoted 

to the post of director of the gen. re 

search and development div. of The 

Champion Paper & Fibre Co., Hamil 

ton, O. He succeeds W. J. Montgomery, 

who had held the post for the last 15 

years Mi 

31 vears of service 

Montgomery is retiring after 

with the company 

Among other promotions in the research 
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ind development div. are: W. P. Taylor, 

to asst. director; Maleolm G. Lyon, to 

issociate director; Robert Forrest, to 

mgr. of engineering; John R. Dam, to 

papermaking, and Roger 

Warner, to asst. mgr. of engineering 

mer. ot 

Jack Wear is newly appointed sales su 
pervisor of the Canning Machinery Div. 

of Food Machinery & Chemical Corp., 

San Jose, Calif. Before the recent ac- 

quisition of its equipment by FMC, he 
was sales mgr. of the Special Equip- 

ment Co. He will report to Frank J. 

ay, Western Div. sales manager. 

Maurice Joseph is now package-design 

engineer for Shulton, Inc., New York. 

He succeeds Earl Engel, now mgr. of 
package development. 

Joseph J. Tomassi, Jr., has been elected 

pres. of Corning Fibre Box Corp., 
Corning, N. Y. William C. Decker be- 

comes chairman of the board. In other 

promotions, Robert S. 

v.p. and C, Henry Kruidenier is secy.- 

treas. A wholly owned subsidiary of 

Corning Glass Works, the company 

Cole, bec omes 

makes paper shipping containers. 

Harold J. Michel, gen. mgr. of the Film 

Div. of American Viscose Corp., Phil- 
adelphia, has been elected v.p. of the 

company. Paul E. Hill also has been 

elected a v.p. He is director of mfg. in 

the Fibres Div. and has been with the 

company since 1929, Mr. Michel joined 

American Viscose in 1946, 

Dr. William R. Zwecker is now diree- 

tor of sales and mktg. for Alpha Cellu- 

lose Corp., Van Wert, O. 

Dr. Zwecker, who has had 

some 25 vears” ex perien e 

in the pulp and 

industry, has been associ- 

ited = with 

companies on 

paper 

several paper 

research 

projects, He was at one 

time pres. of his own firm, 

Paper Mill. 

recently re- 

Saugerties 

Zwecket Dr. Zwer ker 

turned from a consulting assignment in 

Europe. He is a member of the Tech- 

nical Assn. of the Pulp & Paper In- 

dustry and is also associated with 

several technical and research concerns, 

Alfred Schechter has resigned as pres. 
of the Chester Packaging Products 

Div. of St. Regis Paper Co., New York. 

Chester was established by Mr. Schech- 

ter in 1946 and was a pioneer company 

in the polyethylene-extrusion field. Mr. 

Schechter continued to direct operations 

after the firm’s 1956 merger with St. 

Regis Paper. 

Gurdon Wattles has been elected chair- 

man of the exec. committee of American 

Cyanamid Co., New York, succeeding 

Thomas L. Perkins, who has_ been 

elected chairman of the board. Mr. Per- 

kins has been a director of the com- 

pany since 1951. He continues as a 

member of the exec. committee. 

C. C. Johnson, sales mgr., has assumed 

the sales functions formerly held by 

W. J. Davis at Rhinelander Paper Co., 

Div. St. Regis Paper Co., Rhinelander, 

Wis. Mr. Davis is now gen. mgr. of the 

Kraft & Converting Products Div. of 

St. Regis. 

David L. Tamaccio has been named 

asst. to the pres. of Soabar Co., Phila 

delphia, manufacturer of label- and 

ticket-marking equipment. Osear Tur- 

ran has been elected V.p. He is district 

mgr. of the firm’s Northeast territory 

and has been with Soabar since 1930. 

Mr. Tamaccio will continue as chief 

company engineer. 

Thilmany Pulp & Paper Co., Kau- 

kauna, Wis., has established two new 

field offices: one in Cleveland, to be 

supervised by Jack J. Kelly, and the 

other servicing the Southeastern states 

from Charlotte, S. C., with Donald B. 

Ruppin in charge. 

National Starch Products, 

Inc.. New York, has ap- 

pointed Fred N. Roberts 
to the new post of co- 

ordinator of market re 

search. Mr. Roberts will 

serve as staff asst. to James 

Dillon, sr. v.p. in charge 

of long-range planning and 

Stacie growth, and will coordi- 

nate the company’s mkt. 

research, sales planning and marketing 

activities, 

Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Mich., 

has been authorized to license its cus 

tomers to use the Cryovac process with 

shrinkable saran bags made by Dow. 

The Cryovae Co., div. of W. R. Grace 

& Co., Cambridge, Mass., owns patents 

which cover the use of shrinkable plas- 

tic materials to produce skin-tight, vac- 

uum-sealed pac kages for food products. 

Ernest R. Preston, Jr., has been elected 

pres. of The Jaite Display Bag Co., 

Peninsula, O. He succeeds Alfred A. 
Schlegel, retired. Mr. Schlegel was one 

of a group which, in 1930, evolved the 

window bag and subsequently founded 

the present company. He will remain 

on the staff as v.p. 

Ekeo Products Co., Chicago, has named 

John B. Bowman as pres. of its Cana- 

dian sub., Ekeo Products Co. (Can- 

ada), Ltd., Toronto. He succeeds E. J. 

Watley, who has resigned as v.p. and 

gen. mgr. of the subsidiary. Mr. Bow- 

man was formerly v.p. of sales for Ekco- 

Aleoa Containers Inc., the subsidiary 

jointly owned by Ekco and Aluminum 

Co. of America. 

Paul Griem has been appointed mgr. 
of its newly established Glass Div. by 

Hunt Foods & Industries, Inc., Fuller- 

ton, Calif. He will be in charge of all 

glass operations within the company and 
its subsidiaries, Glass Containers Corp. 

and United Can & Glass Co. Edward 
Geldstein has been named asst. to Mr. 

Griem. 

The modernization and _ relocation of 

closure manufacturing facilities at the 

Baltimore plant of Crown Cork & Seal 
Co., Philadelphia, are reported to be 

progressing ahead of schedule in the 
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Amber 

glassine or 

greaseproof 
inner liner. 

Coated 

glassine 

pouch paper. 

Prints sharply. 

FRESHLY ROASTED 

LOFFEE 
WE FINEST oF BLEND 

Laminated 

glassine 

membrane. 

* 

How to Package Taste and Aroma Appeal 

Coffee contains essential oils to which 

it owes its delicious flavor. Proper coffee packaging 

calls for a paper that is greaseproof, a paper that 

will retain the full-bodied aroma of the coffee, and a 

paper that will prevent airborne contamination. The 

P packaging paper must be economical, heat-sealable, and 

rotect 10Tl perform smoothly on automatic packaging machines 

p Rhinelander glassine and greaseproof papers 

fulfill these requirements perfectly. 

We can help to solve your food or beverage 

protective packaging problem. Write 

for full information. 

Rhine 

RHINELANDER PAPER 
Rhinelander P 



only a card 

and Machine Wrapped 

at High Speed 

With the development of the Crompton & 
Knowles Model F-frankfurter wrapper you can 
now get maximum cost reduction and package 

attractiveness while wrapping at high speeds with the use of 
only a supporting eard. 

I:ven or odd frankfurter counts can be handled by the C&K 
Model F and, regardless of whether you're wrapping four on 

four, live on five, or a single 

row of four or five, you'll get 
a tight, neatly-wrapped 
package 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Approximate Size Range 

Length Width 

Max. 6%” 4” 
Min. 4” > 

Wrapping Materials 
Cellophane — Cryovac Saran Wrap and 

other commercially available films 

Speed: Drive Unit — Variable: 27-75 Packages Per 

Minute. 

Drive: ‘2 H.P. Motor 

Floor Space: 144” Long, 73° Wide, 55%” High. 

Weight: 1800 Ibs 
Feed Conveyor: Standard infeed Conveyor has 12 
stations for feeding. Infeed Conveyor extensions 

The new C&K Model F 
high speed frankfurter 
wrapper. 

available for extra feeding stations. 

Furnished with automatic card feed, card ejector, code 

dater, size change parts, electric eye for preprinted films, 

Another C&K Machine... 
The Model M 

wrapper for luncheon meats and cheeses 

of all types at speeds from 30-80 complete 

packages per minute. Other C&K machines 

can handle your overwrapping and bundling 

a versatile, automatic 

needs or handle cans and cases. 

Berkshire Street * Holyoke, Mass 

Sales Representatives 

Atlanta Denver 

Cleveland New York 

Los Angeles St. Louis 
Chicago Toronto Montreal 

Plants and people ( 

second phase of the company's $4-mi 

lion program. Operations are bein 
streamlined by consolidating manufa 

turing, warehousing and shipping faci 

ities into a modern, single-story plant 

Robert J. Jacobs, ge: 

mgr. of the Dilts Div. 

The Black-Clawson Co.. 
Fulton, N. Y., becomes 
also v.p. of the company 

Dilts produces converting 

equipment for the paper, 
paperboard and plastics 

industries. Prior to his ap 
pointment as gen. mgr. in 

1956, Mr. Jacobs was mg 

of sales and engineering. He is credited 

with contributing to the development of 

many Dilts coating machines, including 

the recently introduced “Flexiblade” for 

on-machine coating. 

Jacobs 

William M. Tetrick has been elected 

exec. v.p. and a member of the board of 

directors of Farrington Mfg. Co., Need 

ham Heights, Mass., maker of metal 

frame display packages. 

Edward H. Fienning has resigned from 

his position as v.p. and gen. mgr. of the 

Keokuk, Ia., plant of Hoerner Boxes, 
Inc. M. P. Mae Dougall, v.p. has been 

named acting mgr 

Fred ©. Jones has been appointed in 

dustry mgr. of foil products at Milprint, 

Inc., Milwaukee. He was 

formerly a regional sales 

mer. in Cleveland for Kai- 

ser Aluminum & Chemi- 
cal Sales, Ine. According 

to the company, Mr. Jones 

will be concerned with 

packaging economics as re 

lated to foil, the develop 

ment of new foil packag 

ing applications and with 

programs to create new opportunities 

for foil packaging. He succeeds Robert 

Zigman, who will assume new duties 

with the company 

Jones 

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp., New 
York, is now in production at its new 

corrugated-container plant in Cincin 
nati. Capacity production is expected to 

reach 30,000,000 sq. ft. of corrugated 

board per month. A similar plant is 

under construction at Joliet, II). 

Lewis Hart becomes v.p. in charge o 
sales of Boyertown Packaging Service 

Inc., Boyertown, Pa. He will continu 

as a director of the firm. Ralph N 

March has been named sales mgr. an 

Walter E. Nicholson, Jr.. is head o 

national accounts sales. 

A stockholders’ agreement covering 1i 

censing operations of Clupak, Inc., Nev 

York, jointly owned by Cluett, Pea 

body & Co., and West Virginia Pulp ¢ 
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Milprint’s 58 years of experience overlooks no 
angles to help give your packaging that “buy me 
now” appeal! Get the benefit of Milprint — know-how for your next package! Call your 
Milprint man—first! General offices, Milwaukee, * 
Wisconsin; sales offices ‘in principal cities. makes packaging that makes sales 

*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off, 
Printed cellophane, pliofilm, polyethylene, saran, acetate, glassine, vitafilm, “mylar” ®, foils, laminations, folding cartons, bags, lithographed displays. 



For longer life and less down 
time specify Coes Knives on 
your new original equipment. 
These knives give you clean, 
true cuts that mean more pro- 
duction, finer quality and con- 
sistent performance. 

COES 
KNIFE COMPANY 
62 COES STREET 
WORCESTER. MASS. 

Plants and people 

Paper Co. was signed recently by off- 

cers representing both parent com- 

panies. At the same time a board of 

directors was set up to include: Gerald 
E. Amerman, pres. of Clupak; Barry 
T. Leithead, pres. of Cluett, Peabody, 

and David L. Luke, pres. of West Vir- 
ginia Pulp and Paper. 

R. W. D. Carr has relinquished his 
directorships and appointments with 

John Dale, Ltd., London, maker of col- 
lapsible metal tubes, and with Dale’s 

subsidiary companies. 

William P. Katz has been 

named y.p. for the display 
div. of Gibraltar Corru- 

gated Paper Co., Jersey 

City. He succeeds S. Paul 

Boochever who resigned 

to form his own company. 

Mr. Katz will head a new 
program to aid the mktg. 

Katz and sales-promotion § de- 

partments of company cus- 

tomers in the development of their 

point-of-purchase displays. 

Kenneth A. Kaufmann has _ joined 

Amoco Chemicals Corp., Chicago, and 

has been appointed to the newly created 
position of supervisor of plastics mkt. 
research and development. Mr. Kauf- 

mann was formerly mgr. of plastics 

technical service and the sales service 

laboratory at Spencer Chemical Co. 

Wright Machinery Co., Div. Sperry 

Rand Corp., has opened a West Coast 

sales and service office at 715 Folsom 

St.. San Francisco. J. C. Amato has 
been named sales mgr. Wright manufac- 

tures automatic packaging machinery. 

Headquarters for the Plastics Div. of 

Visking Co. Div. Union Carbide 

Corp., have been moved from Terre 
Haute, Ind., to 6733 W. 65 St., Chicago. 

American Bleached Kraft Co., for- 
merly a wholly owned subsidiary of 

American Box Board Co., Grand 

Rapids, Mich., has been absorbed by 
the parent company. 

Continental Can Co., New York, plans 
to expand its Tampa, Fla., can-manufac- 
turing plant with the addition of a 

25,000-sq.-ft. warehouse. 

Bemis Bro. Bag Co., St. Louis, will 

transfer its West Coast paper-specialty 

dept. to a separate plant at Fullerton, 
Calif., from its present location at Wil- 
mington, Calif. 

The* photo-engraving dept. of The Ap- 
ponaug Finishing Co. has been incorpo- 
rated and is now known as Apponaug 
Roto-Graving Co., with headquarters at 
65 Centreville Rd., Apponaug, R. I. 

Salada-Shirriff-Horsey, Toronto, has a 

quired the business of Junket Brar 
Foods Div. of Chr. Hansen’s Labor 

tory, Inc., Little Falls, N. Y. 

Arnkurt Associate Engineers is no 

located at 210 W. 29 St., New York 

The firm designs plastic and die-cas 

molds as well as custom automatic m: 

chinery and equipment. 

Acme Gravure Services, Inc., Chicago 

has moved to new quarters at 4001 In 

dustrial Rd... Rolling Meadows, Il. Th 

firm makes rotogravure cylinders for 

packaging. 

American Cyanamid Co., New York 

has transferred its Philadelphia sales 

office and warehouse operations to a 

new location in the Fort Washington 
Industrial Park section of the city. In 

cluded in the transfer are the plastics 
and resins divisions, 

Economic Machinery Co., Div. Geo. J. 

Meyer Co., Worcester, Mass., has been 

named sales and service representative 

in the Middle Atlantic and New Eng 

land states for Machinery Service Co., 

Louisville, Ky., maker of unscramblers, 

feeders, cleaners, fillers and corking ma 

chines. EMC also will represent Hope 
Machine Co., Philadelphia, manufac 
turer of filling machinery, in Minnesota, 

Michigan, Wisconsin, northern Indiana 

and northern Illinois. 

Michigan Carton Co. has installed a 

new cylinder board-making machine, the 

first of its kind, at its Battle Creek 

plant. Equipped with seven cylinders 
onto which paper stock is forced under 

pressure at a 35-deg. angle, the machine 

produces paperboard with a new multi- 

directional fibre pattern. 

Mid-West-Pak Corp. is the new corpo 

rate title of the former Mid-West Bottle 

Cap Co., Ine., Belvidere, Il. 

Che new plant of Manhattan Adhesives 
Corp., Brooklyn, producing polyviny]- 
acetate emulsions and solutions, is now 

in full production. 

New facilities for producing rubber 

modified polystyrene by an improved 

process are in full operation at the Plas- 
tics Div. plant of Monsanto Chemical 

Co. in Springfield, Mass. 

Sinclair & Valentine Co., New York, 
moved into new quarters at 201 E. 16 

Ave., North Kansas City, Mo., wher 

the company’s new plant is located. 

TCF of Canada, Ltd., Montreal, has ex 
panded its Cornwall, Ont., plant to in 
crease production capacity by 50%, 

allowing for the manufacture of addi 

tional types of film for packaging. Re 
search facilities in the Cornwall plant 
also have been increased. 

Promotions 

J. T. Shipley: to gen. mgr., Baltimore 
Atlantic Div., National Can Corp., Chi 
cago. He will be responsible for al 

sales, manufacturing and related func 

tions within the division. 
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Valter P. Murray: to the newly cre- 

ed post of exec. rep., Eastern Metal 
iv. Continental Can Co., New York. 

seorge F. Henschel succeeds him as 

iles mgr. for Eastern Metal. 

). M. Pratt: to sales mgr., resins and 

ihesives: William A. Suiter: to sales 

gr. “Cycolac” plastic, both Marbon 

hemical Div., Borg-Warner Corp., 

hicago. 

john F. Mulhern: to tech. sales rep., 

olding materials div., Bakelite Co., 

Div. Union Carbide Corp., New York. 

Dr. L. H. Sutherland: to asst. director 
researt h, Wilton Research Center, 

Escambia Chemical Corp., New York. 

(mong other products, Escambia manu 

actures polyvinyl-chloride resins. 

E. L. Mason: to asst. sales mgr.; E. G. 

Peterson: to mgr., mill-sales dept., both 

Rhinelander Paper Co., Rhinelander, 

Wis 

Robert Zuckerman: to megr., flexo- 

raphic sales, Central and Eastern ter- 

itories, Kidder Press Co., Dover, N. H. 

Robert G. Kenny: to asst. to the mgr., 

quor and wine sales div., Thatcher 

Glass Mfg. Co. New York. 

E. Louise Preston: to gen. mgr. and 

exec. secy., Douglas Young Co., Paw 

tucket, R. I. Mrs. Preston will continue 

is asst. treas. of the company. 

Appointments 

H. Eggleston has resigned as asst. 

mgr. ot Crossett Paper Mills, 

Crossett, Ark., to join the staff of Union 

Bag-Camp Paper Corp., New York. 

Charles W. Erickson: from merchan- 

dising mgr. and district sales mgr., 

Plastic-Container Div., Continental Can 

Co., to asst. sales mgr., Resinite Dept., 

Borden Chemical Co., New York. 

Ted French: from megr., industrial 

wkaging div., Orchard Paper Co., St 

Louis, to mgr., treated-paper div., The 

Cromwell Paper Co., Chicago. Mr. 

ench is pres. of the Volatile Inhibi- 

tor Mfrs. Assn. 

Jerry Meeks: to designer, sales staff, 

H. S. Crocker Co., San Bruno, Calif 

(,. William Anderson: from merchan 

sing mgr., C. J. La Roche & Co., to 

count r.. Lippincott & Margulies, 

lustria sign firm, New York. 

Donald F. O’Brien: from packaging 

hemist and supervisor, aerosol prod 

The Colgate Palmolive Co. to 

ch. director. | sonal products div.. 

Thomasson of Pa., Norristown, Pa 

omasson deve lops and packages aero 

produc ts 

othran C. Graves: to Southeastern re 

nal sales mgr., Vulean Steel Con- 

iner Co., Birmingham, Ala 

Jonald T. Wynne, Jr.: from 

p., International Molded Plas 

st. mgr., plastics div., Vichek Tool 
0o.. Cleveland 

ORLANDO. FLORIDA 

ST. LOUIS, MO 

3544 

NEW YORK CITY 

8785 

DETROIT, MICH 

wherever | Bins 

you are 
linden 44600 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL 

Exbrook 2-7664 

BUFFALO, NEW YORK 

PHILADELPHIA, PA 

Madison 3-8042 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 

Cherry 1-1844 

HAVANA, CUBA 

a a 

~~ * 

Standard 
COLLAPSIBLE TUBE CO. 

ROCHESTER, PA. 



BARBECUE SAUCE 
Barbecue sauce achieves new 
convenience and ease of use in 

an aerosol can by Continental. 
Barbecue sauce is dispensed in 

a spray pattern. 

Pioneered 
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and perfected by 

Continental Can... 

FOR, FOOD) 
New Continental Development* ushers in 

new era of food packaging! 
In cooperation with Andersen Foods Co., div 

of Heublein, Ir and Western Filling Company 

New food products get “push-button” dispensing! New Con- 
tinental aerosol cans dispense either oil or water based food 
products in a foam, spray, or stream pattern. 

This Continental development brings food packers to the 
threshold of a spectacular new market. Push-button foods 
from barbecue sauce to chocolate syrup are already on the 
market or will soon appear. Sales of aerosol foods promise to 

surpass the amazing success of non-food aerosols which sky- 
rocketed to 350 million units in 1957. 

Numerous new food products are now being tested at Con- 
tinental’s new Research and Development Center. Fillers 

and valve and equipment suppliers have cooperated to make 
this packaging break-through a commercial reality. For an 

appraisal of your food product's potential in an aerosol food 
can, call your nearest Continental representative. 

CONTINENTAL E CAN COMPANY 
Eastern Division: 100 East 42nd Street, New York 17 

Central Division: 135 South La Salle Street, Chicago 3 

Pacific Division: Russ Building, San Francisco 4 

Canadian Division: 5595 Pare Street, Montreal, Que 

CHEESE SPREAD MERINGUE TOPPING YOUR PRODUCT? 
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For your information 

Closing date for entries in the seventh 
annual Aerosol Package Contest has 
been set for Oct. 15. The event is being 
held in conjunction with the 45th an- 
nual meeting of the Chemical Special- 
ties Mfrs. Assn., Hotel Commodore, 
New York, Dec. 8-10. Awards will be 
made in each of 11 different product 
groups and, in addition, a “best package 
in the show” will be selec ted. Contest 

rules and entry blanks may be obtained 
from the CSMA Aerosol Awards Com- 
mittee, 50 E. 41 St., New York 17. 

James Bailey, consulting engineer, Plax 
Corp., will receive an Edward Long- 
streth Medal for his contribution in the 
development of the plastic bottle. The 

award is presented by the Franklin In- 
stitute, Philadelphia, for inventions of 
high order and for particularly meritori- 
ous improvements and developments in 
machines and mechanical processes. Mr. 
Bailey received the John Wesley Hyatt 
award in 1950 in recognition of his work 
in the plastics field. 

Che first six months of this year saw a 
21% increase in the number of firms 
using “informative tags” for consumer 
merchandise, while an 11% increase 
was noted in manufacturers using “sys 
tem tags” for plant warehouse and in- 
ventory purposes, according to the Tag 
Mfrs. Institute, which conducted a 
nation-wide survey to determine the 
effectiveness of their use. A new tag 
designed especially for self-selection 
merchandise, developed on the basis of 
field study and laboratory research, has 
been announced by the Institute. Manu- 
facturers and retailers interested in free 
samples and information on the new 
tag may write to the Tag Mfrs. Institute, 
145 E. 32 St.. New York 16, 

The Packaging Institute’s 20th annual 

National Packaging Forum gets under 
way 9 a.m., Oct. 13, at the Edgewater 

Beach Hotel in Chicago. Twelve semi- 

nars on various phases of packaging 
will be conducted during the three-day 

meeting, encompassing a total of 52 

papers. The forum concludes Oct. 15 

with joint Packaging Institute-Society 

of Industrial Packaging & Materials 

Handling Engineers Special Technical 

Sessions at the Chicago Coliseum. 

Plans for two forthcoming conferences 

have been announced by the Technical 

Assn. of the Pulp & Paper Industry. 
The 13th TAPPI Plastics-Paper Con- 

ference, Oct. 20-22, will be held at the 

Sheraton-Kimball Hotel, Springfield, 

Mass., under the general chairmanship 
of R. W. Reiter of National Starch 

Products, Inc. The 8th TAPPI Corru- 

gated Containers Conference, to be 

held at the Netherland-Hilton Hotel, 

Cincinnati, Nov. 4-6, will have as its 

theme, “Indirect Labor and New De 
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velopments in the Corrugated Box In- 
dustry.” In addition to committee meet- 

ings and technical sessions, there will be 

plant tours of the River Raisin Paper 

Co., the Jackson Box Div. of Mead Con- 

tainers, Inc., and Procter & Gamble Co. 

4 panel session on packaging cylinders 
will be a feature of the Gravure Tech- 
nical Assn.’s annual one-day forum, 

Oct. 30, at the Sherman Hotel, Chicago. 

The discussion will be based on a ques- 

tionnaire on engraved-cylinder problems, 

sent to package printers, engravers, ink, 

paper and cylinder manufacturers. 

GTA’s 1958 Convention Issue Bulletin, 
the largest in its history, is now avail- 
able. For copies, write to Edward S. St. 

John, executive secretary, Gravure 

Technical Assn., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, 

New York 20. 

Four directors have been re-elected by 

the Fibre Box Assn. They are: Robert 

M. Briggs, Menasha Wooden Ware 

Corp.; John T. Harrison, Union Bag- 

Camp Paper Corp.; Charles U. Harvey, 
Continental Can Co., Fibre Drum & 
Corrugated Box Div., and Ralph A. 
Wilkins, Bird & Son. 

Case histories of savings in packaging 

and materials handling achieved by the 

use of corrugated containers are in- 

cluded in a new 18-page brochure, “Cor- 
rugated Boxes for Electric & Power 

Equipment,” offered by Gaylord Con- 

tainer. For copies of the free booklet, 

write to Gaylord Container Div., Crown 

Zellerbach Corp., 111 N. Fourth St., St. 

Louis 2. 

The Point-of-Purchase Advertising In- 

stitute has moved to larger quarters in 
the same building at 11 W. 42 St., New 

York 36, where it has been located for 
the past four years. The new POPAI 

headquarters suite number is 1606. Tele- 

phone number remains the same: Lacka- 

wanna 4-1162. 

William Race, pres. of Sutherland 
Paper Co. and past pres. of the Folding 

Paper Box Assn. of America, was co- 

host of one of the American exhibits at 
the Industrial Fair which opened Sept. 
14 in Berlin, Germany. He was ap- 

pointed by the Dept. of Labor and the 

U.S. Information Agency. 

Establishment of four subcommittees of 
the newly organized National Standards 

Committee MH 5 was authorized at 

the group’s first meeting, held recently 
in New York. These are for pallet con- 
tainers, cargo containers, van containers 

and international coordination. The MH 
5 project, sponsored by the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers and 
the American Material Handling Soci- 

ety, operates under the procedures of 

the American Standards Assn. Chair- 
man of the committee is Herbert H. 

Hall, Pittsburgh, and Fred Muller, Jr., 

ACF Industries, serves as secretary. 

The Institute of Packaging has changed 

its address to: St. Giles’ House, 50 

Poland St., London W. 1, England. 

Two Catalogs of Technical Reports have 
recently been published by the U.S. 
Dept. of Commerce, Office of Tech- 

nical Services: “CTR-347 Molded Plas- 

tics, 1938-58,” and “CTR-346 Polysty- 

rene, 1930-58.” They list all research 

reports available from the OTS collec- 

Events 

Oct. 13-15—Packaging Institute, 20th 

annual forum, Edgewater Beach Hotel, 
Chicago. 

Oct. 14-16—Society of Industrial Pack- 

aging & Materials Handling Engi- 

neers, 13th annual national industrial 

packaging and handling exposition, 

Coliseum, Chicago. 
Oct. 15-17—Point-of-Purchase Adver- 

tising Institute, first national mem- 

bers’ meeting, Hotel Claridge, At- 

lantic City. 
Oct. 15-18—National 

Miami Beach. 
Oct. 18-21—American Society of In- 

dustrial Designers, 14th annual de- 

sign conference and meeting, Bedford 

Glass Show, 

Springs, Pa. 
Oct. 20-22—Technical Assn. of the 

Pulp & Paper Industry, 13th plastics- 
paper conference, Sheraton-Kimball 

Hotel, Springfield, Mass. 

Oct. 26-29—National Frozen Food Dis- 

tributors Assn., 1958 frozen-food mer- 

chandising convention, Statler Hotel, 

New York. 
Oct. 30—Gravure Technical Assn., one- 

day forum, Sherman Hotel, Chicago. 

Nov, 4-6—Technical Assn. of the Pulp 

& Paper Industry, 8th corrugated 

containers conference, Netherland- 
Hilton Hotel, Cincinnati. 

Nov. 4-6—Packaging Assn. of Canada, 

7th national packaging exposition, 

Automotive Bldg., Exhibition Grounds, 

Toronto. 
Nov. 5-6—Society of Vacuum Coaters, 

fall conference, Hotel Statler, Detroit. 

Nov. 12-13—Chemical Market Research 

Assn., fall meeting, St. Paul Hotel, 

St. Paul. 

Nov. 17-20 

bonated 
soft-drink 

lantic City. 
Nov. 17-21—The Society of the Plastics 

Industry, 8th national plastics ex- 
position and conference, Hotel Morri- 
son and International Amphitheatre, 

Chicago. 
Nov. 18-20—Ninth National Confer- 

ence on Standards, Hotel Roosevelt, 
New York. 

American Bottlers of Car- 

Beverages, _ international 

industry expusition, At- 
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US) printing PLATE MATERIALS mot 2 ry A 
oe 

Model CCY Carton Folding & Closing Machine 
automatically closes 
up to 150 cartons per World’s largest 

distributors of 

rubber and 

plastic 

plate-making gee 
materials | 

Peters Model CCY Carton 

Folding and Closing Machine 
automatically folds and closes 

unlined cartons. Model CCY-L 

closes lined cartons. Carton size 

range: 314” x 2” x 13%, up to 

1234” x 7” x 414”. Write for 

colorful catalog of Peters diversi- 

fied line of high-speed packaging 
machines. 

For 60 years originotors and builders 
of high speed automatic packaging and 

bokery machines 

MACHINERY COMPANY 
4712 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40, Ili. 

All Phones: LOngbeach 1-9000 : 

can help you ; 
doabetter , 
job faster— 

\ and at lower 7 
\. cost! 

to the printing — 
trade 

LOW 
COST 
TWO 
LINE 
FILLER 

TYPE 15 NH 2 

~_ iz 

—aemeenencemmnamnotitid, 

From the one company — Williamson — the printing 

trades obtain complete service, materials, equipment, e@ Simple adjustment for dif- Accurate positioning 

technical help. And back of Williamson & Co. are the 
U.S. Rubber chemists who compound the rubber and 
plastics that result in the finest printing plates, with 
retention of finer details, and long printing life. This 

rubber is kept at the peak of perfection under refrigera- 
tion in plants strategically located in the following cities: 
Caldwell, N.J. « Atlanta, Ga. * Bryan, Ohio + San 
Mateo, Calif. « Grimsby, Ont., or contact U.S. Rubber 

direct at Providence, R. I. 

ferent height containers (no 
changing of nozzles) 

@ Rising table “bottom up 

fill’’ 

@ Diagonal filling saves 
space, easier handling 

e “No container-no fill,” 

each line 

Micrometer quantity ad- 
justment 
15 to 30 cycles speed 
range 
For liquid, viscous or 
semi-viscous products 
Lowest priced 2 line 
filler 

Write for details 
For rubber or plastic printing plate requirements, see Williamson 

Mechanical Goods Division 
“ HOPE MACHINE COMPANY 

United States Rubber : 9400-90 STATE ROAD « PHILA. 14, PA. F 
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tion in each of these fields. Copies may 

‘ . 

for Protective 
be had from OTS, Commerce Dept., 

Packagi Washington 25, D.C. at 10 cents each. fe fs aging 

Some 200 persons attended the recent PC to your exact 

Packaging and Materials Handling specifications 

Conference held at the Norton Air 

Force Base, Calif., by the U. S. Air for faster packing 

Force Air Materiel Command. Theme 

of the event was “Integrated Packaging- at lower cost! 

Materials Handling, The Key to Effec- > Ree 
tive Economical Logistic Support.” S. S. Pos ) WRITE, PHONE or WIRE 
Nicholson of American Can Co. was A EP for QUOTATIONS on 

among the judges. YOUR REQUIREMENTS 
How to reduce the high cost of labels : 

and tags is outlined in a new booklet, 

“Reduce Carton Content and Product 

Identification Costs as Much as 90%,” 

recently published by Weber Marking fs 

Systems. It illustrates and explains a . a 

new low-cost method for custom printing * 
labels and tags on the spot as needed. om Manufacturers of Cardboard Partitions 

124 BOERUM PLACE BROOKLYN 1, N.Y. 
Telephone: TRiangle 5-4033 

The booklet is available without cost 

from Weber Marking Systems, 215 E. 
Prospect Ave., Mt. Prospect, II. 

; The Can Mfrs. Institute has elected 

et | William R. Franklin of J. L. Clark 
Mfg. Co. as chairman of its Industrial 

Relations Committee. 

North Carolina State College, Raleigh, 

has added a Dept. of Product Design to 

its School of Design. Its principal objec- 

tive is to train students in industrial and 

package design. 

\t its recent 12th annual meeting, the 

National Wooden Pallet Mfrs. Assn. 

adopted a four-point program aimed at PACKAGING MACHINE 

improving the product and improving 

customer-manufacturer relations. 
there is a place where 

Theme of the Ninth National Confer- 

Hoel Rosen New York, Nev, 1820 CZ SILICONE SLICONE SPRAY 
i ay acing Ab ee phe $ L U 1 D S ¥ be AY . . MOLD RELEASE 

will discuss the benefits to be derived 

yooh ih bh b BABA DASA SS 

from standards will be those concerned . 
with plastics and containers for hazard- WILL CU T long lasting: arking! 4 
ous substances. On the first day of the = non-m 4 

5 Pune come 5? 
conference, the American Standards ‘6. eeaneee Giee 
Assn. will hold its 40th annual meeting. You g COST JTS . vr 
The first technical session on Tuesday 

ad- ifternoon, Nov. 18, will be sponsored 

by the American Society for Testing 

eed Materials. On Wednesday, the session any IMS SILICONE SPRAY will cut your scrap and stoppage rate—Save 
on standards for safety labels on con- y You Money! Try it on your packaging line—you'll see why almost 

or lainers for hazardous substances will a <.* overnight this amazing anti-stick material has become a necessity 

% ne ees at oes meee 1 inthe medern highspeed packaging Gel 
Cautionary Labeling,” Mopern Packac- PRICES: $ 2.00 Per Sample Can Delivery FREE 
ING, Aug., 1958, i 106) . $ 18.00 Per Unbroken Dozen Anywhere in 

\ technical program of interest to those $197.40 Per Unbroken Gross the U.S. A. 

who employ high-vacuum deposition for . 
functional and decorative coating has Still lower prices on larger orders 

been scheduled by the Society of INJECTION MOLDERS SUPPLY C0. shipped in one gross lots on any 

Vacuum Coaters for its fall meeting 3514 Lee Road Cleveland 20, Ohio schedule you request 

ind technical conference, Noy. 5-6, WYoming 1-1424 

Hotel Statler, Detroit 
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rhis digest includes each month the more important patents of interest to those 
who are concerned with packaging materials. Copies of patents are available 

from the U. S. Patent Office, Washington, at 25 cents each in currency, money 
order or certified check; postage stamps not accepted. Edited by H. A. Levey. 

Metnod and Apparatus for Sealing 
Containers, Orville B. Sherman (to 
Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, a cor- 

poration of Ohio). U.S. 2,840,854, July 1. 
A method of closing an opening in an 
article with a mass of moldable-plastic 
material in a moldable condition. 

Method and Apparatus for Producing 
Evacuated Packages, Benjamin Karpo- 

wicz, Jr. (to Pak-Rapid, Inc., Philadel- 
phia, a corporation of Pennsylvania). 
U.S. 2,840,961, July 1. A system for 
forming, filling, exhausting and sealing 
packages of flexible material. 

Lid-Placing Device, Charles W. 
Osmond (to The Karl Kiefer Machine 
Co., Cincinnati, a corporation of Ohio). 
U.S. 2,840,963, July 1. An improvement 
in a lid-placing device wherein the cans 
with which the lids are to be associated 

move in a path beneath said device. 

Forming and Filling Tubes for Pack- 
age-Making Apparatus, Jack Dreeben, 
Philadelphia. U.S. 2,840,966, July 1. A 
web former for package-making ma- 
chines in which the longitudinal mar- 
gins of an elongated strip of sheet ma- 
terial having a high elongation rate are 
brought together in overlapped _rela- 
tion for longitudinal sealing. 

Rotary Dewaxer for Coated Paper or 
Paperboard Blanks, Paul FE. Fischer 
(to E. G. Staude Mfg. Co., St. Paul, a 
corporation of New Hampshire). U.S. 
2,841,112, July 1. A machine for de- 
waxing selected portions of the surface 
of wax-coated box blanks. 

Paperboard Wrapper Having an Up- 
standing Handle, Homer W. Forrer (to 
Mead-Atlanta Paper Co., Atlanta, a cor- 
poration of Ohio). U.S. 2,841,279, July 
1. A handle structure for a four-sided 
paperboard carrier having open ends 

Closure Cap for Glass Containers, 
Donald H. Zipper (to White Cap Co., 
Chicago, a corporation of Delaware). 
U.S. 2,841,304, July 1. A closure cap of 
the top-seal type for use in establishing 
and maintaining a hermetic seal on a 
ylass container of the type in which the 
upper edge only of the rim of the con- 
tainer constitutes the sealing finish, 

Shipping Container for Produce, Roger 
L. White et al (to The Lawrence Paper 
ys Lawrence, Kans., a corporation of 

Kansas). U.S. 2,841,319, July 1. A ship- 
ping container for fruit and garden pro- 
duce formed of foldable paperboard. 

Rubber-Lined Bottle Cap, William 
Geisler (to Wilbro Corp., Maywood, 
N.J., a corporation of New Jersey). U.S. 
2,841,863, July 8. The method of making 
a bottle closure which consists of scor 

ing a thin metal sheet with a series of 
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scored areas, placing said sheet within 
mold members, forcing molding com- 
position through passages while retain- 
ing the mold members against relative 
movement, separating the mold mem- 
bers and cutting out metal disks. 

Carton-Folding and Closing Means, 
John R. Wills et al (to Ex-Cello-O 
Corp., Detroit, a corporation of Michi- 
gan). U.S. 2,841,942, July 8 A guide 
means disposed along a horizontal axis 
for closing an upright, rectangular 
paper-carton mouth. 

Sleeving Apparatus for Valved Paper 
Bags, George W. Mossor (to Hudson 
Pulp & Paper Corp., New York, a cor- 
poration of Maine). U.S. 2,842,032, July 
8. Apparatus for applying sleeves to the 
valve portions of paper bags. 

Closure for Flexible-Walled Contain- 
ers, Arthur D. Hoeppner (to Bemis Bro. 
Bag Co., Minneapolis, a corporation of 
Missouri). U.S. 2,842,179, July 8. A flat 
bag with one wall initially being longer 
than the other to provide a top wall- 
forming and a flap-forming portion. 

Tape Dispensing and Cutting Device, 
Clarence W. Vogt, Weston, Conn. U.S. 
2,842,201, July 8. A dispensing and cut- 
ting device comprising a frame having 
spaced side walls to receive therebe- 
tween a roll of adhesive tape, a bar and 
snubbing surface, a cutting blade, a 
snubber and means biasing said snub- 
ber toward the snubbing surface to grip 
the tape therebetween. 

Container Closure, William F. Butler 
(to Cutter Laboratories, Inc., a corpora- 
tion of California). U.S. 2,842,276, July 
8. A closure for a container having a 
mouth and a flexible stopper provided 
as a closure for said mouth. 

Container Closure and Combinations, 
Richard L. Parish, Jr., et al (to Ameri- 
can Flange & Mfg. Co., New York, a 
corporation of Delaware). U.S. 2,842,- 
282, July 8. A closure combination for 
containers, comprising: a container 
wall; a neck; a screw-threaded bushing; 
an integral, one-piece, non-metallic, 
vieldable, resilient closure plug; a gas- 
keting portion; an outwardly extending 
integral shoulder and a cap seal. 

Bottle Carrier, Robert M. Dunning et 
al (to Waldorf Paper Products Co., St. 
Paul, a corporation of Minnesota). U.S. 
2,842,288, July 8. An improvement in a 
foldable bottle-carrier blank compris- 
ing a generally H-shaped flat sheet cut 
and scored to form a rectangular bottom 
member foldable along its longitudinal 
median line. 

Pouring-Spout Carton, Fred A, Ryder 
ito Chicago Carton Co., a corporation 

of Delaware). U.S. 2,842,302, July 8. A 
paperboard carton having a_ pouring 
spout formed in two walls of the carton 
which meet to form a corner. 

Set-Up Box, Samuel Platt (to United 
Paper Box Co., San Francisco). U.S. 
2,842,303, July 8. A set-up box formed 
from a single, elongated, generally rec- 
tangular blank and having a_ bottom 
wall, top wall and one side wall in co- 
planar relationship at a point in the 
manufacture thereof. 

Shipping and Carrying Carton, William 
A. Ringler (to The Diamond Gardner 
Corp., New York, a corporation of Dela- 
ware). U.S. 2,842,304, July 8. A carton 
formed from a one-piece blank of sheet 
material and designed to provide a 
multi-purpose shipping, hand-transpor- 
tation and dispensing carton for a group 
of cans packaged therein. 

Carton-Wax Composition, Samuel Rich- 
ard Pethrick et al (to The British Pet- 
roleum Co., Ltd., London, England). 
U.S. 2,842,483, July 8. A wax composi- 
tion consisting of a blend of 30-80% by 
weight of 125-130 deg. F. melting-point 
grade, substantially oil-free paraffin wax, 
and 70-20% by weight of recrystallized 
bright stock wax, the recrystallized 
bright stock wax containing 5-40% by 
weight of petroleum ceresin wax and 
1-3% by weight of oil. 

Article-Packing Apparatus, Albert H. 
Merkner et al (to H. J. Heinz Co., Pitts- 
burgh, a corporation of Pennsylvania). 
U.S. 2,842,912, July 15. In an article- 
packing machine, the combination, with 
a supply table, of a packing mechanism 
comprising a transversely movable grid. 
a stationary grid and a _ transversely 
movable restraining grid. 

Single-Station Capping Machine, 
George H. Dimond (to Consolidated 
Packaging Machinery Corp., Buffalo, a 
corporation of New York). U.S. 2,842.- 
914, July 15. In a capping machine, the 
combination of means for advancing a 
series of containers to a capping station, 
capping means, cap-feeding means, con- 
trol means and sensing means. 

Carton-Closing Machine, Le Roy F. 
Carkhuff et al (to Diamond Gardner 
Corp., New York, a corporation of Dela 
ware). U.S. 2,842,920, July 15. An ap- 
paratus for closing cartons, character- 
ized by a bottom section having hinged 
thereto an inner member and a cover 
member together with cooperating lock- 

ing elements on said carton members. 

Machine for Making Plastic Boxes, 
Luther Earl Sevison (to E. G. Staude 
Mfg. Co., St. Paul, a corporation of 
New Hampshire). U.S. 2,843,027, July 
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U.S. patents digest 

Shuford’s 

SHURTAPE 
15. A machine for making boxes con 
posed of plastic sheet material. 

Carton, Harry F. Collins, Jr. (to Nort! 
western Corrugated Box Co., Minneay 
olis, a corporation of Minnesota). U.S 
2.843.257. July 15. A carton for housing 

an article having a body, a coil cor 
nected to said body and a tube cor 

nec ted to the end ot the coil, 

Commodity Wrapper and Package, 
Henry L. Metzger (to Orange Pape 
Co., Castleton-on-Hudson, N.Y., a cor 
poration of New York). U.S. 2,843,259 
July 15. A commodity package of th 
character described, comprising a sit 
gle die-cut blank of paperboard. 

Molded-Pulp Carton Lock, Richard | 
Reifers (to Diamond Gardner Corp., 
New York, a corporation of Delaware) 
U.S. 2.843.304, July 15. A carton of one 
piece, molded pulp construction, com 

prising a cellular bottom section, an in 
ner cellular cover section and an outer 
over with locking means. 

\pparatus for Packaging Envelopment, 
Leon T. Dunning (to Union Carbide 
Canada Ltd., Toronto, Ontario, a cor 
poration of Canada). U.S. 2,843,984 

July 22. An apparatus for use in pack 
iging of an item in an elastic bag whos 

The Protective Tape a is less than that of 

that STRIPS CLEAN without aktans liver ¥. toes Gor Won Be 
Meyer Mig. Co., Cudahy, Wis., a cor 
poration of Wisconsin). U.S. 2,843,986, 

STAINING July 22. Apparatus for applying shrink 
ible bands to the necks of bottles. 

Apparatus for Opening Bags, Walter S. 
Thompson et al (to Milprint, Inc., Mil 

waukee, a corporation of Delaware). 
U.S. 2,843,988, July 22. A bag-opening 

S} Shuford’s SHURTAPE FP-53 is ® device comprising: a supporting frame, 
a multi-purpose protective tape SHURTAPE a spindle, means forming a conduit 

for use on finished and highly carried by said frame and means re 
polished surfaces during fabrica- sponsive to pressure variations in said 
tion, storage and shipment. F conduit-forming means for reciprocating 

This polymer impregnated fiat- Saad the same. 

back paper pressure - sensitive 
cine ta deaiweei - use on sur- Machine for Forming and Applying 
| dig igned for u dias Cord Handles to a Paper-Bag Web, 

2 ; ; ; ‘ John S. Davis et al (to Equitable Pa 
Stainless steel ©Aluminum anodized Write for free sample per Bag Co., Long Island City, N.Y., a 
or allodized ®Glass ¢Hard rubber cieuatuiien ah Mon tans, 2 oa 
eEnameled and lacquered steel Verif O75 we - < som eee rec Magen: 

ana on pend anagem Y handle-applying machine including 
SER OS penyeecer, posyesyrem 5 means for guiding a traveling paper 
and plexiglass and many plated SHURTAPE FP 53 hen web alene & pecdetermined pall 

" mars ral E FP-5 high! asa protective tape traversing a handle-applying station. 
Ss 2TAPE FP-53 is highly re- : ; 

sistant to water, solvents, oil in your production ! Carton-Forming Apparatus, Hans G 
and abrasion . . . adheres in Hoffmeister (to Food Machinery & 
stantly strips clean without Chemical Corp., San Jose, Calif., a cor 

ing! poration of Delaware). U.S. 2,844,076, 
July 22. Apparatus for forming a car 
ton from a blank having a bottom panel 
and a wall panel, slotted to receive 

tongue on a second wall panel. 

CLOTHES LINES e TWINES 

PRESSURE-SENSITIVE PAPER TAPES 

SASH CORDS e WEATHER STRIPPING 

TTON & RAYON YARNS e EXTRUDED PLASTICS 

Folding Machine for the Manufacture 
of Paperboard Boxes and the Like 
Whitney D. Sherman et al (to Continen 
tal Can Co.. New York, a corporatior 
of New York). U.S. 2,844,078, July 22 

World’s Largest Manufacturer of Cotton Cordage 26 \ machine for folding a series of flaps 
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Packaging Notes 
Drawstring or Poly Bag has enabled one 

‘e packer to cut labor costs and 

ise packing speeds 15 per cent. The 
iwstring runs through a strong, heat- 

ed hem on 5-lb. bags of 2 mil poly- 

ne film. The closure is strong 

h for the string loops to be hung 

erhead conveyors or used by cus- 

s as a convenient carrying handle. 
bags require less film to fabricate 

do tied-top bags and they are 

d to be easier to fill. Produce ship- 

have expressed interest in the 

tring poly bag for packing pota- 

ind citrus fruit. 

Polyethylene Bottle Closure with expand- 
e plug is designed to prevent move- 

t and breakage of pills during ship- 

ng and use. The patented closure re- 

ces the usual cotton pad or paper in- 

ordinarily used with tablet con- 

The polyethylene insert is constructed 

double up when the cap is screwed 

a full bottle. As pills are used the 

sert expands to fill the void and hold 
lls in place. 

\side from convenience, the expanda- 

losure is said to be more hygienic 

cotton plugs since it is never 

hed in use. The inserts, used for 

time by leading German pharma- 

al firms, are now being introduced 

s country. 

slyethylene tablet bottle closure employs 

insert, left, which snaps into screw cap. 

expands to hold tablets in place even 

ottle is half empty. 

Two New Decorative Coatings for poly- 

ne have been announced recently. 

a new process for vacuum-metal- 
polyethylene. BriJliant coatings 

with excellent adhesion even on 

tems as squeeze bottles. Alcohol- 

top coats can also be applied by 

1e method. 

it is reported to be the first ad- 

for flocking polyethylene has been 

ced by another manufacturer. 

w adhesive makes it possible to 
1 velour coating to sheet or mold- 

lucts. The process 1s expected to 

plication in packaging cosmetics 

ality items such as silverware. 

U.S.I. Announces Crystal-Clear Poly Film 
Produced by Cast-Film Process 

Cast PETROTHENE® Film Has Top Transparency and Gloss 

A crystal-clear polyethylene film, made by a conventional processing 
technique adapted to polyethylene film production, was introduced by 
U.S.I. at the 1958 National Packaging Exposition in New York. The 

film, made from a U.S.I. PETROTHENE resin, has a level of transparency 
and gloss unprecedented in polyethylene film. 

The production method, called cast- 

ing, employs equipment typical of the 

extrusion coating industry. In the proc- 

ess polyethylene is extruded and drawn 
or cast across a highly polished chrome- 

plated roll. This casting step greatly im- 

proves the optical characteristics of the 
film. This production method also re- 

duces formation of haze-producing crys- 

tals in the matrix of the polyethylene 

by providing for immediate and even 

quenching. This further contributes to 

improved clarity. 

Extensive research at U.S.I.’s techni- 

cal service laboratory indicated that a 

moderately high density resin would be 

required to strike a balance between 

properties which promote clarity and 
those promoting strength. PETROTHENE 

205—with a density of 0.924, melt index 

of 3.0 and PETROTHENE 239 with a den- 

sity of 0.929, melt index of 5.0 were 

selected. 

Production Costs About Equal 

Although the equipment needed for 

making cast film is initially more ex- 
pensive, production costs appear to be 

competitive with those for conventional 

extruded film. Production speed for cast 

film is the same or greater than for 

other film producing processes. 

Nitrogen Bianketing Aids 
Polyethylene Processing 

Nitrogen blanketing of polyethylene ex- 

truder feed helps overcome gels, fish- 

eyes, dark spots and other problems 

caused by polyethylene oxidation. 

The procedure was developed at 

U.S.I.’s technical service laboratory at 
Tuscola, Ill. It is based on the idea of 
excluding oxygen by maintaining an 

inert gas blanket over the resin enter- 

ing and inside the machine. 

According to Ralph Knight, Manager 

of U.S.I.’s PETROTHENE Technical Serv- 
ice Department, as a further refinement, 

inert gas also can be used to blanket the 

molten polyethylene as it leaves the ex- 

truder in order to reduce build-up of 

oxidized material on the die lips of the 
extruder. The same principle is appli- 

cable to other polyethylene processing 

methods, such as molding. 

MIRROR IMAGE? No, but the excellent clarity 

and gloss of cast PETROTHENE film make it 

almost believable. It’s all done with twins. 

Production on laboratory-scale equip- 

ment indicates that careful control of 

die temperature and size of die opening 

is necessary to assure gauge uniformity. 

However, with proper operating condi- 

tions and careful choice of resin, the re- 

sulting film has adequate toughness 

along with its phenomenal clarity. 

Widespread application in the packag- 

ing industry where clarity is often 

a prime consideration — is expected. 

Coffee Plants Grown 

in Black Poly Bags 
A promising new use for black poly- 
ethylene film is reported from Central 

America. Black poly bags filled with fer- 

tilized soil are being used to grow coffee 

plants in Guatemala. The film acts as a 

combination flower pot and mulch. 

According to the report, when plants 

are grown in polyethylene bags, they 

can be brought to transplanting size in 

nine months instead of the 18 months 

formerly required. In 1957, approxi- 

mately seven million polyethylene bags 

were used in Guatemala. 

DO YOU HAVE a new polyethylene packaging 
development you'd like the industry to know about? 
Make it routine to send your information on new 

developments to U.S.|. POLYETHYLENE NEWS 
the 



1.5-mil cast polyethylene film made 

from PETROTHENE 239-27 resin has 

unprecedented clarity and gloss. 

IT’S CRYSTAL CLEAR! 

IT’S INEXPENSIVE! 

GAST POLYETHYLENE FILM 
NOW OUTDATES OTHER TRANSPARENT PACKAGING MATERIALS 
Cast polyethylene film—made by a special process em- 
ploying U.S.I. PETROTHENE® resins—offers you the tradi- 
tional strength and economy of polyethylene—plus 
sparkling clarity and gloss. Here’s why this new tech- 
nique far surpasses other overwrap materials. 

CRYSTAL CLARITY—The new process for making cast poly- 

ethylene film produces material with a clarity equal or 
superior to conventional transparent films. Compare a 
piece of cast film made with PETROTHENE resin with con- 

ventional polyethylene film and with the transparent film 

you are now using for overwrap. 

SUPERIOR PACKAGING PROPERTIES—Cast polyethylene film 

has good impact and tear strength. It has high grease 

resistance and is an excellent moisture barrier; it heat 

seals well and is easily printed. The film doesn’t crackle; 

it has a soft, natural flexibility that adds a look of quality 

to the packaged goods. And cast film handles well in 
overwrap machinery designed for conventional poly- 

ethylene film. 

ECONOMY—No matter how you measure your overwra! 

material costs—per unit package or per unit area of film 
—cast polyethylene costs less than conventional trans- 
parent materials. It is the most inexpensive transparent 

overwrap material you can buy. P 

Cast polyethylene film—made from U.S.I. PETROTHENE 
resins—is available now in limited quantities. Ask your 
supplier about the advantages of cast PETROTHENE (film. 

GBP vse. CHEMICALS CO. 
Division of National Distillers and Chemica! Cor? 

99 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 
Branches in principal cities 
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jecting trom one side of a continu- 

is pape rboard band to break the score 

between the flaps and the body of 
paperboard band. 

Carton for Attachment to a Container, 
eonard J. Gruber et al (to The Central 

(arton Co., Cincinnati, a corporation 

Ohio). U.S. 2,844,245, July 22. A 
irton for attaching to a_ cylindrical 
ntainer having a flanged closure. 

Egg-Packing Material, Harry E. 
ert (to Central Fibre Products Ce., 

Quincy, Ill., a corporation of Delaware). 
U.S. 2,844,268, July 22. A molded-pulp 

g-packing material embodying therein 
sheet-like body having right-angled 

ws of spaced, hollow egg-recelving 

seats on one side thereof 

Container, William F. Durbin (to The 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, a 
poration of Ohio). U.S. 2,844,269, 

July 22. A closed container for confin 

ng fluid therein, including means to 
prevent appreciable loss of the confined 
fluid from the container if a sudden 
ipture occurs 

Multi-Celled Article Carrier, William 
\. Ringler (to Diamond Gardner Corp., 
New York, a corporation of Delaware). 

U.S. 2,844,280, July 22. A multi-cell, 
twin-compartment article carrier formed 
rom a single blank of sheet material. 

Detergent Can, William J. Slade (to 
Crown Cork & Seal Co., Philadelphia, a 

rporation of New York). U.S. 2,844,- 
190, July 22. A cylindrical container 
having a metal end, a projection on said 
nd and a plastic pouring spout, said 

pouring spout being adapted to receive 

i closure. 

Lock Bottom for Paperboard Con- 
tainer, Lawrence M. Soja (to Stone 

Container Corp., Chicago). U.S. 2,844.,- 
296, July 22. A collapsible, re-usable 
ontainer of stiff paperboard material 
dapted to support a substantial weight. 

Collapsible Carton, Raynor M. Holmes 
to Bloomer Bros. Co., Newark, N.Y., a 

corporation of New York). U.S. 2,844,- 
297, July 22. A collapsible carton having 
i self-erecting bottom comprising a one- 

ce blank cut, scored and folded. 

Sliced-Meat Package, Reynolds Guyer 

to Waldorf Paper Products Co., Ram- 
County, Minn., a corporation of 

Minnesota). U.S. 2,844,300, July 22. A 
ckage for bacon and the like, includ- 
¢ a rectangular sheet of flexible lining 
iterial and a blank of relatively stiff 

iperboard secured thereto. 

‘ackage Containing Article with Deli- 
ite Surface, Johanna C. Boardway, 
iremont, N.H. U.S. 2,844,471, July 22. 
package comprising a flat support 

th upturned margins, a body of soft, 
ipe-retaining material, a _ flexible 
rapper, a plurality of pins and re 
able means securing said wrapper 

said margins 

lethod of Packaging Bacon Strips, 
hn F, Ehrenfried et al (to The Good 

[ CAPPE|RS 
ee ens Saline 

a model for every purpose...a speed for every need! 

NEW! INNERSEALER 

RESiNA 

Automatic innerseal machine for selecting and 

applying standard innerseals to various types and 

sizes of tin cans as commonly used in the oil industry. 

Capacity: 60-120 per minute 

Seals from %" to 112". 

AND SPECIAL MACHINERY 

Agents in principal cities throughout the United States and Canada. 

Write for descriptive literature 

AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO., INC. 
Brooklyn 31, New York 



SYNTRON Vibra-Flow”’ 

VIBRATORY FEEDERS 

> * 

feeding cornmeal snacks to net-weigher 

provide a smooth, 

even flow of bulk materials 

at finger-tip controlled rates 

SYNTRON “Vibra-Flow” Vibratory Feeders fill the gap between storage and 
processing. They provide a smooth, even flow of bulk materials—hot or cold, 
dry or damp, from powders to chucks—to mixers, batchers, driers and other 

processing equipment. And, the flow rate is instantly adjustable, from minimum 

to maximum to meet production schedule changes. 

There is a type and model SYNTRON Feeder for each of your problems or 

needs. The variety of sizes and styles range from Light Tonnage Feeders with 

capacities from one to ten tons per hour to Heavy Tonnage Feeders with capac- 

ities up to hundreds of tons per hour, with flat pan, tubular and many other types 

of troughs. Available with electromagnetic, hydraulic or pneumatic drives. 

Investigate the production possibilities with SYNTRON Vibratory Feeders in 
your operation. Send us the details of your problem—our application engineers 

will be glad to submit recommendations. CH258 

Products of ‘Proven Dependable Quality 

Syntron can help you with 

problems involving 
Vibrators Rectifiers 

(bins, hoppers, chutes) (Silicon and Selenium) 

Vibratory Feeders a-c to d-c Selenium Rectifier Units 

Vibratory Screens Electric Heating Paneis 

Shaker Conveyors Electric Heating Elements 

Vibratory Elevator Feeders Sinuated Wires 

Weigh Feeders Shaft Seals 

Packers and Jolters Electric Hammers 

Hopper Feeders Concrete Vibrators 

Lapping Machines Paper Joggers 

Our representatives will be glad to work with you in 
selecting the proper equipment for your operation. 

Call your nearest Syntron representative 

wikemmore information write for complete catalog . . Pree 

SYNTRON COMPANY 
250 Lexington Avenue Homer City, Penna. 

U.S. patents digest ( 

year Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, a cor 
poration of Ohio). U.S. 2,844,472, July 

The method of packaging strips o 

bacon in a relatively flat, foldable 
holder, a transparent overwrap of rubber 
hydrochloride film and a tear tape. 

Disposable Pressure-Cooker Package 
of Frozen Food, James F. Barnes (t 
Foil Process Corp., Van Nuys, Calif., a 
corporation of California). U.S. 2,844, 
175, July 22. A disposable pressure 

cooker and package, comprising a box 
formed of metal foil sheet material and 
a frozen-food product therein, contain 
ing water for cooking said product. 

Vacuum-Bag Sealing Machine, Ralph 
S. Randall (to Vac-U-Pak Corp., San 
Francisco, a corporation of California) 
U.S. 2,844,925, July 29. In a machine of 
the character de sscribed, a platform hav 
ing a ribbon of soft material mounted 
transversely thereon and means over 
lying the forward edge of the ribbon for 
anchoring the extreme end of the bag 

Box-Folding and Loading Machine, 
Jesse J. Warner, Palo Alto, Calif. U.S. 

2,844,927, July 29. Apparatus for pack- 
aging goods, comprising: a pair of end- 
less conveyors, means for moving the 
conveyors in opposite directions, goods- 

transfer means, and means for initiating 
a ¢ losure ot the conveyor-« arried cartons 

froin each end. 

Wrapping Machine, Everett W. Clem 
(to Rice Barton Corp., Worcester, Mass., 

a corporation of Massachusetts). U.S. 
2,844,928, July 29. A wrapping machine 
having a movable end-wrap carriage, 
screw means, a guide rail, a reciprocal 
piston, a threaded half-nut for engage- 
ment with the said guide rail and a 
locking means. 

Can-Aligning Means, Bruce G. Copping 
(to Atkron, Inc., Cuyahoga Falls, O., a 
corporation of Ohio). U.S. 2,845,165, 
July 29. In combination, means for con- 
veying an empty cylindrical steel con- 
tainer and magnetic means disposed 
near the discharge end of the conveying 
means for magnetically changing the 
position of the container. 

Coupling Device for Containers, 
George P. Ziehmer, Jr. (to American 
Can Co., New York, a corporation of 
New Jersey). U.S. 2,845,174, July 29. A 
unit package of rectangular fibre con- 
tainers having at their top ends sur 
rounding, peripheral, laterally project 
ing ledges. 

Coupling Device for Containers, Ed 
ward O. Then (to American Can Co., 
New York, a corporation of New Jer 
sey). U.S. 2,845,175, July 29. A unitary 
package comprising a pair of independ 
ent, rectangular fibre containers having 
surrounding, peripheral, laterally pro 
jecting ledges. 

Fibreboard Container, William E 
Hauck et al (to Inland Container Corp., 
Indianapolis). U.S. 2,845,211, July 29 
An open-top container formed of a sin 
gle, substantially rectangular blank of 
corrugated fibreboard. 
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Tailor-Made Papers for 
Protective Packaging 

for High Speed 
Automatic Machine Operation 

GLASSINE and GREASEPROOF 
for CONVERTERS 

CRACKERS 
COOKIES 

for — DOUGHNUTS 
Bags CANDIES 
Boxes CHIPS 
Cups FOOD MIXES 
Corrugated POWDERS 
Liners NUTS 
Trays SNACKS 
Wraps COFFEE 

TEA 

Plain 
Waxed 

Treated 

Laminated 

81 Years of Quality and Service 

ail | AMERSLEY MFG. CO. 
PAPERMAKERS 

GARFIELD. NEW JEFF 

CAN YOU ANTICIPATE 

FUTURE REQUIREMENTS FOR 

AUTOMATIC APPLICATION 

OF CELLULOSE NECK BANDS 

Gives you 
-_ 

Capacity and Flexibility / 

Yes, if you want to apply neck bands using 
reels of tubing in plain, solid color, or over all pat- 
tern, or if you want to apply cut bands with imprint- 

ing requiring registration, the Sealamatic “'85’’ is 

your answer—featuring adjustable speeds up to 85 
bottles per minute; handling of all shapes and sizes 

from aspirin bottles to gallon jugs; and affording ex- 

tremely fast changeover (Bottles—less than 5 min- 

utes for any size; Bands—less than 10 minutes for 

any diameter). Write for complete information on 

the versatile Sealamatic ‘85’, or, for high pro- 

duction pre-cut band application, ask about 

Sealamatic ‘150 

MACHINE COMPANY + MADISON 10, WISCONSIN 

OCTOBER 1958 

Ths DOUBLE-DUTY machine 

PAYS ITS WAY 
ff) AWA, IN ANY 

Paper, Film, 

Foil, or Plastic 
Converting Plant 

Stanford, 182 i 

™ Combination 
Vee) a 

“ay pl oley ge): 
iteraallal= 

on all narrow-width 
rewind and multiple 
slitting operations 

. gaves WASTE 
Specially designed and engi- 

by converting re- 
jected telescoped, un- 
even rolls into sal- 
able stock 

¢Handles Paper, Film, 
Foil, Plastics, Etc. 

neered for high-speed rewind 
and duplex slitting, this ver- 
satile machine quickly pays 

for itself in time and material. 
Usable not only for salvaging 

telescoped and defective rolls, 

but also for slitting and re- 

slitting operations. Rewind 
shafts accommodate rolls up 

to 18” diameter and 30” wide. Open-end construc- 

tion permits easy one-man operation, rapid loading 
and unloading of rolls. 

QUALITY ENGINEERING FEATURES MAKE THE 

STANFORD 182” AN INDUSTRY-WIDE FAVORITE 

Variable-Width Slitting and © Automatic Constant Tension 

Staggering of Rolls Variable Speed Control 

Slitting Web Speed 1000 feet 
per minute 

Automatic Orifice — Controlled 

Web Guide 

Guaranteed Accurate Side Reg- Available with 3 or 5-H.P. 
ister .010" plus or minus es) Drive Unit 

WRITE, WIRE, OR PHONE TODAY 
for complete details on the Stanford Story 

Please tell us — Type of Material, Maximum Web 

Width, Roll Diameter &nd Weight 

ENGINEERING COMPANY 
SALEM, ILLINOIS «© PHON ALEM 55 

Canadian Reps Manton Brothers ‘ Te 

‘ Slitters. Web Guides, Rewinding. and C 



Delivers a well settled, nicely squared bag at top, 

bottom and sides 

Pre-scored, double fold, uniformly glued seal 

keeps product in and dirt out 

Uses any standard make of gusseted bag — no 

royalties 

Seal readily opened, yet tamper-proof 

Seals 30 to 50 bags per minute 

Users report costs reduced up to $500.00 per 

month per machine 

Write for complete information 

LONSOLIDATED PALKALING MALHINERY LORP 
1400 West Ave., Buffalo 13,N.Y 

In the supermarket 
Continued from page 99 | 

ample of how the supermarket may 

be won over to a revolutionary new 

packaging idea. Admittedly, Mod 

ernage had one big advantage: It 

was among the first to market wo- 

men’s hosiery in food stores and 

since 1950, has been selling through 

food markets exclusively. 

But for a long time Modernage 

had been looking for a package that 

would be more logical for traditional 

supermarket — selling — procedures. 

Finally it reasoned: Why not a can 

that may be stocked, marked, put on 

the shelf and sold like peas, beans 

or corn? 

With nothing more than a hand- 

made sample, Charlie Eaton went to 

his wholesaler. the William Mont- 

gomery Co. His good sales pitch won 

a test order, which the distributor 

succeeded in placing in one store 

Jerry's Market in Royersford, Pa. 

The unusual new package upped 

hosiery sales in that one store 500% 

in June and July over the same 

months of 1957. Similar results were 

obtained in additional test stores. 

After that. says Mr. Eaton. orders 

began coming in from all over. 

Supermarkets. apparently, — are 

willing to give it a try if selling 

hosiery like regular grocery items 

should mean lower handling costs. 

therefore higher profits. Receiving 

and warehousing. supposedly, are 

simplified by the use of standard 

cartons, each with 12 key-opening 

cans containing two pairs of stock- 

ings each—a total of 24 pairs. The 

package even offers a little extra 

inducement—an envelope of rinse 

for the first washing and a_poly- 

ethylene purse pack to carry them. 

The hose are supplied in a full 

range of sizes and lengths, but stock 

problems are simplified by limiting 

stvles to four, all made in one sea 

sonally popular color. 

It's too early to tell whether 

canned nylons will become a trend 

The important point is that accept- 

ance of the new package illustrates 

what every manufacturer should re 

member. Despite the hundreds of 

times the buying committee must say 

“No.” it must also at times say 

“Yes.” And the producer of pack 

aged goods should never lose sight 

of the fact that the responsibility of 

creating the winning packages is al 

most entirely up to him. 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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Pall Mall's pack . . . solid PALI MALI 

FAMOUS CIGARETTES red background, with no 

specks or blemishes —the 

standard of quality in the 

cigarette business proudly 

produced from Intaglio cylinders 

“WHEREVER PARTICULAR 
PEOPLE CONGREGATE™ 

320 million packages 
— 1] set of cylinders 

“Wherever particular people con- Intaglio is easy to use. We start with 

vregate,” you find the Pall Mall package your original art, layout, and copy 

in pockets and handbags— produced on make color separations and full-value 

coated stock, in gravure from cylinders positives...etch the evlinders...supply 

etched by Intaglio. The package looks high-fidelity proofs for approval and the 

expensive, but 320 million reproductions guidance of the printer. 

from a single set of evlinders keeps unit Intaglio today, as it has for years. 

costs economical! processes the best) gravure packages. 

Intaglio is skilled at carrying out the labels, and wrappers in the business, is 

style appeal of packages pleasing to the your assurance of quality. 

eve, tempting to the hand, popular at the 

cash register...through finest gravure at Wirn two decades of experience... 

every stage of production, 500 skilled personnel (35° on Intaglio’s 

Whether for paper, vinyl, cellophane. staff, ten vears or longer)... four entirely 

foil or other material, Intaglio evlinders new plants in the past three years... 

are the product of craftsmanship and conveniently located to facilitate service 

precision, Efficient and economical, on in New York. Chicago, Detroit. and in 

large runs our chrome-plated, deep-etched Cincinnati...Intaglio has the competence 

gravure cylinders have longer life, give which merits vour choice. 

more impressions than litho plates or Our seven offices are at vour service. 

letterpress electros. Call us today. 

Intaglio SErVICE corPorATION 
Imerica’s First Gravure Servicers 

305 Kast doth St... New York. New York 731 Plymouth Court. Chicago 

1828 Lewis Tower Bldg... Philadelphia Intaglio-Cadillac. Inc., 40 Hague Ave.. Detroit 

309 Pine St., San Francisco—1932 Hyperion Ave.. Los Angeles 01 Bowen St.. Cincinnati 
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By ncn CZ, Leber Coote! 
BEAD TWO EDGES AT ONCE 

Chief Red-E-Stik has spoken. And his braves 

are on the warpath to help you win the fight for 
more wampum in your wigwam...with Red-E- 

Stik pressure-sensitive labeling. These self-ad- 
hesive labels enable you to cut costs, save time, 
boost sales, end waste. They can be used to 
simplify and speed every phase of your oper- 

ation. Here’s why each dollar for Red-E-Stik is a 
buck well spent... 

Stop To stop shoppers, your best bet is a 

package with impulse-buying appeal...a Red-E- 
Stik label with built-in impulse-impact. We create 
them for all package types...any size, shape, 

color...sheets, rolls, singles. WITH THE TABER DUAL BEADER 

Sell Red-£-Stik labels and signs drive home 

your story at the P-O-P. For use on plastics, film, Simultaneously beads both edges of plastic sheet, 
glass, metal and wood, Red-E-Stik needs no : ‘ in opie 
water, heat, or glue. Just peel and press...even roll, die cut blanks and strips, .0O5° to .020  thick- 

faster by machine. ness, 2” to 20” wide. Nine different beads and 
Satisfy Use Red-E-Stik labels to in- satel , ‘ 
struct, guarantee, warn...to keep buyers sold, Specials! High speed production! Each head 

up repeat sales, cut returns. They can’t curl or can be used independently as a single edge 
crawl stay neat and clean. Call, write for bend deihed 

samples and Idea Kit of Red-E-Stik solutions to ee 
problems like yours - 

Ss Write for Illustrated Literature 4PY 

TABER INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
eveE RP ReESADY 111 Goundry St. Section 12 

CREATIVE PRINTED SPECIALTIES NORTH TONAWANDA, NEW YORK 

10-D East 49th Street, N.Y.C. 17 Producers of Sheet Plastic Folders, Creasers, Cylinder Mokers 
Plaza 1-3040 ond Beaders, Blister Folders and Thermatic Drawpresses 

New 

0 
“Series 700” 

ROLAPRINTER’ 
Patented 

attachment 

@ Occupies less than 1 cubic foot! 

@ Fully enclosed for instant- 

drying action! 

Compact “forward-design” unit imprints 
copy legends or codes up to 4” wide by 6” long 
on cellophane, polyethylene, glassine, foil, 

paper, waxed paper, etc. Fully automatic and 

foolproof—registers imprints in any loca- ™ 
tion, requires no adjusting nor skill to oper- bs : 

ate and produce consistently high-quality * rca nme 
impressions. Visible ink supply with auto- Saainee oe 
matic feed guards against printing failures. Pak-Rapid, Roto-Wrap, 
Weighs less than 5 pounds. Scores already Simplex, Wrap-Ade, 
in successful use coast to coast. Wrap-King and others 

First and foremost in 

automatic production-line 

ete GOTTSCHO, .1- HILLSIDE 5, N.J. 
Write today for descriptive bulletin “RIN-7” 

In Canada: Richardson Agencies, Ltd. - Toronto & Montreal 
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Corrugated containers—an industry survey 

Continued from page 108 

ts Highlander washing machine 

iround a Scotch plaid design on a 

orrugated shipper. Colorful print- 

ing also permits the corrugated con- 

tainer to be a direct product pack- 

ige, often with gift-merchandising 

ippeal and often equipped with con- 

venient carrying handles. 

And beyond that are the vast 

store-display possibilities with cor- 

rugated containers designed to be 

converted into colorful self-selling 

foor stands and counter merchan- 

disers. 

It’s a long jump from 16th century 

England to modern corrugated 

boxes, but the principle of corrugat- 

ing supposedly dates back to the 

fluting irons invented to form the 

ruffs worn around the necks of 

Queen Elizabeth I and her swash 

buckling courtiers. It was three cen- 

turies later, however, when the first 

patents were taken out for making 

corrugated paper in England (1856) 

and by A. L. Jones in the United 

States (1871). The Jones patent was 

for an unlined corrugated sheet for 

use in packing glass, especially lamp 

chimneys, patent medicines and bey- 

erages, replacing straw and excel- 

sior. 

Around the beginning of this cen- 

tury, demands for  lighter-weight 

shipping containers led to the de- 

velopment of double-lined, rigid cor- 

rugated board and thence to corru- 

gated box manufacture by adapting 

the principle of die cutting and scor- 

ing similar to folding-paper-box 

techniques. 

Among the first users was a cereal 

manufacturer who needed a light- 

weight, economical shipper for a 

low-cost product. In 1903 he was 

successful in obtaining acceptance 

for a corrugated box in_ official 

freight classifications. And _ three 

years later (1906) formal accept- 

ince was given to corrugated con- 

tainers generally as freight con- 

tainers, 

The possibilities for corrugated 

pre-packs that go without opening 

lirect from factory to consumer ac- 

ompanied by the manufacturer’s 

guarantee became apparent about 

1910, when the makers of electric 

latirons needed shippers strongei 

han a paperboard box. These early 

ire-packs quickly demonstrated the 

bility of the corrugated container 

CTOBER 1958 

to reduce damage and eliminate 

costly handling. Today the factory 

pre-pack is a commonplace for 

every kind of appliance from elec- 

tric broilers to washing machines 

and refrigerators. It’s importance 

has been heightened by the present 

trend to “discount” stores. And for 

china and glass, furniture, office sup- 

plies and industrial equipment of all 

kinds, it has practically done away 

with costly, bulky crates and messy 

excelsior. 

Military shipments have been a 

significant factor in building accept- 

ance for corrugated containers. The 

fibre-box industry calculates that 

by the end of World War I, 20°% of 

all shipments were made in corru- 

gated or solid fibreboard boxes, 

while wooden cases and barrels ac- 

counted for the other 80%. But by 

the end of World War II, the situa- 

tion was completely reversed—80% 

of all shipments were made in cor- 

rugated or solid fibre. 

Modern corrugated board is com- 

prised of the fluted or corrugated 

sheets, usually 0.009-in. thick, at- 

tached to facings (called liners) by 

adhesives. The two rigid forms used 

in containers are: (1) double-face, 

which has one ply of corrugated be- 

tween two plies of liners, and (2) 

double-wall, which has two plies of 

corrugated between three plies of 

liner paper. Three flute sizes, gener- 

ally designated as A, B and C, are 

used, depending on shipping re- 

quirements. All corrugated boxes, 

in addition to special considerations 

for safe delivery, must comply with 

carrier regulations, the most im- 

portant of which is the Official (rail- 

road) Freight Classification, Rule 41. 

Increased use of higher-test grades 

of board, as well as double-wall con- 

structions, have provided stronger 

more efficient containers. Weights 

in the 500- to 700-lb. range are no 

longer uncommon, with box dimen- 

sions limited only by the size of 

container-manufacturing equipment. 

Bulk corrugated containers for 

carrying as many as one- to three- 

dozen small motors, weighing as 

much as 2,500 lbs. have been intro- 

duced. 

The industry association makes no 

forecasts of future growth, but a 

spokesman for the group points out 

that the supply-demand figures of 

America’s 
Leading 

Converters and 
Package Printers 

Look to 

THE 

PRECISE 
Engineering 
COMPANY 

ROTOGRAVURE 
PRESSES 
20 TO 90 INCHES 

DIE-CUTTING 
CREASING and 
SCORING PRESSES 

LAMINATORS 
FILM @ FOIL 

PAPER @ BOARD 

SPECIAL 
CONVERTING 
EQUIPMENT 

Write for illustrated literature today! 

“PRECISE 
ENGINEERING COMPANY 

Precision Equipment for 

Precise Workmanship ! 

430 W. GRANT PL., CHICAGO 14 ILL. 

Plants: Chicago, Ill. @ Green Bay, Wis. 
ut 
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New types of Patapar’ give you a 

REAL BARRIER 
against penetration of \ 

GREASE, FATS, OILS 
Gita -net sponte areas 

wl 

As an inner protective barrier for multiwall bags... or wherever a 

grease-proof material is required, new types of Patapar Vegetable 

Parchment meet the most exacting requirements. These special 

grease-proof Patapars stop penetration. Oil will not spread on 

Patapar’s surface. There is no grease “crawl”. 

Wet-strength, too 
Permanent high wet-strength is another quality of the many differ- 

ent types of Patapar. And, made from pure cellulose, Patapar is 

odorless, non-toxic. It is furnished plain or colorfully printed. 

If you would like to test Patapar for your product, write us telling 

your requirements. We'll send information and samples of the type 

we recommend for your purpose. 

Patapar : 
VEGETABLE 
PARCHMENT 

HI -WET- STRENGTH - GREASE -RESISTING 

HEADQUARTERS FOR VEGETABLE PARCHMENT SINCE 1885 
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the Government show big growth 

for the economy in general into 196° 

and beyond. Obviously, this mean 

substantial increases for the corru 

gated-box industry, which must sup 

ply the containers used to ship the 

foods, drugs, household goods 

clothing and the other essentials and 

luxuries consumed by a_ rapidly 

growing population. 

Based on the corrugated-containe: 

industry’s outstanding past record of 

developing new uses through im 

proved products, there is every indi 

cation that this container form will 

continue to grow even faster than 

the growth of the general economy 

in the years to come. 

Two-piece box 
| Continued from page 111 

rubber printing plates are maintained 

and panels for these items are im- 

printed by IH on standard office du- 

plicating equipment prior to pack- 

aging. 

The carton flat has full flap ends 

pre-coated with a cohesive latex that 

adheres to itself but not to any other 

surface. Across the middle of the 

panels is a line of die cuts and per- 

forations. These enable the packag- 

ing-line operator to break the carton 

into two sections after he has formed 

the tube and closed the self-sealing 

end flaps. The smaller or bottom 

half is filled with product, usually 

by weight, and the top is telescoped 

over it. 

Clever construction makes _ this 

possible. By ingenious scoring and 

die cutting, one half (the top) is 

made slightly larger than the other. 

An integral part of the section that 

becomes the top is a pair of die-cut 

thumb holes for easy opening of the 

finished carton’s snug-fitting halves. 

Great flexibility is achieved on 

the lines because packaging can be 

quickly switched from one product 

to another without changing any 

equipment. 

In addition to the elimination ot 

glue costs and the operation and 

maintenance of the seven gluing ma- 

chines, savings result from a sizable 

reduction in labor costs. 

The company reports that the 

package has had an enthusiastic re- 

ception among distributors handling 

the packages and among customers 

who buy full boxes and re-use them 

until they are empty. 
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A new plastic bottle of unplasticized PVC 
Continued from page 101 | 

ing was experienced with early sam- 

ples, but this was practically. elimi- 

nated by further adjustment of resin 

and molding technique. 

Product-wise. the test was severe. 

The Maggi 

highly aromatie ingredients which 

seasoning contains 

would readily permeate polyethylene. 

The fact that Nestlé, a highly con- 

servative packager, has accepted the 

package indicates there is no trouble 

on that score. PVC is basically an 

excellent gas and grease barrier. 

The unplasticized PVC resin has 

been certified as non-toxic. 

The plastic bottles are at present 

being filled. capped and labeled at 

the Ma 

the same semi-automatic equipment, 

ggi plant in Amsterdam on 

modified and improved, that previ- 

ously handled the glass bottles. If the 

market is to be extended, as it now 

appears. the line will be replaced 

with fully automatic equipment. 

Recently the PVC bottle has been 

introduced in Switzerland by the 

Swiss Maggi company, on a test ba- 

sis. The Swiss Public Health author- 

ities have tested the bottle and cer- 

tified it as non-toxic. 

Exact data on costs and perform 

ance of the Nestlé bottle, sufficient 

usefulness. to judge its” over-all 

are not disclosed. However, ac- 

cording to other European molders 

molded 

and tested other bottles of unplas- 

who have experimentally 

ticized PVC, a comparison with poly- 

ethylene indicates the following: 

p> Cost as low or lower—particularly 

in Europe, where polyethylene resin 

costs twice as much as PVC. In the 

United States, prices would be more 

competitive. 

> Much lower permeability to gases. 

According to tests made in Belgium. 

PVC’s permeability to oxygen is less 

than one-twelfth that of polyethylene 

and its permeability to CO, is only 

three-quarters as high. 

>» Good resistance to most fatty oils 

and greases. 

>» Excellent resistance to most acids. 

> Greater rigidity. 

>» No stress cracking. 

One European molder estimates 

that a finished, printed, shock-resist 

ant PVC bottle can be produced at 

a cost, in Europe. lower than that of 

a metal can of the same capacity. 

Cost in the long run. however, will 

depend upon practical solution of 

production problems which have 

beset most molders attempting to 

use this material. PVC cannot be 

extruded or blow molded on con 

ventional polyethylene equipment. 

The Maggi bottie is being produced 

in Switzerland on a specially built. 

fully automatic. blow-molding ma 

chine reported to have an output of 

about 1.200 pieces per hour. 

While it has so far had no known 

applications in Ul. S. packaging. un 

plasticized polyvinyl chloride resin 

is produced by half a dozen Ameri 

can companies. The material lias 

been used in this country primarily 

in industrial pipe and sheeting. 

CORRECTION: The film used in the 

blister packaging for S. S. Adams Co. 

tricks and puzzles (Packaging Pageant, 

Sept., 1958, p. 126) should have been 

designated as a_polyethylene-polyester 

lamination produced by Print-A-Tuls 

Co., Rochelle Park, N. J 

Take the wrinkles out of foil, 

paper with our HERRINGBONE ROLLS. 

“Roll 'em!"” 

film and 

Precision rolls by 
Inta-Roto... 
precisely engineered 

= POTDEVIN CAN 
¢ OLvE 

(or COATING PRoBiE 

precisely ground... 
keep your work 
flowing. 

a= 

Y 

2.5 

7 

1 <4 
PELE. 

Moe. 

Gravure base cylinders, pS il 
herringbone, spiral 
type heating or cooling 
and other rolls to 
exact specifications. 
Write or call: 

INTA-ROTO 
MACHINE COMPANY. INC. 

If your problem is high 
speed coating of paint, var- 
nish, glue, latex, etc. — 
POTDEVIN’s sixty years of 
specialization in coating 
equipment can quickly help 
you solve it . . gvaran- 
teeing initial low cost and 
top efficiency. Illustrated is 
just one of hundreds of spe- 
cial machines. It laminates 
rolls of materials up to 20° 
wide at speeds up to 50 
feet per minute. 

POTDEVIN machine co. 
244 North Street * Teterboro, N. J. 

Designers and manufacturers of equipment for Bag Making 

Printing, Coating, Laminating, Gluing ond Labeling 

Hundreds of machines 
available that were 
designed for special in- 
dustry applications. 

let us know your problem. 
We'll be happy to submit 
recommendation. 

P. O. Box 454, Byrd Airport, 

Richmond 3, Va 

Teletype: RH 435 

Phone: REpublic 7-418] 
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BRITE-PAK ENAMEL COAT 

makes your carton a full-time salesman 

Where competition is toughest — right on the store shelf 

Brite-Pak Enamel Coat gives you a new, full-time salesman. 

Brite-Pak is so handsome and bright, so outstanding 

it helps sell goods. 

Your own eyes will show you why. Brite-Pak’s gleaming surface 

takes full color proce printing — words and pictures — 

so brilliantly that eve. yday cartons look old-fashioned! 

Brite-Pak is clean, white and sanitary on both sides 

and all the way through. A Brite-Pak carton first sells 

your product and then, in use, invites re-purchase ! 

What’s more. Brite-Pak is economical! 

Write or call for full information on all grades. 

WWEST VIRGINIA PULP AND PAPER COMPANY 

Bleached Board Division 230 Park Avenue, New York 17 
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New U. S. food-additive law’s implications for packagers 

After six years of debate and final 

compromise. a food-additive control 

bill was passed recently betore the 

Congressional summer adjournment 

ind signed into law in September. 

The new control measure ts of 

major interest to food packagers 

and suppliers of packaging mate 

rials because of its broad definition 

of the words “food additive.” which 

ire described in part as any sub 

stance that can be reasonably ex- 

pected to become a food component, 

including packaging agents that 

may migrate into food. 

Under this definition. packagers 

ind suppliers alike will have to take 

t closer look at) such prac kaging 

chemicals as inks. stabilizers, plas 

ticizers and adhesives. The new law 

manufacturers to requires report 

safety tests on the new additives 

before they are used in foods. The 

Food & Drug 

then: (1) license these compounds 

Administration will 

for use. (2) reject them as unsafe, 

or (3) establish tolerances for those 

materials that are usable though not 

completely non-toxic. 

While the new law does give FDA 

much broader powers to weigh the 

safety of both presently used and 

new additives, compromises urged 

by industry and supply groups at 

Congressional committee meetings 

were adopted to solve disagreements. 

One such controversy Was over 

the  much-debated = “Grandfather 

clause” which would have given 

FDA strong powers to re-examine 

long-established additives for safety. 

Under the new law. any additive 

which has been in use prior to Jan. 

1, 1958. is exempt from pre-testing 

if it has had prior approval from 

KDA or from the U. S. Dept. ot 

Agriculture or is “generally recog- 

nized. among experts” as safe. 

Final authority to decide whether 

or not a new additive could be used 

was also requested by FDA. As a 

safeguard against arbitrary rulings. 

this power has been modified in the 

law to provide for an administrative 

review of adverse decisions and for 

a final arbitration in the U.S. Court 

of Appeals. 

The ageney had also sought to 

bar additives that it deemed fune- 

tionally unnecessary. This point has 

been limited under the law and 

FDA now has the right to exclude 

an additive—aside from the matter 

of toxicity—only if its proposed use 

would deceive the consumer or it 

the manufacturer's tests fail to 

prove the physical or technical 

benefit claimed for it. 

The new law will be put into 

effect in two stages: 

1. New additives must be cleared 

within a period of six months. FDA 

started ruling on the safety of addi- 

tives as soon as the bill was signed 

and it can start seizing foods con- 

taining new. non-licensed additives 

after the six-month grace period. 

2. Additives in commercial use be- 

fore Jan. 1. 1958. have a 12-month 

rrace period. during which manu- 

tacturers can secure Government 

clearance for their continued use. 

During this period. the Food & Drug 

Administration will draw up an ap- 

proved list of additives that are 

exempt from further tests. 

Free copies of the new law may 

be had from the Superintendent ot 

Documents. Government Printing 

Office. Washington 25. D.C. 

STILL YO 
EST BUY! 

for speeds 

100 YEARS ACO... 
! 

Bag making, by machine, got its first start. Earlier 
models were limited to the manufacture of plain 
glue-sealed paper bags, but over the vears, these first 
machines have been steadily improved in speed, per- 
formances and bag size range. Now, modern ma- 
chines handle any grade of paper and produce 
countless sizes frem small ice cream bags to large 
laundry bags. 

up to 75 

cartons per 

By 1930 the industry started to combine bag-forming 
with bag-printing. This technique too, over the years 
has been much perfected, so that today, bag making 
and printing in one continuous operation is standard 
practice. 

minute, this 

semi-automatic 

time-saver 

More than that. Many consider it the only profitable 
way of making bags today—of meeting the ever in- 
creasing competition. These converters everywhere 

install more and more of our modern, proven 
ALINA-X-30 flexographic endprinters and _ pride 
themselves of the excellent printing results obtained 
in this combined operation. 

cuts hand- 

cartoning 

costs 70%. 

Stull only 
C9675 Take advantage of this trend in your own bag mak- 
-_ aere ing department. Modernize your printing by install- 

ing modern ALINA-X-30 endprinters. Ask us for our 
folder #121. It tells vou more about successful bag 
printing. 

111 Eighth Avenue, H. H. HEINRICH CO. new vere 8. 
The most complete line of proven Flexographic Presses, Bag-Machines, 
Multiwall equipment and Extruders for thermoplastic materials 

MODEL 50 TUCK-O-MAT 

Let our representative show you 

BIVANS CORPORATION 
2431 DALLAS ST., LOS ANGELES 31, CALIF. 

Distributed by New Jersey Machine Corp. 

Hoboken, Cincinnati, Chicago, Los Angeles 
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identity for fresh meats 

A new attempt is being made by 

me of the large meat packers to 

vet its brand name across to the con- 

sumer on fresh meats pre-packaged 

it the retail-store level. 

Armour & Co., Chicago, has inau- 

curated a new program designed to 

wring brand identity to its two top 

wands of fresh beef—Armour Star 

De Luxe and Armour Star. The pro- 

gram involves the use of gold- and 

silver-colored aluminum foil inserts, 

supplied free of charge to retail 

meat outlets, for exclusive use with 

in-store pre-packaging of these two 

brands of Armour beef cuts. 

The company hopes that this new 

effort will point the way to over- 

coming a long-time problem of meat 

packers—the anonymity of steaks, 

roasts and other fresh beef cuts pre- 

packaged at the retail level. Other 

meat packers will be watching Ar- 

mour’s program with interest to see 

whether this new approach to an in- 

dustry-wide problem will prove suc- 

cessful. 

The Armour program is_ based 

on the belief that, due to strong 

brand consciousness in food retail- 

ing. a prestige brand identity backed 

by consistent quality can build cus- 

tomer loyalty and repeat business 

for beef cuts as it does for grocery- 

shelf items. 

The foil inserts, shaped in the 

form of miniature Armour prize rib- 

bons, are to be inserted below the 

of the self- 

service package. The labels will spe- 

cify the Armour brand of the cut. A 

gold-colored foil ribbon designates 

transparent wrapper 

the Armour Star De Luxe brand and 

a silver-colored foil ribbon is to be 

used for the 

rhe inserts are supplied by Armour 

Armour Star brand. 

at no charge to retailers purchasing 

these two brands of beef. 

Each retailer participating in the 

program will be supplied by Armour 

with a glass-framed 12-by-24-in. cer- 

tificate to be displayed in the store, 

stating that the store is authorized 

to use the labels and guaranteeing 

they will be used only on corres- 

pondingly branded Armour beef. 

In addition, full-color display pos- 

ers and newspaper advertising mats 

will be provided to support the Ar- 

nour program. 

Details of the program appear in 

i booklet available from Armour & 

o., Fresh Meat Division. P.O. Box 

1222. Chicago 90. 
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Get better looking, lower cost 
package identification and decoration 

witha MARKEM METHOD 

Hand stamping, using decals, stenciling — such methods can not only reduce 
the attractiveness and sales appeal of your package, but consume valuable 
time as well. ‘‘Outside printing’’ requires large inventories . .. causes waste 

from obsolescence... can result in production delays as well. The time and 
money saving way around these obstacles — with added quality besides - 

is a Markem Method working in your plant. This is a combination of the 
right machine, type and specialty ink to identify or decorate your packages 

at the rate you need, as you need them. Whether you want to screen decorate 

designs on molded plastics... print pressure sensitive tape with product 

name, trademark and directions for use...imprint variables on bakery 
labels, set-up or flat folding boxes, lithographed cans or lids — there’s 

Markem equipment and a proven method for the job. The two machines 
shown are typical of more than a dozen used in the packaging field; type- 
wheels, or masterplates and typebars, make imprint changes fast, easy; 
10,000 currently available specialty inks offer virtually any combination of 
color, drying speed and special property you want. In many cases, Unitized 
Markem printing heads can be combined with packaging equipment. 

*. ca ‘ 
Ask Markem for specific recommendations to meet 
your identification and decoration marking needs. 

Nearly 50 years of experience — in all industries 
and a single source for the whole answer, stand behind 
every Markem quote. Write Markem Machine Co., 
Keene 1, New Hampshire. 

WMAFKEWM 
EVERYTHING INDUSTRY NEEDS... FOR PROFITABLE MARKING... SINCE 1911 

Model 20A 

Model 25A 

193 



Packaging showmanship 

What makes sales slips longer than shopping lists? . . . Impulse sales created by 

the visual appeal of Styron® plastic packaging. 

Plastic containers made of Styron can give any product new merchandising 

sell it in advantages. Whether cheese or chess sets, this sparkling clear packaging makes 
things look too good to pass up. What’s more, complete protection is assured 
and that means repeat sales. 

STYRON Let Dow Packaging Service help you choose the right container from the hur 

dreds of standard shapes and sizes . . . opaque, crystal clear or in colors . . 
imprinted or ready for your label. We'll help put your product on more sales slip 

The Dow Chemical Company does not fabricate finished package 
but rather is a raw material supplier to leading manufacturer 

FROM AMERICA’S FIRST FAMILY OF PACKAGING MATERIAL. .: 
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SARAN WRAP 

When it comes to flexible packaging, sales prove the power of Saran Wrap*. Here 

is visual appeal, unfailing protection and sure sell unmatched in packaging films 
... and demanded by today’s self-serve merchandising. 

Saran Wrap is crystal clear . . . satin soft . . . gives no hint of the toughness that 
keeps packages looking their best in spite of customer handling. 

If your product calls for flexible packaging, call on Dow Packaging Service for 
help in creating sales with Saran Wrap. And remember, this is the same Saran 
Wrap used by millions of American housewives! THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, 
Midland, Michigan, Plastics Packaging Service 1731 A-2. 

*Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company 

YOU CAN DEPEND OWN 



YOUR PRODUCT IN A 

+ 

NIEMAND INDUST RIES 

se’ PACKAGE . . 

Td eeahie 

---and 

attractive 

Do you need a tubular package that’s 

durable, economical, easy to fill, handle 

and store —one that’s attractively 

printed and handsomely styled with dec- 

orative papers or your label for effective, 

eye catching appeal? 

You get every one of these features 

and lots more all in one package — if it’s 

a Niemand Industries tubular package. 

Manufactured to your exact specifica- 

tions, Niemand Industries tubular pack- 

ages come in a wide range of sizes, with 

many convenient closures of metal, 

paper or plastic — with shaker or sifter 

dispensers where needed. 

Let us design a sample package for 

your line of products. There’s no obli- 

gation, of course —write for detailed 

literature. 

NiIEMAND 
m INDUSTRIES, INC. 
* 

cs 
‘ Manufacturers f 

: 4a, cx Sube Puoducts 

2502 TAYLORSVILLE RD. 
STATESVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA 

SS OTTO 

Plastics show to reveal industry’s advances 

The Eighth National Plastics Ex 

position in Chicago's International 

Amphitheater. Nov. 17-21, 

play the largest and most diversified 

will dis- 

array of new products, machines 

and materials ever brought together 

at one time by the plastics industry. 

according to The Society of the 

Plastics Industry. Ine.. sponsor of 

the event. 

With the 

the use of plastics by the packaging 

tremendous growth in 

industry in the past few years, this 

exposition will have wide appeal 

not only to those members of the 

industry involved in the making of 

plastics packages and the manufac- 

ture of machinery for making plas- 

tics containers and packaging film, 

plastics but also to the users of 

packaging in all industries, includ- 

ing drugs and_ pharmaceuticals, 

foods, industrial products. cosmetics 

and gift packaging. 

\ preliminary survey among the 

205 companies exhibiting at the ex- 

position reveals that 86 exhibitors 

will show more than 200 new plas- 

tics products, machines, materials 

and related technical processes and 

services, according to John J. Bach- 

Molded 

chairman of the 

ner of Chicago Products 

Corp.. Exposition 

Committee. 

Responses from the exhibitors 

indicate that plastics research and 

technology have produced more new 

products, materials and equipment 

during the past two years than in 

any similar period in the history of 

this $2-million industry. For ex- 

ample, Mr. Bachner stated. 

reveal that nearly 100 new or im- 

replies 

proved machines and tools, more 

than 50 new and improved processes 

and 33 types of new or improved 

materials or combinations of mate- 

rials will be introduced. 

Because of the industry’s highly 

Bachner competitive nature, Mr. 

pointed out, many companies ex- 

hibiting at the exposition will not 

respective reveal “firsts” in their 

fields until the show opens. 

Wax crystal structure of WVTR 
[Continued from page 149) 

film cause exceptionally — high 

WVTR. 

microscopic 

These defects may be sub- 

cracks and/or larger 

defects, such as the cracks or fissures 

observed in this study. Such defects 

may arise from (1) shearing action 

of the water in the cooling bath and 

(2) poor response of the wax to 

thermal shock. 

1. The 

orientation effects of the wax films 

recrystallization and 

observed in this study probably af- 

fect other performance properties. 

such as gloss, blocking point, fric- 

tion and scuff. For this reason, the 

more complete knowledge of the 

nature of these observed crystal 

changes should be valuable in study- 

ing the change in these other per- 

formance properties brought about 

by temperature and time. 
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LATEX 

Brilliant visual salesmanship with four colors on lefe) boxboard 
COATED Sharp, clear printing like this on boxboard coated with Dow 

Latex increases food package sales appeal. You can take 
advantage of better printability, gloss, controlled ink hold- 

out and better wet rub resistance by specifying latex coated 

boxboard. 



LATEX 

No. 4 in a series on later coated borboard lefe) 

COATED 

Notice the quality reproduction and attention to detail on this four-color reproduc- 

tion printed on .O15 pt. boxboard coated with Dow Latex by the Champion process. 

For fine quality reproduction, specify boxboard coated with Dow Latex 

Packages made of coated boxboard using Dow Latex sparkle with 

sales appeal. Four-color food illustrations which are ordinarily hard to reproduce 

accurately on boxboard look “good enough to eat”. And, the improved 

gloss imparted to boxboard by Dow Latex keeps packages looking their best, 

means better shelf display life. 

Your advantages with Dow Latex begin with its lower cost... and 
include heavier coating weights, higher machine speeds, shorter drying time 
and broader applications. 

For sharp, clear printing that means extra sales, use and specify Dow Latex 

coated boxboard. ¢ — te information on the many advantages of using 
Dow Latex is available. Call the nearest Dow sales office or write THE DOW 

CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, Michigan, Coatings Sales Departihent 2160B. 
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@ SELECT the items you want 

2] CIRCLE the corresponding numbers on the post card 

© FILL IN the information requested 

4] MAIL — no postage required 

EQUIPMENT - SUPPLIES - 

HELPFUL LITERATURE PREE 
There is valuable data — worth dollars and cents to you — 

in the literature and samples described below. 

SERVICES 

CUSTOM PACKAGING. Newsletter outlines 
contract service for packaging liquids, 
pastes, creams, powders and solids in 
flexible-type heat-sealed packages and 
cartons. Dumont Enterprises, Inc. (J-850) 

PLASTIC BOXES. Catalog lists prices and 
specifications of stock transparent rigid 
plastic boxes used to display novelties, 
candy, tobacco, foods, etc. Dillon-Beck 

Manufacturing Co. (J-851) 

AUTOMATIC PACKAGING MACHINE. Illus- 
trated data sheet describes features of a 
machine for packaging up to 200 indus- 
trial and small parts per hour. Unit makes, 
fills and cold-seals containers of self-ad- 
hering paper materials in one operation. 
Roto-Wrap Machine Corp. (J-852) 

GLOWING GRAVURE INKS. Booklet contains 

samples of “Day-Glo” gravure inks on 
cardboard, foilboard and other stocks. 
Inks are available in eight colors; are 
suitable for high-speed packaging runs. 
Printing Div., Beck Engraving Co., Inc 

(J-853) 

POLYSTYRENE CONTAINERS. 4-page illus- 

trated brochure discusses advantages of 
this company’s rigid plastic lids; snap-on 
and snap-in cap containers; and meat, 
vegetable and poultry trays. Klear-Plas 
tics Div., Crompton & Knowles. —(J-8 54) 

AUTOMATIC PACKAGING WITH ACETATE 

FILM. Bulletin gives directions for use of 
this company’s acetate film on carton 
overwrapping machines. Covers cleaning, 
selection of adhesives, etc. Celanese Corp. 
of America. (J-855) 

CARTONERS. 12-page catalog describes a 
line of cartoning machines, including a 
carton glue sealing unit and an automatic 
bucket feed cartoner. Container Equip- 
ment Corp. (J-856) 

PLASTIC BOXES. S-page catalog lists prices, 
specifications for clear, opaque, and com- 
bination clear-and-opaque custom poly- 
styrene display boxes. Diamond Plastic 
Box. (J-857) 

CELLULOSE SEALS. 8-page illustrated bro- 
chure describes merchandising features, 
manufacturing methods, and _ ordering 

procedures for printable cellulose bottle 
bands and caps. The Celon Co. (J-858) 

PRINTWEIGHERS. 4-page booklet describes 
construction and operational features of a 
line of scales that print weight, date, time 
ind identification data on sheets or tickets 
ind transmit the information to office 
machines. Toledo Scale Co. (J-859) 

SEMI-RIGID PLASTIC PACKAGES. 23-page il- 
lustrated booklet explains design and pro- 
duction factors involved in developing 
specific packages. Lists available semi- 
rigid transparent custom containers. J-E 

Plastics Packaging Co., Inc (J-860) 

CONVEYORS, UNSCRAMBLERS. Illustrated 
catalog presents lines of unscrambling 
tables; accumulating tables; bottles, jar, 
can and container conveyors; and a lateral 
curve conveyor. Island Equipment Corp. 

(J-861) 

FLEXOGRAPHIC INK. Technical data sheets 
describe a low-viscosity, high-color- 
strength ink recommended specifically for 
use on glassine and paper stock. De- 
signed for flexographic presses equipped 
with heating and cooling facilities. Ben- 
sing Bros. and Deeney. (J-862) 

THERMOPLASTIC CELLULOSE ESTER SHEET. 

Technical bulletin describes three types 
of available “Kodapak” sheeting for man- 
ufacture of transparent containers, ad- 
vertising displays, window envelopes, 
etc. Eastman Kodak Co. (J-863) 

HOLIDAY CANDY BOXES. Illustrated bro- 
chures present features and specifications 

of colored, one-piece cardboard folding 
candy boxes for Christmas and Easter pro- 
motions, Lebanon Paper Mfg. Co. (J-864) 

LABELER. Illustrated brochure describes 
's HP machine for tin, glass, fibre, spot, 
face or wrap-around labeling of all types 
of round containers. Labelette Co. (J-865) 

MOLDED PULP SHAPES. 28-page illustrated 
catalog describes advantages and _ lists 
specifications of this company’s glassware 
trays, meat and vegetable trays, egg car- 

tons, and other pulp molded shapes for 
protective packaging. Keyes Fibre Co. 

(J-866) 

Fill out and mail this card now 

lam [] a subscriber 

MODERN PACKAGING 
MANUFACTURERS’ LITERATURE SERVICE 
Please send me the free items circled below. [] 1 ama non-subscriber* 

STEEL DRUMS AND PAILS. 45-page catalog 

lists specifications for lines of drums and 
pails for liquids, solids and semi-solids. 
Containers available with covers, closures, 
fittings, agitators, interior coatings. Con- 
tainer Div., Jones & Laughlin. (J-867) 

PACKAGING EQUIPMENT. Catalog presents 
line of print-forming, wrapping, cartoning 
and overwrapping equipment for butter, 
ice cream sandwiches, and candy; a 
wrapper for stationery products; and a 

“pillow” packaging machine. Lynch Cor- 
poration. (J-868) 

CARTONING MACHINE. Illustrated 8-page 
brochure gives detailed analysis of the 
design, construction, and operating fea- 
tures of a high-speed automatic cartoner 
R. A. Jones & Co., Inc. (J-869) 

BAGS, PROTECTIVE PAPERS. 14-page illus- 
trated brochure outlines available paper, 
cotton, open-mesh, burlap, plastic and 
laminated bags for foods, feeds, produce, 
and industrial uses. Chase Bag Co. (J-870) 

PLASTIC CONTAINERS. 4-page catalog gives 
prices and specifications for threaded and 
shell-type cellulose acetate tube contain- 
ers; also, for friction, snap and screw 
closures for these containers. Flex Prod- 
ucts Corp. (J-871) 

GUMMED LABEL PAPERS. File folder gives 

specifications and samples of 60 “Really 
Flat” gummed label papers available for 
in-plant and commercial printing. Mid- 
States Gummed Paper Div., Minnesota 
Mining & Mfg. Co. (J-872) 

J-850 J-851 5-852 J-853 5-854 J-855 J-856 J-857 J-858 J-859 J-860 
J-861 J-862 J-863 J-864 J-865 J-866 J-867 J-868 J-869 J-870 J-871 
5-872 5-873 5-874 5-875 5-876 5-877 J-878 J-879 5-880 J-881 J-882 
5-883 5-884 J-885 J-886 J-887 J-888 J-889 J-890 J-891 J-892 J-893 

*If you do nof have a persona! subscription and would like to receive the 
next twelve monthly issues plus the next annual Encyclopedia Issue (U.S.A. & 
Canada, $7.00; all others, $20.00) please check below. 

' [] Check enclosed C] Send bill 
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in the literature and samples described below. 

EQUIPMENT - 

EE HELPFUL LITERATURE 
There is valuable data — worth dollars and cents to you — 

SUPPLIES 

@ SELECT the items you want 

@ CIRCLE the corresponding numbers on the post card 

&) FILL IN the information requested 

4) MAIL — no postage required 

SERVICES 

WRAPPING FILM. 12-page booklet gives 
hemical and physical characteristics of 

Saran Wrap ’ Also discusses se aling and 

losures, laminates and printing of the 

Che Dow Chemical Co (J-873) 

SCREW CAPPER. Illustrated catalog sheet 
presents features of line of % HP auto- 

iatic machines for capping '-o0z. to gallon 
ontainers at speeds up to 60 per minute. 

Resina Automatic Machinery Co., Inc. 
(J-874) 

BOX PRINTING. 20-page brochure describes 
service for making master plates from 
which dies can then be made and used in 
the printing of corrugated boxes. Jas. H. 
Matthews & Co (J-875) 

AEROSOL PRESSURE-FILLING EQUIPMENT. 

1-page illustrated booklet describes avail- 
ible semi-automatic and laboratory equip- 
ment for loading concentrates, metering 

propellants, testing, etc. JG Machine 
Works (J-876) 

PACKAGING FILM. Illustrated brochure 
cites advantages of “Pliofilm” as an over- 
wrap for bacon, baked goods, pharma- 
ceuticals, toys, hardware, and sporting 
goods items. Packaging Films Dept., The 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. (J-877) 

CORRUGATED BOXES. Illustrated 30-page 
bvoklet describes basic corrugated box 
styles designed to cope with the problems 
of original packing, handling, storage, 
stacking and loading. Hinde & Dauch 

(J-878) 

Fill out and mail this card now 

Postage 

Will be Paid 

by 
Addressee 

COUNTING MACHINES. Illustrated technical 
data sheet describes electronically-con- 

trolled machine that counts up to 12,000 

bottles of 100 tablets or capsules per hour. 
Delta Engineering Corp. (J-879) 

NYLON AEROSOL CONTAINERS. 12-page 

market study presents consumer reactions 

to packaging of toiletries in “Zytel” nylon 
resin-made containers. Survey covers at- 
tractiveness, color, handling, etc. Poly- 
chemicals Dept., E. I. duPont de Nemours 
& Co., Inc. (J-880) 

CARTON FILLERS AND SEALERS. File folder 
describes line of six automatic machines 
for packaging free-flowing powders, 

granules and flakes at speeds up to 400 
cartons per minute. Food Machinery & 
Chemical Corp. (J-881) 

PVC FILM. Illustrated booklet discusses ad- 

vantages of using this company’s cast 
polyvinyl chloride film for packaging 
cosmetics, toys, novelties, textiles, hard- 
ware, etc. Plastics Div., Reynolds Metals 
Co. (J-882) 

PACKAGING MACHINE. 4-page_ illustrated 
brochure describes an automatic machine 
that makes bags; weighs, fills, seals and 
then checks the weights in one continu- 
ous operation, at speeds up to 35. per 
minute. Simplex Packaging Machinery, 
Inc (J-883) 

AEROSOL VALVES. 4-page illustrated bro- 
chure outlines features of five aerosol 
valves used for dispensing most pres- 

No 
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If Mailed in the 

United States 

BUSINESS LY CARD 
First Class Permit No. 2656 (Sec. 34.9, P. L. & R.), New York, N. Y. 

MODERN PACKAGING 

Village Station Box No. 103 

New York 14, N. Y. 

surized products, including three-phas« 
ultra low pressure and foam materials. 
Valve Div., The Risdon Mfg. Co. (J-884) 

HEAT SEALING POLYETHYLENE. 12-page 

technical bulletin discusses heat seal 
characteristics of polyethylene films. Takes 
up variables affecting the heat seal and 
analyzes time, temperature and pressure 
relationships in heat sealing petrothene 
resins. U. S. Industrial Chemical Co. 

(J-885) 

LABEL PAPERS. Sample book describes 
gummed label papers that feed, deliver, 
jog, perforate and die-cut like ungummed 
papers. Nashua Corp. (J-886) 

GRAVURE PRESSES. 4-page illustrated folder 
describes 40-HP gravure press with six 
printing units, 42-in. web, 4-in. printing 
widths. Unit prints from 400 to 1200 ft. 
per minute. Other models also available. 
The Precise Engineering Co. (J-887) 

FOLDING FOIL CARTONS. 12-page illustrated 
booklet gives checkpoints for the design 
and printing of foil cartons by gravure, 
flexography, letterpress, lithography and 
silk screen. Cochran Foil Co. (J-888) 

LABELING MACHINES. Series of illustrated 
catalog sheets describe several semi- 
automatic labeling machines specially de- 
signed for short-run production. Units 
operate at speeds up to 165 per min. N. J 
Machine Corp. (J-889) 

PRINTING PRESSES. 21-page illustrated bro- 
chure describes a line of multi-process 
printing presses, which, together with 
auxiliary equipment, is used for the man- 
ufacture of tickets, labels, office forms, 
tags, match book covers, etc. New Era 
Mfg. Co. (J-890) 

PACKAGING MACHINERY. 14-page_ illus- 
trated bulletin describes lines of auto- 
matic machinery designed to package dry 
products and liquids at speeds up to 300 
per minute. Pneumatic Scale Corp., Ltd 

(J-891) 

LABEL SERVICE. Illustrated sales kit de- 
scribes 19 available label types, includes 
samples, and offers design and production 
service to meet individual packaging re- 

quirements. Tompkins Label Service. 
(J-892) 

PLASTIC BOXES. 15-page illustrated catalog 
gives prices and dimensions of this com- 
pany’s custom hinged, square, rectangular 

and round rigid plastic boxes. Bradley In- 
dustries. (J-893) 
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Cantilever Scales On PACKAGE Transwrap 

HOLDS ACCURATE ADJUSTMENTS 
Now, to improve completely automatic packaging 

operations on the Package Transwrap, an entirely new 

scale gives you the most accurate, trouble-free weigh- 

ing available anywhere. This Mode! PS Scale has been 

designed with cantilever action. There are no balances 

or knife edges to get out of adjustment. Electronic 

sensing and elimination of bouncing with the canti- 

lever design make the Model PS more accurate than 

other types of scales. 

In addition, the Model B Transwrap will now handle 

PACKAGE MACHINERY COMPANY, EAST LONGMEADOW, MASSACHUSETTS 

polyethylene film, gives you bag widths up to six 

inches. An improved, simplified impulse sealing mech- 

anism with cold-wire cut-off insures tight seams. Its 

new design provides material savings by making a 

¥g" wide seal at both ends of the bag and a clean cut-off. 

You can get details on the new Model PS Scale, and 

the improved Model B Transwrap, by contacting your 

Package representative. He can show you how Trans- 

wrap’s completely automatic operation will improve 

your packaging and cut your costs. 

NEW YORK e PHILADELPHIA « ATLANTA « BOSTON ¢ CLEVELAND « CHICAGO « KANSAS CITY 

ALLAS « DENVER « LOS ANGELES « SAN FRANCISCO ¢ SEATTLE « TORONTO ¢ MEXICO CITY quip = 
OCTOBER 1958 



SLIPICONE 
silicone release agent 

ae } ON ALL PACKAGING AND LABELING EQUIPMENT 

oy ; 4  SLIPICONE™ makes sticky spots slick . . . pre- 
rf iy, vents adhesives, packaging materials, foods 

and food products from sticking where they’re 
j not wanted. SLIPICONE keeps equipment 

clean, cuts downtime and maintenance costs, 
speeds operations . . . SLIPICONE saves you 
time and money! 

SLIPICONE is nontoxic, won't attack any surface, 
and is unaffected by temperatures from — 40 
to 400° F . . . won’t gum-up or run-off equip- 
ment when heated. Try SLIPICONE, the Dow 
Corning silicone release agent, now .. . and give 
your sticking problems the slip! 

Write for list of SLIPICONE Just spray or wipe it on: 
distributors . . . Dept. 7310 Sold in 12 oz. aerosol 

cans, 2 and 8 oz. tubes, 
10 Ib. cans. Dow Corning CORPORATION 

MIDLAND. MICHIGAN 

Before you buy any feeder 
read this news from ERIEZ 

No other feeder like it! New concepts in design and materi- 

als produced this outstanding feeder that provides accurate, 
controlled feed of bulk materials ranging from ounces to tons 
per hour—automatically! Can be used for numerous operations 
including: spreading, sorting, aerating, cooling, drying, sifting, 
separating, proportioning, formulating. Use it for all types of 
materials—dry, hot, dusty, lumpy, abrasive, etc. Reduces main- 
tenancé and labor costs; increases production. 

Only the new Magnetic 
ERIEZ HI-VI VIBRATORY FEEDER SEPARATION 

7 AUTOMATION 
gives you all these important features: VIBRATION 

VIBRATORY EQUIPMENT eo P a 

Totally enclosed, exclusive patented electro-perma- 
nent magnetic drive element with lifetime-powered PAT. PEND 
Alnico V magnet « Drive element is dust- and 
moisture-resistant « Durable, glass fiber springs are 
rustproof; won't pack « Greater capacity than 
comparable size units « Greater stability « Su- 
perior control; full feed or dribble feed for materials 
ranging in density from 40 to 150 Ibs. per cu. ft. 
« All units tested and stabilized at factory. 

Special Mill Mutual ACCEPTED Units for 
HAZARDOUS DUSTY LOCATIONS 

Interesting literature tells all about the 
complete Eriez line. Send for it 

write ERIEZ MFG. CO. 
120K Magnet or., Erie, Pa. 

Speedier can making 

Metal cans are now being produced 

at speeds of more than 750 a minute 

—50% faster than previous produc- 
tion lines—on equipment recently 

developed by Continental Can Co., 

Gen. Lucius D. Clay, chairman of 

the board, has announced. Having 

Unit which separates tandem can bodies, 

above, into individual units that roll 

down chutes at bottom is the heart of 

new method for producing cans at 

speeds of more than 750 per minute. 

been successfully tested, he ex- 

plained, “the first commercial line 

has now proved fully effective and 

additional lines are nearing comple- 

tion.” 

The new “two-high” can line uses 

a technique of making can bodies in 

tandem and then separating them 
along pre-scored lines into individ- 

ual units. General Clay said that the 

principal economy made possible by 

the new development would lie in 

increased production per manhour. 

Although such in-plant economies 

are anticipated, it is not known 

whether these will be passed along 

to users. Thus the effect on the price 

gap between tinplate and aluminum 

cans is not now predictable, Concan 

told Mopern Packacinc. The ma- 

chine, it is said, may be used for alu- 

minum sheet, although it is not 

being so used yet. 

In contrast to the conventional 
method of making can bodies, the 

new Continental method involves the 

use of double-sized blanks which are 

scored before they are formed into 

cylinders by means of a scoring de- 

vice set to make a partial cut, Gen. 

Clay explained. After the tandem 
cylinders are formed and the seam 

soldered, the double bodies are sep- 

arated along the score line. 

The first “two-high” body line is 

being operated at less than its ulti- 

mate speed and in subsequent lines 

speeds will be increased substantial- 

ly, according to Continental. For 

several years, the company has also 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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been exploring the possibility that 

can bodies may be made in multiples 

greater than two at even higher 

production speeds. 

Although the cans which have 

been made for the past year on the 

prototype line have been of the type 

used for processed food products, 

the new techniques is reportedly 

adaptable to the manufacture of 

cans of other sizes and types. 

1,000-per-minute 
c [Continued from page 118] 

fect registration with the blisters at 

point of sealing. Synchronization 

with the plastic web is accomplished 

by an electric-eye scanner that 

“reads” the printed package design 

and regulates a clutch on the paper- 

tensioning roll so that the paper 

meets the polystyrene sheet in exact 

registration. 

The formed, filled and sealed web 

travels to the bottom of the drum 

and is carried back beneath the 

polystyrene-web feed to a_ recipro- 

eating die cutter. Enough slack is 

left in the web moving to the die 

cutter to prevent the possibility of 

binding or breaking. 

The pattern is laid out so that 
packets are butted to each other, 

each die cut severing adjacent pack- 

ages. On the machine, the die cutter 

is actually laid out in two rows of 

five stamps. each consisting of a set 

of male and female punches. Since 

the corners of the packages are 

rounded, the only waste areas on the 

sheet are the diamond-shaped pieces 

formed where four corners meet and 

the trim on the two side edges. 

As the blisters are die cut 10 at a 

time, they are obliquely and_pre- 

cisely scored across the integral pour 

spout that is formed in the blister. 

One thousand Midgets are jumble 

packed into cartons for shipment to 

customers. Priced competitively with 

printed all-paper portion packages, 

they are expected to be used chiefly 

in drive-ins, airlines, restaurants and 

institutions. Morton plans to offer 

Midgets with its own identification 

or with special customer imprinting. 

In one market test among drive-in 

operators, the Midgets were praised 

because the salt or pepper package 

visually shows the product, it is easy 

to pour and control, it will not sud- 

denly dump onto the food and it 

won't break open on trays. 
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Twist Wraps * Pan Goods } 

Jellies * Marshmallows 

Chocolates * Creams, etc. 
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meer Darg & fosters gemmnpsom 
eos. - says: “To increase profits on today’s market we had te reduce 

ethan costs. The Hayssen COMPAK offered the utmost in cost 
reduction.” 

The Hayssen COMPAK is a complete pack- 
aging department in a single machine. It 
does offer the utmost in packaging cost re- 
duction and versatility. Several repackers are 
now packaging more than 60 varieties on 
the same COMPAK. Here’s how you can 
increase your profit margins: 

1. Purchase your packaging material 
in Roll Stock, the absolutely cheap- 
est way material can be purchased. 

2. The automatic COMPAK: forms, 
fills and seals your package without 
intermediate steps or hand labor. 

3. The COMPAK occupies a floor 
space of 3’x 5’, and in many cases 
turns out the work of from 6 to 
12 hand packers. 

As it was so aptly put by Mr. Krempa of 
King Nut Co., Cleveland; ‘““We paid for our 
COMPAK twice by not buying it sooner.” 
Don’t let this happen to you, where you're 
paying for a COMPAK and do not have it. 
Contact Hayssen TODAY ! 

HAYSSEN 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY « Dept. MP-10 « SHEBOYGAN, WIS. 

first in Automatic Packaging Since 1910 
Atlanta e Chicago e Dallas e Denver e Detroit e Houston e Jackson, Miss. e Kansas City e Los Angeles 
Minneavolis « New York e Philadelphia e St. Louis e San Francisco e Montreal e Toronto e Vancouver 



Gift certificate fits neatly in 

Miller-made miniature box, a 

replica of standard Sapphire 
hosiery box. 

A jewel of a promotion 

this gift certificate in a 

MILLER BOX 
Planning to give her stockings? No longer need you be a bewildered buyer, uncertain of size and shade. 

Give her a Sapphire gift certificate . . . handsomely mounted in a miniature hosiery box designed and 

made for Sapphire by Miller. 

This merchandising unit is the first of its kind in the hosiery industry. It is typical of the sales-slanted 

ideas you get with Miller service. Do you need such ideas for your business? Ask the man from Miller! 

Also made by Miller, the full-size 

Sapphire box offers exceptional eye 

appeal, strong protection, quick 

identification of size and shade. 

It is shown here side by side 

with the miniature box. 

CREATIVE SERVICE IN SET-UP PAPER BOXES 
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for Sapphire Hosiery 

WALTER P. MILLER CO. Inc, °°" wiser2s0" 
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You can be as 

BIG and BOLD 

as you like... 

with SOABAR’S {. 
Marking Machines 
and Labels 

The Modern Way to Reduce Inventories ! 

IMPRINT YOUR OWN 

Tickets, Tags & Labels from Rolls 

The Low-Cost Soabar Way 

(3 x 1%" label) 

Handles a Wide Range of Labels! 

Soabar'’s Model 22W marks over 150 different label styles 

and sizes . .. gummed, ungummed or Quick-Stick (pressure 

sensitive) stock .. . ranging from 1'' to 4°’ in length. 

Marks More Information . . . Bolder! 

Plenty of room for all the details...and they really “stand out" 

with the clean, versatile marking provided by a wide variety 

of type, slugs, line cuts, rubber plates or turn-wheel registers. 

] i i i | | | 

Makes Marking an Automation Job! 
Model 22W automatically feeds, 

marks, cuts, counts and stacks 
(or rewinds) at a rate of 144 
labels per minute! So easy a 

child can do it! Speeds produc- 
tion in leading factories! 

MODEL 22W 

Also Ask About High- 
Speed Pre-Marking with 

THERMAPLY Me a 

chine that Marks and 

Attaches Heat Seal Labels 

in One Operation! 

Oem nmoemoan ae 

For Details, Contact your 

Soabar Representative . . . 
or Write Us Direct. 

SOABAR COMPANY 
Ticket & Label Marking Equipment & Supplies Since 1912 

4209 VAN KIRK ST. © PHILADELPHIA 24, PA. 

MACHINES 
f 

YOUR ANSWER TO LOWER COSTS FOR THE BETTER PROFIT 
Only by modernization of your plant and equipment can you 

hope to increase production, hold down your costs and 
and make a good profit showing in the years of 

growth ahead. West, experienced in the con- 
verting field since 1919, can design and 

build the special machinery you 
need for the bigger output. 

Call, write or wire. Our 
plane is at your 

disposal. 

Builders: MULTIWALL BAG MACHINES ® BALING PRESSES 

MULTIWALL BAG PRINTING PRESSES 
MULTIWALL BAG SEWING MACHINES 

a west, 
ee on CRO Ry. si <a - 

Richmond, Vo. 

Phone MI 4-3057 
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NEW 

Better Way 

To Transfer 
Transfer ” - Adhesives 

“STICKY seats 
STUFF _Sea/ers 

“Direct- . Plastics 
from- 
Drum” Putties 

And 100’s of other 

hard to handle 
materials. 

Cleans your 
drums at the 
same time! 

To Job! 

\ * 

@ This new, air-operated pump and forced induction plate 
completely seals in the material, prevents contamination, 
spillage, channeling and waste. Eliminate slow hand oper- 
ation and messy transfer of difficult material! 

You paid for all of it...now get all of it! Graco Inductors 
move from top to bottom, scrape drum sides entirely clean, 
get all material from drum. Sizes for 55 gal. drum, half 
drum or 5 gal. pail. Write today for details! 

Graco “DIRECT-FROM-DRUM: PUMPS 
GRAY COMPANY, INC. 

1020 Graco Square e« Minneapolis 13, Minnesota 
FACTORY BRANCHES: New York (Long Island City) ¢ Philadelphia e Detroi? 

Chicago e Atlanta e Houston e San Francisco 

SALES OFFICES: Washington e Toronta 
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Food-container survey 

Despite the fact that housewives are 

rather well satisfied with the sizes 

and types of containers in which 

canned and frozen foods are sold 

there are a few things the women 

don’t like about each type of con- 

tainer. For instance. some women 

complain that cans are “hard to 

open,” that frozen-food cartons don’t 

always come in a sufficient variety 

of sizes, 

These facts were brought out in 

a three-city survey conducted re- 

cently by the Marketing Research 

Division of the U. S. Dept. of Agri- 

Marketing 

Service. In the survey. some 1.300 

culture’s Agricultural 

housewives in Atlanta, Kansas City. 

Mo., and San Francisco were asked 

what they liked—and also what they 

did not like—about the packages 

now used for canned as well as for 

frozen foods. 

Answers varied with the house- 

wife and with the product on the 

choice of buying foods in cans o1 

buying them in cartons. 

In all three cities. cans were pre- 

ferred for fruits, juices, meats and 

soups. For vegetables the story was 

different. In San Francisco, frozen 

vegetables were preferred almost 

three to one, while in Atlanta and 

Kansas City the preferences were 

divided almost equally between 

frozen and canned foods. 

An enlightening fact brought out 

in the survey was that brand name 

provided the most important key to 

buying, once the selection was made 

between frozen and canned foods. 

Only about 25% looked beyond the 

brand name. Other information on 

the label was almost totally ignored. 

When asked if they would prefer 

only the brand name on the label, 

however. most women objected. 

Nearly six out of 10 felt that the 

maximum amount of information 

should be included. 

Almost nine out of 10 women 

found the existing can sizes ade- 

quate for their needs. From experi- 

ence, they were able to select the 

right size to serve their families 

usually the No. 2 can. 

Although some housewives com- 

plained that “there wasn’t enough 

variety in the sizes offered,” six out 

of 10 said that the present size of 

frozen-food containers was “about- 

right.” Others said that the pack- 

ages were “too small.” 
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ANOTHER 

VERTROD 
FIRST!!! 

® New HIGH-SPEED Thermal Iim- 
pulse TRIM-SEALER for Polyethy- 
lene with SCRAP BLOW-OFF and 
RECYCLER. 

Over 50 SEALS per minute. 

Fully Automatic and foot switch 
actuated Semi-Automatic models 
in sizes 14” to 24”, 

Cold heater bars. 

No heat-up time necessary. 

Automatic Scrap Blow-off. 

This newest and most advanced 
addition to the Vertrod line of 
Thermal Impulse Sealers is particu- 
larly suited for applications where 
HIGHEST SPEED bag closing is nec- 
essary and water-tight seals are 
not required. 

The Vertrod HIGH-SPEED Thermal 
Impulse Sealers employ compressed 
air to close the jaws as well! as 
to blow away the trimmed-off 
scrap. 

These models are most suitable for 
packaging Textiles, Hosiery, Toys, 
etc. in Poly bags. 

HIGH-SPEED! 

(PATENTS: 2,460,460; 2,509,439; ET AL) 

Send for FREE DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE 

CWertrody., 
THERMAL IMPULSE HEAT SEALING MACHINERY 

2037 Utica Avenue, Brooklyn 34, N.Y. 

DISTRIBUTED IN UNITED STATES, CANADA AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES 

Mr. Food Manufacturer: you can ride 
TWO horses with ONE machine! 

AND SAVE UP TO $8,625.00 
EVERY MONTH ON YOUR 

FILM PACKAGING! 

The Roto-Wrap is a fully automatic 
unit packaging machine expressly 

designed for the sanitary handling 
of food products. The package is 
formed around the product, air is 
displaced by a nitrogen flush and 
a final vacuum is drawn in a 
smooth, continuous operation. If you 

are currently packaging your prod- 
uct by the vacuum pouch method, 
tremendous savings can be achieved 

Food Packaging 

Send for our cost-comparison 
chart detailing how much you can 
save on your operation! Write: 

Division CONAPAC CORPORATION 
120 East 13th Street, New York 3, N. Y. 

by the use of roll stock over pre- 
fabricated pouches and on labor re- 
quired to hand load pouches.* 

On products for which a vacuum- 
ized (collapsed) package is unde- 
sirable, the Roto-Wrap also provides 
complete inert gas packaging with- 
out the use of vacuum. As a further 
outstanding feature, Roto-Wrap of- 
fers complete flexibility in size 
range—simple change-overs in both 
width and length. Thus, whether 
it’s vacuum packaging—or nitrogen 
packaging and different product 
sizes—you have the cost-saving an- 
swer in this one machine! 
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What’s the worst 

You might try dropping it (filled) on 

a metal floor . . . compressing it... 
bouncing it in a revolving drum. 

These are just a few of the ordeals corru- | 

gated board and boxes undergo before the [ 

finished container is delivered to your 

plant. No single one is “worst” or “‘best’’, 

or will give a true measure of overall per- 

formance. Yet each is uniquely important. 

Some of these tests, made on Union Board 

and Boxes, are described here. They repre- 

sent another part of Union’s structural 

design service to all shippers. 

What you 1. Shock treatment 

should know During rail or truck shipment, your box 
; must be able to withstand the shocks of 

about testing of sudden stops and turns. To measure its 
. impact resistance, filled box is shot down 

Union Boxes an inclined runway and bounced against a 

solid backstop. 

1. Impact test 2. Mullen test 

MODERN PACKAGING f oc 



2. The bursting “barometer” 

A railroad ride can be rough experience. 

That’s why boxes shipped this way must 

meet minimum standards for bursting 

strength of board as set by Freight Classi- 

fication Rule 41. If they pass this trial, 

known as the Mullen Test, they’re ready 

for the worst jolts and jerks. 

3. Testing for tear 

Box flaps are scored to make them fold and 

unfold easily at your plant and at final 

destination. The easier the better. But 

during scoring some strength at that point 

must be lost. How much, and how much 

is retained, is measured by the combined 

Torsion-Tear Test. 

4. “Squeeze-box” hazard 

Whatever your product it will be subjected 

to all sorts of pressures on all sides during 
shipment and storage. The Compression 

= i 

punishment you can give a box? 

Tester anticipates these forces. It squeezes 

empty box till collapse to test for rigidity 

and stacking strength . . . helps weed out 
possible trouble sources such as poor ad- 

hesion, scoring, joints and corrugations. 

5. Down she goes! 

Bad falls are among the commonest causes 
of failure. The Drop Test—repeated flat- 

on-face and corner drops of loaded box on 

to a metal surface—provides a real gauge 

of the box’s resistance to sudden shocks. 

Test also checks suitability of tape and 
strength of manufacturer’s joints. 

6. Taking a tumble 

It takes a tough box to survive the Drum 

Test’s ““black-and-blue” treatment. Drum 

rotates, box inside tumbles against fixed 

metal obstacles until it finally fails. Test is 

an excellent gauge of the durability of fac- 

ings, flutes, seams and interior packing. 

6. Drum test 5. Drop test 4. Compression test 3. Torsion-Tear test 

Write for new, informative booklet, “Quality Control of Corrugated Boxes.” 

GpUNION BOXES 
UNION BAG-CAMP PAPER Corporation 

233 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

Factories: Savannah, Ga., Trenton, N. J., Chicago, Ill., Lakeland, Fla. 

Sales Offices: Fastern Division—1400 E. State Street, Trenton, N. J. 
Southern Division—P.O. Box 570, Savannah, Ga.; P.O. Box 454, Lakeland, Fla. 
Western Division—4545 W. Palmer, Chicago, IIl. 
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Ideal for better speed and control 
in packaging production 
and paper converting. 

Cut production costs and improve product quality with Thermogrip 

adhesive and the new Model CN applicator. Here are 5 units helping 

one manufacturer make more money 

The NEW model CN expands the line of THERMOGRIP 

equipment. It’s a nozzle-type applicator for applying con- 

tinuous adhesive lines on moving webs where less adhesive 

volume is required 

With this new unit the flexibility, convenience, economy, 

and production advantages of the THERMOGRIP hot melt 

adhesive process can now be realized on a wider variety of 

web handling machines 

Users of the THERMOGRIP Applicator, Model CN, have 
doubled production rates and improved seam quality, 

because instant bonds eliminated slippage. THERMOGRIP hot 
melt adhesives, in easy-to-use coil form, are available for a 

wide range of standard and tough-to-handle bonding jobs. 

THERMOGRIP helps you keep things under control at high 
speeds. 

If you need a continuous adhesive line laid down for im 

mediate seaming or for heat activation later, ask us about 

THERMOGRIP. It can revitalize your production. Write us 
for further details today or call LIberty 2-9100. 

SHOE 

MACHINERY 

CORPORATION 

140 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

MODERN PACKAGING 
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MP Fellowship winner 

Recipient of the 1958 Mopern 

PacKAGING Fellowship at Michigan 

State University’s School of Pack- 

aging is David L. Olsson. Under the 

erms of the $2,000 

annual award pre- 

sented by this 

magazine. he will 

assist in the teach- 

ing program of the 

school and under- 

take research on 

a project to be 

Olsson selected jointly by 

the staff of Mopern PACKAGING and 

the recipient. 

Mr. Olsson graduated last June 

from MSU’s School of Packaging. 

He had previously attended high 

school in Cadillac. Mich., from 

which he graduated first in his class. 

During his summer recesses at the 

university. he worked for Continen- 

tal Can Co.'s Robert Gair Paper 

Products Group, for American Cy- 

anamid Co.’s Lederle Laboratories 

Div. and for Procter & Gamble. 

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT 
AND CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT 
OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AS AMENDED 

BY THE ACTS OF MARCH 3, 19 AND JULY 2 
1946, of MODERN PACKAGING, published monthly 

t Bristol, Connecticut for October 1, 1958 

State of New York 

ounty of New York 

caption, rec 

amended by the 
1946 (sectior 

wit 

1. The names and addr of the publisher 
editor, managing editor, and business manager are 
Publisher, Alan S. Cole, 575 Madison Ave New 
York City. Editor, Lloyd Stouffer, 575 Madison Ave 
New York City. Managing editor, Thomas M. Jones 
575 Madison Ave., New York City. Business manager 

.. ¥ Stuart Siegel, 31 Tintern Lane, Scarsdale, N 
2. The owner is: (If owned by a corporation, its 

name and address must be stated and also, immedi 
ately thereunder the names and addresses of stock 
holders owning or holding one percent or more of 
tot amount of stock. If not owned by a corpora 

the names and addresses of the individual 
must be given. If owned by a partnership or 

other unincorporated firn ts name and address, as 

well as that of each individual member, must be 
given.) Modern Packaging Corp., 575 Madison Ave 
New York, N. Y. Charles A. Breskin, 575 Madison 
Ave., New York, N. Y. Millie Breskin, 59 Park Rd., 
Scarsdale, N. Y. Linda Klein, 318 Northern Blvd., 
Albany, N. Y. Millie Breskin and Stuart S. Siegel as 
trustees, 59 Park Rd., Scarsdale, N. Y., and 31 
Tintern Lane, Scarsdale, N. Y. S. M. Moisseiff, 860 
Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. E. §S. Gregg, 111 
Eighth Ave., New York, N. Y 

3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and other 

security holders owning or holding one percent or 
more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other 
securities are: None 

4. Paragraphs 2 and include, in cases where the 
stockholder or security holder appears upon the books 
of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary 
relation, the name of the person or corporation for 

whom such trustee is acting; also the statements in 
the two paragraphs show the afflant’s full knowledge 
and belief as to the eircumstances and conditions 
under which stockholders and security holders who do 
not appear upon the books of the company as trustees 

hold stock and securities in a capacity other than 
that of a bona fide owner 

ALAN S. COLE, Publisher 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 28th day 

w 

August 
(Seal) BEATRICE GROVE 

Notary Public, State of New York 
N 1-6689250. Qualified in New York County. 

Commission expir March 30, 1960. 
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PLAXALL presents"SHOWPLAX".. 
A DRAMATIC NEW PACKAGE 

handsomely en 

crystal clear plastic « 

for complete visibil 

precision formed 

undercut 

projection 

locks base and 

» together 

dramatic velvety red base 

for richness and beauty 

GEM chose this brilliant stage to 
introduce their push-button razor 
In this new “SHOWPLAX” package the Gem razor stands upright on a 
base of rich velvety red completely encased in an arched dome of crystal 
clear plastic. Here for the first time is a product locked in place, yet 
fully visible — from top to bottom — from side to side. If your product 
was designed to be seen, put it on this sparkling panoramic stage. 

Dramatize for greater sales. 

And PLAXALL will produce thousands or millions, each exactly alike, each 
perfectly formed, on high production precision machines that spell 
economy. Find out what a “SHOWPLAX” can do for you. Call or Write. 

PLAXALL*® 
Long Island City 1, New York * Telephone STillwell 4-4800 

THE WORLD'S LARGEST PRODUCERS OF THERMOFORMED PRODUCTS AND PACKAGES 
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Classified Advertisements 

Employment 

Business Opportunities 

Used or Resale Equipment 

Machinery and 
Equipment For Sale 

FOR SALE—OLIVER WRAPPING MACHINE 
Model 799L with labeler. Price new 1948, 
$6,775. Our price $2,000. Only occasional use 
Excellent condition. HAYSSEN WRAPPING 
MACHINE 5-11 frame without electric eye 
Price new 1957, $3,720. Our price $1,500. In 
use daily. Excellent condition. Contact J 
Welch, Jr., James O. Welch Co., Cambridge, 
Mass. TR 6-2965 

FOR SALE—One—56” 6-color Kidder Master 
Aniliner Complete with drive. A-1 condition 
Further particulars address Box 951, Modern 
Packaging 

MOST MODERN PACKAGING AND FOOD 
processing machinery. At wonderfully low 
prices. 3-Hayssen Model F Compaks with 
net weight scales. bulk and dribpvie feeds, 
electric eyes. Installed new in 1955. 2—Pack- 
age Machinery Model C Transwraps, with 
net weight scales, bulk and dribble feeds, 
electric eyes, installed new in 1955. Stokes 
& Smith Model BS Stokeswrap, auger feed, 
electric eyes. Scandia Model SFS6F high 
speed automatic wrappers with electric eyes 
1—Ceco Model 40-9 TT Automatic Ad- 
justable Cartoning Machine Hayssen 
Wrappers. All sizes. Package Machinery 
Models FA, FA2, and FA4 Wrappers with 
and without electric eyes. 1—FA2 Wrapper 
complete with electric eye and tear tape 
unit. In like new condition, used for samples 
only. 3-Package Machinery Model PA 
(Palmer) Machines—several with rotary 
feeds. Wrap King Model DW2 Wrappers 
with or without cardboard feed and labeling 
attachments. 1—Pneumatic Scale Automatic 
Carton Feeder, bottom sealer and top sealing 
units with interconnecting conveyors. Ceco 
Model A3901-12. Cartoning Machines with 
compression unit. Complete details and prices 
available on request, Union Standard Equip- 
ment Company, 318 Lafayette Street, New 
York 12, N.Y. Phone: CAnal 6-5334 

FOR SALE—ONE HUDSON SHARP Printing 
Press—4 color 30” web width, single impres- 
sion cylinder (drum type) 80 plate cylinders, 
dryer, constant tension, loads of extras. Less 
than 4 years old. Price $38,000. Reply Box 
952, Modern Packaging 

FOR SALE—USED PACKAGING MACHIN- 
ERY—1—Telescoping Volumetric Filler with 
parallel conveyors to handle carton size 
1 3/16” x 4%” x 6 11/16”. Minimum and max- 
imum range with change parts—1” to 3’ 
thickness, 3” to 6” face, 4” to 9” high. 1 
Eightpocket Volumetric Filler with con- 
veyor and change parts to handle packages 
1'2” x 311/16” x 553” and 179” x 434” x 65,” 
1—Model C Scott Scale. 1—Model 8 Car- 
ton Sealer with four-in-line volumetric 
filler to handle cartons 5,” x 3 5/16” x 
45 16”. Post Office Box 71—Mendota, Illinois. 

FOR SALE—FLEXIBLE PLASTIC closure 
and sifter. Unique design now in successful 
use. Dies and design for sale at reasonable 
price. Get all details from Edconco, Inc., 155 
East 44 Street, New York 17, N.Y. MUrray 
Hill 7-1179 

FOR SALE—POTDEVIN Cellophane Bag Ma- 
chine Type 110L. This ‘machine will make 
a glued bag with a lip. Width: minimum 
2%", maximum 10%”. Length: minimum 
6'.", maximum 13%”. Equipped with six (6) 
formers. Recently re-conditioned. Complete 
with magic eye and electric drive. Automatic 
counter. The above machine may be viewed 
for inspection any time. Reply Box 955, Mod- 
ern Packaging 

Machinery Wanted 

WANTED—CELLOPHANE BAG MAKING 
machine, Potdevin or Holveg, must be in ex- 
cellent condition. Sylvia Paper Mfg. Co. Ltd, 
736 Notre Dame St., West Montreal, Can. 

WANTED—USED DOUGHBOY Rotary Heat 
Sealer and Labeler. Labeler must be in good 
working order. Give Model and Serial num- 
ber. Reply Box 946, Modern Packaging. 

WANTED—FOUR C@LOR FLEXOGRAPHIC 
press for printing polyethylene, preferably 
30° ~with flying splice, but will consider 
others. Quote description, age and price 
Reply Box 949, Modern Packaging 
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Materials Wanted 

WANTED—VACUUM FORMED and MOLD- 
ING SCRAP: any kind—any —: Con- 
tact us for latest quotations, Claude P. Bam- 
berger, Inc., e Mount Vernon Street, 
Ridgefield Park, N.J., Telephone: HUbbard 
9-5330 

Help Wanted 

FOIL GENERAL FOREMAN—Desire man 
with a minimum of three years foil su- 
pervisory experience and a minimum of 
ten years experience in foil rolling, sep- 
arating, slitting, etc. Starting salary com- 
mensurate with abilities. Replies will be 
strictly confidential, and should include 
age, education, experience, present sal- 
ary, etc. Write: Employment Supervisor, 
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corpora- 
tion, Box 98, Ravenswood, West Virginia. 

FLEXIBLE PACKAGING representatives and 
salesmen wanted—Opportunity to join lead- 
ing New York printer—converter of poly- 
ethylene and other flexible films on 7 
and/or commission basis. Prefer men wit 
sales experience in flexible packaging. Mich- 
igan, Ohio, Western Pennsylvania, Georgia, 
ennessee, and North Carolina residents pre- 

ferred. Other territories available. Give de- 
tails and experience. Replies held confiden- 
tial. Write—Sales Mgr., Flexicraft Industries, 
Inc., 1323 Randall Ave., New York 59. 

PROJECT ENGINEERS—NEW  POSI- 
TIONS open to Graduate Mechanical En- 
gineers, age 25-30, to act as Project Engi- 
neer for Development Work on paper and 
converting machinery. Applicants should 
have experience in machinery design and 
should have a good foundation in the 
principles of stress analysis and kina- 
matic design, particularly as it applies to 
high speed automatic and semi-automatic 
process machinery. These engineers will 
be headquartered at the Equipment Engi- 
neering Section at Covington, Virginia. 
Traveling will be required since a major 
— of their duties will be coordination 
yetween research and development and 
the various plants. Address: Research 
Director, West Virginia Pulp and Paper 
Company, Research and Development 

PACKAGING PERSONNEL 
Positions Filled and Secured. A Confi 
dential Nationwide Service for employ 
ers seeking personnel and _ individual 
seeking new positions. Inquiries imvited 
nog Ag —— Arts Employment Serv 
ice, t. 1952. Helen M. Winters, Man- 
ager: Dept. PAC-10, 307 East 4th Street 
Cincinnati 2, Ohio. Phone CHerry 1-2202 

LAMINATIONS SALES MGR.—Major multi- 
lant film converter expanding into com- 
ination materials, needs experienced man 

to develop sales. Must have strong back- 
ground in film combinations, successfu! 
selling record, ability to organize and direct 
others. Eastern location, probably New York- 
Baltimore area. Salary appropriate to expe- 
rience, plus incentive. Indicate salary ex- 
ected. Sales Manager, Box 948, odern 
ackaging. 

TECHNICAL SALES-SERVICE — Plastics 
Packaging, Position with potential imme- 
diately available in subsidiary of well-estab- 
lished manufacturing concern west of Boston 
for a man with 5-10 years experience in 
plastics packaging. Please forward resume 
of personal werd and experience to: Plas- 
tics Division, Ludlow Papers, Inc., Needham 
Heights 94, Mass., Att: Mrs. M. A. Cody 

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED — ESTAB- 
LISHED foamed styrene molder, located 
Midwest, wants qualified sales agents for 
packaging applications. Please send descrip- 
tion of lines carried and territory covered 
Reply Box 956, Modern Packaging. 

Situation Wanted 

SALES MANAGEMENT — Young executive 
salesman with thorough knowledge of pack- 
aging field seeks responsible position with 
progressive firm where initiative and ability 
will count. Presently employed by major 
flexible packaging converter. Annual earn- 
ings $15,000. Reply Box 950, Modern Pack- 
aging. 

Miscellaneous 

Laboratory, Covington, Virginia. 

WANTED—PACKAGING EQUIPMENT MAN. 
Age 25-35, high school or college graduate, 
Some experience in packaging or over- 
wrapping equipment, such as found in tex- 
tile, food, meat industries. Some travel, 
willing to relocate if necessary. Good start- 
ing salary, Incentive plan, all expenses paid. 
Reply in confidence. Box 233, Simpsonville, 
South Carolina 

EUROPEAN MANUFACTURER of qual- 
ity self-adhesive tapes e.g. ceilulose and 
vinyl wants to contact companies all 
over the world interested in selling 
tapes. Special wishes re lengths, widths 
and put-up are attended to. Manufactur- 
ing licenses are also available in some 
countries. Reply Box 947, Modern Pack- 
aging. 

SALES EXECUTIVE OPPORTUNITY for 
experienced flexible packaging salesman. 
If you are looking to improve your posi- 
tion and income, we offer an outstanding 
opportunity for a man experienced in 
the flexible packaging field who controls 
packaging business. We wish to inter- 
view men with these qualifications and 
will select one for the position of assist- 
ant sales manager. We are a respected 
and progressive flexible popneene manu- 
facturer with “know-how” and facilities 
to properly back an expanded sales ef- 
fort. Write in complete confidence to 
Alan F. Kehr, President, Kehr Products 
Company, 401 N. Broad Street, Phila- 
delphia 8, Pa. 

WANTED AN AGENCY IN CANADA — We 
are looking for a line allied to the transpar- 
ent films, packaging, etc, such as cello and 
poly to fit in with our present set-up which 
is already established here with a _ well- 
trained sales organization. We are interested 
in any item that has to do with packaging 
with the purpose of correct distribution 
from coast to coast. Reply Box 953, Modern 
Packaging. 

ATTENTION FLEXOGRAPHIC CONVERT- 
ERS OF TRANSPARENT FILMS—Are you 
interested in expansion in Canada? If so 
we are a well connected and experienced 
sales organization in the packaging field. We 
are desirous of tying up with an outfit who 
could set up a complete manufacturing op- 
eration in Canada. All inquiries are invited 
and open for discussion. Reply Box 954 
Modern Packaging. 

Closing date 

$20.00 Per inch (or fraction) 

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION 

November 4th for December 

For purposes of establishing rate, figure approximately 50-55 words per inch 

Address all communications to Classified Advertising Department, 
Modern Packaging, 575 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 22, N. Y 

Modern Packaging reserves the right to accept, reject or censor classified copy 

ssue. November 26 for January issue 

inches of fraction (boxed) $10.00 extra 
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change from 8o0z. to 2/b. containers in 

15 MINUTES OR LESS thi 

WITH THE NEW Some Tale) 
GEYER ''SL-58’’ FILLER 

Less than 15 minutes now separate any two runs when you use the 

GEYER SL-58 filler; in fact, adjacent sizes can be changed over by 
mefely turning a small hand wheel. This time element is particularly 

important where there are many short runs and many change-overs 

... thus affording cumulative savings of hours or even days of 

— 7 production time each week. In the new, simplified design, the 

; spring lift rising table is set to the correct height for various con- 

tainers by merely turning an adjusting screw while the “No Jar Bag your products faster and 
k- No Fill” device requires no adjustment at all. easier with the Anderson : Model 134 Bagger. The stain- 

k OTHER FEATURES INCLUDE: less steel bag trough will 

: e@ Handles Semi-Liquid and Semi-Solid Products. hold up to 200 bags . . . ad- 
justs quickly for bag or 

open end envelope size. 

Blower, equipped with air 
filter, opens bag and keeps it 

free of foreign matter. 

Adjusts for height, and will 

tilt to the most convenient 
operating position. Quality 

made, of the finest materials 
for long life. 

@ Fills Up To 250 Glass, Plastic, or Metal Containers Per 
Minute by Bottom-Up or Clean Cut-Off Methods. 

| @ Takes All Types of Containers Up To and Including 2 Ib. and 
1 Quart Sizes. 

e “No Jar-No Fill” Device Assures Clean, Economical Filling, 

in j Eliminates Waste of Product. 

ne © Available in 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 Line Models. 

For full details call, write, or wire: 

< | | THE FILLER MACHINE COMPANY, INC. 
4 The Original Builder of Philadelphia Piston Fillers 

10 Penn Avenue, Rockiedge, Phila. 11, Pa. Pligrim 5-0170 
Write for Bulletin 29-10 Today 

ANDERSON BROS. MFG. CO. 

Rockford, Illinois 

AUTOMATIC WRAPPING MACHINES 

The A.W. Type R roll wrapping 

machine, variations of which will 

wrap round, rectangle or oval 

shapes. 

WRAPS 
Candies, Compressed Tablets, 

Moulded Chocolates, ete. 

IN 
Waxed Paper, Foil, Cellulose Film 

fed from the reel. 
The versatile Type R machine 

“ELECTRIC EYE’’ ENSURES SPEED 
(illustrated) wraps rolls from CORRECT POSITIONING OF c . 

WRAPPER DESIGN 70-90 per minute 
%” to 7” in length. 

For further particulars in the U.S.A. contact— 

Walter H. Kansteiner Co. 
Sole Distributors for the U.S.A.: 1737 W. Howard Street 

Chicago 26, Illinois 

AUTO WRAPPERS 
AUTO WRAPPERS (NORWICH) LTD EDWARD ST., NORWICH, ENGLAND. 
Telephone: Norwich 29222 GRAMS: Autowrap, Norwich 
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sets the pace 
in high speed 
electronic check welghing 

At speeds never before possible, you can now 

check weigh all your production with unvarying 

accuracy. Depending on gross package weight, 

the new FMC Electronic Check Weigher senses 

variations of as little as plus or minus 4% at a 

rate of up to 400 packages per minute. 

With a constant speed, no-stop motion, this new 
check weigher takes the production from one or 

more filling lines via high speed conveyor, weighs 

and segregates each package according to pre- 

For 
descriptive 

literature, 
write to... 

FOOD MACHINERY 

AND CHEMICAL 
CORPORATION Ji) 

OCTOBER 1958 

Putting 

> 

| packages per minute on the fly” 
set tolerances for over or under weight. Fully 

automatic, it operates without an attendant. 

The new FMC Electronic Check Weigher han- 

dles round, conical, rectangular, oblong or irreg- 

ular packages up to 10” wide by 10” long. Pack- 

age weight ranges from 1 ounce to 1 pound or 
from 8 ounces to 3 pounds. Controls for setting 

weight tolerances are simple and readily accessi- 

ble on a side panel. Recording instruments and 
numerical counters are supplied if required. 

Extremely compact, 
the unit is only 48” long by 24” wide. 

The height is adjustable 
from 30” to 42” to fit into any 

existing production line. 

fdeaeas to Werk 

Stokes & Smith Plant 

4904 SUMMERDALE AVENUE. PHILADELPHIA 24, PA. 

e 

FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION 



Another leader ERUTTI 

chooses OTOGRAVURE 

The KVP Company 

joins growing list of converters 

using CERUTTI Gravure Presses 

There’s a reason why more and more industry leaders are picking 

CERUTTI rotogravure presses. They want quality performance combined 

with profitable production speeds. They get both with CERUTTI. That’s 

why The KVP Company, well-known manufacturer and converter of food 

protection papers, chose the CERUTTI “Model America” press. Now turn- 

ing out roll after roll of top-grade printing at KVP’s Kalamazoo, Michigan 

plant, this “Model America” is a beautifully built, 6-color 44” press 

equipped with duplex turnover unwind roll stand with flying splicer, two 

extended vertical dryers, and a surface rewind with flying splicer. All in 

all—a jewel of a press that KVP knows will help guard its reputation for 

Let us show you why the 

CERUTTI rotogravure 

press is the new choice 

of the leaders .. . and 

the best choice for you. 

quality printing. 

Porsons & Whittemore inc. 

PARSONS & WHITTEMORE “o/c Goxforalion 
A wholly-owned subsidiary of / 250 PARK AVENUE ° NEW YORK 17, N.Y. 

Western Manager: W. H. WILLIAMSON, Chicago (Clearbrook 5-5885) / In Canada: Manton Bros. Ltd., Toronto 
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It’s risky, says Mr. Chandler, to freeze an attitude 

A woman in a supermarket passes 260 items every And to find new and better ways to package your 

minute. What better reason never to be satisfied product tomorrow.” 

that your present package is the final answer! — 
at} I pe tues = Research and development have top priority at 

Standard. Recent developments in film, foil, paper 

and paperboard packaging may have immediate 

practical value to you. Ask for a briefing. 

“We have two jobs,” says R. Car] Chandler, Board 

Chairman, Standard Packaging Corporation. “To 

help you keep your packaging competitive today. 

€ STANDARD PACKAGING CORPORATION 
@® 200 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y. 

“ CONVENIENCE PACKAGING: FILM:FOIL:PAPER 

BRADLEY & GILBERT DIVISION, LOUISVILLE, KY. * FULLER LABEL & BOX DIVISION, PITTSBURGH, PA ALLEGHENY LABEL DIVISION, CHESWICK, PA 

+ MODERN PACKAGES DIVISION, LOS ANGELES, CALIF FLEXIBLE PACKAGING DIVISION, CLIFTON, N. J GEBHART FOLDING BOX DIVISION, DAYTON, OHIO 



Test the package power 

of your current package 

against your current 

sales. If there's any room 

for improvement, try 

Continental's coordinated 

service approach. Wheth- 

er your product needs 

paper, poly, laminations 

or film — when it’s pack- 

aged by Continental it's 

a showoff that stands out 

from the crowd! 

C CONTINENTAL 
CAN COMPANY 

FLEXIBLE PACKAGING DIVISION 

DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA * SOUTH GATE, CALIFORNIA 

QUALITY PRINTERS AND CONVERTERS 

OF FLEXIBLE PACKAGING MATERIALS 


